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This book is for Judy, of course. I extend very big large thanks to Jeff for guiding me in the good
science while I create the bad science; and to Kelly for helping me to improve and allowing me
to continue to be energized by welcoming me back to class year after year.
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1
March 17, 2282

When you have more or less unlimited funds you can do things that most people would
consider all but impossible, and the unreasonable and unnecessary begin to sound more
reasonable and necessary. When it’s no one else’s business but your own, and you’re used to
getting anything with the simple act of stating a desire; when the cost of something isn’t even a
part of the decision making process, then things that those of less formidable means might
consider ridiculous indulgences are likely to be found.
The Sy family space ship is unique in its internal design although from the outside it
appears to be just another FTL capable ship. It’s listed on the Sy Conglomerate Holdings, Inc.
corporate registry as a business asset used for travel purposes by high-ranking employees,
members of the board, and to impress clients and prospective clients. In truth, it’s the personal
toy of the family and reserved for them exclusively. The internal layout, with synthetic-gravity
generators for all four floors, looks just as you might expect the home of the ultra-rich to look.
Once past the utilitarian airlock, concealed from the inside by a normal looking door, you step
into a large foyer with an obviously expensive sideboard built of a sort of dark brown wood very
few people in the galaxy could name. Opposite that is a wooden chest, the chest is wide and of a
perfect height to sit on while one changes out of one’s outside shoes and into the soft and
comfortable slippers that are worn ‘indoors’. Of course, the top of the chest sports real silk
pillows, this particular silk from the colony world called Home Again. The chest is ornate to the
point of being garish but its dark brown coloring is a good match for the sideboard. Past the two
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meant-to-impress wooden pieces one faces a tall, wide, curving staircase with an ornate wooden
banister comprised of balusters that match the side-board and chest. The dominant color theme,
apart from the dark wood tones, is white. There’s a hallway beyond the staircase and two
beautifully wrought white doors flanking each side of the stairs. It is safe to say that the interior
of this starship looks like no other in Earthspace. The remainder of the interstellar mansion is
somewhat more opulent than the foyer.
“Traffic Control, this is Corporate Vessel Lucky Strike requesting permission to
disengage for out-system flight,” Captain Abhinav Monyoya says into the tiny microphone that
sticks up from the console in front of him. The console is very business-like, full of small icons
on multiple computer screens that spread out on three sides of him like a wrap-around office
desk. Just behind him and to his right his wife and First-Officer, Sonai, sits at a nearly identical
console. Both the Captain and his wife are slight of stature, he from his Peruvian Andes gene
stock and her just because not all blondes are of Amazonian stature. Around them the control
cabin is spacious and holds seating for four observers should anyone wearing soft slippers care to
view the goings-on on the flight deck. Were it not for frequent cleaning the four observer seats
would have a thin film of dust on them.
“Lucky Strike, wait two for military vessel to clear your exit lane,” comes the reply from
Traffic Control.
“Don’t they know who we are,” Sonai says with a smirk. “Imagine, putting a war ship
ahead of us. The nerve of some people.”
“Yeah, we should complain to somebody that cares.”
Captain Manyoya doesn’t bother announcing to the passengers that they should sit down
and buckle in for departure, although it is Civil Space Administration policy that all persons
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aboard any ship be seated and restrained during decouple and push-off, the fact is that the
passengers aboard the Lucky Strike would ignore his announcement. With the very good quality
synthetic-gravity systems that the ship sports the passengers wouldn’t even notice that they had
disengaged from the station and were underway. He may be the Captain of the ship but he knows
whose name is on the bottom of his paycheck.
“Lucky Strike, you are cleared to disengage. Assume departure lane Four-Yellow. You
are cleared to maneuver at one thousand kilometers. A good voyage to you, Lucky Strike.”
“Copy that, Traffic Control. Exit lane four-yellow and clear flight after one thousand
kilometers. Have a good day,” Manyoya says.
There are barely heard clacking sounds as the docking clamps release and the several
umbilicals detach. Small puffs of compressed gases push the ship away from the station and
begin the slow rotation to align its leading end on the departure direction labeled Four-Yellow on
The Captain’s navigation screen. Neither Abhinav nor Sonai is actually driving the ship, that’s
being done by the piloting computers. The job of the humans in the control cabin is to be alert to
anything that might get past the numerous computers that are monitoring even more numerous
sensors. There was still nothing as good as a human mind when it came to making difficult
decisions based on incomplete data; The Captain and the First Officer, pilot and co-pilot, are the
first backup under these conditions.
Looking very much like a submarine from Earth’s late war years, as opposed to what
futurists and fiction writers expected starships to look like, with the Captain and First Officer
riding in the sail, the Lucky Strike engages its anti-gravity drive and pushes against the Earth that
is forty thousand kilometers away. With unexpected grace the ship accelerates at five gravities
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directly away from Earth in order to clear the traffic lanes. Inside the ship passengers and crew
feel nothing but the steady nine-tenths gee that is the norm for a private luxury yacht.
“If I may have your attention,” Captain Manyoya says on the all-ship speakers, “we have
cleared the station and are under way. Travel time is expected to be seventeen days, nine hours.
I, and the crew, will do all we can to make this a pleasant trip for our passengers. The crew will
assemble in three hours in the mess for a lunch meeting. That is all.”
“Very official sounding,” Sonai says, “you came very close to sounding sincere about
keeping the passengers happy.”
“I was sincere. So long as they’re happy our lives are so much easier.”
“Amen to that.”
On the second level, in the room dubbed ‘The Salon’ five young women are gathered.
They’ve grown used to the décor and furniture that would bankrupt the economies of most
colony worlds should they have to pay for equivalent refurnishing. The color scheme is a shade
of lavender with very understated darker blues scattered in precise ways to accentuate the
carefully chosen hue. Drapes cover eighty percent of the walls to distract the eye from the
utilitarian bulkhead material of which they were made; even the expensive texture paint wasn’t
able to completely hide its pebbly nature. The random roughness of the walls topography added
strength and helped to resist blast tearing: the yacht wasn’t intended to see combat, but if it did
the owners intended that the crew and passengers to have every opportunity to survive. Hiding
all that extra caution cost a lot of money.
In the salon, just now, the one getting all the attention is a daughter of the Sy family that
owns and runs Sy Conglomerate Holdings, Inc. Francesca Sy, known to all as Checa, recently
turned eighteen years old and eight months pregnant, is having her long dark hair braided by one
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of the four that aren’t members of the Sy family. The job of the four is to keep Checa amused,
happy, and distracted during her pregnancy. The object of this sight-seeing tour is to keep Checa
out of the public’s eye until after she’d had her baby and regained her slim figure. Eventually the
child would be introduced to the galaxy as a niece, or nephew, and officially brought into the
family fold. Everyone aboard the Lucky Strike has been told by multiple corporate and family
attorneys how dark their life’s fortunes will turn should they ever let out the dark Sy family
secret.
“I could’ve left the ship and gone onto the station if I’d wanted to, you know,” Checa
says. “I own this ship and can fire that Captain if he doesn’t do what I say. I just didn’t want to
go. I’m so fat. My god, look at me, I’m hideous.”
“Well, of course, you aren’t,” Lizbeth, seventeen, blond and slightly over-round, says,
“What you are is pregnant, and that’s going to pass and then you’ll be right back to your slender
self.” Lizbeth takes very seriously her job description. She’s also a naturally gifted suck-up.
“Well, it’s for damn sure I’m not doing this again, I can hire people for this,” Checa says,
pointing at her large belly.
Standing behind the seated Checa, Sammi, of Asian descent and with jet black hair even
longer than Checa’s, the one doing the plaiting, silently mouths, “Here we go, again.” to the two
girls that can see her.
“I think it’s romantic,” Lizbeth says, “after all, you agreed to it for the sake of love.”
“Oo, yeah, love. A sweet talking guy with good looks convinced me that the way to
prove my love was to give him a child. And look where that’s gotten me, bottled up in a space
ship with you four until I can get rid of this parasite, and who the hell knows where the father has
got off to. Oh, yeah, very romantic,” Checa snaps at Lizbeth.
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“It’s not a parasite, Checa, it’s a baby. Someday it will grow up and be someone
important in the Sy family,” Sammi says, giving the growing braid a slight extra tug.
“Oh, they’ll find a place for my baby somewhere in the company, but they would never
put a bastard into a position of importance. That just wouldn’t do,” Checa says.
“Bastard? Checa, nobody uses that word anymore. Babies born to single mothers are no
big deal anymore. Happens all the time the whole world over,” Diana says from across the salon
where she and Mixie are playing an old fashioned board game, a sign of just how boring life
aboard the space ship has become. Diana and Mixie are identical twins, nineteen years old and
sporting curly red hair, they seem to never get tired of each other’s company.
“Well, there’s one place that word is going to get used plenty as soon as I get back home.
You don’t know my family. Very conservative. I mean, crazy conservative. We have to be,
there’s always some pulp looking for something to smear us with. I know you’ve seen the big
headlines come across your pad screen; things you couldn’t believe even if you were high. I
don’t know how many of the pulps my family has sued, and we win every time, and they just
keep writing about us. We’re the galaxy’s favorite target.”
“Does that mean your family isn’t really being controlled by an alien super-computer that
has telepathic powers?” Mixie asks. “I was so hoping to prove that on this trip, it would make my
career as a journalist.”
“I didn’t know you wanted to be a journalist,” Sammi says.
“I don’t, but if I could prove the truth of that story I might decide to become one.”
The other four laugh as Mixie looks around in an exaggerated expression, as though
expecting someone to produce the evidence.
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“Oh, I saw that one just before we left,” Lizbeth says, “maybe this trip is just a trick to
turn us all over to the super-computer for programming. How exciting. We could be stellar spies
working for an evil Overmind.”
“Oh, yeah, we’d be known as the Femme Fatale Five, the bane of law enforcement
everywhere,” Diana added.
The girls went on to concoct elaborate schemes with which to confound governments and
their police as they plotted the downfall of all humanity for the Overmind. They laughed a great
deal and acted out deeds of daring-do. That distracted them for nearly an hour before they were
back to bored and feeling cooped up. Well, there was only a month to go and they would soon be
on their last leg of the trip, the one that led back to Earth and their families; and the nightclubs,
vacation spots, and various boyfriends. They were all ready for some boyfriend time, with the
exception of Checa, of course.
In the end of the ship that points back toward Earth, which has long since been lost to the
naked eye, there are eight more people, presently the mix is five women and three men. The
eight are the crew to which The Captain spoke; they are those that keep the ship operating
smoothly. Though the Lucky Strike is pretty almost entirely automated there are maintenance
operations that need to be performed, as well as a host of inspections, sensor logs to update, and
in the case of a breakdown, parts to replace, or possibly to build and replace. The crew doesn’t
interact much with the passengers, from time to time it’s necessary for a crewmember to enter
the living quarters of the passengers to attend to some bit of maintenance or repair. Apart from
situations like that the two groups stay apart.
At the moment the eight have gathered in the ship’s mess area awaiting the Captain and
First Officer. Each of them has their preferred beverage, coffee or tea for the most part, and three
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have put together a quick lunch of quartered sandwiches which sits in the center of the table.
Unlike the Captain and First Officer none of the eight are married to each other, or to anyone for
that matter, although several have been to bed with more than one of the others. It’s an amiable
bunch that has learned to live together in close confines.
Abhinav and Sonai enter the mess without announcement and retrieve a cup of coffee
each; the crew neither stands nor does much more than acknowledge their arrival with smiles and
short waves of hands. Abhinav and Sonai split up and take seats among the crew to join in the
conversations already in progress. The Captain takes a seat with the two engineers when they
wave him over.
“If we pull Unit B out we could do the update in an hour or so, then slide it back in, make
it the active unit, then do the same to A,” the Assistant Engineer, who also does all of the
machining and fabrication that may need doing, says, pressing the Chief Engineer. “With both
units holding the updates we’d be set to do the enhanced diagnostic before we dock, that’d save a
full day on getting admitted to refit.”
“Technically, we’re not allowed to run without the B unit operational, any failure in the
A and there’d be nowhere to shunt,” the Chief Engineer says, although she doesn’t sound all that
determined to hold to the specs.
“Have you ever in your life had an A unit fail? Do you know of any ship that has? Nope,
you don’t. Even the regs are a little fuzzy on whether it’s permissible out of FTL.” Turning to the
Captain the Assistant Engineer looks for support. “We could drop out, do the updates in a couple
of hours, and as soon as both are back in place, we re-engage. The passengers don’t need to
know we added two hours to this two month leg. If they even notice the phase shift we simply
tell them that we’re doing routine maintenance. What would they know?”
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The Chief doesn’t say anything for several seconds then looks to Abhinav for a decision.
“Don’t look at me, I just drive this bus. If you think it’s fine then we can drop out while
you do the work. A day of down time in dock is a serious bit of change I’d be happy not to put
against our ledger.” The owners’ of the yacht may be the wealthiest family in all of Earthspace,
or at least the wealthiest this year according to people that pay attention to that sort of thing, but
that didn’t stop them from requiring the Captain to justify expenditures against his budget. They
were generous but they weren’t blindly trusting fools.
With a small shrug the Chief nods, “We’ll do it tomorrow, say nine ay-em. We’ll be back
in FTL before lunch.” The other two in the conversation nod.
“Hey, everybody,” Captain Manyoya says, raising his voice just a little, “we’re going to
drop out tomorrow morning for a couple of hours to do some updates on the containment
computers. It’s no big deal but we’re going to be on one computer without the backup for a little
while. There’s nothing that you need to do, I’m just giving you a heads up.”
There are nods all around the table and Abhinav sees Sonai cock her head a little to one
side as she looks at him. When she doesn’t say anything he continues, “Tanner, we’ve had a
complaint that the guac is too thick, it breaks the crackers. Serious stuff, I know, but that’s why
we get the big credits. Also, Mikey, take a look at the settings on the ‘freshers, the two on deck
three seem to be running a little cold. Apart from that, I got nothin’. We’re running pretty smooth
and we’ve only a month and a half to go on this run. We’re still on track to make the flip at the
Crimson Nebula for the run home. If anything changes I’ll let you know.”
Again there was a general nodding around the table before the interrupted conversations
got back on track.
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“Oh, one more thing,” the Captain says, “we received an ‘A’ message to stay clear of the
Silex cluster. It seems someone has detected residual signatures of FTL jumps in that area that
aren’t from human ships. It doesn’t really affect us since we’re nowhere near the cluster, so
again, just a heads up.”
The ‘A’ message of which the Captain spoke indicates that it had come through on the
ansible device. The ansible used cloned photons to provide instantaneous communications across
stellar distances. Every ansible held a large store of cloned photons arranged in a very precise
order, when a message needed to be sent the photons were selected in order and their state was
altered or not, all ansibles then noted the changes in their own photons. In this way, binary
messages could be sent. The current generation of ansibles was sufficiently complex for voice
communication to be built through the binary transmissions; visual images were expected to be
several machine generations away. In any event, it was still a very expensive message system
and not all ships carried an ansible.
The remainder of the official meeting consisted of minor ship’s matters with a large
dollop of personal interests. The once a week meetings were deemed crucial by Captain
Manyoya to the smooth operation of his ship.
Back on the bridge First Officer Sonai takes her seat to the right of her husband and runs
through the mid-day checklist. There’s a message from Checa asking to confirm their arrival at
the Trumare Station a solid week before her due date…Sonai confirms and logs the message.
Two more messages make her aware that the auto-kitchen seems to take longer to make an
omelet that it should, and that the soap in the dispenser in the bathroom on deck four is giving
Diana dry skin. Sonai responds to each that it will be looked into, and it will, and then sends a
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message to Peter, who, apart from being a medical doctor, has been assigned the role of major
domo, to contact the women and make them happy.
“You’re sure you want to let them pull that maintenance while we’re out here? That’s
supposed to be done in dock,” Sonai says aloud to Abhinav.
The Captain taps icons on a screen before replying.
“They’re right about the regs being iffy on pulling that sort of update so long as we’re not
in FTL. And the credits saved by spending one day fewer in dock means a nice addition to our
performance bonus, and that puts us one day closer to owning our own ship,” Abhinav smiles to
his wife. “One day closer to not being babysitters.”
“Show me where the regs don’t disallow it and I’ll sign off on one day closer,” she says.”

MAY 18, 2282

Captain Manyoya lets the Lucky Strike slip out of FTL at eight-thirty the next morning,
the galaxy returns to normal with stars shining in their usual, enthusiastic way. They’re sitting in
interstellar space with the closest system more than four light years away, the vacuum around
them is as thin as you’d find short of being between galaxies. Apart from virtual particles that
winked into out of existence totally unnoticed there isn’t a molecule to be found in their
immediate surroundings. When there’s no call or message from the passengers the Captain and
First Officer conclude that they didn’t notice the ship slipping back into realspace. Abhinav calls
to the engineers, “Proceed with the updates.”
The Chief Engineer works her way through the logic tree display on the front of Unit B
until she reaches the STANDBY mode option, then touches the icon. There’s no perceptible
change in the unit except that the small screen confirms that Unit B is in Standby. Unit B is
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nearly a meter and a half tall and three-quarters of a meter wide, on the dull ivory face are
several small indicator lights and the manufacturer’s name prominently displayed. Below the
main operator interface display is smaller; the functions of the smaller display can only be
accessed after the unit has put into Standby mode. Working again through a logic tree the Chief
Engineer touches the icon that reads UNLOCK. Positioning a small wheeled cart just in front of
Unit B she slides the two handles from their recesses and pulls gently until the extraction servos
engage. Unit B slides slowly from the main panel, extending out until a full two meters of it are
visible and it is riding the wheeled cart. The interior is a maze of circuit boards and electronic
cards, each carefully labeled with its own identification number; it wouldn’t do to have a wrong
bit of electronics slid into an improper slot. Taking up a handheld device from a worktable
nearby she attaches a cord to a terminal on Unit B. After running a diagnostic to assure Unit B is
ready to accept the update the Chief Engineer removes a data cube from her breast pocket and
inserts into a receiver on the handheld. The information held by the data cube was acquired at
their lost stop though there was no time to perform the update then. The displays on both the
handheld and on Unit B light up and indicate that an update in is progress with a progress bar
showing the completion percentage. Satisfied that the update is proceeding as it should she walks
away to retrieve her tea and wait for the process to complete.
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There is an old axiom among humans, and likely other intelligent species, that says
‘perception is reality’. That is, whatever a conscious being perceives to be the workings of the
universe it lives in is, in fact, the workings of that universe. This concept, when applied to
specific individuals can have conflicting, often deleterious, effects. If a specific individual
perceives, to whatever extent, the rules of a universe that are different from that which nearly all
other members of the individual’s species perceives, then that individual may be perceived as
outside the species norm. This deviation from the norm, although rooted in a real experience of
another universe which overlaps and conflicts with the more commonly perceived universe, will
generally be accounted for through a declaration of mental aberration in the individual. A
common side effect of an incomplete experience of the alternate universe is that the individual
behaves in the ‘home’ universe in a manner that is deleterious to their health and life, even
though those actions are quite compatible with the laws of the alternate universe: unaided
humans cannot fly in their home universe, for instance.
Each time a new genesis occurs, as opposed to the replanting of life from one biosphere
or planet to a previously unoccupied one, that spontaneously generated life must accept a
specific set of rules within which to exist, i.e., select a single universe from the multitude that is
the multi-verse. This selection is done long before there is even the first glimmerings of
intelligence, generally occurring around the time the life forms create a microcosm within which
to house their essential ‘lifeness’. An easier way to say this would be…just about the time the
first enclosed cells form. It’s at this time that the cells begin to operate in a manner that is best
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suited for the acquisition of nutrients, food. Eventually, the cells with the greatest success in food
gathering, and thereafter reproduction, set the ground rules, having selected the universe that best
meets their needs, and for all life on a given planet for the remainder of life’s run. As the life on
that planet grows more complex, at some point noticing that there is a greater universe to be
experienced, the size of the universe expands to meet the limits of that life’s ability to experience
it. The more we learn of the universe, the larger and more complex it grows.
This should make it clear how it is that there are many universes to be experienced, with
each of those other universes a mere observation away. Life on Earth could easily have selected
a universe with slightly different physical laws as its home universe, and we would all be
perfectly evolved to exist in that universe. It’s only with great difficulty and effort that humans
manage to create a gateway to other universes, and remain there only for the purposes of
passage; the reason being that our mindset is so firmly entrenched here.
On the other hand, it seems to be a condition of the methane breathing life forms that
they, as a subgroup in this universe, are not so rigorously anchored to the natural physical laws
as humans experience them.

Ѯ
With the discovery of the several ways to evade the light-speed limit in order to move
around between stars in a reasonable length of time, at least two of which involve exiting, or
partially exiting, from this universe we know as realspace, it is clearly demonstrated that there
are more universes than our own. While scientists and mathematicians consider the concept of
‘infinite’ as useful, they generally agree that there can be no such actual condition. Therefore,
though the actual number of universes other than our own may not be truly infinite, the number
is sufficiently large as to make any debate on the subject a monumental waste of time. To human
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perceptions of the workings of this universe, and the sciences humans use to manipulate their
way through this universe, those other universes are both difficult to reach and hostile to our sort
of life, making them of no practical value apart from their more generous speed limits. It’s
important to note that not all of the intelligent species in our galaxy would agree with that.
Among the various and varied ways life could be found in realspace are the races
collectively known as the methane-breathers. What little humans know of them, and deduce from
observing their interactions with realspace, makes their science look more like an exercise in
wishful thinking. Humans are aware of three distinct species of methane-breathers, or rather
humans have concluded that they are methane-breathers based on incomplete data and limited
observations. The only one of the three that humans have had actual contact with are the Va,
whose interactions with realspace are sufficiently similar to that of humans. After a great deal of
work on both sides a rudimentary common ‘language’ had been established, sufficient to allow
some basic trade. The Va, as it turned it out, are just awe struck by wood products and trade with
considerable enthusiasm for anything wooden: plates, bowls, chairs, kitchy salad forks, finely
wrought sculptures or simples blocks, all are accepted and paid for handsomely. The usual
exchange items from the Va include bits of highly puzzling technology, alloys that should not
exist, compact energy sources that seem to have no limit to their output, and numerous other
oddities that humans frequently cannot make heads nor tails of. Although the Earthspace
governments are attempting to take over all of that trade due to the potential of some of the items
that come from the Va, still the black market trade continues. The computer program that allows
communication with the Va was not always the closely guarded secret that Earthspace
governments now holds it to be, and that program is readily available on the black market…for
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an exorbitant price. There was no such program available to contact either of the other two
methane-breathing races known to humans.
Aboard a methane-breather ship that is not of the Va, the first step on the road to
significant circumstances has begun.
“High Decision Maker, we have need of performing maintenance prior to contact with a
dock or station,” said First Redundant Engineer of Movement. Engineer was feeling more than a
small amount of trepidation; its second palpate was glistening with expressed nervousness. High
Decision Maker had a reputation for connecting bad news with the messenger. It was for that
reason that First Redundant Engineer had been chosen to deliver the message…less of a loss
should High Decision Maker be in a foul mood.
“Explain.” High Decision Maker was also known for operating with an economy of
conversation. Anyone not paying attention could lose the thread.
“The aft and starboard phase compiler is running one-half second behind the remainder
of the ship. If the time lag becomes greater, there is a significant risk that that section will
become disconnected and slip into a single space-time frame. It would be costly to retrieve the
section should that happen,” Engineer said knowing that bringing up matters of cost was also
very risky.
“How long?”
“Two, possibly three, subjective time units to perform the repair. Not long at all.”
“How much?”
Engineer paused, was that how much to fix, or how much to retrieve if it came
disconnected?
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“Repair is relatively cost effective, fourteen mega-credits. We have a replacement in our
stores. Retrieval of the section would likely run to the hundreds of mega-credits. The precise cost
would depend on which space-time frame it lodged in,” First Redundant Engineer of Movement
said hoping to cover its figurative butt by providing both estimates.
High Decision Maker did not respond immediately, in fact, it did not respond for a
significant period of time. There was nothing First Redundant Engineer of Movement could do
except wait while the cost of stopping for repairs was weighed against the cost of retrieval, and,
presumably, both of those against the penalties for arriving late to wherever they were going for
whatever purpose. The crew was typically not informed of the destination or duration, or
purpose, of any given trip; the ship could be delivering medical supplies or heading into battle
and the crew would not know. First Redundant Engineer was considering slowing its metabolism
as the wait dragged on; it didn’t want to have to endure a pressing need to eliminate to add to the
tedium of standing in place.
“Repair,” High Decision Maker finally said. Mildly surprised that it was still alive, even
uninjured, First Redundant Engineer left the presence of High Decision Maker with all the haste
that decorum would tolerate.

Ѯ
While it has been noted many times throughout the history of humankind that the
universe is very large, and the spaces between stars immense, it has also been noted that in a
universe so vast, all things that can happen must happen. Most coincidences do not include
serendipity.
The Chief Engineer had completed the update to the B unit without incident and returned
it to its slot. After making the B unit the active one, handling the proper identification of local
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physical laws to confirm that they are in the correct version of realspace, the A unit is put to
standby and the update begun. Captain Manyoya and his First Officer are on the bridge, relaxed
but alert as the maintenance duty progresses. They have the main viewer set to do a slow
revolution of the stars around them and are enjoying the time they’ve been given to appreciate
the stars unimpeded by atmosphere.
It’s a matter of lucky timing that the arrival of the other ship, settling into the space-time
frame known as realspace by humans, coincides with the position of an external camera. Both of
the bridge members stare in stupefaction for several seconds as what appears to be a hodgepodge
of construction beams and girders begins to solidify around them. Captain Manyoya recognizes
the general profile of what he’s seeing, during his brief military training there had been short
video clips of such vessels(?) having been spotted on some few occasions. Humans had never
been able to make contact with whatever belonged to the beam-and-girder constructs. It was
generally assumed that the manifestation was a spaceship of sorts, although not all of the ship
existed in our space-time. The bizarre constructs had never shown any belligerence, in fact, had
failed to take any notice of nearby human vessels at all. Whatever the beam-and-girder thingies
were, they were so far removed from our normal concept of intelligent life, and existence in our
own realspace, as to make them all but irrelevant…relegated to a file of spatial curiosities with
no specific impact on humanity.
On this very unlucky day, and in this very unlucky circumstance, the Lucky Strike was
physically within the overall volume of the methane-breather’s ship as it began settling into
realspace for the purpose of conducting its maintenance. Parts of several other space-times were
also present within the strange ship, a consequence of its particular association with the multi-
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verse and how the methane-breathers used the various physical laws of other space-times to their
advantage.
The B unit on board the Lucky Strike, identifying a change in the half-life of 210Lead,
sounded alarms across the display panels on the bridge to indicate that the Lucky Strike may not
be in realspace: what was to be done about that was for the Captain to decide. At the same time,
the free oxygen in the air aboard the Lucky Strike began ionizing to ozone, free oxygen being less
tolerated in the space-time that the methane-breathers had drug along with them. Within fifteen
seconds everyone was experiencing a burning in their throats and lungs, and had begun wheezing
and coughing. The twins, harboring a latent, and so untreated, propensity for asthma, began
gasping in short, rapid breaths. They were both unconscious within a minute. The other
passengers, failing to recognize quickly enough that there was a problem with the air, all passed
out before even one of them sought a breathing mask. Captain and crew, reacting with the
instincts of repeated training, went immediately for the bottled air tanks and masks. The reaction
on their part was the right one, but the oxygen in the breathers had reacted to the same intruding
physical laws as the general air of the ship. The crew succumb a very short time after the
passengers. Within three minutes all had suffered irreversible brain damage. On the floor where
Checa lay, having gasped her last breath, a field of sparkling motes formed in an amorphous field
around her. Had any human eyes been watching they would have seen her body simply fade
from sight.
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On board the methane-breather vessel, where alarms were also sounding in their own
peculiar way, a crew member, Second Technician for Continuance, happened to be observing the
emergence as a desperate means to break up the sheer tedium of the trip. When the alarms began,
Technician switched on the display devices in front of it and began analyzing what it was that
their ship had encountered. Almost immediately it recognized the physical nature of the living
things within the enclosed structure that was the source of all the commotion. Technicians for
Continuance would most closely approximate doctors as humans understand it, but the methanebreathers do things somewhat differently. There was no sick bay aboard the alien ship; no
Hippocratic Oath was taken by Technicians for Continuance to do no harm. They did not wear
lab coats or hang stethoscopes around the necks they did not have. No, their job was to ascertain
whether a damaged or sick member of the crew was a fiscal plus for the effort to return them to
active status. If not, then their job was to terminate the liability and send the remains to the
proper recycler so as to glean the final profit possible. Their skills at healing were considerable,
and the technology available to assist them was well beyond anything humans had. That Second
Technician for Continuance happened to be watching the events concerning the Lucky Strike was
unusual in that it had taken it upon itself to study some of the characteristics of the purely
physical beings that inhabited this particular space-time frame. Perhaps the source of the interest
was merely that it was the particular realspace in which the methane-breathers had, so very long
ago, also evolved. Technician was only curious as to what other thinking things this specific
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universe had produced using its own unique physical laws; it had never considered applying its
knowledge.
Pouring over the data it was receiving concerning the state of the oxygen-breathers,
Technician noted with dispassionate interest that they seemed to be dying. Well, that was not
particularly unexpected, it was well documented that oxygen-breathers were pathetically frail;
the set of conditions which supported their lives being exceedingly narrow. Anticipating that
there was new knowledge to be had, Technician cataloged the changes in the oxygen-breathers’
metabolisms, as well as the changes in the chemical composition of their internal processes. At
some point it would study the changes and learn how the oxygen-breathers failed, it would be a
brief break from the boredom of the flight…possibly a minor study paper could be published. It
was with surprise that Technician noted that there seemed to be a life form still living within the
body of one of the oxygen-breathers. Curious as to the nature of the encapsulated life,
Technician zoomed in its remote sensors and called up greater detail. It was with considerable
astonishment that Technician concluded that it had in its possession an unborn oxygenbreather…never before had such an opportunity been available. It was not known how the
oxygen-breathers reproduced, there were only suppositions based on a paltry few necropsies.
There was a problem, however. It was clear that the unborn oxygen-breather was suffering the
same physiological changes as its parent had. The dead parent was passing along to the unborn
the metabolic changes that would quickly lead to the cessation of the unborn life.
Acting quickly, Technician transferred the dead parent and dying unborn to a quickly
prepared chamber that matched conditions as they were at the moment the beam-and-girder ship
had first begun to take on reality in the space-time frame of realspace. After only a few seconds
it was clear that that in itself was not sufficient to aid the unborn. With a quick review of several
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data feeds, Technician transferred the unborn out of the parent. Then seeing how an organic
tube-like connection between the parent and unborn had been the means for the unborn to
acquire the nutrients to sustain it, Technician hastily made up a surrogate connection to the small
body that floated just off the floor in the study tank. Duplicating the multitude of chemicals
found in the feeding tube was easy enough, and Technician was rewarded by seeing the negative
chemical changes that had been occurring within the unborn begin to reverse. The first human
child ever born by way of matter-relocation made small kicking motions with its two larger
appendages.
Subjective time passed as the oxygen-breather fetus was maintained by the ad hoc
apparatus that Technician had cobbled together. It was satisfying to Technician to see the small
oxygen-breather increase in size and weight. Every second of growth was recorded for future
study. Understanding the workings of the oxygen-breathers could be of benefit one day, should
the methane-breathers ever find a reason to interact with them. In the meantime, Technician
rather enjoyed its new hobby. During its own free time Technician learned considerable detail
about the processes taking place in the infant. This included the rather simple coding of the helix
shaped molecules that determined everything about the oxygen-breather’s physiology, as well as
the soup of chemicals that resulted and controlled the body. Feeling comfortable in its
knowledge, Technician decided to test some small changes intended to improve things. For one,
it saw that there were tiny changes that could be made that would improve the processing of
information in the oxygen-breather’s brain. Then Technician turned off minor regulators that
might one day compel behavior negative to long term survival…humans called those regulators
‘altruism’ and a ‘conscience’. Technician also made a small adjustment that would otherwise
have caused degradation of DNA telomeres; Technician saw no good reason why this oxygen-
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breather should have such a built-in time bomb that would lead to its ultimate death by aging.
Other tweaks were made to increase muscle ability, and to accelerate the speed at which the
neurons transferred their information. Somewhere along the way the small changes incited a
change to the melanin in the tiny oxygen-breather’s skin cells; the infant turned blue, dark blue.
The change took Technician by surprise, but after studying the process that initiated it
Technician decided to leave it, it was a side effect of no consequence.
Eventually, there came a call for Second Technician for Continuance to present itself
before High Decision Maker. Small waves of nervousness slid across the surface of Second
Technician for Continuance’s surface. It had never before had an audience with High Decision
Maker, had never wanted one, had hoped to never have one. There were few good things that
could come from such a summons.
“Oxygen-breather,” High Decision Maker said. A human might comment that it used
its words so sparingly that one might wonder if it had to pay for each. No such comment would
ever escape from a member of this crew.
“I am studying it. There is a great deal we do not know about oxygen-breathers. In
particular, this one came to me before it was decanted from its parent body. A unique
opportunity for study,” Second Technician for Continuance realized it was on the verge of
babbling and shut up.
A low, slow-moving surface wave ran across the body of High Decision Maker as it
contemplated what had just been related. This was a different indicator than the shuddery ripples
crossing Technician; the wave was midway on its return journey when High Decision Maker
spoke.
“Use?”
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“Great One, all knowledge is useful, and is often valuable. At some point there may be
need, or want, of this sort of information. At that time it will have commercial value.”
The response was immediate. “When?”
Wave frequency on the surface of Technician increased as a surface sheen also
developed. Technician was certain that it was on very dangerous ground.
“Precisely when cannot be known. Interactions with the oxygen-breathers is
uncommon, for us, however, there are other methane-breathers that have more regular contact.
This information may well have trade value with them. It is known that the Va trade with
oxygen-breathers, possibly even this particular subgroup. Perhaps they would like to purchase
my study results?” Technician ended on a question, which it knew immediately was a bad thing
to do.
“Barbarians,” said High Decision Maker, though it was not clear to Technician if that
meant the Va, or the oxygen-breathers, or both. “Dispose.”
Dispose? There was no appeal, no course whereby Technician might further argue its
case for continued study. From this second on anything except agreement would certainly result
in its immediate termination, and very likely in a most unpleasant manner.
“I will dispose of the oxygen-breather at once,” Technician said, being very, very
careful not to let the disappointment it felt be heard in its words.
Well, thought Technician, as it fluttered from the room, High Decision Maker had not
specified exactly how to dispose of the oxygen-breather, nor what ‘at once’ constituted.
Technician thought perhaps it had a day, two, at the most. Once clear of High Decision Maker,
and in some small measure of control, Second Technician for Continuance looked through what
little information there was about the ship’s near future plans. Again, it appeared that the galaxy
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was working to favor it as Technician saw that there was a brief phase change scheduled for late
in this same day. And by serendipity, the phase change was to include passage through the spacetime frame that had originated the oxygen-breather. There was an opportunity. Back in its lab
Technician set about creating the circumstances that both satisfied High Decision Maker’s
command, and left Technician with some hope for future study. It carefully added a miniscule
locator beacon to the body of the oxygen-breather, then reviewed the information on emergency
procedures in the manuals of the oxygen-breathers’ original vessel, which was still in a cargo
hold. Finally, Technician made contact with a friend in Movement.
“My good friend, I see that we will be making a phase change soon.”
“Ah, Technician, a pleasure to speak with you. It’s very nice to see you taking an
interest in ship functions. You no doubt are mentioning this for a reason?” First Engineer for
Movement said.
“Yes, I am inquiring due to a large amount of shameful self-interest. As I have
previously spoken to you of, I am conducting an investigation into an oxygen-breather. I have, in
fact, made some small adjustments to improve the specimen. Alas, High Decision Maker has
learned of my work, and I am instructed to discontinue my study and dispose of the specimen.”
“That is unfortunate; I have rarely seen you so animated since you have begun your
studies on the oxygen-breather. In what way does this relate to the coming phase change? For I
am sure that it does.”
“I am transparent to you, my friend,” Technician said with what was the equivalent of a
smile. “It is my hope that I could redeposit the specimen into the same space-time frame from
which it came. The simple craft that came with the specimen is still in our holds. As a part of its
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construction, there is a small enclosure intended for temporary life sustainment in the event of a
failure of the larger vessel.”
“I see. And you are hoping that by placing the oxygen-breather specimen in the small
device you will increase the possibility that it might survive? I would remind you that space,
even in that particular space-time frame, is still somewhat large and mostly empty,” First
Engineer for Movement said.
“Yes, the probabilities for it to be spontaneously found are small, but it is the only
option that I have been able to come up with.”
“Hmm, well, there is some leeway as to where, precisely, in that space-time frame we
make our passage. Allow me to look into this and see if there is a way to plausibly make our
passing near to a star system that contains oxygen-breathers. I must be clear; I cannot guarantee
that it will be the same species as your specimen…if I can do it at all without alerting High
Decision Maker.”
“You are a good friend. I will make a promise to judge favorably for Continuance for
you should ever the need of my services arise,” Technician said, happy to make such a promise.
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May 14, 2282
Day 1
Chandler’s Stop was one of a handful of colony worlds that had been started quite
accidentally when a first generation human FTL ship had foundered while doing survey work.
Only eighty-five light years from Earth, the system had been hidden from surface based and even
orbital telescopes by a small but darkly dense cloud of cold dust. Given another twenty-eight
hundred years the dust cloud and star would have parted ways and there would have been one
more twinkling point of light in Earth’s night sky. Chandler’s Legacy, the less than lucky ship
that had settled hard on the planet’s surface, had been a privately funded ship surveying for
purely commercial purposes, owned by Chandler Mining, Inc., headquartered in Sol system’s
asteroid belt. The mission had been to locate a habitable world with rich resources, particularly
in heavy metals, and claim it for the company. Chandler’s Stop, second planet from the star, had
met the first criterion but failed miserably on the second. What grew there had been a colony of
mostly farmers for forty-five years, until they were discovered by a subsequent governmentfunded survey effort. By then the colony was well established, if fairly primitive, and all rights to
the world were handed over in accordance with the laws, newly written on Earth, covering
planetary development. Chandler Mining, Inc. failed to make its fortune from the raw resources
of the planet but grew vastly wealthy selling land to the huge numbers of emigrants leaving Earth
during the first wave. With a system population of twenty-three million, it was second only to
Last Chance.
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Orbiting above Chandler’s Stop was a smelting platform that turned the low-grade metal
pellets coming in from asteroid miners into high-quality ingots. Those ingots then went, for the
most part, down the gravity well to the planet’s surface to be made into buildings, bicycles, or
even electronics; a colony growing in population so quickly consumed enormous resources.
Chandler Mining, Inc. was very happy to supply those resources…for a fee.
In the process of disconnecting from that orbital processor the Caliphate’s Reward was
heading out into the belt area to pick up another load of pellets. Once its holds were fully loaded,
it would fall back in-system and make delivery to the smelter; just another run for the freighter.
Hoses snapped free and electrical power lines unplugged, the long umbilicals were reeled in to
be serviced in preparation for the next need. At the rate the in-system freighters were working to
supply the smelter, that need was likely only a few hours away.
“Caliphate’s Reward, docking bay thirteen, requesting permission for final disconnect
and station exit,” Captain Bashar Maxwell said into the pin mike sticking up from his console.
The Captain was a burly man of black hair, broad shoulders, and a barrel chest; he tended to
wear a beard when not in the clean confines of the ship.
“Caliphate’s Reward, wait three. You are second in the queue,” came a slightly nasal
voice from the console, it sounded like a teenager with a head cold. Bashar recognized the
singsong cadence of speech indicative of a Chandler’s World native, though he couldn’t say he
particularly liked it.
“Caliphate’s Reward,” the young voice said just two minutes later, “you are cleared for
final undocking. Exit on lane seven ascending, you are free to navigate after six hundred
kilometers. Have a nice flight.”
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“This is Caliphate’s Reward, undocking now, exiting lane seven ascending, free to
navigate after six hundred kilometers. Thank you, Station Control, have a nice day,” Bashar said
before switching off the microphone and adding, “you pimply faced little asshole.”
“How do you know the kid’s an asshole, though I admit he sounds young enough to have
a face full of pimples?” asked Chilly, the First Officer, knowing full well the door he was
opening. The crew of nine all supposed that the First Officer had an actual name but Chilly was
all they knew him by. Chilly was small where Bashar was big, mostly quiet where the Captain
was boisterous, had wispy light-brown hair where the other had an unruly tangle of black.
“He’s an asshole because I say he is. Give me a three-gee push on lane seven ascending, I
want clear of this place as soon as possible.”
“Three-gees exceeds the acceleration limits this close to the station, you’ll get called on
it,” Chilly said even as he entered the required commands.
Thirty seconds later there came a call from Station Command, not the teenage sounding
kid from moments earlier. “Caliphate’s Reward, you are in violation of exit protocols, reduce
your acceleration by twenty percent.” The voice on the speaker was clearly giving an order and
not making a request. “Continued violation will result in a penalty upon your return.”
Between curses, not all of which were in standard lingua-terra, Bashar said into the mike,
“Oh, sure, sorry Command, will do.” He then turned to Chilly, “Cut us back by fifteen percent.”
Chilly gave a small smile, familiar with the Captain’s apparent need to always be pushing
right at the edge of the boundaries. Station Command did not follow up with a demand for the
further five percent reduction. It would be interesting to see if there was indeed a violation fine
waiting for them when they returned in thirty-eight days with their holds full.
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“Soon as we clear the six hundred kilometers put us on a heading to Jana’s. She says
she’s got a better than average load of heavies, with about half of it being osmium and iridium.
That’ll make for a better than average payday if she does,” Bashar said. Heavies were metals
heavier than lead, thus greater mass for their volume. A part of the value of any given load was
based on its mass, with other parts being rarity and demand. Caliphate’s Reward was an older
freighter with holds that weren’t shielded well enough for them to haul ‘hot’ radioactives, that
left Captain Maxwell and his crew at a bit of a disadvantage, something they made up for with
efficiency and short turn-around times per load. To do that, the ship and its crew pushed hard.
“Got it. Going out to party with Jana. Standard five-gee push?” Chilly asked.
Captain Maxwell paused at the door leading out of the bridge area, “Hold us to four, I’m
going down to take a look at the syn-gee they’re working on. I’ll call up to go to five if it looks
good enough.”
The ‘syn-gee’ was a synthetic gravity generator that created a desired set of conditions
within the ship regardless what the ship itself was doing. Caliphate’s Reward may be
accelerating at five, or more, Earth normal gravities while the crew would only experience the
typical nine-tenths gee that was their norm. The ship had two main syn-gee generators,
redundancy in all things, as well a smaller emergency unit that could be used to limp their way to
help if both of the mains should fail.
“Holding at four,” Chilly said as Bashar left.
Jana had once been a real looker, as Captain Maxwell had often put it. Fifteen years ago,
when Jana had first taken up her life as a solo miner and Bashar had bought Caliphate’s Reward,
they had spent some nights together when he was making a pickup. She’d been in her late
thirties, a woman of pleasing female curves, with a pretty face and a bob haircut that did a good
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job of complimenting her features. The newly minted ship’s Captain had been oh-so-handsome
in the way that men whose genetic heritage hailed mostly from Earth’s southern Mediterranean
can be. Those days were many pounds and inches ago. Nowadays, the two were simply friends
that used to be part-time lovers. Each seeing the other through a slightly less flattering mirror
than what they held up to themselves. But then, such is the way of people.
The solo miner allowed the loading of the bins of metal pellets to progress while she and
Bashar negotiated, they had done this many times and both knew they would come to an
amicable decision on a number. Large forklifts rumbled out of the Reward’s hold to scoop up the
open-topped bins and trundle them through the short connecting tunnel. The tunnel acted as both
loading ramp and solid docking connection from the ship to the microgravity asteroid. Once on
board each bin was attached to a ‘scale’. Firmly clamped in place the scale would register the
force required to move the bin and also to return it to rest. The resulting numbers were then run
through a simple mathematical formula to present the mass of the bin in the kilogram equivalent
at Earth-normal one-standard-gee. All things off of Earth were, at some point, reckoned in their
Earthly equivalent. It was the constant that allowed business and industry to proceed in the
presence of planets, moons, space stations, asteroids, and comets, each with its own gravity
coefficient. Even time was synchronized to Earth’s Greenwich Mean Time for spaceships and
important matters of business and government. Thus did humankind maintain one of many
common links which slowed the inevitable drifting of societal norms that are sure to occur when
disparate groups live too much apart.
The negotiation went well, she’d insisted on an additional one point six percent based on
the quality of the ‘heavies’ she had for them. The credits would be deposited to her account after
Bashar Maxwell completed his negotiations with the smelter-station’s buyer. Although he
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complained that Jana was all but robbing him, Bashar felt pretty good about the deal overall. She
was giving them a damn fine load and the crew of Caliphate’s Reward would see that reflected
in their shares in spite of the bump to Jana. The making of aggrieved noises was simply a part of
the process.
The Reward completed its business with Jana as quickly as good manners allowed, not
even staying over long enough for a meal. With the metal pellets safely stored, and the supplies
Jana had ordered to be brought along off-loaded, Captain Maxwell and the crew boarded, sealed
up, retracted the umbilicals and the tunnel connection, then pushed gently away from the
asteroid. They’d not been able to maintain their full five gee acceleration out to rendezvous with
Jana, the syn-gee had given them minor aggravation in maddeningly erratic moments. The
hiccups in the internal gravity were always short-lived, a few seconds at most; enough to notice,
never enough to cause damage, and never lasting long enough to track down. By the time they
were doing diagnostics beyond the automated sort, the transitory moments of lesser gravity had
passed. More maddening, the problems only manifested when they were running above fourpoint-five gees. As a result, they spent a lot of time on the outbound leg at four gees and so were
running late to their schedule.
Chandler’s Stop and the smelter-station that accompanied the planet were about twothirds of the way around the parent star in its own solar year. Bashar Maxwell had worked most
of his first year of Captaincy following the planet around its sun, making forays into the asteroid
belt, and contacting private mine holdings to look for customers. He’d burned through every
credit he’d had and then the credits of the three crew members that had originally bought-in.
There had been some very lean months for the Caliphate’s Reward before the credits had started
going into the accounts faster than they were coming out.
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The Captain and Chilly, his first partner and most likely his closest friend, had planned
on thirty-eight days to make the three stop circuit; being out any longer than the thirty-eight days
meant they would miss the optimal window for meeting up with the smelter-station again.
Missing that meeting meant they would have to do a stern chase and catch up to the station. It
wasn’t that the Reward didn’t have the legs for it, even at a four gee push they’d catch the station
in a day. But allow too many mistakes of that nature and they’d be so far behind that they’d have
to pass on one pickup circuit. Any time that happened they risked losing a customer to another
freight hauler…one that had newer, more powerful, gravity motors and could play catch-up at
tens of gees. Miners couldn’t be expected to sit on their product for a year, while the planet, and
the Reward, came back around. Friendship and a long history of mutually profitable business
only went so far: what have you done for me, lately?
Their next stop was spinward and further out, a five-day push under the best of
conditions. With the syn-gee misbehaving it became a six-day run, putting the Reward two days
behind. They could have switched to the other main syn-gee and made their normal five gees of
acceleration but then they couldn’t work the problem. Below four-and-a-half gees the device
worked fine, and at idle it sat innocent and perfect. Neither Bashar nor the crew wanted to find
themselves at the mercy of the misbehaving syn-gee should its partner fail. Better to lose a day
here and there and get the recalcitrant machine figured out.

May 25, 2282
Day 11

Nguyen and Nhung Lam were in the top five most profitable customers of the
Caliphate’s Reward. The two small, light-brown skinned couple, husband and wife, had had
incredible good fortune when they’d stumbled upon an asteroid of gold. Left over from some
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supernova blast uncounted eons ago, the blob of mostly gold, like nearly everything in the
Chandler system, had drifted through interstellar space for geologic ages until conditions had
conspired to include it in a new star system. During the process that created Chandler’s Star and
its retinue of planets, the blob of gold had smashed into and been pummeled out of many
conglomerations. It was currently a part of an asteroid that included other exotics spewed out by
the supernova.
The husband and wife team had fled from some crime or other, somehow managing to
acquire a ship and some basic mining tools. Captain Maxwell didn’t know if they had committed
the crime that had sent them fleeing or been the victims, or witnesses, running from some
danger. He never asked. He was sure that they were not using their real names. Not that that
mattered to him, they had never been anything but polite and friendly to him and his crews.
Polite, not warm.
“Captain Maxwell, very nice to see you again,” Nhung said as Maxwell entered through
the interior airlock door. She did most of the talking for the couple. “I lament to hear that you are
having technology problems that cause you to run late on your schedule. We wish you to know
that we, too, have experienced mechanical issues many times and can understand. Should this
problem get the better of you in the short term be assured that we will hold our shipment until
you can come for it. We will not abandon you over something beyond your control.”
Bashar thought that there was more to their reluctance than simple loyalty, most likely a
component of their decision was a wish to not spread knowledge of their existence too widely.
Regardless the reason, it was a nice thing to hear.
“Thank you very much for saying that. There is no reason to believe this will develop
into anything that serious, but it is good to hear that you will wait if it should. What do you have
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for me on this trip? I find that I am always intrigued and surprised by you two. You work with
less technology than just about anyone I know, and yet you are among the most successful. A
credit to your hard work and perseverance, I am sure.”
“You are too kind, Captain Maxwell. Although, I must say we have had some small luck
in the last year. In addition to the gold, we have found some small deposits of cadmium, yttrium,
and a bit of samarium. I fear their weights are not great, but I believe you will find them of
adequate quantities to justify adding them to your load.”
There was one thing about the Lams, there was no chance that loading was going to get
underway until the deal was done. While Bashar sat with them drinking tea and making small
talk around business, the crew of the Reward waited to hear that they could begin their part;
friendship and loyalty went a long ways, but putting things in writing, and signing your name to
them, went much farther.
“We will ask no more than the usual sixty-one percent on the gold, however, the rareearths are difficult and time-consuming to mine and isolate. We must have seventy-nine percent
for them,” Nhung said turning to look at Nguyen and getting an agreeing nod.
To Bashar seventy-nine percent was too high, possibly above his breakeven point. He
was not in business to break even. “My friends, although I do not doubt that you must go to
much greater lengths of effort to acquire the rare-earth elements, I must decline your already
generous offer of only seventy-nine percent for yourselves. I, too, have great expenses involved
with operating my ship and paying my crew. While you are able to manage great rewards for
your efforts with limited technology, my ship is nothing but technology, and it costs a great deal
to keep that in safe operating conditions. I think that I must ask that you settle for a mere sixtyeight percent on the rare-earths.”
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The negotiation, with short breaks for polite talk of unrelated matters, and more tea, went
on for just over a half-hour. Each side was careful to couch their words in terms of great respect
for the other but then would lament their own costs and woes. The Lams played their part well,
and Bashar was an old hand at haggling. Neither side took offense when they settled finally on
seventy-two percent. It was the number Bashar had been expecting from the opening. When the
terms had been printed out, two separate copies, each signed by both parties, Captain Maxwell
contacted the ship and told the crew to commence loading.
“We’ve got some rare-earths, keep those separated. Weigh them three times, then average
any discrepancies,” he said to Chilly over a hand held radio. He then looked to Nhung and
Nguyen for approval and got it.
“Will do, Captain,” Chilly said.
Captain Bashar Maxwell didn’t know how much the Lams may have in savings but he’d
been putting credits into an account for them for over a decade. The sums had never been
enormous but had always been steady. Where most miners had periods of feast and famine,
sometimes having to draw down on their savings to get through a lean period, the Lams were
steady producers. The gold, by itself, and certainly compared to many other mining products,
wasn’t all that valuable, but the demand was steady. Technology needed gold even if the
populace was more fickle. Bashar had always thought of the Lams as the tortoises of the belt
miners; slow and steady was definitely getting the job done for them. When Bashar got back to
the ship and saw the loading file on the weight of the rare-earths he could only smile. Nhung had
said there were only limited quantities of the three. The true weights, at the prices these elements
commanded, would easily cover all of the Reward’s expenses for this trip by themselves even at
his twenty-eight percent cut. This was shaping up to be a very good trip in spite of the
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aggravation being caused by the syn-gee unit. It took another two hours to complete the loading
and tying down, and the unloading of supplies, but that was normal and Caliphate’s Reward left
the Lam’s just nine hours after arriving.
The next leg of the circuit was a long nine-day push, ten when they were still unable to
get the syn-gee to behave. At the end of the run was easily the most mysterious of Bashar
Maxwell’s customers, even more so than the Lams. Bashar had never met the man; not once is
eleven years of doing business had there been a face to face, even electronically speaking. He
had not even been given a name, simply a number designation to attach to the deposit-only
accounts at the smelter-station bank. There were voice messages responding to Bashar’s call to
let him know they were coming, and on which day to expect them…simple acknowledgments.

June 4, 2282
Day 21

When they arrived, the situation was absolutely normal. There was a note on a flimsie
atop one of the bins detailing the number of bins, the contents, the customer’s tally of weight,
and the percentage that the customer would accept. If Caliphate’s Reward did not agree with the
distribution of credits, they were free to leave without the cargo. The forty-one bins were filled,
for the most part, with lead pellets, usual for this customer, but this time nine of the bins loaded
with raw rhodium ore, not even pelletized. The customer’s note indicated that the ore was eightythree percent pure and therefore in excess of the minimum standard for processed and pelletized
metals. This was unusual even for this customer. Unusual, but exceedingly profitable…rhodium
was currently at an all-time high on the spot market. Caliphate’s Reward found the terms to be
acceptable. The lead would pay the bills, but the rhodium would pay for some of his future. The
loading and weighing ate up six hours. At the end of the weighing, Bashar saw that the weights
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came up one point three one percent higher than the customer’s estimate. He left a note attached
to the airlock door noting the discrepancy, and stating that distribution percentages would be
paid on the higher weights. Once the weighing and loading were done, the Reward pushed off
and then pushed on to the last stop.
During the first few years of picking up from the anonymous customer, Bashar had often
wondered if he were unknowingly skirting the edges of some illegal goings-on. But, there had
never been anyone with official-looking identification that had come around asking questions,
and the banks had never questioned depositing the funds in the manner required. Captain
Maxwell was curious, but not so much so that he would risk losing the customer with too much
digging. Curiosity could kill a profitable business arrangement just as surely as it killed cats.
The last stop on their circuit for this part of Chandler’s Star system was further out yet,
near the outer edge of the belt, out where the twin rocky worlds that orbited each other
occasionally disturbed one of their smaller cousins and sent it caroming off on some new path.
Plotinus and Empedocles, nearly identical in size and composition, were thought to be remnants
of a single world that had been struck by something small and dense while still forming and
molten. The resulting cataclysm sheared the hot young planet in two, resulting in the binary
mini-system that hosted over a dozen moons and moonlets. When the swing of the worlds and
their various moons aligned just so, they wreaked minor havoc among the fringe belt objects.

Bashar had made sure to contact Gareth Ibrahimovic, to make sure that he had enough
ore available to make the trip worth their while. On one occasion Bashar and the Reward had
arrived to find the miner passed out drunk while his machinery ate away at rock that had no
metals in it at all. The Captain had speculated privately as to how the relatively young man had
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found his way to the belt. In his mind, Bashar saw Gareth as the bastard son of someone wealthy
that was tired of the boy’s antics causing the family embarrassment. By sending the boy to
another system, to spend a decade or two where he couldn’t cause much trouble, they’d wait to
see if time matured and mellowed him at all: or, at least, that was the story Bashar Maxwell had
let come to rest in his mind.

June 11, 2282
Day 28

It was another seven day run at four gees to reach Gareth, but the fellow had assured
them that he had more than enough material to make the trip worth their while. And he had, as it
turned out. Somewhere in the interior of the big lump that Gareth was mining he’d stumbled to a
rich vein of bauxite, even more impressive was the fact that he’d stayed sober and alert enough
to guide the digging machines along the vein. The result was eighty-six bins of aluminum pellets
sitting next to another twenty-nine bins of iron pellets. This could well be the best haul away
from Gareth Ibrahimovic that Caliphate’s Reward had ever had. Bashar was both pleased and
more than a little surprised. Perhaps with a little encouragement the young fellow could mature a
bit and become successful despite whatever circumstances had landed him where he was. Bashar
gave in during the negotiations and allowed Gareth two percent more than he thought he could
have gotten. Gareth was not yet a tough negotiating opponent. Perhaps a strong account deposit
would motivate the miner to drink less and pay more attention to his equipment. Still, the many
crates of booze that were on Gareth’s order list weren’t refused when it came time to unload.
Time would tell.
Sitting in his acceleration couch on the bridge, Captain Bashar Maxwell was working up
various totals for the trip based on what he thought he might get from the smelter-station buyer.
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He was smiling and comfortable with his place in the universe, which at the moment was six
days out from a much better than average payday. He might just up and replace the pain-in-theass syn-gee rather than try to have it repaired, again.
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5
June 17, 2282
Four days to Chandler’s Stop

The alarm, when it sounded, came almost simultaneously with the slight lurch down and
to the left that was beyond what the syn-gee could compensate for. Captain Maxwell, alone on
the bridge, lurched forward to the command console even while his brain was busy setting aside
the credit numbers he’d been musing over. Small flashing lights, several of them red, were
competing for his attention while the overloud chirping of the alarm threatened to distract him.
Jabbing at an icon on the screen display he cut off the noise.
“What was that?” Chilly’s voice said from the speaker in front of the co-pilot’s seat.
While he wouldn’t be hearing any alarms in the mess galley he would certainly have felt the
slight lurch.
“Collision alert. I’m checking it now,” Bashar said.
“Really? Out here? Bigger than the autos can handle?”
From the sound of his voice, rising and falling as the microphones tried to keep up with
him, Captain Maxwell suspected that Chilly was already running the hallways on his way to the
bridge. A few seconds later Chilly came barreling through the open hatch, reflexively closing
and dogging it behind him.
“What do we know?” he asked as he scrambled into his couch.
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“Something big is in our path, but it’s almost forty thousand kilometers out. The alert
sounded because we were heading dead on for it. The lurch in the syn-gee was an attitude
adjustment, we’re now set to clear the object.”
“What is it that can be that big out here?” Chilly asked. They were well inside the orbital
path of any of the belt objects, in space that was just about as empty as any you’re likely to get
while still inside a star system.
“Don’t know, let’s take a look,” Bashar said while tapping icons to bring an optical
telescope’s image onto the main display.
“What the hell is that?” Chilly asked when a smudge of shifting colors appeared. If the
object were an asteroid, comet, or even a ship, it would have appeared as a monochromatic dot.
“No idea,” Bashar said, “let me pump it up times ten.”
“And just what in the hell is that?” Chilly said, clearly even more confused.
They both sat unspeaking for half a minute, looking at the bizarre sight before them.
Bashar tapped two icons and the picture swelled to twice. What they saw was a mass of thick,
multi-colored lines that seemed to intersect in ways that looked all wrong. Zooming one more
time the two men were looking at what seemed like, more than anything else, the twisted remains
of a building construction gone wrong. Hanging in space, where no one built buildings, were
what looked to be I-beams and girders of various cross-sections poking into and through each
other in a maze of crazy directions. A name came into Captain Maxwell’s mind, a bit of trivia
from way back in his youth, something he hadn’t thought of in two decades…Esher. When he
tried to follow the line of one of the sections as it connected up to others, he found
discontinuities that simply could not exist in the three-dimensional universe of realspace; real
things couldn’t make those angles each to another. While they watched they could see movement
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as various sections of the ship(?) disconnected and then reattached to some other piece. With
hardly a conscious thought, Bashar tapped the icon that started a visual recorder running just in
time to capture a tiny flicker of orange light.
Captain Maxwell touched another icon, “This is the Captain, we have a visual sighting of
an unknown object. I’m putting it on your viewers. In keeping with regulations, I’m declaring a
possible contact with an alien species. First Contact protocols now are in place, there will be no
communications leaving this ship except by my express order. Close and dog all hatches, each
man to their primary duty station. Log on as soon as you’ve sealed the ship and are at your
station. Stay off the intercom.”
Chilly looked over at him, his face slightly more pale than was his usual. “You think
that…thing might be a ship?”
“I don’t know what--”
“It’s launched something--might be a missile,” Chilly interrupted him.
If it was a missile it would take many minutes for it to cross the intervening space, no
need to do anything in a panic, just yet, Bashar thought.
“Tracking,” Chilly said, “it’s not accelerating. Looks like it’s ballistic. Coming directly at
us on an intersect heading.”
“Let’s move aside, see if it follows,” Bashar said, manipulating the controls to slew the
Reward onto a new heading.
After a silent minute, Chilly said, “Staying on its original course, still ballistic. No sign
of…hold up, I’m getting a distress beacon. It’s from the whatzit that’s coming this way.”
“What sort of distress beacon?” Captain Maxwell asked.
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“Wait one,” Chilly said, “coming through now. What the hell? It’s a human-made
beacon. According to this it’s from a lifeboat out of a human ship called the Lucky Strike. Look
up the Lucky Strike while I parse this message a little further,” Chilly said to the Captain.
Bashar started tapping and sliding icons around on his screen, it only took a few seconds
for the information to present.
“Lucky Strike, rich family’s toy, belongs to Sy Conglomerate Holdings, Inc. out of Home
At Last,” Bashar said to Chilly. “I think somebody’s fancy boat ran into some big trouble in the
big empty.”
“Sure looks like it. The signal breaks down good, seems to be the real thing. Let’s see if
we can get a look at it.”
Chilly took over the controls of the telescope and set the targeting program to track the
lifeboat as it approached, then zoomed until they had a clear look at the tiny ship.
“Looks right,” Bashar said.
“Do you want to try to grab it?”
“Law says we have to,” Bashar said, then touched the icon that activated the intercom.
“This is the Captain, we’ve identified a human-made lifeboat headed in our direction with its
beacon active. We’re going to make the pickup. Gene and Renlow, get suited up and down to the
loading bay. Prepare a grapple. I’m going to match up to the lifeboat so you can toss a sticky at
it. Let me know when you’re ready. Looks like we’ve got around fifteen minutes to match.”
Turning his attention to Chilly he said, “Move us into position. Take up station about
fifty meters from the lifeboat with hatch four facing it.”
“Fifty meters and hatch four, got it.”
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The two sat in silence for several minutes as Chilly worked the controls to decelerate
Caliphate’s Reward and slide it towards the lifeboat.
The Captain called up a second telescope and trained it on the confusing mass that
seemed like it must be a spaceship of some sort.
“Do you suppose that impossible thing out there is responsible for whatever happened to
the Lucky Strike?” Bashar said, as much to himself as to Chilly.
“No way to know. If they are, then they seem to have a guilty conscience about it and are
trying to help somebody get home. Why else the lifeboat?”
“Why indeed? Maybe there’s something in that lifeboat that we would rather not have
loose on the Reward? An attack of some sort with the lifeboat as a sort of Trojan horse?”
Chilly swiveled his head to look at the Captain, “That’d be mean. In a couple of ways.”
“Yeah,” Bashar said, “it would.” Leaning forward he touched an icon to make direct
contact with the two men preparing to receive the lifeboat.
“Gene, Renlow, slight change of plans. Once you’ve got the sticky line on it I want one
of you to cross over with an air bottle and sample the onboard air. Bring it back so we can
analyze it. Also, hook up a data line. I want access to the onboard systems before we bring it
aboard.”
“Well, aren’t you the paranoid pessimist? Will do, Captain,” Renlow said, his voice
slightly metallic sounding through the suit mike.
Thirteen minutes later the lifeboat sped past them as the Reward accelerated to match
velocities and take up a parallel position. Outside, wearing close-fitting environment suits, the
two crewmen watched as Chilly edged them in close enough. When the range meter on the gun
sat steady at fifty meters Renlow pressed the stud. What looked like an oversized arrow sped
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away from the men on a straight line towards the lifeboat. On contact with the hull of the little
ship a small packet burst open in the center of the meter-wide white disc that was the arrowhead.
Fluid spread out in a miniature explosion and catalyzed with the material of the white disc.
Renlow attached the pistol-looking launcher to its clamp near the hatch. After thirty seconds,
when a small red light on the gun, just left of the trigger stud, turned green, he pressed the
adjacent stud. There was a soft whirring noise that came through his boot soles. On the top of the
device, a drum the size of his bicep began turning. It took nearly another minute for the excess
slack in the line to be reeled in before the line took on a straight aspect. Slowly, winding in at
only three meters per minute, the lifeboat was winched closer. At five meters Renlow stopped
the drum and Gene kicked himself free of the hull, using small compressed air jets to maneuver
his way to the lifeboat. Again using his suits attitude jets he pushed on the lifeboat until its
motion towards the Reward was stopped, and then very slightly reversed. The lifeboat slipped
back to the end of the tether.
From the tool harness on his chest Gene removed a cylinder about half the length and
thickness of his forearm, and screwed into a waiting receptacle he’d accessed next to the airlock.
When the dial read full he unscrewed it and reattached it to his suit. He then turned back to
Renlow and made a come-hither motion with one arm. Renlow tossed the end of a cable his
direction. His aim was spot on and Gene snagged it first try. Taking the plug end he pushed it
into a socket in the same hatch recess where he’d attached the bottle. With that complete, he
pushed off from the lifeboat and returned to the Reward to land softly next to Renlow. While
Gene anchored himself to a safety ring, his partner unclipped the air bottle and screwed it into a
receptacle next to where the data cord extended. Once it was in place he selected TEST SAMPLE
from a menu selection.
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“Gene, Renlow, telemetry is up and the diagnostic sees the bottle. Nice job, come on
back in, guys,” Captain Maxwell said into the radio mike. Following that he transferred the data
and image from the telemetry connection to the main screen on the bridge. It’s possible that
seeing a green-skinned bug-eyed-monster with a ray blaster pointed at the camera would have
been less surprising to them.
After a long silence as they both processed what they were seeing and hearing, Chilly
said, “Do you suppose this qualifies as a first contact?” He was pointing at the tiny human infant
with skin of dark blue, and a respectable head of blond hair, that squalled with enthusiasm within
the lifeboat.
Eight minutes later, after the autolab had declared that the air sample taken from the
lifeboat was harmless, Captain Maxwell had it pulled into one of the smaller cargo bays. After
well-heated air was pumped in he went down to be present when the hatch was unsealed. The
moment the hatch hissed open the baby inside had stopped crying. The tiny boy, unswaddled and
naked, lay on his back atop a small pile of mismatched clothing.
“This is a newborn,” Mustapha exclaimed while pointing at the still drying section of
umbilical cord attached to the baby’s belly. “It can’t have been born more than an hour ago, that
would make it only minutes before the pod was launched at us. Where the hell is the mother?
Still aboard that thing out there?”
As if he’d been listening and waiting to deliver the news at a timely moment, Chilly’s
voice came from the wall speaker, “Bashar, that big construction site ship thing is fading out,
leaving. It started just as you left the bridge, about the time the boat got brought in. Like they
were waiting for us.”
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“Copy that, Chilly,” the Captain said aloud, then he picked up the infant and backed out
of the lifeboat hatchway. “Find something we can use in that pile to wrap him up with,” he said
to Mustapha.
Stepping where the Captain and the baby had just been the big man, mostly big from side
to side, pulled the pile of clothing apart quickly and selected a bright yellow pillowcase. With
care, the two men wrapped the infant, which still did not cry. He only looked at them each with
eyes that seemed too focused for his age.
“What the hell are we supposed to do with a baby?” Captain Maxwell said aloud,
Mustapha chose to accept it as a direct question.
“We feed it, keep it warm, and change its diapers, my good Captain. Just like any baby. I
have had much practice. It’s easy, only takes twenty-five hours a day to do it right. Are you not a
father?”
Captain Maxwell looked up from the baby to Mustapha, “I am a father but not one that
ever had to do the dirty work. Congratulations, you’ve just inherited a blue-skinned baby to take
care of,” he said, carefully handing the tiny bundle of blue and yellow over to the crewman.
With a smile of brightest white set against his brown skin, Mustapha replied, “With great
joy do I accept.”
There were no women currently among the crew, not that anyone objected to female
crewmembers; it was just the way it had worked out for the last couple of circuits. Of course,
there was no reason to believe that the blue infant would have received any better care had there
been. As it turned out there, were two additional crewmen aboard that had practical experience
with newborn babies, so the child suffered no lack knowledgeable attention. For the first couple
of days, the conversations were all about the bizarre manifestation that had shot the lifeboat at
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them. How did it come to have the lifeboat? Where was the Luck Strike that the lifeboat belonged
to? Who and what were the beings aboard the beam-and-girder ship? Speculation reverberated
throughout Caliphate’s Reward without end.
No one could stand to simply call the infant ‘the baby’, or any variation on that, so it
wasn’t long before names began popping up. For a while, it seemed like Blue Boy might become
the agreed upon name, but then it just faded out. When Caliphate’s Reward was only two days
out from the smelter-station it was pretty clear that the crew had settled on Indigo Billy as a
name for the infant boy; perhaps for no more complicated reason than it rolled off the tongue
more easily than Blue Boy. By the time they’d docked and let station management know what
had been gifted them, the name was irrevocably locked. The tiny blue child was Indigo Billy.
Although Bashar let Station Command know that he was maintaining his right of salvage
to the lifeboat, he allowed them to take it for inspection. They, too, had concerns that there was
nothing harmful that had ridden along with the small boat. Copies of all of the video recordings
that they had made were turned over to Station Command, also, but the Captain again asserted
his right to ownership and made it very clear that any release of the recordings would be met
with legal repercussions. Station Command provided signed documents indicating that they
agreed with Bashar’s, actually Caliphate’s Reward’s, ownership of the lifeboat and the
recordings. Caliphate’s Reward, and its crew, had every intention of playing up the finding of
Indigo Billy, the footage of the strange ship, and the circumstances in general, for all that could
be had to the local media outlets. It almost worked.
Station Command had called down to planetside and informed the social services people
of the presence of the infant foundling. Within the hour a case worker from Child Protective
Services had shuttled up and taken custody. When Captain Maxwell told the case-worker that
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they had named the child Indigo Billy that was the name he wrote down, thereby making it legal
and binding. Billy was assigned a government ID number, fingerprints and footprints were taken,
along with photographs, and Bashar had to tell the tale of the finding of the baby yet again.
Late in the first day after docking, there was an ansible message sent to the station addressed to
Captain Bashar Maxwell. The message was from Sy Conglomerate Holdings, Inc., and
essentially offered to buy back the lifeboat at several times its salvage value. There was a single
line disavowing any connection with, or interest in, the baby; all done in highly redundant
legalese, of course. Also, any insights the Captain or crew might have as to the fate of the Lucky
Strike would be very much appreciated, and the crew of Caliphate’s Reward would subsequently
be suitably compensated for their efforts at remembering. Bashar supposed that someone in
Station Command had received ‘suitable’ compensation for having informed the Sy family of the
recovery of the lifeboat, and the attending story.
Two days after docking, with her holds empty and the crew’s bank accounts well padded
as a result of the ore sales, the entire crew of Caliphate’s Reward was hustled into a room where
two men and a woman, all wearing military garb, told them that they were now under a security
lockdown. The three pressed for every detail about the incident, including how, specifically, it
was that they were in that part of space. Had they received a message to be there? Had anyone
had dreams instructing them to be there? Was there anything the least bit out of the ordinary
concerning their run out to pick up the ore loads? Where was the Lucky Strike?--surely they must
have seen it, or found wreckage; and on, and on, and on. It didn’t take long before the
independent-minded group began to become surely and started answering the repetitious rounds
of questions with bald-faced lies and massive exaggerations. Yes, we found the Lucky Strike, it’s
well hidden in our cargo holds, you’ll never find it. When the military types pointed out that the
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private yacht was actually slightly larger than the Reward, Tuco simply tut-tutted away their
objections and began a lengthy exposition on his exceptional prowess as a CargoMaster. And,
We added food dye to the baby’s milk, that’s why he’s that color. That received only noncommittal stares from the three. And, We’re all under alien mind control and you’re now our
prisoners. That one didn’t go over particularly well, at all. After five hours the three sharplydressed inquisitors told the crew that they could leave and go about their normal business, but
they were to keep their mouths shut about the alien ship. That last promise evaporated in the time
it took for the second round of drinks to metabolize. Someone, not one of the crew, each swore,
had let leak the video footage of the alien ship. It was on the public infotainment screens even
before the crew made their way to the first bar on the smelter-station. Bashar’s money was on
someone from Station Command having let the video out, no doubt credits had changed hands in
the process.
Also on the news was a story about a shooting dustup in the Silex sector between a
human exploration ship, and a ship of unknown alien design. From the descriptions given by the
survivors aboard the human ship, it was definitely not the beam-and-girder construct that the
Reward had encountered. It was a first-contact that had gone badly wrong, the repercussions of
that incident would reverberate throughout human Earthspace, and in time, the galaxy.
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6
June 21, 2282

Indigo Billy was handed off to planetary authorities and passed from orphanage to foster
home, and back. Nobody could quite put their finger on it, but Indigo Billy just wasn’t a likable
baby, nor was he a likable toddler. He wasn’t loud, he didn’t cry much, he wasn’t a picky eater,
but the foster homes kept giving him back. Explanations for the return were often muddled and
poorly detailed, but on each occasion, the desire to be shed of young Indigo Billy was sincerely
and clearly expressed.
While this was going on, the pictures and sensor data from the Reward’s encounter had
gone to various experts who studied it all in great detail. Meetings were held, theories were
supposed, studies proposed, but in the end, they had very nearly nothing, knew very nearly
nothing; a vessel of unknown alien origin had deposited the lifeboat where a human vessel could
pick it up. Apparently, the sensors aboard Caliphate’s Reward were not of the correct sort, for
they barely registered the presence of the alien ship while it was in normal space. ‘Probably not
made of metal’ was the final conclusion after months of study. In the end, it was filed away as
one more sighting involving a particular species that had a uniquely bizarre home, or ship, or
whatever the beam-and-girder thing was. For the most part, those involved boxed it up in their
memory and turned to more immediate matters. The exceptions being those that are paid to be
suspicious and paranoid; and how hard is it to be paranoid about an essentially unknown,
possibly unknowable, alien species?
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At age twelve, Indigo Billy ran away, again, from the orphanage, and managed to elude
the generally tepid search for his whereabouts. He made it to the local spaceport where he
extracted a large and rather friendly dog from its travel case, which was about to be loaded
aboard the Queen of Earthspace. The Queen was one of five nearly identical ships, built as
luxury cruise ships, whose mission was to coax large amounts of money out of wealthy tourists
while showing them the spectacular sites available even in such a limited region as Earthspace.
The dog was later found, identified, and as a result, the Captain of the Queen of Earthspace was
notified that there might be something amiss aboard his ship.

Ѯ
December 14, 2295

It was a very nice stateroom, to be sure; larger even than the captain’s cabin. There were
three distinct rooms to the suite: living, bath, and bedroom. You wouldn’t think it to look at it but
the sofa in the living room folded out into a bed, a comfortable bed at that. Flanking each side,
on the wall painted a robin’s egg blue, were sort of cylindrical lamps made of wood from a
planet far from here. Not that he knew just where ‘here’ actually was at the moment. But the
lamps, or at least the wood, came from someplace not close by; in interstellar terms, of course,
there’s no place that’s close to someplace else. Opposite the sofa, there’s an infotainment screen
built into the wall with big, plush chairs with floral designs on them either side of it. Under the
screen, a bookshelf stood, also of some kind of wood, and on the shelves were real books;
perhaps a dozen or so. Each chair had an end-table, the sofa sported one on each side with a
matching coffee table in front. Rounding it out was the obligatory chandelier hanging above the
coffee table, some sort of shiny yellow metal and five small lights. It was quite understated, as
you might expect.
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That’s what Billy recalled of the living room, which is where he was not at the moment.
He was in the bedroom, on the bed. The lights, two, quite small, mounted to the wall over the
bed, one for each reader, shone down on a boy of perhaps thirteen or fourteen years, Earth
standard. He lay on his back, limbs comfortably spread, with the covers thrown back but for his
left leg. The pale blonde hair on his head was cut short and looked pretty much the same no
matter what he tried to do with it. His pubic hair, what little there was of it, normally also blonde,
was now dark with sweat and other fluids and matted to his groin. Both were a shocking contrast
to his dark blue skin tone. Add to that what seemed like oversized eyes of blue and teeth of
brightest white, a downright pretty face, and, well, it wasn’t hard to see why he had no trouble
attracting clients. He was alone in the bed, just now. His current client had just gotten up and
gone into the relatively spacious bathroom and was standing under a shower that offered up
unlimited hot water, an incredible luxury. Billy knew he needed to be gone before the client
finished and came out of the bathroom. He was a mean bastard when in the best of moods.
Sitting up he scooped up the three small gems out of the shallow bowl on the nightstand
next to the bed: green for payment, red for warning, black for what the warning warned of. He
slipped the gems into his mouth and put them between his cheek and gum on the left side. On the
right side, his tongue, having made sure the tooth was in the right place, hastily backed away so
he could put his jaws together and hold the tooth where it should be. It may be a baby tooth but
he preferred to keep it as long as possible. He quickly slipped into the loose pants and shirt and
slid into the lightweight slippers he typically wore. Through the living room, a quick peek at the
hallway outside the apartment door, and he strode casually to the door near the end of the hall on
which there was a sign excluding almost everyone from entering. Billy entered the small closet
and closed the door and locked it. There were shelves of plastic bottles of this and that, cleaners
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and scrubbers and sweepers, wipers and scrapers, and in the ceiling a panel that could be easily
moved aside.
In the far corner of a storage hold, behind the gigantic crates that comprise the
Emergency Colony Kit, in a warren of restacked boxes and packages, a place where the overhead
lights do not reach, is Billy’s home. So long as you’re the sort that doesn’t need to spend a lot of
time standing up and walking around it’s actually fairly comfortable. Over the last year and a
half he’d managed to ‘liberate’ numerous blankets and pillows, a small battery powered
refrigerator, some hallway lights, also battery powered, and the six-sided wrench necessary to
loosen the screws that hold the panel to the service tunnel in place. Other, smaller boxes with
their ends cut out are stacked each on another for shelving, and a small infotainment screen,
jacked into the comm wires that run through the service tunnel, hangs at a jaunty angle about
three feet off the floor. The home of Indigo Billy is neat and clean; he washes his clothes and
blankets regularly and always puts things back in the place he has designated for them. In the
service tunnel, behind a thick conduit, under a crawlway, in the darkest of shadows, Billy keeps
his cache of cash and other valuables.
For three days Indigo Billy doesn’t leave his room, except for bathroom breaks, bruises
need time to heal and the tooth time to get tight again in his mouth. He used to spend his time
watching the mindless crap that the screen seemed able to spew endlessly on every channel.
There was plenty to see and there were shows and programs that he enjoyed. After a while,
though, it came to him that he had no future living in the cargo hold of an old luxury liner
hauling jaded rich people around on tours of near-Earth stars and planets. Even if he was never
found out, he couldn’t spend his whole life working as a sex toy.
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One day Indigo Billy began searching the screen for what else was available; what he
found was the engineering library.
Using the shower facilities attached to the gym at three in the morning Billy begins
getting ready for his next client. He doesn’t know who it is yet, he hasn’t found him, or her, or
them. He takes his time. The hot water only runs for thirty seconds at a time but he moves from
stall to stall and so gets all he wants. The lock on the towel closet is simple to get by and he uses
two towels, a most grave violation, and tosses them in the wash bag when he’s done. While most
of the passengers are on the esplanade Billy moves carefully through the service tunnels, he
doesn’t want to get dirty, to a point near the starboard viewing blister.
The viewing blister is a room comfortable for about twenty people at a time. There are
round top tables suitable to stand at, as well as a few low, larger tables where groups might
gather. One wall of the room is a hemispherical, optically corrected lens of purest, transparent,
cultured diamond. Outside the blister the galaxy waits in nonchalant beauty for all that might
wish to look upon it. Unhampered by annoying atmosphere the stars do not twinkle but shine
with exuberance, each putting forth its undiminished spectral glory.
Exiting the wall and into the hall takes only seconds and no one sees him. A few steps
and he’s in the blister room where he moves to a darkened corner; he’d removed the overhead
light for use in his cubby-home months ago. Somehow, through a sort of covert passenger
whisper network, it’s known to some that this is the place to be when sexual diversion is on the
menu. The crew makes it a point to not visit the starboard viewing blister except during late
morning hours. The times are posted on the door when the room is going to be cleaned.
His wait is short. Almost immediately two youngish women come over and ask to join
him. They’re newlyweds and have reminded each other that their honeymoon is a time for
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making memories. Billy chats with them, skirting the edges of just what they want of him, sets a
price and agrees to meet them in their cabin in fifteen minutes. No, he will not accompany them
there. He will make his own way, but he will be there on time.
Back in the service tunnels Billy can’t help but smile. He likes women couples. They
don’t usually associate beating the crap out of him with sex play. These two look like the spoiled
children of the very wealthy…trust-fund babies. He hopes that translates into a big tip.
“We’ve had a complaint involving Indigo Billy,” Master-at-Arms Killipao Fournell says
to the Captain. Fournell is a woman of considerable stature. Though only five feet and eleven
inches tall she is heavily muscled, no doubt the result of two hours every day in the exercise area.
Her hair is black and curls so tightly to her head it looks like a helmet, her skin is dark brown and
her nose is wide; Killipao Fournell takes pride in her heritage and does nothing to fit her
appearance into whatever is current or popular this year. She believes that her looks are
intimidating and she uses that frequently to disarm what might otherwise become a physical
situation. Not many people, looking at her, would think that getting into a fight would result in a
promising outcome. Her uniform is mostly black with numerous pockets. Just above the right
breast pocket is her name and title.
The Captain is sitting at a small desk that is a very poor quality imitation of wood, it has
nicks along the edges from decades of being bumped and a long scratch right where he signs his
name. The rest of his ready-room is decorated in deep-space spare, there are no pictures on the
utilitarian gray walls, nor is there a rug on the floor. There are two not-comfortable chairs of
brown plastic currently side by side against the wall to the left of the door. The chairs also don’t
bear much resemblance to wood. Three wall sconces give off an over-bright light in just the right
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spectrum to generate frequent low-grade headaches. He’s tried covering them with this or that
translucent material but it doesn’t help; maybe the lights aren’t the real source of the headaches.
“Indigo Billy doesn’t exist,” the Captain responds automatically. Those four words have
been said so many times that he’s pretty sure he could pass a lie detector. It’s like muscle
memory imprinted on his brain. “What didn’t happen?”
“The passenger in Suite Four, an older woman, traveling alone, claims to be missing
some jewelry. She’s heard rumors of a boy that crawls through the ship, skin as blue as the
bottom of the ocean, mean as hell, so that must be who robbed her.”
“Do we know where the boy that isn’t was at the time?”
“Yes, sir. We have him on camera entering room Four-B Orange level, a newlywed
couple, and staying for four and a half hours. This time frame coincides with the only
opportunity anyone would have had to enter the woman’s suite and make off with the jewelry.
We checked the service tunnel logs, too, and he never left the room. I sent Ensign Ms. Luweft to
have a crew/passenger breakfast with the two women and they allowed as how Billy stayed with
them the whole time. Perhaps we should put ourselves on whatever he has for a diet, sir?”
Killipao’s attempt at humor fell flat before the Captain.
“Okay, get to investigating. If her jewels really have been stolen then we have someone
on board of much more concern to us than some boy who isn’t there.”
“Already on it, Captain.”
Not far from Billy’s cubby of a home, he sits with Engineer First Muath Tegar; in front of
them a large viewscreen displays complex schematics. The desk in front of which they sit is
shoved into one corner of the room. The room itself is a Gordian Knot of wires, tubes, pipes,
hangers, colored displays, blinking lights, and bleeping and chirping electronics. Overhead lights
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fail miserably in their attempt to wash out the colored displays that all vied for attention
simultaneously. Each display is bright and understandable, the result of hundreds of hours of
fussing and tweaking, the information then displayed in a manner anyone with multiple advanced
degrees in quantum physics, gravitics, and reflexive-electronics would find intuitive.
“This is terrific work, Bill,” Muath never calls him Billy, “when I went looking for this it
took me almost four hours to track it down. You spotted it in fifteen minutes, and with less
information that I had.”
“Thanks.” Billy smiles. “I worked through the logic tree until I found a place where I
couldn’t plug in an accepted value. The texts you gave me suggested that that was often the best
way, especially when someone doesn’t have the kind of formal education and experience like
you.”
“Well, all that education didn’t help; it still took me about fifteen times longer to work it
out. Maybe next time I’ll just call you first. Save myself some headaches. How’re you doing
with your gravitics studies?” Muath enjoys tutoring Billy, the boy is bright and focused; if he’d
had the chance to get a formal education he’d have flown through the grades. Probably would
have had his advanced degrees by the time he was twenty.
“I really like gravitics, and how it works with magnetics. At first, it seemed that there
couldn’t be any way they were related. But when you get to monopoles it becomes clear that
they’re the same force, just different aspects. Gravity is like a monopole magnet that affects
everything, not just metals and rare earths. Very fun-fab stuff. Easy, once you get the concept.”
“Easy, huh? You know, we humans never did figure it out on our own. If we hadn’t
reverse engineered, been able to reverse engineer that alien derelict we still wouldn’t have
artificial gravity control. On the other hand, as easily as you’ve picked it up, maybe you’d’ve
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been the one to work it out. And speaking of ‘out’, time for you to go. I’ve a meeting with the
Captain,” Muath smiles, “maybe he’ll put you on the engineering crew.”
Billy knows that Muath isn’t serious, it’s just his way of complimenting Billy on how
well he was doing. Still, it reminds Billy of his current position in the universe. Without formal
education, without a foothold in accepted society, Indigo Billy’s destiny is not promising. He
will never see the stars from inside his cubby in the storage hold.
For two months Billy is all but absent from sight aboard the Queen of Earthspace. He
spends as much time as he can with Muath, and for the most part, the rest is spent with screendisplayed texts and tech manuals. Monopole gravity generators, magnetic bottles, and zero
resistance electrical storage toruses become an obsession. Indigo Billy soon finds himself
looking for answers that are not in any texts or manuals. He asks questions of Muath that leave
the engineer stumped.
“I don’t know if that’s even possible,” Muath says more and more often. “I know you can
show me the math but, frankly, I don’t follow it all. Focusing and projecting a gravity field over
distances just sounds wrong. I can’t begin to imagine how that could be done.”
He’s grown a half inch in the last two months since turning his last trick, put on seven pounds,
and seems unable to eat enough. He’s hungry all the time. Muath kids him about being in
puberty and having to feed his gigantic brain at the same time. They gradually gravitate away
from simple theoretical discussions and Muath starts showing Bill how to assemble complex
reflexive-electronic and mechanical controllers and manipulators. Billy only needs to be shown
the physical parts–which components accomplish what he wants them to do, once.
Understanding the engineering part of physics takes over his time. Soon he’s assisting Muath in
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the maintenance of the gravity generators and hyper-shift drives that allow the Queen to move
through in-system space and between star systems.
The newlyweds, as well as other previous clients, including the mean bastard, go to the
starboard observation blister frequently, looking for Billy. Subtle and discreet inquiries are made
to certain crewmembers asking for a means to contact Billy, to no avail. Billy has taken himself
off the market. At least, for now, his self-directed, Muath tutored, studies capture of all his time.
Master-at-Arms Killipao Fournell knocks three times softly on The Captain’s door.
“Come in,” comes the response from within.
Killipao closes the door and turns to face The Captain, in her hand she holds a flimsy.
“We found those missing jewels, Captain, the ones that were supposedly stolen by Indigo Billy.”
“Indigo Billy doesn’t exist,” says the Captain. “Where did you find them?”
“I ran facial recognition on our passengers, discreetly, sir, and compared them to several
planetary databases that we have. I found one Anna Purna. She came aboard with papers stating
that she was Mrs. Elisabeth Chung, a middle-aged widow traveling on insurance money to try to
get over her husband’s recent death. Anna Purna is wanted on at least two planets for questioning
regarding, guess what, theft of jewelry. While she was at breakfast five hours ago I had her cabin
searched. We didn’t find anything. On a hunch, I sent a man to the checked luggage hold. He
located her bags and found the missing jewels, along with other questionable items, in one of
them. A closer inspection showed that the lock to the checked luggage area had been tampered
with. Quite a good job at that, I must say. Miss Purna is now in lockup pending charges by the
corporate government. Like I thought, it wasn’t Indigo Billy that did it,” Killipao smiles.
“Indigo Billy doesn’t exist,” the Captain repeats, also smiling. “Excellent work, Masterat-Arms. I trust you’ve documented all of the evidence and returned the jewels and other items?”
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“Yes sir, the jewels have been returned. We’re attempting to trace the other items, it’s
possible they were in her bag when she boarded.”
“Send what we have by ansible to Chandler’s Stop and let the planetary authorities see if
they can determine what we’re holding.”
“Already on it, Captain,” Killipao says, then seeing that The Captain had returned to
reading what was on his display the Master-at-Arms turns to leave. As she opens the door she
feels a moment of vertigo. As a life-long spacer, she sometimes got a twinge when first leaving
the ship to go on-planet and being under the unsheltering sky; agoraphobia. It’s like that. She
starts to brush it off as nothing but then the Captain speaks.
“Did you just feel something, too, Killipao?”
“Yes sir, Captain. Like a touch of vertigo, or when there’s one more step down than what
I was expecting. Like that,” the Master-at-Arms says. Then looking at The Captain’s face she
asks, “Something with the gravity generator, sir?”
“Wait a moment, Master, while I call down to engineering.”
Engineer First Muath Tegar is already standing before the operator interface for the
gravity generators when the very expected call from Captain Fournell comes through.
“Muath, here, Captain.”
“Engineer Tegar, what just happened?”
“I don’t know, yet, Captain. I’m at the generators running a diagnostic right now and
everything looks normal. I find nothing in the incident log or exception reports. Funny thing,
though, Captain, it appears to have happened to only about a quarter of the ship. I don’t know
what to make of that. The gravity field affects the entire ship uniformly.” From professional and
concise, Muath’s voice had started to drift to something that sounds almost like musing.
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Just then the instant of vertigo sweeps over them again. Muath reflexively reaches to grab
at a nearby handrail but the feeling is gone before his hand reaches the rail.
“Felt it, Captain. I don’t understand it, though. I’m standing right in front of the display
and it says everything is normal,” Muath says.
“Well, clearly everything is not normal. Should we be changing over to the backup
generators at this point?” the Captain asks, not suggesting; he didn’t have enough information to
act on, yet.
“If you would, sir, give me a few minutes to study this. Perhaps you could announce that
we are doing normal maintenance and the moments of vertigo are a part of it.”
The Captain looks up at Master-at-Arms Fournell, wanting an opinion on Engineer First
Tegar’s suggestion. He watches her face, for several seconds it’s expressionless, then she gives a
slight nod.
“I’ll make an announcement. Call me back in five minutes,” the Captain says to the
viewscreen displaying Tegar’s face, then blanks the screen.
Tegar Muath didn’t need to hear the Captain say “with answers” to know that that was
what he means.
A minute and a half later Muath begins getting reports that the sense of vertigo has begun
showing up in parts of the ship not previously affected, although he doesn’t feel them himself.
Whatever is happening is a localized, but not stationary, event. He flips through screens on the
operator interface checking for anomalies: magnetic bottle field flow is consistent and without
variance, the sine wave of the energy flow into the generator is perfect, the color of the gravity
field is synchronized to four decimal places with the reference spectrum.
“Captain,” Muath says to the air.
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“Go ahead,” his viewscreen lights up with the Captain’s face.
“I have no answers for you, Captain. I’ve run every test I know of, had the computer run
simulations for a variety of flaws, possible and impossible, and nothing matches to what we’ve
been experiencing. I’m not making any sense of it, Captain. Until I can determine what’s causing
this I have no idea if switching to the backup generator will do any good.”
“We’ve been three minutes since the last event, let’s see if things have stabilized. Keep
working. We’ll stay with the story that we’re doing maintenance, duration unknown. Tegar, I
need to know if this is dangerous to my ship. It’s bad enough I’ve got passengers throwing up all
over the place and stinking up the air. You need to pin this down and get rid of it,” The Captain’s
voice is not accusatory but he’s definitely giving an order.
“Yes, sir. I’m on it,” is all Muath can come up with.
A week goes by without additional incidents and things quickly return to normal.
Discussions of the little hiccups in the artificial gravity descend from constant to occasional
jokes about someone’s reaction, usually ending in barfing noises. Billy stops by the engineer’s
office throughout the week but has nothing to offer Muath by way of helping to clear up the
mystery. The engineer works at the problem during every spare moment that he can come up
with but he still has regular maintenance duties on ship’s systems that cannot be put off.
Lost as to what else he can do he resorts to randomly searching various references not
normally associated with gravitics and magnetics, going so far as to scrolling through the
inventory set aside for the Emergency Colony Kit. Every spaceship that carried more than one
hundred passengers and crew was required to have an Emergency Colony Kit. In the event that
the ship was unable to return to a colony or station the crew and passengers, provided they could
find a habitable planet, would have the basic tools with which to survive. The kit included seeds
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and farming tools, weapons, a multi-function tracked construction vehicle, quick erect panels for
housing, even frozen animals and the auto-ova to gestate them. There were four known, existing
colonies that had started because of the colony kits. It was not known how many colonies might
be out there that had not yet been found; space is very large and many ships had gone missing
over a century and a half.
Engineer Tegar, perusing the inventory of the colony kit comes upon a notation
indicating that there were seismic sensors included among the scientific instruments package. He
stops and just sits looking at the line item, waiting for his thought processes to catch up with his
subconscious alert that he has something here. Then it comes to him: seismic sensors were
intended to record ground movement, in fact, what they did was record changes in a location’s
orientation to the local gravity field. When the ground shakes, the ground relocates itself within a
planet’s gravity field. Moving centers of gravity would be indistinguishable from an earthquake
to the sensors, or to people.
Muath locates the sensors within one of the crates of the Emergency Colony Kit, thirtyfive of them, and places them in discreet locations around the ship. They each have an
identifying code and report by radio to an interface that relays the information to Muath’s
computer terminal. Data begins coming in even before he has them all in place. According to the
data, there are tiny quakes occurring frequently in various locations around the ship. Plotting
them he sees that they no longer occur where there are people present to feel them.
“Captain,” he says again to the ship’s computer that is always listening.
It takes more than a minute for the Captain to reply.
“Have you found something, Tegar?”
“Yes, sir. I’m not altogether sure what I’ve found, but I think you need to know.”
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“So what is it?” the Captain asks, not liking that he has to ask.
“Begging The Captain’s pardon, sir, but I think it would be much easier to explain if you
were here,” Muath says.
“How vital is it?”
“Doesn’t have to be right this minute, sir. But soon if you could.”
“Would an hour from now be soon enough?”
“Yes, sir. That will give me time to better organize what I want to show you.”
“Alright,” The Captain says, and Muath’s screen goes back to showing numbers, letters,
and squiggles.
An hour and seven minutes later The Captain has just left the bridge and is heading down
the corridor when his personal communicator beeps at him.
“Display,” he says to it.
Across the screen he reads a message from the ship’s chief medical officer, Dr.
Pleasance, Please come at once to Med Bay One.
He quickly speaks a message and has it sent it to Muath indicating that he is on his way
but would be a little while, yet.
The Captain is nearly to the bottom of the shallowly sloping ramp that leads to the
medical level when the gravity wave slams him to the deck. He hits hard on his left elbow but
doesn’t feel anything come loose or break. An instant after he strikes the deck he’s slammed
against the wall four feet to his right. The artificial gravity has suddenly moved ninety degrees,
from the deck he was lying on, to the wall. He falls the four feet to the wall. The crash against
the wall, now deck, knocks the wind out of him and before he can regain a controlled breath the
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deck becomes the deck once more. The latest shift only causes him to roll over on his side since
he was up against the wall to start with. He manages to stand, massaging his elbow.
His communicator beeps again, this time on the Urgent setting.
Med Bay One, now!
It immediately beeps again, again on Urgent setting.
Request you come to the bridge, immediately. Multiple injury reports coming in. Dr.
Pleasance is on the Esplanade assisting injured passengers and crew.
“Reply to Commander Cho on the bridge, ‘Take command of the bridge, see to the
injuries. I’ll contact you soon,’ send.”
So, if Dr. Pleasance is on the Esplanade, then who was calling him to the Med Bay?
Keeping close to the right wall he makes his way down the corridor without incident, but
remains alert and balanced should he suddenly find himself falling in the direction of a new
down; if the new down should be the wall ahead of him, it will be a long fall. The Captain slides
the Med Bay One door to the left and into its pocket. Med Bay One is a shambles. Clearly, the
gravity shift had hit here, a gurney is lying on its side and there are canisters scattered across the
floor, their contents spilled in random groupings. A wall cabinet hangs open with its shelves
bare.
Against the back wall, seated on an examining table twelve feet away, is Indigo Billy. His
left arm is in a sling, his right hand tucked into the sling. The Captain sees Billy swing his left
leg up and onto the table and prop it against the wall there. He has only a couple of seconds to
grasp the meaning of that action.
Turning to his own right The Captain puts both arms out in front of him and catches his
weight as the floor shifts to the wall, it’s like going into a push-up position starting from five feet
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off the ground. The untethered gurney slides across the room and the loose scattering of medical
goods become a jumble lined up against what used to be the wall. As quickly as the gravity shift
has come it switches back and The Captain is left standing facing the wall with his hands in front
of him.
“I want you to stay near the door, Captain. If you try to approach me I’ll send you
somewhere else in the room. That will almost certainly cause a lot of other people to be hurt
more than they are now,” Billy says in a normal tone. “You and I are going to talk for a while
and while we do, if you stay where you are, things will stay unexciting.”
Moving a few feet to his left The Captain slides the door to Med Bay One shut and locks
it, then leans his back against it. He watches Billy take his right hand out of the sling and display
what looks like a small infotainment center remote control unit. With deliberate care, The
Captain turns to his left and takes a couple of steps to the wall cabinet where he closes the doors
and latches them. If he happens to fall that way he wants a flat plain upon which to land. Once
the doors are secured he moves back to the entry door and resumes his position.
“It appears to have been a serious mistake on my part to both ignore you and to
underestimate you. I’d heard rumors that you’ve been hanging around Engineer Tegar, safe to
assume that you and he are in this together?” The Captain says in a conversational tone.
“Muath? No, he’s as much in the dark as you were up until sixty seconds ago. He’s a
competent engineer, for what he does, but he has no imagination. And I have to say, his
understanding of monopoles and gravitics is limited,” Billy smiles. “Mine is much less limited.”
“Engineer Tegar has multiple advanced degrees in those fields, he could have been a
university professor teaching them if he’d wanted,” the Captain says.
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“Probably so. That doesn’t mean the students would learn anything new. But as you’ve
experienced, I have learned some new things in those fields.”
“Clearly, you have. And if, as you say, Mr. Tegar has no part in this, whatever this is, he
will still have some answering to do.”
“Don’t be too hard on him; he was just trying to help a disadvantaged kid. Muath is a
good man, Captain. He’s compassionate, and, he’s both moral and ethical. Those are all traits I
don’t share with him.”
“Which no doubt brings us to why you’re doing this. You’re hurting an awful lot of
people, which apparently doesn’t bother you, and what is it that you want that will cause you to
stop hurting people?”
“Do you know how long I’ve been on this ship, Captain?” Billy asked, definitely not
smiling.
“I could look it up for you to be certain but I believe it was October seventeenth; a year
and a half, give or take.”
“Wow, even I didn’t recall the exact date. I’ll take your word for it, though. And since
that October seventeenth do you know what I have been doing aboard your ship? What I’ve had
to do to survive? While all those rich pricks wandered the ship so bored they decided that beating
the crap out of a blue-skinned kid was good entertainment?”
The Captain, still leaning against the entry door, doesn’t answer at first. He can hear
Billy’s voice starting to get an edge to it and he wants to keep the conversation calm. After a half
a minute he sees Billy take a deeper breath and his face return to a more relaxed look.
“I expect you did what you felt you had to in order get by. I’ll point out that you did not
come to me, or to anyone on the crew, so far as I know, to ask for help. You pursued your life as
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you were choosing it, day by day. Since you weren’t hurting anything, and you were providing a
service to the passengers, albeit off the books, I left you alone. Which is what you seemed to
want. And, the low talk dirtside among the passengers and former passengers was helping
improve our customer numbers. In short, I left you alone to do what you wanted so long as you
weren’t a threat to the ship or a negative to the books. I even looked the other way when you
started taking up some of Engineer Tegar’s duty time.
“Now, you’ve proved to me that you are a very big threat to my ship. That means I can’t
have you aboard any longer. I think you already know that, too. Let’s skip the part where you
blame me and everyone you’ve ever screwed or been beat up by, let’s jump ahead to the part
where you tell me what you want from me,” The Captain keeps his voice calm and low, and
keeps his hands crossed in front of his chest, in clear sight.
“I want off this ship,” Billy says.
“So far, so good. I want you off. So, we have a common point from which to work. I
assume you’re working your way to the blackmail part?” The Captain continues to maintain the
conversational voice.
Indigo Billy, his bright blue eyes fixed and unblinking, explains.
“You changed our heading so the gravity anomalies could be investigated by a proper
repair facility, late tomorrow we go into orbit around Chandler’s Stop. There’s a big corporate
military presence there, including an associated academy. I want a fully paid scholarship to the
academy and a glowing recommendation from you. In addition, I want, in writing, a full
description of how you lied and used your position to get me into the academy. That way, if you
ever think of reporting this to any authorities, it will mean the end of your career, perhaps even
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some prison time of your own. That’s the long and short. I get off this ship, I get an education,
and you stay quiet.”
“That’s asking rather a lot,” the Captain says, though it is not what he is thinking.
“Not so much,” Billy says, “considering what the injury lawsuits are going to be already,
imagine them if someone dies.” Holding up the remote control in his right hand, he waggles it a
little. “Imagine if the gravity fields on the entire ship switched around every ten seconds for a
minute or so. Think on that a bit while you worry that my price is too high.
“Once I’m planet-side and in enrolled in the academy, you and your ship continue on
your vacation voyage, and we never cross paths again. We’ll both be comfortable in our
relationship knowing what we each have to lose if the truth comes out.”
“Where do you propose I get the funds to do what you’re asking? A fully paid
scholarship to the academy on Flashpoint would be an enormous sum. I certainly can’t fund that
myself, even if I was to agree to this, which I have not,” but The Captain knows that he will.
“As Captain, you have a large pot of discretionary funds, for the repairs that are going to
be needed to the gravitics, for instance. Fund my requirements out of those funds, and inflate the
cost of repairs when you turn in your expenses,” Billy smiles, like a mongoose might when it
first spots a young snake.
The conversation, negotiation, goes on for another ten minutes, during which time the
Captain repeats his message to Commander Cho to deal with the injuries. He then messages
Engineer Tegar to explain that, in light of new circumstances, he will not have the opportunity to
meet with him prior to orbit at Chandler’s Stop.
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In the end, The Captain agrees to two years of scholarship with a stipend for food and
incidentals. Billy accepts The Captain’s terms, saying that he expects that by the end of the
second year the academy would fully fund the rest of his education.
The Captain agrees, silently and to himself, that that statement will most likely prove to
be true.
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7
January 28, 2296

As a student with a two year fully funded scholarship, and a letter of high
recommendation from a starship Captain, Indigo Billy rated a room that was more than just a
closet shared with one or more other students. It was a single room, but in it were a reasonably
comfortable chair, a study desk that looked like wood but wasn’t, a matching chair, a bed, of
course, a small chiller, a quick-heat, and a small sink. He shared a communal bathroom but it
was only steps away and quite nice. And, he had a window that opened. The walls and ceiling
were of single sheets of some tough plastic, uniformly beige, but he had been told he could hang
whatever he wished on the walls, or ceiling. The floor looked like the same wood that the table
and chair weren’t. There were sconces, utilitarian, flanking the door on the inside, a flexible-neck
lamp on the study desk and another on the wall above the bed. Meals were available anytime in
the automated cafeteria, or he could heat things in his room if he desired, which he expected he
would.
Once the deal was struck Billy found the Captain easy to work with. The letter was
provided in hardcopy, and within a few days of achieving orbit around Chandler’s Stop he had
presented Billy with the paperwork accepting him into the academy. Billy hung onto the remote
gravitics controller but caused no more incidents and it was all attributed to mechanical
peculiarities. He didn’t get a chance to see Muath again before leaving the ship on the downside
shuttle; the engineer was too busy with the experts from the repair facility. Although the device
that he’d attached to the monopole gravity generator was still in place, he’d built it to look and
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behave exactly like the standard component that should have been there, it would pass all the
diagnostics that they cared to throw at it.
The same day, after having arrived at the academy, with the evening well set, Billy stood
at his window. Registration had gone quickly. An academy employee had had to be called in to
perform the late night registration, and it was only the promise of the complete two-year payment
that had stimulated the special treatment. Billy was photographed, fingerprinted, iris-scanned,
and was given his username and password for the student center on the campus computer system.
Because it was so late, the cafeteria was closed. The registrar had simply given him a print out, a
possibly temporary class schedule, a box of snacks in lieu of real food, and directed him how to
find his room. Outside the door of the registration office the Captain had turned and walked
away without a word or a look back. Billy supposed that if he’d had feelings, that might have
hurt them. Instead, well-pleased with the results of the day, he simply turned the other way and
walked the grey halls to find his room…his own, personal, private room.
He’d been told little other than he would be located in the morning by someone who
would show him around. His room recognized him when he grasped the lever-style door handle
and unlocked. Built into the inside of the door was an infotainment screen; in order to watch and
listen the resident would need to have the door closed. A quick inspection showed that the
window opened using a crank handle. A digital clock on the wall, synchronized to the subatomic planetary clock, showed that he had eight hours and fourteen minutes to showtime. Time
enough for Captain Fournelle to return to his ship and order departure from the Chandler’s Stop
system.
The primary for the Chandler Star system was a smaller, slightly cooler version of the
typical G type star, the sort preferred by humans. Its color spectrum was shifted slightly to the
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red, not quite orange, and its magnetic field and solar wind were, subsequently, weaker. That was
good for the human inhabitants since, although Chandler’s Stop was nearly as large as Earth, it
had a smaller iron core, and so a less intense magneto-sphere. Gravity on Chandler’s stop was a
pleasant eighty-six percent that of Earth. Land area was greater than that of Earth due to the
thirty-eight percent of its surface that was water covered. The Chandler system overall was more
niggardly in available water, the result being a much drier planet for humans to colonize. In
addition to the reduced availability of surface water, and the large swaths of desert, Chandler’s
Stop also sported numerous areas of low-level surface volcanism. Boiling springs of scalding
water, sulfuric acid, and noxious muds, covered tens of thousands of acres across the planet’s
surface. Big Chandler, the largest population center on the planet, boasting some four and onehalf million residents, sitting on a massive plateau, was just eighty-five kilometers south of one
such volcanic zone.
Around the fringes of the zone small park areas were maintained for visitors to take in the
geysers, the boiling pools, and bubbling mud pots. Wooden boardwalks had been erected to
guide the tourists safely past what many described as the Gateway to Hell. Crushed and flavored
ice-cubes sold well just outside of Hell.
The Queen of Earthspace was pushing outward, away from the sun at a twelve degree
angle north of the elliptic. It had set its vector for the Spider Nebula, the next stop on the sightseeing excursion for its wealthy passengers. At a distance of three astronomical units the Queen
shut down her in-system drives and began spooling the star drive up to speed. The same
synthetic-gravity generators that kept the passengers attached to the deck of the ship, but
operating at many orders of magnitude higher energy, were what took human ships out of, and
back into realspace.
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The ship’s computer was running the show and was in a continuous state of diagnostic
review. Every function and component of the gravitics was constantly checked and rechecked,
several times a second, as the countdown crept towards transition. Buried deep within a very
special component, a well-hidden micro-processor listened in as the time to FTL neared. At
thirty-eight nano-seconds to insertion it released an instruction that sped directly to the gravitics
generator, bypassing the ship’s computer and its monitors. The gravitics generator, just a dumb
piece of hardware and reflexive-electronics, accepted the instructions as legitimate and reversed
its polarity just as the energy surge from the main reactors arrived.
From his room’s window Indigo Billy watched the cloudless pre-dawn sky. Below his
fourth floor room there was some low lying fog creeping silently across a generous courtyard. In
the moonlight he could see silver streaks of reflected light from several benches arranged in a
loose circle around a grassy center. He heard the click of shoe heels pass beneath his window
though he saw no one. There were a few lights in the other three buildings that framed the
courtyard area; possibly students up early to study, possibly people that just didn’t like the dark.
Billy had a countdown running in the back of his mind; he didn’t need to look at the
digital clock mounted just about the door. When the countdown reached two seconds he leaned
out the open window and looked up and northeast. At zero a new star lit the night sky. It flared
for several minutes before slowly dying away. He smiled. Now he was safe. It hurt, a little, to
know that Muath was gone, and he had genuinely liked the newlyweds. After all of the
negotiating, he had even taken a grudging liking to the Captain. He had been an honorable man.
Still, there was no other way. He couldn’t go through life with the possibility that the Captain
might, someday, disapprove of the things Billy had planned for his own future and let his
conscience get the better of his career survival. Nor could Billy allow for the likelihood that
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Muath would talk about the blue-skinned boy with the phenomenal abilities when it came to
monopole gravitics. No, it was clearly best that the life and reputation of Indigo Billy start fresh,
even at such a cost. Billy knew that the small, very small, pang of regret he was feeling would
pass quickly. He was counting on it. There was so much to do.
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8
January 28, 2296

Settling back in his new bed, Billy slept for another hour before rising for the day.
Getting up early was a habit for him. On board the Queen the two hours before the ship
transitioned to First Shift had been the safest time for him to be about. Now, and for every day
after this, he could be about whenever he felt so moved. He walked the dormitory halls until he
found himself at the cafeteria, the smell of hot coffee being his guide at the end. Except for a
middle-aged woman with brown hair and a flowery smock, he was the only person in the room.
Against the far wall, across from the door, was a table being set with rolls, buns, and sweet
pastries. At one end of the table were two urns next to a stack of white, utilitarian looking cups.
Looking around the room yielded nothing that looked like a way to pay for breakfast, so
he concluded it was free.
“Good morning, young man. You’re new here, yes?” the woman said in a matronly, I
take care of children, voice. “You’re six minutes ahead of the usuals. Quite a feat.”
Billy felt no real warmth or sudden affection for the woman, but he was well-skilled at
feigning those traits.
“Thank you. I guess I just get up early from habit. You’re right. I am new here, just
arrived yesterday. I’m still learning my way around. This is the first time I’ve been on my own
since I arrived. I don’t even know how to pay for my breakfast, I’m afraid.”
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“Oh, don’t you worry, my boy. All the meals here are included in the tuition. You just
take whatever you want. Just don’t take so much that you end up throwing food away. Do that
and you’ll get my evil eye.”
Though it was meant to sound like a threat, Billy could hear the hidden smile in her
words. Putting on his own best rehearsed smile he walked over to the woman and held out his
hand, “My name is Indigo Billy.”
The woman studied him for a moment, clearly looking at the skin color, smiled, and took
his hand. “And with good reason it would seem. I’m Marta, chief cook and bottle washer. Don’t
believe I’ve ever seen anyone that looks like you. It’s a good look, though, Indigo Billy, and
don’t let anyone tell you different. You’ll have girls chasing you through the halls, mark my
words.”
“Thank you. I suppose somewhere in all the information that I’ve been given it will tell
me the hours when meals are served. I’m afraid it’s all been overwhelming.”
“Don’t you worry about getting enough to eat. The cafeteria here is open from six to nine
every day. There’s coffee ready by five-thirty.”
Just then two men, one near sixty and the other closer to thirty, possibly father and son
judging by their similar features, cocoa-brown skin, and tightly curled black hair, entered the
room and helloed to Marta on their way to the coffee urn.
“Good morning,” Marta said. “It seems you have a contender for first coffee.”
The older man smiled at Billy. “I’d heard that we have a new student. No question that
you’re Billy. A unique look, I have to say. Well, it’s pretty hard to argue against being the first in
for coffee. I’m Deckert, by the way. This is my son, Talbot,” he said and gestured to the younger
man.
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“Good morning, sirs.”
“I believe I have you in my eleventh hour physics class,” Talbot said.
“If you’re T. Hemmingway, then, yes,” Billy said.
“I am T. Hemmingway, but everyone here is on a first name basis. Of course, calling you
Indigo would sound sort of odd. Do you prefer Billy?”
“Billy is fine, thank you.” He said, already bored to the point of wanting to yawn…social
niceties always seemed to drag on about thirty exchanges too long. Much like this one was
doing.
“I noticed in your transcripts that while you tested very well in science and math, you did
not as well in non-science studies. That’s common in home-schooled children, is that what you
were?” Talbot asked.
“Sort of. It was more like self-directed studies. I didn’t have a stable home life.”
Billy didn’t like talking about himself but saw no easy way to evade the direct question.
Just then a motion in the corner of his eye caught his attention; he turned to see a young woman
stop at the cafeteria’s entry door. She was perhaps twenty, maybe nineteen, with thick red hair to
her shoulders framing a face that was pretty without standing out.
“Which of you is Indigo Billy?” she asked as though it wasn’t the most obvious thing.
Billy deduced immediately that the other three people in the cafeteria knew the young
woman standing in the doorway when they all played along by looking from one to another
before all pointed to Billy.
“Ah, I suspected as much.” She said and walked up to Billy. She was taller than he’d first
thought, no less than five feet ten inches, and she towered over him as much as the
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Hemmingways did. Reaching out she took his hand and shook it, then took one step back and let
her eyes wander up and down on him.
“You’re younger than I’d’ve thought,” she said.
“And you’re taller,” Billy replied, even though he’d not been expecting anyone in
particular.
“I’m Jo,” she said around a smile that engaged her entire face. “I’m your first semester
mentor. From the look on your face, I’d say you weren’t told that you’d been assigned a mentor,
right?”
“Yes, I wasn’t told. Only that someone would find me and help me with getting started.”
“Not to worry. What’s up with the blue skin?”
“It’s a melanin thing. Don’t worry, it’s not contagious.” He’d answered this question so
many times he was thoroughly sick of it.
“I wasn’t worried, just nosy.” Jo then turned to the others, “Deckert, Talbot, Marta, I’m
going to latch onto our newbie here and get him started on his first day of classes.” Then, to
Billy, “Bring your coffee, and anything else you want, and let’s go walk the halls. I’ve got places
to show you.”
Billy thought her words sounded way too much like an order, but, in the absence of
anything else to do, he elected to go along with Jo. Just to see what she was about. Exiting the
cafeteria they turned right and then immediately left. Here the pale grey walls turned to tan.
There were no other differences that he could note: same ceiling-mounted and recessed lighting,
same black and white plates with numbers on them attached to doors, same signs pointing to
exits and places of supposed interest.
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“I have a copy of your class schedule. So, let’s walk around and I can show you where
those rooms are.” Jo said as they walked together.
“I already know where my classrooms are. I looked at the floor plan layout. Walking to
them won’t accomplish anything useful.”
“Sure it will. We’ll get to know each other a little better. We’re expected to spend time
together so I can help you adjust to living here. First time on your own, and all that.”
Billy sipped at his coffee before answering. When they came to an intersecting hallway,
he stopped. “That way is physics, and that way is lingua-terra, (pointing down two of the halls),
“back the way we came, just past the cafeteria, is Social Interactions, and Conflict Studies. Those
two are in the same room, at different times.” Looking up at her he said, “You don’t really know
very much about me do you?”
Jo studied his face for a few seconds before answering. “Actually, I don’t know much of
anything at all about you. I just learned late last night that I was to be your mentor. The
instruction was to pick you up at your room at six and to get you started. When you didn’t
answer your door, I guessed you might have found your way to the cafeteria. I wasn’t told your
age, where you’re from, or why you’ve such an unusual skin tone. Just that I should go collect
you and teach you what you need to get by.”
“I don’t need a mentor. I’ve been getting by on my own for a long time, and doing just
fine at it.”
“Very possibly true. Never-the-less, I’m required to mentor you, and to turn in reports
detailing your progress at integrating. That means I have to show a certain minimum amount of
interaction with you. If that doesn’t include showing you how to live alone in a group, then it can
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be anything else; maybe tutoring if you have a class that you aren’t picking up on as quickly as
others.”
Had Jo been looking closely she would have seen the brief look of scorn that crossed
Billy’s features at that suggestion. As it was, Billy said nothing, content to let the circumstances
play out. It seemed that Jo was not going to go away, so the next best thing was to take what
information was available from her and incorporate it.
“You’re younger than any student I can recall as an entering freshman. What are you,
twelve? You must be pretty bright to have impressed the Magistrar enough to make an
exception,” Jo said.
“Apparently so. I had a friend on the Queen that put in a good word for me.”
“Damn shame about that. They’ll probably never know what happened there. Nothing
much bigger than a fingernail has been found, from what I’ve heard.”
“I know. And to think I could have been on the Queen if not for my acceptance here,”
Billy said, laying on intonations of emotions that he didn’t feel. He’d learned to do that very well
in his few years. It had helped, for a while, at the foster homes, though eventually his
dispassionate nature always leaked through.
“Let’s head for the library. We need to get you a slate and the programs you’ll need for
your classes,” Jo said.
His first class the following day was Lingua-Terra. Something he hadn’t known was that
most of the human population in the galaxy was bilingual; most people spoke whatever language
was local to them plus Lingua-Terra. On Chandler’s Stop the dominant language was English,
carried there across the deep darkness by the original settlers. On other worlds various Asian or
South American languages prevailed. In some cases the colony worlds were further broken up
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geographically by the successive waves of new colonists. As a case in point, Billy learned that on
Chandler’s Stop there was large contingent of people that spoke several dialects found originally
in the Andes of South America on Earth. As a result, there was a wide range of strong accents
that overlay the Lingua-Terra that he heard all around the Academy. In addition to teaching the
students things like spelling, grammar, and composition, there was an equally strong emphasis
on softening those accents to make the students sound more mainstream. As it had always been
with humanity, sounding and looking like an outsider often caused one to be ostracized to some
degree. Even with the mellowing of most humans to the broad range of what was normal,
speaking in a way that was difficult for others to understand would always hold one back in
pretty much any endeavor.
Billy found that his particular skills at Lingua-Terra put him solidly in the middle of what
most people wanted to hear, owing no doubt to the great range of people he’d encountered in his
meager almost thirteen years. That was fortuitous because it left him time to concentrate on the
finer points of Lingua-Terra. Specifically, expanding and improving his lexicon while learning
how to properly construct letters, grant requests, and peer-review papers. He knew that all those
things were in his near future.
Social Interactions class was, far and away, the class he cared for the least. Indigo Billy
didn’t care what other people thought of him, except to the point where they behaved in ways
that benefited him. All of the things that they wanted to teach him he’d learned already: smile
when you insult someone, ingratiate yourself to people of power through their friends, appear to
listen intently whenever influential people spoke and nod approvingly when their tone told you
to. Billy had learned all that early in life. Manipulating foster parents had been a great learning
arena for him; one that had paid dividends after he’d made his way onto the Queen and saw the
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need for repeat customers and glowing reviews. Smile, nod, be agreeable just short of sounding
ingratiating, where possible do a little homework on the individuals. Flattery was a much
maligned social tool that Billy had become expert at. His personal favorite went like this, ‘I don’t
recall where I learned this’…and then he’d go on to repeat something that the other person had
been quoted as saying. Unfortunately, Social Interactions class was a requirement that he would
simply have to plod through. Fortunately, Billy only needed about fifteen minutes a day to learn
whatever droll crap was going to be covered in the next class.
Physics class he liked. It turned out that although Billy knew a great deal about how to
make things physical do what he wanted, he lacked the in-depth background to understand why it
all worked the way it did. The Laws of Thermodynamics set off light bulbs in his mind, making
clearer things he’d always intuitively known. The refined definitions and math formulas
describing physical interactions opened new lines of interest for him. Billy eagerly devoured
every book and treatise on the subject, often finding himself drawn far afield from the original
concept as he explored tangential ideas.
Through the first few weeks Jo continued to look him up. She would ask how he was
adjusting, inquire as to which classes he liked, if any of them seemed to be overwhelming him,
and how he was getting along socially with the other students.
“I hear your name batted about quite a bit,” she once remarked to him. “Teachers and
students are all talking all about the clever blue kid. It seems you have something of an
underground following.”
“I don’t want to be talked about. I just want to get through my classes,” had been Billy’s
response.
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“Well, there’s nothing you can do about that. You look unusual, but then you might have
already noticed that on your own. That by itself is enough to get you talked about. Add to that
how quickly you caught up to the rest of your class studies, even though you started more than
two weeks late. Some of the girls are passing the time giggling and wondering about why you
don’t have a girlfriend, yet. Or a boyfriend.” The last line was delivered on a rising note, not
quite a question as to his preferences.
“I’ve had girlfriends, and boyfriends. They’re mostly a waste of time. I’m here to learn
what there is to learn. When I’m done here, I’ll go somewhere to learn more. I’ve learned
everything I need to know about boys, and girls, and sex. More experiments would be
redundant.”
“Wow. I’ve heard it called experimenting before but not quite in so clinical a way.
You’re barely thirteen, hard to believe you’ve had enough experience to jade you on sex so
early,” Jo said, putting a little light admonition in her voice.
“Enough is relative. I’ve had enough, at least for a while. If you’re going to stay and
insist on talking to me, change the subject,” Billy’s voice left no room for argument.
“Wow, again. Touchy. Alright, then. I’ve been keeping an eye on your grades. After a
couple of missteps at the very beginning, you seem to be getting perfect scores across the board.
Are you that smart, or do just have that good a memory?”
“Both. I’m probably the smartest person here and I have an excellent memory, also
probably the best here. I learn it, I remember it. I feel sorry for the poor clods that have to have
the same thing repeated to them a half-dozen times just to hold on to it long enough to get it right
on a test. Of course, they usually forget it the day after the test.”
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“Saying that out loud to the poor clods other than me isn’t going to win you any friends,”
Jo said. She’d taken on the tone of an adult talking to a child.
“I don’t need friends. Not boyfriends, not girlfriends, not generic friends. They suck up
my time and offer nothing in return. Nothing that I need, or want.” Billy’s own tone had gone a
bit distant; he was bored with Jo trying to ease him into the school’s social life. Even if she
meant well, over and above her requirement to monitor his integration and report on it, he didn’t
care to spend any more time with her than he did with anyone else. He was at this school to learn
what they had to teach him. When he’d taken was he could get, it would be time to move on.
“Well, you’re in a mood today. Okay, get back to your studies. If you’re not going to play
the part of being a normal boy, then I guess perfect grades will have to pick up the slack.”
The fact that his always perfect test scores skewed the grading curve for the other
students, thereby generating considerable ire from those that were already marginal, simply
wasn’t on Billy’s radar.
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9
May 1, 2296

The intersection of bad intentions and bad decisions arrived two days after the test scores
for the midterm exams were returned. For his part, Billy hadn’t even bothered to look up his test
score. He knew what it would be. Not so for others. Within the Academy, as in every facet of
human life, there were cliques and subgroups that bordered on being gangs. Many of these had a
marginally charismatic bully for a leader, someone that had found that threats and beatings,
interspersed with smiles and praise, could accomplish a great deal.
The shoulder of the much larger boy arrived without warning and spun Indigo Billy
three-quarters of the way around. His slate and a folder of flimsies that he’d been carrying flew
from his hands, the slate caromed off the wall to land at his feet, which were now facing back the
way he’d come. The flimsies, printouts of several practical applications for single-flavor
gravitons, sprayed out in an arc that encompassed most of the hallway floor.
“Watch where you’re going, you little blue bastard,” Tomko said. At sixteen he was one
of the oldest juniors at the Academy, and easily vying for first place in size. Tomko managed to
stay in the Academy only because his parents were wealthy and contributed frequently and
generously. The classes that he hadn’t passed almost certainly outnumbered those that he had.
Tomko was good at eating, he verged on being mildly obese, and didn’t do any physical exercise
that he could avoid. He had other kids to do that for him. Not always willingly. What Tomko
lacked in intellect he offset by being mean and loud.
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Billy didn’t say anything. Nor did he do the usual and expected, which would be to
scramble around on the floor and attempt to retrieve his slate and flimsies. Instead, Billy simply
stood up straight and faced Tomko, letting his arms hang loose at his sides and with his weight
balanced on the balls of feet. Billy knew the script for how this was going to go.
“What? Are you planning on standing up to me? Get down on your knees and pick up
your crap. You’re cluttering up my hallway,” Tomko said.
Looking down for an instant, Billy then took two steps back to remove his feet from any
chance encounter with the scattered flimsies. He gave his slate a small sideways kick to get it
away from his foot. After that Billy returned to simply standing and looking back at Tomko.
“Pick up your shit, you blue asshole! I’m not used to telling people twice and you’re
really starting to piss me off.”
On either side of Tomko was his crew for this few minutes in this hallway. Other days,
other times, other hallways, it would be different boys. Today there were three, two on one side
and one on the other, all of them standing a full pace or more behind Tomko. Billy didn’t know
any of their names, he didn’t need to. Such hangers-on were interchangeable.
Not used to having anyone challenge him, and certainly not in such a passive way,
Tomko was unsure what to do. He’d had other boys, and some girls, stand up to him. Well,
they’d tried to stand up to him. Tomko knew what do when someone prepared to fight, or
blustered and threatened repercussions from the adults. Tomko’s solution was always the same,
strike out. It had worked for him in all previous situations; he could only suppose it would work
as well this time.
Billy waited until he saw the change in Tomko’s stance; saw his weight shift to his left
foot which was slightly back. As Tomko pushed off with his left leg, his hands already rolled
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into fists, Billy charged forward. When Second Technician for Continuance had tweaked Billy’s
reflexes to improve them, he’d wrought better than he knew. Indigo Billy wasn’t superhuman
fast, but he was certainly faster than Tomko could properly react to. In two steps Billy was on
Tomko. For his part, Tomko was startled and that caused him to hesitate. He’d never had anyone
come at him in such a matter-of-fact attack mode.
From one pace away Billy leaped forward and brought his knees up as high and tight as
he could manage. As his own body connected with Tomko Billy grabbed him with both hands
just behind his neck and pulled himself in. With the added impetus Billy’s knees drove into
Tomko’s chest just at the bottom of the ribcage. Billy’s weight, along with the inertia of his
moving body, shoved back on Tomko’s top heavy self. Both boys went down to the floor with
Billy on top and still clutching at Tomko’s neck. In the absolute silence of the hallway the
cracking of cartilage, and possible breaking of rib bones, was clearly audible. Pushing against the
already damaged area with his knees, Billy grabbed a handful of Tomko’s hair, rolled up a fist,
drove it straight down onto Tomko’s nose. The instant the blow was delivered Billy pushed
against Tomko’s belt with his toes and propelled himself into a forward roll. At the end of the
roll he stood up and turned around. He was now behind the smaller toughs that had just watched
their leader go down like a felled tree. On the floor, Tomko had his arms pulled in against his
chest and his hands to his nose. He rocked slowly from side to side. After only a few seconds it
was clear that he’d begun crying. The tears and watery snot combined with the blood escaping
from his nose to make a red smear on the tile floor.
Billy looked at the three boys and took one step back.
“Looks like your boss just pissed himself.” That caused all three boys to turn their heads
away from Billy. Tomko’s dark brown trousers were stained a deeper brown in the crotch. When
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the three boys turned back around they found themselves almost nose to nose with Billy. “In case
you’re thinking you need to do something, you should consider two things first. You won’t
always be in a group with your friends, and, I always give better than I got,” Billy’s voice wasn’t
loud, but there was ice in it. When no one moved for three seconds Billy stepped forward and
past them like they were no longer of any consequence. He didn’t so much as look down as he
passed Tomko. The other boys and girls, having magically materialized for the sporting event,
parted quickly as Billy scooped up his slate and continued in the direction he’d been going. He
left the flimsies, many of them stained red, on the floor. He could reprint what he was leaving
behind.
He wasn’t in his room for even five minutes when a chime sounded and lettering crawled
across the front of his infotainment screen.

STUDENT INDIGO BILLY REPORT TO THE MAGISTRAR’S OFFICE IMMEDIATELY.

The walk to the office took nearly four minutes as it was across the compound from his
room. He could have shortened the walk by exiting the building and crossing the grassy square.
Billy saw no reason to shorten the walk; a few extra minutes gave him time to further organize
his thoughts. He’d always figured that a day like this one would come along and he’d prepared.
Large and imposing, intended to impress and intimidate, the wooden door to the
Magistrar’s office took some effort to push open. Inside, the effect was continued with dark
wood panels standing vertically beneath a wide wainscoting strip. A single, simple, though likely
very expensive, chandelier depended on a gold chain in the center of the room. Just beyond the
chandelier, pushed almost to the far wall was a desk of the same dark wood as was the paneling.
Two overstuffed chairs clothed in burgundy fabric flanked the desk far enough apart that the
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Magistrar had an unobstructed view of anyone entering. Turning his head Billy took in the two
moving holographs that hung from the walls either side of the entry door. The holos were of
some young woman skiing hard down a slalom course. Behind the desk, framed in a rectangle of
mid-day light, a woman sat with a small scattering of flimsies in front of her. The woman, the
Magistrar, was perhaps fifty, maybe a little more, with hair that was well on its way to being
totally grey. Her features were thin and sharp. Billy thought her face to be at least twice as tall as
it was wide. Looking from the Magistrar and then back to the holos he decided the young woman
was the Magistrar in another lifetime.
“Do you still ski?” he asked. The scowl told him that she did not, and was still mad about
it. It struck Billy as a form of masochistic self-torture to keep the holos in constant sight when
they clearly had such a negative effect on her psyche. This woman hated where life had taken
her.
She stared at Billy with hard eyes then pointed to the chair on his right.
“Sit there.”
Billy did as he was told, resting both arms on the armrests even though they were just a
bit too high to be comfortable for any length of time.
“You’re a trouble-maker,” the Magistrar said.
Billy didn’t say anything. He sat and met her gaze. It took seconds less than he expected
before the woman continued.
“Well, answer me!”
“Sorry. I didn’t hear a question.”
“I asked if you are a trouble-maker,” the Magistrar snapped.
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“Now that you ask, no. In fact, I’m the farthest thing from a trouble-maker at this
school,” Billy said evenly. Snapping back at her would only escalate what was already likely to
end up as a difficult confrontation.
“Evidence from not very long ago tells me otherwise.”
Billy didn’t say anything for many seconds. He did cock his head slightly to one side as
though studying what she’d said.
“Have you actually watched the video of the incident?” Billy asked.
“What video would that be?”
“From the security cameras that are buried in the walls. There were at least three that
should have caught it all. If you haven’t yet watched them then we shouldn’t even be starting this
conversation. It puts you at a disadvantage since I actually know what happened, and you do
not.”
“I know that you beat the hell out of one of the other students. He’s in the infirmary and
will need to be transported to a hospital. How much more do I need to know?” The volume of the
Magistrar’s voice inched up as she spoke.
“Well,” Billy said in measured tones, “knowing the facts would be a good start. I think it
would be helpful if you pulled the video of the incident so we can look at it together. That way
we can talk from a common viewpoint.”
The Magistrar seemed at a loss for words. Her brows were knit and her jaw worked
minutely, as though trying out words and immediately rejecting them. It was pretty clear that she
was not used to people doing anything except jump at her every word. The fact that a mere boy,
and an odd looking one at that, would have the temerity to stand up to her appeared to have put
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her off balance. Taking back control of the meeting, at least in her mind, the Magistrar snapped
out, “Yes, indeed. Let’s have a look at that video.”
She tapped lightly at the datascreen built into her desktop, slid her finger to move icons
around, and then looked up at the infotainment screen on the wall behind Billy. Avoiding the
psychological pitfall of being turned around in his chair, Billy stood, reoriented the chair, and
then sat again. Turning his back on the Magistrar was a calculated insult. On the screen was a
brief three second sequence of Billy on top of Tomko and delivering the blow to his nose.
“There, obvious to anyone who was being the aggressor here,” the Magistrar said.
“This is taken out of context. Back it up about twenty seconds. Let’s see the entire thing,
not just the part that reinforces what you want to believe,” Billy said.
There were four or five seconds of silence, the sequence on the screen repeating twice
more. Then, without a smooth transition, the screen switched to a thin stream of students moving
both directions in the hallway. Just off center of the screen Tomko made a sudden half-step shift
to his left, dipped his shoulder slightly, and created the collision with Billy. The movement was
so obviously intentional that it needed no commentary. Over the next ten seconds, Billy watched
himself stand still briefly before taking two steps back. Then, less obvious than the collision,
Tomko clenched his fists and stepped forward. From that point it happened very quickly, two
seconds, no more, and it was over. Then Billy saw himself roll forward to confront the other
toughs.
“I still see you attacking Tomko following an accidental bump in the hallway. No
provocation,” the Magistrar said.
Billy stood and faced her.
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“You can try believing that if you like. You can even try saying it in public. Anyone not
prejudiced in favor of Tomko will see the intentional bump by Tomko. Following that, after I’ve
backed away from him, any viewer can easily spot how he has his fists clenched and has started
towards me. I was very obviously acting in self defense. And, I should add, what people will see
is a much older boy, almost half again my height and nearly twice my weight, picking a fight for
no apparent reason.”
The Magistrar looked at Billy briefly before tapping at her desktop and restarting the clip.
Rather than turn around to face the screen, Billy watched it as it played out upside down on her
desk. Without lifting her head the Magistrar looked up at Billy from under her brows.
“Inconclusive, at best. Tomko comes from a good family with long ties to this institution.
You, on the other hand, are a nobody that just arrived. I’m perfectly justified in kicking you out
for assaulting another student.”
“That would simply be another bad decision in your long list of bad decisions,” Billy
said. “Consistency in bad decision making isn’t the same as making good decisions. Looking like
I do has brought out bullies further back than I can remember. One of the first things I did after
arriving here was look up the files of the other students. I was looking for the ones that I figured
I would someday have to defend myself against. Tomko was second on my list of probables.
Three times in the past two years there’ve been complaints by students and parents concerning
Tomko assaulting a classmate. In all three cases Tomko’s family made a generous contribution
to this school. Even more interesting is the fact that in all three cases a slightly smaller than the
contribution amount was paid out to the family of the assaulted student. The balance of each
contribution then disappeared into an anonymous account that I haven’t yet been able to crack.
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You covered up previous beatings and convinced Tomko’s family to pay off the victims. You
then paid yourself for backing the lie.”
The Magistrar’s face paled slightly, then flushed.
“Those files are sealed and secured. There’s no way you could have gotten to them,” the
Magistrar blustered.
“Not sealed or secured quite well enough, apparently. In addition, in this instance, there
were no fewer than seven other students recording the fight. Play back the video and see how
many onlookers have their comm out and pointed at me and Tomko. It’s certain that by now
those recordings are spreading through the various social media sites. The visual truth of how the
events in that hallway played out is in the open this time. No way to cover it up. The fat bully
with a bad history tried to beat up the little, new kid. That’s not going to play so well with the
public. That’s the same public that funds fifty-one per cent of this school.”
The Magistrar, feeling she was finally on familiar ground, tapped an icon that made the
video disappear. She then sat back in her chair and locked eyes with Billy.
“How much?”
Indigo Billy didn’t answer right away. Instead, as a second clear insult to her authority,
he turned his back on her, and with elaborate care returned his chair to a position facing the desk.
Taking a seat, he offered up a small smile.
“You’re asking how much to keep me quiet, and preferably to leave this school. Hmm,
well this becomes one of those bad news and good news situations for you. The good news is
that I don’t want any credits for my silence. I’m more than happy to stay quiet about all this. On
the bad news side though, I’m not leaving this school. I plan to graduate at the end of three years,
with honors, and move onto something better.”
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“This is a five-year program, you can’t graduate in three, even if I were to let you stay.”
“There is no ‘letting me stay.’ I’m staying, with a fully funded scholarship. I don’t need
anything special from you except that you approve the scholarship, and my taking the most
advanced classes that my test scores qualify me for. Do that and I’ll have all the points needed to
graduate in three years. I assume you’d prefer me gone in three years rather than five?” Billy
spoke very matter-of-factly. He didn’t need to threaten or cajole, or bluster, he knew he had the
Magistrar backed into a corner. Of course, corners were a bad place to put something that had
some teeth and claws.
The Magistrar slid her chair back from her desk and crossed her hands in her lap, then
crossed her right leg over the left…a classic defensive posture. She knew that Billy had her.
“And what you propose I am to do with Tomko?”
“Doesn’t interest me in the least. Shipping him off to another school would be best. If
you let him stay, he’ll work on getting revenge. He’s a coward, so he’ll try to ambush me. When
that happens, it won’t be a fist fight. One of us will die, most likely. Watch the tape carefully.
Look at my attack on Tomko. His cracked or broken ribs weren’t an accident resulting from me
falling on top of him. I hurt him exactly as I intended, and to the extent that I intended. Then ask
yourself who you think will be the one dead on the floor of your school? Then consider how that
will look for the school’s, and your, image. Do as you please. I’m going to be here three years,
and then I’ll be gone.”
Having said his part, Billy waited. He didn’t look around the room and he didn’t let his
attention wander. He kept his eyes fixed on the Magistrar, waiting for her to conclude the
obvious.
“Get out,” she finally said.
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Indigo Billy stood and turned away from her. At the door, his hand on the lever, he turned
his head back.
“I’ve no doubt that you’ve recorded this conversation. Just to be clear, I have also.”
“You couldn’t. This room is safed against recording devices,” the Magistrar said with an
ugly smile pasted on.
“Yes, it is. Safed every bit as well as your financial files,” Billy said. His smile was much
more genuine.
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May 1, 2296

Walking the halls on his way back to his room, Billy reviewed the meeting. He’d gone
into the meeting thinking that he would have adequate leverage over the Magistrar that further
action wouldn’t be needed. The threat of exposing the financial files seemed like it would be
sufficient to keep her from attempting any action against him. Now, he wasn’t so sure. Right at
the end she didn’t seem quite cowed enough. Maybe…maybe she had enough credits stashed
away from blackmailing various students’ families, supply vendors, and former students now
successful in their fields, that the Magistrar thought she could take Billy down. Doing so would
cost her her position at the school, but maybe that didn’t have quite the weight of significance
that Billy had originally assigned to it. He needed to reconsider their relationship…specifically
whether or not she posed a long term threat to him. He would give it some very serious thought,
but also suspected that he probably already knew the answer.
An unintended consequence of the fight with Tomko was to elevate Billy’s social
standing. Within a few days more people were saying hello to him in the halls, greeting him
when he entered classrooms, asked to sit with him in the cafeteria. Suddenly it was cool to be
seen in the company of the smart, tough blue kid. Girls especially took an interest in him. It was
common for a gaggle of teen girls to sit together, not terribly separated from Billy, and laugh and
giggle while stealing frequent glances his way. The subject of just how extensive his blue
coloring was seemed to be a favorite topic. In addition to the unwanted attention from the girls,
there were subtle overtures from other boys exploring the possibility of being Billy’s chum. Of
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course, there was also renewed interest in Indigo Billy by the other bullies and their cadres. It
wasn’t good for the image of the bullies to have someone outside of their control, even if that
control was more imagined than real.
Life went along smoothly for another month; the other students became bored with
sucking up to Billy and getting no return on their investment. Teenagers, for the most part, have
a relatively short attention span, slightly better than goldfish, but not much. When it became
clear that Billy wasn’t going to be dating, nor was he intent on setting up his own clique, life
around him settled back to something closer to what Billy wanted. He became a former curiosity,
now just a weird looking kid that studied too much and wrecked the grading curve. Invites to
parties continued, though at a slower pace. Some girls were a bit more persistent than others, still
wanting the prestige of having scored with the blue boy; a unique marker for anyone that might
achieve it. For the popular students, who you’d screwed was as important as who you shunned.
Six weeks after the altercation with Tomko another of the toughs at the school decided
he’d had enough of Indigo Billy. By ignoring the invitations to join in the parties, or cliques, or
clubs, or any social events at all, by snubbing the entire social structure of the students body
Billy was seen, by some, to be disrespecting the school itself. It was one thing to participate
socially and not give into the pressures to join in some elitist group or another…that was
understandable, but to ignore the fabric of the student society entirely was simply not acceptable
to some.
Just after he returned from the cafeteria one evening, the halls were empty as the students
either retreated to their rooms or had left for evening events, someone knocked politely at Billy’s
door.
“Come in,” Billy said loudly enough.
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No one entered but the knock repeated. When the invitation was again ignored and the
knock came once more Billy stood up from his study desk. He was just putting his hand on the
lever to open the door when he paused. His door wasn’t locked. The lever hadn’t moved. The
visitor had not responded to his call to come in. Not for the first time he wished he had a
peephole through which he could identify a caller.
When Billy did open the door, he was standing a full pace further back than would be
typical. It was for that reason, and his somewhat better than everyone-else’s reflexes, that the
incoming fist flew harmlessly past his cheek. What had been intended to be a sucker-punch that
would stun Billy long enough for another series of blows to be delivered, never landed. Billy’s
return swing came in from low and connected solidly with the underside of his attacker’s chin.
Teeth clacked loudly. The blow, carrying the additional impetus of Billy’s body stepping
forward, dropped the boy at his door. Another step forward brought the heel of Billy’s shoe
down hard on the right hand of the unconscious boy. Metacarpals snapped. Billy took a quick
look at the boy’s face, noted the dribble of red from what was probably a bitten tongue, and the
fact that he didn’t recognize the face. Billy then pushed one leg away from the door jam and
closed the door, not bothering to lock it.
There was no follow up summoning from the Magistrar this time. In fact, he heard
nothing at all. At some point someone had collected the boy from the hallway, or perhaps he’d
regained consciousness and staggered off on his own to the infirmary. The typically hushed
gossip in the classrooms and the cafeteria had run at a fever pitch the next day. However,
officially, there hadn’t been an incident. It took several more days but life around Billy reachieved equilibrium. The party invites and overtures of friendship dried up much more quickly
this time.
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As the first semester wound down the occasions when Jo sought out Indigo Billy
decreased until it was only the occasional meeting in a hallway or the cafeteria. She still made it
a point to ask how things were going, if he was enjoying the school, if he’d made any friends or
if he had a girlfriend. The answers were always the same; school was fine, his grades were good,
his social life was as he preferred it. During the break between semesters, a nine day period when
most of the students caught transportation of one form or another back home, Billy went
nowhere. He’d gotten a couple of half-hearted invitations to accompany other students back
home to meet their families and recreate in one form or another. All were turned down, mostly
politely, because he knew that was what was expected. Billy didn’t actually care whether he hurt
feelings or not, but he understood that many of these students would one day be the shakers and
movers of society on Chandler’s Stop, and elsewhere. Creating enemies through the poor choice
of a few words struck him as a bad investment; no one achieved great success without having
some little people willing to allow themselves to be stepped upon. Once on top, he could
dispense with the ‘pleases’, the ‘thank yous’, and all of the insincere flattery. Until then, like
lubricating the bearings that made machines run smoothly, reasonably good manners kept his
social machine from overheating and seizing up.
Over the short break period he revisited the situation with the Magistrar, determining in
the end that she constituted too great a risk. He’d found some few hidden accounts in her name
but was certain that he’d not found them all, probably not even the largest ones. Even so, the
fairly substantial number of accumulated credits she had access to might lead her to think that
Billy posed too much risk to her. In a reversed situation, he would have concluded that long ago
and taken steps. The question posed then was…how to eliminate the risk without incurring more
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in the form of inquisitive investigators. His planning consumed the remainder of the semester
break.
Getting kicked out of the academy at this point would make it nearly impossible to get
into any quality school, particularly one so well focused on the hard sciences, so care was
needed. Even a hint of an investigation that included Indigo Billy would be a major negative. His
schedule gave him one day in five without classes so he could prepare class assignments, study,
or take personal time for leisure, as he chose. Today he chose to investigate the Magistrar’s life
away from the academy more thoroughly. It only took a few minutes for Billy to link to a
different datascreen, one on the far side of the city, and take it over. Using anonym zing
programs, he pulled a sort of ‘cloak of invisibility’ over his actions as he dug into the Magistrar’s
life. It wasn’t long before he’d found her additional off-world bank accounts. The collected sum
was large. Whenever the Magistrar elected to retire from her post at the academy, she would
certainly have the needed resources to improve her lifestyle by several orders of magnitude. No
doubt greed kept her on.
On the personal side he found that she had indeed been an avid snow skier. At one point
she’d been a contender for the inter-world Olympics. It was during a practice run that she’d
taken a particularly bad fall and damaged her left knee to the point of needing total
reconstruction. The surgeons had done an excellent job, the Magistrar had been left with no
slightest hint of a limp, but no replacement parts could quite match the original equipment and
her skiing career had ended abruptly. Billy supposed that had been the beginning of her slide into
the pit of nastiness where she now resided. But that did provide Billy with an idea.
The next day the Magistrar was surprised and delighted to have received an invitation to
participate in a five judge panel to select contenders for a skiing championship on the world of
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Flashpoint. The committee to appoint the panel claimed to have found her name in their records
of previously well-known skiers, and had noted that she’d continued to support the sport through
charitable contributions for over twenty-five years. The committee was offering to pay her
passage, first-class, to Flashpoint to attend the conference and join the panel. Plus, there would
be a basic stipend to compensate her for her time. The invitation was a total fabrication.
It took almost exactly no time at all for her to respond that she would be delighted to
participate. The short notice, only three days to leaving, was not an issue as she set her own
schedule. The academy would simply have to get along without her for the ten days she would be
away. Dealing with Indigo Billy would also have to be put on a back burner, as well, until her
return.
Early on the morning of departure, the sun was just beginning to cast long pale shadows
down the city’s boulevards, Magistrar Clyman stood with her two suitcases at the front doors.
The morning was cool so she remained in the foyer and watched for the air-taxi through the
glass. It arrived precisely at five-thirty and settled gently onto the cobbled drive. The air-taxi was
a roughly teardrop shaped body with stubby wings and a vertical stabilizer attached. In the
bulbous aft compartments were kept the anti-gravity drive engines and the pressurized tanks to
provide forward momentum. Inside, the taxi was nicely appointed with contoured seats, a minibar, a small infotainment screen, and an excellent sound system.
The air-taxi, waiting until the two bags were properly secured in a compartment, and the
passenger was seated and belted, lifted off with the unremarkable smoothness of a well-made
machine that had very good quality synthetic-gravity generators. Had the Magistrar not been
looking out the windows she probably would have missed the lift-off entirely. As soon as it had
cleared the tops of the Academy buildings the air-taxi turned onto a heading of ninety-three
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degrees, almost exactly due east. While the city of Big Chandler, largest city on the planet and
supporting a population of over three million, had a large and excellent airport, it did not host the
planet’s spaceport. That was nine hundred kilometers east at Neo-Lankmar, and while the airtaxi was capable of super-sonic flight it was prohibited from doing so due to the disturbance
caused by the sonic booms. That meant a trip that could have been done in under an hour would
take not quite two and a half.
Eleven minutes into the flight, and already feeling a slight buzz from the Bloody-Mary
she had made for herself, Magistrar Clyman failed to notice the slowly advancing grogginess that
crept up on her. As the small craft climbed to cruising altitude the cabin heaters did a great job of
maintaining precisely the correct temperature. The systems in place for maintaining proper cabin
pressure as the ship climbed into, and then above the safe zone, did not work as well. Or rather,
did not work as the manufacturer had designed for, and the passenger had expected. Slowly,
without so much as causing an ear to pop, the pressure in the cabin fell until it was below the
threshold needed to maintain consciousness. Without ever knowing it was happening, Magistrar
Clyman slipped away from wakefulness. The remaining one third of her Bloody-Mary spilled
across the expensive ivory-colored carpet.
On the ground in Big Chandler a computer system was monitoring all of the flying traffic
within two hundred kilometers of itself. Each aircraft’s onboard computer was continuously
queried as to its state of affairs: heading, speed, altitude, synthetic-gravity generator stability,
cabin pressure, flap settings, and hundreds of other data points. When the Flight Operations
Management Computer Systems lost contact with one of its charges for more than fifteen
seconds, and repeated communication hails went unanswered, it resorted to activating its human
interface option.
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Jenner Tachyo, short, too wide, with not fully symmetric features and a short, blunt
haircut that did nothing to help, walked into the Flight Management Office and peered over the
shoulder of Franco Menard. “Whose ship is it?” she asked. The immediate and salient details had
been relayed to her via her earbud as she’d walked the short hallway from her office.
“Powder-Blue. A four-seater, one passenger,” Menard said without looking up from his
screen. Franco was just over average height, his thin face was adorned with a nose so sharp it
could split wood. He was sixty-one and had lived his entire adult life only for the air industry. It
had cost him one marriage, his relationship with his adult daughter, and of late, fifty pounds as
he battled a retro-viral illness that had managed to get past his stress impaired immune system.
He was still the best damn trouble-shooter Tachyo had.
Tachyo gave a small grunt of approval. Powder-Blue Air, Inc. had a better than average
safety record.
“Try enabling the cabin speakers, let’s see if we can talk to the passenger,” Tachyo said.
“Already tried. No go. Still trying to hook up to the nav system. No go there, either.
Subject is still climbing, passing seven thousand meters. Still in a slow left turn, passing threehundred and forty-two degrees magnetic.”
Taking a step back Tachyo did a rapid double blink to call up the menu options on her
contact lenses, then selected the number she wanted. The direct line to Powder-Blue’s top tech
connected immediately and was answered just as quickly.
“I knew you‘d be calling. I was contacted by the Flight Management computer.”
“So what’s happening to it, Manny?” Tachyo asked. They’d been friends for over two
decades and didn’t need to proffer up greetings or niceties.
“Don’t know yet. I’m just now into the software to query the on-board computer.”
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Tachyo didn’t try to fill the forty seconds of silence from Manny’s end.
“That’s odd,” he mused to himself though the communicator picked it up.
Tachyo waited.
“Damn, Jenner. I can’t get logged onto that taxi. I have every password and backdoor that
version has and none of them are being accepted. This is a puzzler, I have to say,” Manny said.
“Hardware damage? Errant cosmic ray knocked an apostrophe of a command line?
Where we at? How long until we can take control of that taxi and bring it home?”
“I don’t know. Honestly, I just don’t know. Unless the passenger took a crowbar to the
control panel I don’t see what could cause such a hardware malfunction. There are multiple
redundancies built into that taxi. Same way with the software. Even if a high-energy photon
somehow penetrated the shielding, there’s no way it could disable all three levels. Hell, if I can’t
get into the on-board systems, then I’m not altogether certain what we’re going to do next.”
“You mean it just flies until it doesn’t? Geez, Manny, that could be days.”
“I’m sure we can talk one of the passengers through the procedures to get us access, or
even to get it set down somewhere,” Manny said, trying to sound hopeful.
“One passenger, not responding.”
There was silence in Tachyo’s ear for long seconds. “I’ll call you the instant I come up
with any ideas,” Manny said before breaking the connection.
Shift Supervisor Tachyo tapped her earbud to silence the static. “Manny’s working on it,”
she said to Menard. “How are you doing?”
“Nothing. Can’t get logged on.”
“What if it’s not a login issue, what if we’re locked out?” Tachyo asked. An additional
alarm bell had just begun a soft but insistent buzzing in her brain.
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“You mean…like a firewall, or something. Something intentional?” Menard’s voice rose
slightly on the last syllables while he turned his head around to look at her over one shoulder.
“Just a ‘what if’?”
Spinning his chair around Jenner Menard put the palms of both hands against his face and
slowly rubbed them up and down. His way of detouring off the mental path he had been on.
“As one of some unknown number of possibilities, that fits the circumstances as we know
them just now.” Jenner Menard was always careful to fence near-the-boundary ideas with strong
qualifiers.
“Assume that’s the case for now, pursue it from that angle. I’m sure Manny is looking at
it simply as a hardware, or software, malfunction.”
“Pursuing ‘bad people doing bad things,’” he said as he swung his chair back around to
face the screen.
Billy was in his room, lying on his bed, reading a tech manual on the finer workings of
spaceship mounted railguns. He had the infotainment screen on with the sound muted. It was
nearly an hour to the start time of his first class, Applied Engineering for Magnetic Accelerator
Systems. He’d taken a real interest in a variety of weapons and the requirements for operating in
a vacuum, or in the absence of gravity, or both. He thought it likely that he might end up in
weapons research, there was so much he could contribute to the field.
When a red banner began flashing across the bottom of the screen he said, ‘Mute off.”
A woman’s face appeared on the screen, replacing the family that was being interviewed
about their negative experience in some backwater town. The talking head on the screen, brown
of skin and black of hair, pretty without being offensively so, and speaking with a barely
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discernible accent from someplace Billy didn’t care about, feigned genuine concern over the
story she was reading from the tele-prompted words scrolling down her contact lenses.
“This is Tanya MacAllister in the Chandler News Network studio. We’ve just learned
that a small air-taxi has drifted from its course and is out of contact with Air Traffic Control. At
the moment we don’t know how many people are on board the air-taxi, or who they are. I’d like
to turn now to Phillip Tanaki who’s standing by just outside the gates to the Air Traffic Control
Center for a live report.
“Hello, Phillip. Please give us an update on this story.”
The screen switched to a good looking man in his late forties, he was paler than Tanya
and had blonde hair pulled back in a pony-tail. Emblazoned on his shirt was the CNN logo with
PRESS in large, bold lettering.
“Yes, good morning, Tanya. What we know so far is that a small air-taxi bound for the
Neo-Lankmar spaceport has strayed from its flight plan. We have not been able to confirm the
number of passengers, nor where the flight originated. We have confirmed that the air-taxi is
operated by Powder-Blue Air. Beyond that we have little more information at this time. We’ll be
breaking in as more details become available. Back to you, Tanya.”
Tanya reappeared on the screen still seated at her desk, behind her a four-second loop of
video showing an air-taxi just taking off ran silently. In her hands, Tanya held a thin sheaf of
flimsies at which she occasionally glanced. Viewers were expected to assume she was actually
reading from a printed report rather simply mouthing the words that appeared in her teleprompter lenses.
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“Thank you, Phillip, for that in-depth report with the latest in breaking developments. We
are now going to rejoin our report already in progress. We’ll come back to you from time to time
as we get more information on this vitally important story.”
“Mute,” Billy said aloud as the screen shot returned to the family discussing the
misfortunes of their vacation, if, in fact, that as what that was all about.
Billy didn’t bother to keep up on the latest developments concerning the air-taxi, he
already knew how the story ended. Shortly before noon, Big Chandler time, the air-taxi began
exhibiting signs of a problem with the synthetic-gravity generators that kept it in the air. Two
fighters had been scrambled from the military part of the Big Chandler airport and had taken up
position either side of the air-taxi. The pilots reported back that they saw no movement within
the cabin area, and that there appeared to be a woman slumped in her seat. As the air-taxi made
occasional dips, dropping two hundred meters or more before regaining its slow-climb attitude, it
continued making a wide left turn. By now it had come around full circle and was beginning a
second loop.
“ATC, this is Pacer One. Powder-Blue flight niner-one is becoming more erratic. The
stall dives are increasing and the altitude losses are multiplying. Recommendations?” The lead
pilot of the flight of two jets called back to his base.
“Pacer One, this is ATC, no recommendations at this time. Powder-Blue home-base
continues to work the problem. Maintain visual contact, for now.”
“ATC, Pacer One, maintain visual contact…hold on, ATC. Powder-Blue niner-one has
just commenced a vertical dive. This looks different that the earlier stall dives. Confirmed, ATC,
Powder-Blue niner-one is nose down and accelerating. Pacer Two, we’re going to follow it down
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and maintain visual contact.” In Pacer One’s ear a microphone click told him that Pacer Two had
received him. Both fighters turned down and began accelerating to keep up with air-taxi.
“ATC, Pacer One. Powder-Blue niner-one is continuing to accelerate, we are passing four
hundred knots. Altitude is seventeen thousand meters and falling off fast. Maintaining visual
contact.”
“Pacer One, ATC, roger you are nose down and accelerating to maintain visual.”
“ATC, Pacer One, at this rate we’re going to go super-sonic in twenty or thirty seconds.
Please advise on super-sonic clearance.”
“Pacer One, ATC, wait one for clearance.”
During the few seconds of quiet the air-taxi and the jets continued their acceleration
towards the ground below. Down there, where it seemed the air-taxi was going to ground was not
brown with green bands showing desert and forest. There was no blue of a lake or inland sea.
Rather, the ground showed as mostly yellow with blotches of brown and pale blue. Sulfur flats
and broad stretches of boiling mud, steaming geysers and glowing pools of lava, were waiting at
the end of Powder-Blue niner-one’s flight if nothing changed.
“Pacer One, ATC, you are cleared for super-sonic flight.”
That came as a small surprise to Pacer One; he hadn’t really expected they would allow
it.
“Pacer Two, you heard the man. At the rate we’re going down I’m going to have to break
away shortly before that poor taxi makes terrain contact. That means I’ll lose my camera lock. I
want you to get below us and break out so you can come back in closer to horizontal to capture
the moment of terrain contact.”
“Roger, Pacer One. Pacer Two headed down.”
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With that, the other jet poured on the power and in just a few seconds Pacer One was
buffeted by the passing shock wave of mistreated air. The noise of the sonic boom was drowned
out by the helmet Pacer One wore, but the sound was transmitted just fine to him through the
body of the jet.
“ATC, this is Pacer One. Passing through nine thousand meters and going supersonic…now!” Pacer One heard and felt nothing as he continued to accelerate. The shockwave
from the air-taxi collided with that from the much larger wave from the jet and was overpowered. The little air-taxi wobbled and threatened to pancake into a flat spiral before the
internal systems managed to regain control and return it to its nose down attitude.
It was two minutes before the residents of Big Chandler heard the multiple sonic booms.
Those that had not been following the news thought it was simply distant thunder.
“ATC, this is Pacer One. I’m passing through four thousand meters. It won’t be long and
I’m going to have to break off to avoid terrain contact. It appears that Powder-Blue niner-one is
not going to transition to level flight. Pacer Two will attempt a camera run on the moment of
terrain contact.”
“Pacer One, ATC, your call. Thanks for all your help.”
As Pacer One broke from its vertical dive and screamed its way to level flight, slowing as
it did so, Pacer Two regained visual contact with the air-taxi and locked the camera’s bulls-eye
on it. Pacer Two had slowed to less than four hundred knots, and the pilot was judging the best
speed in order to arrive at the site just as terrain contact was made.
Powder Blue niner-one, with a long dead Magistrar Clyman on board, smashed into the
sulfurous landscape at nearly one thousand knots. Even as the little craft disintegrated it broke
through the meter thick crust of soft mud that had formed since the last minor eruption in the
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area had liquefied everything. There was no explosion for the air-taxi carried no volatile or
flammable propellants. However, the tanks of compressed air that were used to give the ship
thrust did burst open. The resulting release created a shockwave that threw parts of the air-taxi,
and bits of the nearly pureed Magistrar, for hundreds of meters around. Most of those parts
landed in areas that soon accepted them down, and so they passed beyond the gates of Hell.
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May 9, 2296

Indigo Billy’s second semester continued, the death of Magistrar Clyman having no
effect at all on most students activities and classes. Truth be told, the Magistrar had had very
little to do with the day to day operations of the school. The typical administrative duties were
carried out by her subordinates, and those details were handled as a matter of course in her
absence. There was a memorial service held, sparely attended. Apart from that there was no overt
display of grief from the student body or the faculty. To an outsider it would be very clear that
the Magistrar was either not well liked, or not well known, within her own school.
There were a few official inquires from investigators, some few staffers and faculty were
questioned regarding their personal and professional relationship with the Magistrar. After a few
days the inconvenience of that dissipated, as did the investigators.
In his room, standing at his window and watching the detectives walk away from the
front doors and enter their vehicle, Indigo Billy allowed a barely perceptible smile to play across
his lips. He’d not been questioned, none of the students had. There was no reason to. The
Magistrar’s interactions with students had been limited to the very occasional administrative
punishment. During her tenure as Magistrar she’d never doled out more than a wrist slap, at least
officially. Behind the scenes had been a wholly different matter. Parents had often paid a hefty
price to keep their misbehaving child in the school, a price that as often as not ended up in
accounts that eventually led back to the Magistrar; accounts that now had various pseudonyms
attached but eventually led back to Indigo Billy. By the standards of almost anyone on
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Chandler’s Stop Indigo Billy was wealthy. When it came to the Magistrar, the old police
adage…follow the money, would lead them nowhere. There were no longer any accounts that
could be tied to the recently deceased Magistrar.

May 11, 2296

“I hear we’re getting a new Magistrar,” Jo said.
“Is there something about that that should interest me?” Billy replied.
Jo had taken a seat across from him in the cafeteria, inviting herself. It was the middle of
the day and they both had a break between classes at the same time. She’d begun to make a habit
of sitting with Billy. Today she was wearing a pair of white shorts that had had the legs rolled
up, and a dark-blue scoop neck pullover blouse. She was showing rather more cleavage that was
her usual. While her excess visible skin and her company didn’t actually interest him, he knew
that it was better if he was seen in the company of other students; even better if some of them
were female. Billy had no sexual interest in Jo, or anyone else. He’d had his fill of sex during his
time on the Queen. He supposed there would come a time when sexual urges would resurface,
but there were ways to satisfy those that didn’t require someone regular in his life.
“Word is that our new Magistrar is a man, a retired Colonel from the Space Force.” Jo
said, lowering her voice slightly as though passing along a secret.
“Same question,” Billy said. From behind Jo there came of minor clash of hard objects.
Billy saw someone scrambling to pick up a tray and loose things from the floor. Jo took a quick
look over her shoulder before turning back.
“There are hints that this school is going to become an actual military academy,” Jo said.
She’d leaned forward and lowered her voice even more, adding a sort of hissing sound to it.
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“We’re all going to become military cadets with an obligation to serve when we graduate. That
isn’t what I signed on for when I came to this school.”
“Has there been an announcement to that effect that I’ve missed?” Billy asked. “Sounds
like something I would have picked up on.”
“No. There hasn’t been an announcement. This is just something I heard. But from a
pretty good source, I think.”
“Somebody you trust, who heard from somebody they trust, who heard it from their
second cousin’s sister-in-law?” Billy didn’t bother to stop eating while he spoke, and a small bit
of zucchini leaped out of his mouth and onto the table next to his plate. Jo gave him a mildly
disgusted look and leaned back away from him. She paused while a student walked past their
table before continuing.
“No. I heard it directly from one of Magistrar Clymann’s aides. He claims he’s been
contacted and told about the new Magistrar.”
“Pillow talk?”
“Everybody’s screwing somebody. Except for you,” Jo said matter-of-factly.
“Probably not an accurate statement, that,” Billy said. “It’s pretty hard to picture anyone
screwing either of the MacKenzie brothers. At least, not for free.”
“Yeah, except for the MacKenzie brothers, and you. Doesn’t it bother you that we might
be forced into becoming part of the military?”
“Not particularly. What will change? We have to wear a uniform of some kind? We
already wear clothes, it would just be some different clothes. We already take orders from
someone, and will for the rest of our lives. So what if that person is wearing a uniform. There
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aren’t any wars going on, so not much chance of getting killed someplace far away and lacking
in breathable air. Cosmetic changes.”
“Not so cosmetic if you don’t want to be in the military,” Jo said with some heat in her
voice.
A half-dozen students, equally mixed boys and girls, with two more girls trailing them,
entered the cafeteria. Looking around and listening, it seemed to Billy that the conversation level
was a bit more animated than was the norm. Picking up on a word here and there, it became clear
pretty quickly that most of the conversations going on around him were on a subject similar to
that of his and Jo’s. The rumor mill was turning out a double measure of unfounded speculation.
“Seems like you’re not the only one that’s been hearing secrets,” Billy said. “Pretty much
everyone in the room is relating the same approximate story you just told me.”
Jo looked around, listened to the same close-by conversations that Billy had, then turned
back. “See. I told you. If this many people know it, it must have some truth.” Jo said that as
though she were delivering a fait accompli.
“Still no evidence that there’s any truth. No matter how many people spread and believe a
falsehood, it’s still bullshit. Maybe there’s some truth in here somewhere, but if so, I haven’t
heard any evidence of it.”
Jo took one last look at him, a somewhat pitying look on her face, before standing up and
walking off with her tray and empty plates. Just as she was approaching the doorway to the hall
she turned and said in a slightly over-loud voice, “Better learn to salute, Billy-boy.”

May 14, 2296
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Three days later, while Billy was watching a canned lecture on sub-atomic particle
interactions, the program on his infotainment screen stopped mid-word. From the same speakers
there came a soft chime followed a few seconds later by a woman’s voice over a screen showing
only the academy’s compass and protractor logo.
“Please give me your attention. The next voice you hear will be that of our new
Magistrar, retired Space Force Colonel Sarika Ahire. Colonel Ahire has been selected to lead us
as we begin a deliberate transformation into an educational facility second to none other. This
transformation will not be a sudden thing, so don’t worry that your world is about to shift around
you. Our move towards new, even higher standards and overall goals will take several years.
Many of you will graduate having seen very little change in your routine. I am pleased to present
to you, Magistrar Ahire.”
Sounds of shuffling feet and chair legs on a hard floor emanated from the sound system.
Then the logo disappeared and was replaced by a man in his late fifties or early sixties. He had
skin that was nearly black and his head was shaved clean, dark eyes bracketed a wide nose.
Shoulders that were broad and square projected an image of a man that was physically powerful,
and his gaze, fixed on the camera, made it clear that Colonel Ahire (Ret.) was not someone given
to idle humor.
“Good morning to you all, students and faculty. I am retired Colonel Ahire, your new
Magistrar. I know that previously the Magistrar of this institution wasn’t involved in a very
visible way from day to day. I have a different view. I will be coming among you during the next
several days and weeks, meeting with you in the hallways and the cafeteria. Wherever I am,
please feel free to approach me and introduce yourself. As you heard, the Board of Trustees has
decided to initiate a controlled transformation of this school. The goal of the transformation will
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be to create an academy that produces the finest and brightest of students. People that will, in
their lifetimes, lead our planet, and possibly others, into a new and brighter future. We humans
are just entering the shallows of the great, black ocean of galactic space. Out there, in the deeper
waters, there are challenges and dangers that we cannot yet imagine, but which the students of
this school will have to face. Only by preparing them to the very best of their abilities will we all
make our way into the unknowns of our future. I hope that you’ll all join me in the great
adventure that we humans have embarked upon. We’ll move out and into the galaxy together,
stronger, smarter, safer than we’ve ever been.
“As we take the steps we envision to create the new academy there will inevitably be
some missteps. With patience, and our eyes firmly fixed on the goals we’ve set for ourselves,
we’ll overcome any hurdles, together. I’ll have more to say as the weeks and months of our
transformation unfold. Have a great day, and please return to what you were doing. Thank you
for your time. Good bye, for now.”
At his desk Ahire tapped an icon on his desk datascreen and the small light indicating the
camera’s activity went dark. He sat back and took two seconds to mentally review his
announcement; short enough not to lose the attention of the listeners. Also, it contained adequate
reassurances that the lives of the students and faculty weren’t going to be upended overnight.
The actual timetable to move the academy to a more military mindset was actually going to
happen more rapidly than he’d implied.
“I think it sounded good,” said the woman sitting in the chair across the desk from him.
She was clearly older than Ahire, perhaps as much late seventies, though she sat bolt
upright. Her hair was totally grey and cut short, it framed her ears and barely made it into the
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collar line of her no-nonsense blouse. Civilian clothes on her thin frame were absolutely
inadequate to the task of concealing her military bearing.
“Well enough,” Ahire said.
“You’ve got some acting ahead of you. It would be amusing to watch you as you make
pleasant with the students and staff. That’ll take you a little out of your comfort zone, I daresay.”
“A skill I developed talking to politicians, and Admirals,” Ahire said, letting a smile very
nearly reach his lips. “We’re not going to keep our secret for much longer. Rumors are filtering
back even to here.”
“A year would be nice. I doubt we’ll get six months. If the geshannti make a deeper
incursion than they have to date, it’ll be on every ansible in Earthspace even sooner. Keeping
them contained in the Silex Cluster isn’t going to hold. I’ve already pulled ships from spinward
to form a picket just this side of the last dustup,” the woman said.
“Pray we don’t suddenly find another threat there. We’re going to be thin enough for the
next five years or so,” Ahire nodded his head, approving of the woman’s decision to move some
of her assets from one sector to another.
“Three years. We’ve very nearly got the processes fully automated. Nearly all the ships
will be modular. Where we need more firepower we attach more modules. Three years and we’ll
be producing seven ships a month. Four years and we’ll be up to ten, maybe eleven. After that
the rate will accelerate as we bring in more planetary resources.”
“I’ve disagreed from the outset with the policy of keeping the public ignorant. We could
have thrown a lot more into this years ago if we’d declared a state of war and put all the colonies
behind the effort,” Ahire said, not bitching but simply making his position clear, again.
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“You’re preaching to the choir. I’d say write to your local congressperson but they
already don’t know, so that would breach security. I guess you’re left with ‘suck it up’,” the
woman replied with a slightly evil smile.
“Have I ever mentioned how comforting it can be to chat with you? If not, it’s because
you’re not.”
“Ibid.” The woman gave an even bigger, but more genuine smile, as she stood and made
for the door. “Have a lovely time, here, Sarika.”
“Oh, one more thing. I got a visit from the local gendarmes this morning, just before you
arrived. They wanted to give me a heads-up. It seems they think my predecessor was most likely
murdered.”
The woman stood with her hand on the door lever. “Not an accident? Proof?”
“Not a bit. Seems like it’s more a matter of elimination. Occam’s Razor. Their thoughts
are that they’ve ruled out just about anything but deliberate sabotage of the air-taxi. Having it
crash into the Gates of Hell area being all the more suspicious since they’ll be unable to retrieve
the flight data recorders.”
“Someone from here?” she asked.
“No clue. They’ve asked me to keep my ears open for any rumors of hard feelings among
the students or staff.”
“Hmm. A little unsettling, if true.” The woman then pushed down on the lever and swung
the door open.
“Goodbye, Admiral,” Ahire said, stifling a reflex to salute even as she pulled the door
closed behind her.
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Beginning just two hours after the completion of his address to the students and faculty
Magistrar Ahire could be found walking the halls and greeting people. He was friendly, always
asking for the person’s last name and addressing them as either ‘Mister’ or ‘Miz’ as applied.
Where the appropriate appellation wasn’t obvious he would politely inquire as the individual’s
preference. Students and faculty alike were always addressed in the formal, and he requested that
he be addressed only as Mr. Ahire. That he was the school’s Magistrar was known to all, and so
did not require continuous reinforcement.
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It was the morning of the third day after Magistrar Ahire’s announcement that he walked
in to the cafeteria and went straight for Indigo Billy. There were fourteen other people in the
space at the time, all but two of them students, clumped in knots exuding conversation and soft
laughter. Ahire gave a minimal greeting to the others but his attention was on Billy. Blue eyes,
set in fields of white, surrounded by lids of dark blue, tracked the Magistrar as he entered and
crossed the room. The new Magistrar was dressed in dark-gray casual business attire: slacks, a
button up the front collared shirt with no tie, and a lightweight topcoat that reached to just above
his knees.
Billy always sat with his back to a blank wall; never giving people that might wish him
harm the opportunity to approach unseen. Minimizing the text he’d been reviewing on his slate,
Billy waited while the Magistrar took a seat at the head of his table. Billy watched as the
Magistrar eyes flicked back to the door for an instant…he, too, didn’t like placing himself in
vulnerable positions. Ahire then turned his attention fully to Indigo Billy, foregoing any small
talk.
“As I’m sure you’ve heard, I’m not so casual a person as was my predecessor. I prefer to
address people as Mister or Miz. I wanted to take a moment to ask how you prefer to be
addressed.”
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“Billy is fine,” Billy said. He had to look up slightly to match eyes with the large, dark
man with the shaved head. On his right ear, Billy saw a small notch, a piece of flesh had been
removed and the gap that left behind hadn’t been repaired. Behind the ear was a nearly
horizontal scar line that showed up pink against the Magistrar’s dark skin. In his mind’s eye
Billy could see some small, sharp thing streaking by and taking a little bit of Colonel Ahire
(Ret.) with it.
“Not my style. By conventional standards your last name would be Billy. That wouldn’t
ring quite right…Mister Billy, I mean,” the Magistrar said.
“Not really, I can see your point. I suppose Mister Indigo would be the better choice of
the two apparent one’s available.” After several seconds without a response Billy cocked his
head slightly to one side before asking, “You have something else in mind?”
“You’re unusual in more than just your physical appearance. I’ve done some background
on you. It wouldn’t be totally inappropriate to address you as Mister Sy.”
A bit of motion at the cafeteria entrance caught Billy’s attention as he turned his head that
way. It was only the MacKenzie brothers, dressed alike as always, and looking none the better
for it. Without turning his head back Billy looked at the Magistrar out of the corner of his eyes.
“Leave it at Mister Indigo if you need to have something other than just Billy.”
Ahire turned his own head back from where he’d glanced at the MacKenzie brothers. “A
case could be made. Even without a DNA cross match, the evidence is pretty overwhelming.
You are the son of Francesca Sy, them denying it doesn’t change the facts.”
Billy sat back in his chair and turned his full attention to Ahire. In a voice totally devoid
of emotion Billy said, “I neither have, nor want, any association with the Sy family.”
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Sensing that he was on ground best left untrod the Magistrar moved on. “There are still a
couple of matters that need some straightening out. It seems you arrived here, off the unfortunate
Queen of Earthspace, without a passport or other proper identification. It begs one to wonder
how you left Chandler’s Stop in the first place. As to how you managed to come back, I expect
sufficient digging would find our previous Magistrar’s hand attached somewhere. Probably about
the same place a transfer of credits occurred. Now, all of that is mostly irrelevant while you’re a
student here. However, once you graduate, you’ll be needing proper documentation and proof of
citizenship in order to get a job.”
Still leaned back in a defensive posture Billy put his left elbow on the chair’s armrest
and propped his chin on his fist. In a low voice he asked, “How much?”
Magistrar Ahire smiled, and in a lowered voice said, “This isn’t a shakedown. I’m not
asking for a bribe to help you.”
“If not a shakedown, then what?”
“I simply want to help a kid that’s had nothing but sand in his face his whole life.
Someone that I think has a helluva lot of potential, but isn’t well situated to exploit it.”
“Out of the goodness of your heart, no doubt,” Billy said, a slight touch of scorn present
for those that listened closely enough.
“Not at all. Or at least, not totally. By helping you, I help others that I care more about.”
“What others?”
“That’s a conversation for another day. What I’m offering is to help you get totally legal.
In exchange for which you will have no obligations whatever, except that, before leaving this
school and heading out on your own, you listen to some people that will probably want to make
you a very intriguing offer. Totally legal, totally above board,” Ahire said.
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“And if I don’t agree to that term?”
The Magistrar was silent for several seconds, then said, “I’ll help you anyway. You’ll be
kept informed of every step in acquiring your identity papers; getting you registered as a citizen,
and acquiring a passport. No actions will be taken without your specific consent.”
“Again, why?” Billy asked.
“Same answer. Helping you helps others. I have friends that can put your case in front of
people that also would want to help you, and that helps our mutual friends.”
A small clatter from across the room turned out to be just some plastic dishes and
flatware going into the correct bins for washing. It was coming up on three minutes to the start of
the next round of classes and the other students in the cafeteria had begun an exodus.
“Fine. I need to eventually have all that, and if you’re willing to do it for me, fine by me.
Keep in mind…I haven’t agreed to anything,” Billy said.
Without preamble the Magistrar stood up, the backs of his knees pushing his chair back,
and extended his hand, which Billy took after just a half-second of hesitation.
“Great to meet you, Mister Indigo,” Ahire said in a voice intended for anyone still in the
room. “Now, I need to get back to my office and I expect you have a class starting about now.”
After the Magistrar had gone Billy sat at his table for several minutes reviewing the
conversation. If there was a trap built into the Magistrar’s offer it wasn’t obvious, but that didn’t
mean it wasn’t there. Still, he’d known for some time that he was in a difficult position lacking
proper identification and proof of citizenship. Without the proper documents he would find it
impossible to travel off of Chandler’s Stop, and even to some places on Chandler’s Stop. If Ahire
could facilitate the acquisition of those items, and he might well have the contacts he claimed,
then it was probably best to let the offer play out. If Ahire was up to something negative for
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Billy’s long term goals, he would simply have to deal with the Magistrar afterwards. Satisfied
that he’d chosen the best tact, for now, Billy collected his slate the few loose flimsies and headed
out of the cafeteria and towards his class.
That evening, having completed his out-of-class work, Billy turned on the infotainment
screen and began researching the new Magistrar. It was easy to learn that Ahire had, indeed,
been a Colonel in the Space Force, and was now honorably retired. There were numerous
mentions of his training accomplishments, ships he’d served on, as well as the last one…the City
of Tangiers, the one on which he’d served as Intelligence Officer. There was no mention of the
scar the Magistrar now wore, or what caused him to retire somewhat younger than did most
career officers. In fact, following the mention of service aboard the Tangiers, there was virtually
nothing of note. There appeared to be a nine year gap during which the former Colonel did
nothing; he didn’t buy a house, or a vehicle, didn’t rent or own property, didn’t marry
(apparently not even once in his life), or write to his political representative, or any of thousands
of other things one could do to cause an entry in a computer somewhere. Colonel Ahire, formerly
of the Space Force, retired in good standing, had gone dark. His reappearance into the galaxy of
computer entries occurred on the day he formally accepted the position as Magistrar of the
academy.
Good to his word Billy received a texted message from Magistrar Ahire on his slate a
week later indicating that, if Billy agreed, a med-tech would meet with Billy to acquire certain
items needed to begin the process. Responding in the affirmative, Billy was immediately notified
by a med-tech that Thursday at two was the earliest that could be arranged. Billy again
responded in the affirmative.
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Right on time a pleasant young man in his early twenties knocked on Billy’s room door.
Fingerprints were just the first of the items covered. Following that was a retinal scan, a touch of
Billy’s tongue to a small piece of paper (for DNA mapping), five different photographs of Billy’s
face from different angles, and a scan of the naturally occurring bone suture lines on his skull.
“Of course, it would be difficult to mistake someone else for you without some pretty
elaborate make-up,” the med-tech said, smiling.
“It’s not entirely a blessing,” Billy said.
“Oh, I can believe that. Kids especially can be pretty cruel. I don’t doubt you’ve had your
share of mockery and bullies.”
“The words roll off. The physical part I can handle, too,” Billy said.
“Good. One more thing and I’ll be out of your way. Please read aloud whatever it is you
have on your datapad at the moment. I’d like to take a voice print while I scan your vocal chords
No contact required.” The med-tech held up a cone-like object as long as Billy’s index finger.
Billy did as requested and within sixty seconds of completing the scan the young man
had wished him well and scooted out the door.
Ten minutes later he received another texted message from Magistrar Ahire.
THE DATA COLLECTION WENT WELL. I AM PROCEEDING WITH FILING IT ALL UNDER YOUR IDENTIFICATION CODE.
THAT CODE WILL BE SENT TO YOU AS SOON AS IT HAS BEEN ENTERED INTO THE PROPER DATABASES. PROBABLY
TOMORROW. PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS ARE LIKELY TWO TO THREE WEEKS AWAY. I WILL KEEP YOU POSTED.

As there were no questions being asked, nor requests for additional information, Billy
saw no reason to respond.
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Not at all comfortable with his limited knowledge of Ahire, Billy began to dig into the
Magistrar’s past. Once he was sure he’d exhausted every entry available on the publicly
available data sites, Billy wormed his way past very well constructed firewalls to access
databases not intended for just anyone. As with the software intrusion to take control of the airtaxi, Billy used several different cut-out computers and randomizing software to cover his
identity. He had little doubt that he was heading into areas where intruders, if located, soon
found one of their days going very badly.
Even so, there was very little additional information about Colonel Ahire. One thing was
certain, when the Colonel retired he didn’t totally sever his ties with the government or military
of Chandler’s Stop. There was a single entry of some significance describing a military action
Ahire had participated in. While serving in some clandestine manner aboard a ship that was left
unnamed, Ahire was injured during close-in combat against aliens called the Geshannti.
Research into the word ‘geshannti’ was more productive.
The Silex Cluster, no more than a puddle of faint stars in Earth’s night sky, consisted of
nearly a dozen stars out of forty that were of the right type to attract humans. Yellow stars,
common enough, were all too often found stuck somewhere remote and requiring lengthy travel
times to reach. Chandler’s Stop, for instance, was eighty-five light-years from Earth, a trip
requiring nearly a week. Such a trip required something akin to a flying hotel rather than a
simple bus. People were willing to put up with cramped quarters for a day, maybe a day and a
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half, beyond that beds were needed, bathrooms with showers became a must, and food other than
dry, packaged ration bars were demanded. The opportunity to have a half dozen or more colonies
with a day of each other was much too appealing to easily abandon.
Unfortunately, the geshannti had similar preferences when it came to colonizable worlds.

Ѯ
Date Classified

The six men had been in the drifting lifeboat for eleven days. Bathing and brushing of
teeth was an absolute necessity. Tempers were kept at bay with constant reviews of procedures,
stripping and reassembling weapons, calisthenics, and a large library of various kinds of
entertainment available on each man’s datapad. After two days all the jokes had been told,
whatever of each’s past they were willing pass along had been related, pictures and holos had
been shown repeatedly. It didn’t help that the synthetic-gravity generators were being kept at
twenty-two percent so as to seem less suspicious. With the slow tumble of the craft, any time
spent standing up might lead to inner ear confusion and nausea.
“Lieutenant, I relieve you,” Colonel Ahire said.
“I stand relieved, Colonel,” Lieutenant Omro said. He slid his small frame out of the
command seat and scooped up his coffee cup from the console. Having liquids on the console
was against regulations but the designers of the lifeboat hadn’t thought to include cup holders. Of
course, the designers had also not expected the lifeboat to be used as this one was.
Colonel Ahire placed his coffee cup in the same spot as Omro’s had been before settling
in and reviewing the sensor inputs. The tumbling drift into the goldilocks band of system
NL89904 had been, so far, uneventful. Just the opposite of what was hoped for. Space Force was
certain there was a geshannti long range scout lying about quietly in the system. Exactly where
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was less certain. It was intended that the stuttering output of the lifeboat’s transponder beacon
would lure the alien craft from hiding. Of course, it was also hoped that the geshannti had never
heard of Troy or large wooden horses.
Ahire was just reaching for his cup when the sensor looking for specific-gravity anomaly
signatures beeped softly. A faint, passing flux in the local, naturally occurring gravity soup made
up of all of the matter in the system had caught its attention. A single ping on the sensor wasn’t
enough to do more than give a broad cone-shaped volume as to the location of the source, and no
information at all on any possible distance. Multiple pings, now that could pin it down nicely.
The Colonel didn’t bother alerting the others, just yet. Without more information, this only
confirmed that there was a source of synthetic gravity generation somewhere within a quarterlight-year. Nothing to get excited over.
Twenty-one minutes later there came a second ping on the same sensor, sixteen minutes
after that there came a third. Vector and distance were still somewhat nebulous but one thing the
computer was sure of…the source was coming closer. The Colonel waited for two more pings,
and the resulting interpretation of speed and distance of the source, before tapping an icon on the
command console for a speaker in the room attached behind the control cabin.
“Scrub your faces and put on clean underwear, boys. Looks like we’ve got dinner guests
on the way. First approximation is eleven hours.”
To their very great credit none of the five other men showed much in the way of
animation at the announcement. All looked at the digital clock on the wall above the door to the
command cabin, then two of the men stood and made their way to one of the three bunks. Every
man aboard would get at least three hours of sleep before any action was foreseen. It was a
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necessity that men in this line of work be able to sleep just about anywhere, and under any kind
stress. Soft snoring began with a few minutes.
The long-range scout ship closed slowly with the lifeboat. From it came numerous pulses
and beams intended to relay information back to the crew of four geshannti. They were in no
hurry to engage physically with the human construct, but had great trouble resisting the
temptation to capture and deliver it home for study. Thus far, the only human technologies they
had had to study had first passed through periods of violence, following which most had suffered
heat damage and then prolonged exposure to vacuum and solar radiation. A working construct,
with the potential for an incredible wealth of information concerning their mostly unknown
enemy, was simply too great a prize.
Aboard the lifeboat Colonel Ahire, Lieutenant Omro, Sergeant Samic Besir, and the three
grunts that rounded out the force, waited for their moment. All were in full Hostile-Environment
Battle Suits (affectionately known as ass-kickers), their life signs, it was hoped, fully masked by
the suit. The two officers and the sergeant, each wearing a suit of red, blue, and yellow,
respectively, were at the airlock door. Behind them, in dark-grey combat suits hand-labeled as
THING 1, THING 2, and THING 3, the grunts maintained a physically relaxed pose. No point in
getting all worked up until the door opened. All six men were veterans of various kinds of
combat; all had participated in at least one action against a geshannti ship. This was to be the
first time any of them, or anyone for that matter, was going against geshannti in close-quarters
fighting. They had no idea what skills, weapons, training, or ferocity they might encounter. They
did know that the geshannti looked vaguely like a human-imagined centaur; in bad light and
from a distance the mistake wouldn’t be hard to make. Quadrupedal, with very human-looking
arms joined to what human scientists referred to as a cranial turret, a typical geshann would
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weigh in around four hundred pounds. The only specimens humans had had the opportunity to
study, thus far, had been corpses taken from cooling battle zones. The object of this mission was
to take at least one living prisoner, two or more was better. Not knowing much about the actual
risk level they had volunteered for, all six men had left their recorded will with the duty officer
on the ship that had dropped them to tumble through NL89904.
There was a gentle bump as the sticky pad connected to the winch line made contact with
the outside of the lifeboat. When minutes passed and there was no reaction from the lifeboat the
geshannti vessel began to reel it in. At no time were there fewer than three weapons trained on
the lifeboat; all were ready to contribute to the reduction of the little human craft to bits and
pieces of not useful scraps should there be even the slightest sign of resistance. The reeling in of
the lifeboat took nearly an hour by human reckoning, during which time the humans had, at
times, touched their helmets together to relay rude comments about the geshannti. A hard line
connection from the command console to the Colonel’s suit’s Heads-Up display let him monitor
the progress, and pass updates to the others via the same helmet contacts. Finally, with no fanfare
and even less physical sensation, the lifeboat was fully within the geshannti ship’s cargo hold.
Colonel Ahire watched his data feeds and saw that the atmospheric pressure in the hold had
begun to rise. When it leveled off he made the determination that the ship’s hold was equalized
to the rest of the geshannti ship. Holding up his gloved hand with three fingers extended, he
waited five seconds for the others to get set physically. Touching an icon on the datapad built
into the sleeve of his suit, Colonel Ahire activated the explosive bolts that held the airlock door
in place.
Though much reduced from the pressure that had been held while the six men were suitless, the air leaving the ship through the suddenly destroyed door popped the men out much more
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quickly than they could have done unaided. Attitude jets built into the suits, using compressed air
as a propellant, oriented each suit in a prearranged pattern as soon as they’d cleared the lifeboat’s
skin. It was with only momentary and passing interest that each of them noted that the airlock
had sheared off the top third of a geshannti that had been standing in an unfortunate spot when
the bolts blew. The airlock door had banged against the far wall and then rebounded slightly
before dropping to the floor and rattling in place for several seconds. Before the door had
completely settled, the six humans had covered the entire volume of the cargo hold, weapons up
and ready. A second geshann, near a blinking panel of some sort, was cut down by large caliber
bullets from two different sources. Sergeant Besir, followed close on by THING 2, snatched
open the door next to the dead geshann and turned right. Lieutenant Omro and THING 1 bolted
through right after them and turned left. Taking a few extra seconds to study the hold, Colonel
Ahire noticed a layout of the ship attached to the wall next to the door. Although he couldn’t
read the glyphs, he thought it likely that the markings that were slightly larger and bolder
indicated locations of importance.
With THING 3 close behind, Ahire charged into the passage and turned right, then right
again and up a ramp. Pickups in his suit told him that some repeating sound had begun, probably
an alarm. Time was running out. Up another ramp and then left brought him to a door with a sign
above it. “Blow it,” he said, and stepped slightly to one side. THING 3 raised his left arm and a
small object rocketed away to smash into the door. The explosive charge turned the door into a
smoking hole large enough for the battle suits to pass through easily. Without hesitating, Ahire
made for the opening. One of the basic tenants that he’d been taught was that sudden and
overwhelming violence will frequently carry the day over almost any opponent. There was still
enough smoke and dust hanging in the air at the blasted door that Ahire couldn’t see who, what,
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or how many of anything might be in the room. As he passed through the obscuring haze he saw
a geshann directly in front of him, no more than ten feet away. Without slowing he lowered his
shoulder and plowed into the alien, bowling it over and sending it tumbling against a kind of
sling chair that was behind it. One step behind him was THING 3. The grunt performed an
identical maneuver on a second alien that was across the room and to Ahire’s left. Straddling the
geshann Colonel Ahire grabbed one wrist with his power-augmented hand and slapped a sticky
cuff on it, pasting the loose end to the floor. In two seconds he had the second arm, reaching for
what he supposed was a weapon, encased in a powered fist. Pulling a third sticky-cuff from the
front of his chest he flipped it around the not-so-free wrist and jabbed the loose end against the
first cuff. The time from blowing the door to having a geshann restrained on the floor was six
and a half seconds. Looking around he caught the last second and a half of THING 3 performing
a similar sticky-cuff move on the geshann he’d tackled.
Tapping his tongue to a specific spot on the inside of his helmet Ahire said, “Squad,
report!”
“Lieutenant Omro, no contacts. Proceeding with search and clear.”
“Sergeant Besir, no contacts. Proceeding with search and clear.”
“Ahire, here. We have two captives on the command deck. Counting the two in the hold,
we may have accounted for them all. Stay alert. Our intel isn’t as solid as we could hope for.
Report in every two minutes until the whole ship is cleared. Out.”
It took seventeen minutes more until all six were convinced that the ship had been
thoroughly covered, and there were no surprises waiting for an incautious moment.
“Lieutenant, make your way back to the lifeboat and turn on the beacon,” Ahire said.
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“Yes sir,” was the immediate reply, made as the Lieutenant was turning around. THING
2 was a single step behind them as the two exited the command cabin.
“Sergeant, one at a time, re-secure these two into something that looks a little more
comfortable. Tag them with their arms spread, out of reach of each other or any equipment, up
against that bare wall there,” Ahire said, pointing.
“Sir,” the sergeant said, then to the two THINGS, “You two, you heard the man. Let’s get
tweedle-dee and tweedle-dumbass here attached to that wall.”
While the three easily wrestled the geshannti into a standing position and got them
secured by more sticky-cuffs, Ahire studied the consoles in front and to his left. Although the
writing and graphic depictions made no sense to him, it seemed like the displays were not so
different from the technology of humans. When the screens didn’t react to his gloved fingertip he
carefully removed his glove and tried again…the screen changed. Fortunately, whatever he had
done hadn’t caused any changes he could see. Putting his glove back on, he spoke to the other
five via his helmet.
“The display screens react to touch by an ungloved hand, don’t be messing with them. I
don’t want someone accidentally telling this ship that it’s now the property of Earthspace Space
Force.” A series of radio clicks let him know that the others had heard him. One odd thing he
also noted, when he keyed his radio microphone both of the geshannti had flinched. Just a little,
but he’d noticed. On a hunch, he keyed his mike again. Both flinched, though a little less so.
“Keep the radio chatter to a bare minimum, it seems like radio transmissions may cause
discomfort to our prisoners.” Again there were five clicks on his radio but nothing more.
Two minutes later Lieutenant Omro and THING 2 came through the cabin door-hole.
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“Beacon active, Colonel,” Omro said using his suit’s speaker, avoiding radio use as
instructed.
Ahire knew that the first possible reply to the beacon was at least an hour away. Opening
a small compartment built into the cupboard of compartments at his waist the Colonel took out a
square of fabric stretched tight across a light, wire frame. He waved it in the air a few times to
push the local atmosphere through the fabric, then placed the square into a thin, hinged box
clearly made just for the square. He watched as three indicator lights began blinking in a rainbow
of seemingly random colors. Eventually, they all settled on green.
“Air is good,” Ahire said using his suit speaker before twisting each of his gloves and
taking them off. With his fingers free he was able to manipulate the small catches that released
his helmet. “Smells like…somebody’s cooking with way too much curry.”
Sergeant Besir was the next to have his helmet off, “I’ve smelled way worse in a
barracks.”
“Yeah,” said THING 1, “or, like that lifeboat about three hours ago.” That brought a
chuckle all around as the others removed their helmets and took a sniff.
“I have to say, Colonel, so far, I think these geshanns are a bunch of panty-waists. I’ll
take double hazard pay on any mission to go up against these guys. Any day. I’ve been up
against tougher girls when I was in high school,” THING 2 said.
“Yeah, and probably got your ass kicked in the process,” THING 1 threw back at him.
“Couple of times. But it was sure a good time while it lasted.”
Although he was smiling at the grunts blowing of the residual adrenalin, Ahire broke in.
“Let’s get busy bagging and tagging. Anything that looks like printed material or loose
electronics. Lots of pictures before you move anything. If we get jumped before the big boat
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arrives I want something to show for our efforts. We’ll move the two horse-people down to the
lifeboat after we’ve bagged up a good haul. Sergeant, you and your THING bag and tag this
room. The rest of us’ll spread out and comb the ship. As soon as your bag is full put it in the
lifeboat before starting another. Be methodical, don’t get lost.” Colonel Ahire knew he didn’t
actually have to repeat all that, they’d been over it dozens of times in training, still, it also helped
to bring down the overall leftover stress levels.
An hour and eleven minutes after they activated the beacon in the lifeboat Ahire got a
texted message that crawled across the small screen of his arm mounted datapad.
COPENHAGEN IN-BOUND. RENDEZVOUS IN 48 MINUTES. NO HOSTILES DETECTED.

Colonel Ahire walked over to the geshann he had tackled and subdued, and knowing it
wouldn’t understand him, said, “Looks like you’ve got a lengthy stay in a five-star hotel coming
your way.”
Quicker than he could react, the geshann lashed out at him with a hind leg, catching
Ahire on the side of the head and knocking him to the floor. Although not going unconscious, the
Colonel saw dark spots in his vision for several seconds and could feel warm liquid running
down the side of his neck.
As soon as he was on his feet again he could hear the THINGS snickering among
themselves. “Oh, yeah. Seems like we might want to hobble these horsies,” THING 1 said.
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14
Date Unknown

Scores of light-years from NL89904 six geshannti assembled around a round table built
from a single slab of dark-brown wood. The table, actually a ring, was centered in a round room
which was nicely appointed in dark wood that matched the table. Each geshannti was two body
lengths from the adjacent members of The Collected Wisdom. This distance allowed them to feel
the overall mood, the gestalt, of the other five without that mood having an undue influence on
their own thinking. The Collected Wisdom was the ruling body for all of the geshannti.
Decisions made in this room reverberated across all of geshannti controlled space. In front of
each was a small pitcher of water with a straw in it. Next to that was a white plastic disc
connected to a thin white wire that led away from the council member. There were no chairs in
the room, geshannti do not use chairs.
“Today we will be reading the shian of a pilot,” said The First. She, like each of the other
five, wore a simple and unadorned black drape. “This pilot recently returned from a mission on
Tanra Nua Two. As you already know, we have lost that planet and system to the humans. That
is very bad news, indeed, and is not offset by our recent victories against human manufacturing
facilities. This particular pilot was shot down and spent a night alone on the planet. I believe her
experience is relevant and will contribute to our collective knowledge of how this war is
progressing. Before we invite the pilot to join us let us receive updates.”
The Second placed her hands on the table and said, “I have no new information to offer at
this time.”
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The Third placed one hand on the table and touched the other to her shian organ. To the
uninformed viewer, a shian organ looked very much like a human fingerprint stenciled in threedee on the front of a geshann’s cranial turret. Its function was to transmit and receive the very
low power EM radiations that were the basis for geshannti telepathy. Such telepathy was weak,
losing strength like all EM emissions by the square of the distance. Physical contact of one
individual’s shian organ to another’s was the only way to create a nearly one hundred percent
mental joining. Such joinings were considered exceedingly intimate.
“The latest brief from our war commanders is not encouraging. There has been an
ongoing improvement in the effectiveness of human weapons. The cycle rate of their kinetic
energy launchers has increased by thirty-one percent in the past year. Missile speeds have also
increased. More damaging has been a switch by the humans to using smaller missiles with
smaller explosive warheads, but they have increased the number launched in any given volley.
As a result, more missiles are penetrating our defensives. The damaged caused by each is less,
however the cumulative effect is greater. Fortunately, there has been no significant change in the
beam weapons they employ. It’s believed that they have plateaued in that particular technology.
At least, for now.”
“And have our war commanders amended their projections since our last meeting?”
asked The First.
“Not substantially. They are projecting that we will lose this war, with the humans taking
the homeworld is six to nine years,” The Third replied.
There was a palpable ripple in the shian presence of the room. When the ripple settled the
mood was somewhat darker, more grim, than before The Third had spoken.
“No change,” said The First. “Very well, we shall continue. Additional updates?”
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Both The Fourth and The Fifth placed both hands on the table. The Sixth spoke.
“I have recently concluded a fourth set of talks with the Hadrag-Isp. They are very
willing to create the weapon and have high confidence in its efficacy once deployed. However,
the cost to us will be substantial, to the point of being injurious to our economy across the
breadth of the Collective.”
“What terms are they requiring?” The First asked.
“They are demanding nine hundred thousand max-weights of wood products, mostly
finished boards, to be delivered over a period of three years,” replied The Sixth.
There was the equivalent of a collective gasp from the other five.
The Second said, “That must be all the wood harvested and processed by the entire
Collective for an entire year.”
“One point one seven years based on the most recent production rates,” the Sixth said. In
addition, they are demanding one hundred thousand max-weights of various rare metals and
minerals. Plus a very substantial amount of woven cloth products.”
“How does this compare to the costs if this war continues for another nine years, even if
we are to win?” asked The Fifth.
“The Hadrag-Isp payments will be approximately two times the cost of a successful war.
The cost if we are defeated in beyond count,” The Sixth said.
There was quiet in the room for over a minute, small adjustments in the shian were made
as each member digested the costs of winning against the consequences of losing.
“As you are well aware, fear among our people is growing everyday as our injured and
returning warriors’ stories of their experiences become a part of the shian. It is not only the
atrocities witnessed by our warriors, it has become a fear of the treatment we might receive if we
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lose. The humans are omnivores, and there is an increasing fear that that means we might be seen
as a food source for them. The fact that there has been no evidence of such an abomination
occurring has not slowed the spread of the fear,” The Sixth added.
“Do you have something more to add?” asked The First.
“A proposal. I recommend we engage the Hadrag-Isp to create the weapon. We will pay
them twenty-five percent of the total fee for its creation. If we do not accept delivery then they
keep the weapon and the down-payment. If we find that the weapon is needed, it will be
available within a very short period of time.”
Twitching ears around the table indicated that the members were considering The Sixth’s
proposal. A soft tone sounded and The First touched an icon that had lit up on the built-in
datascreen in front of her. She read for a few seconds then touched another icon.
“Our pilot is here. I suggest we absorb her story and then come back to this discussion.”
The others indicated agreement. A door behind The First opened and a geshann walked
into the room. She was wearing the bright-yellow dress-uniform drape appropriate for meeting
The Collected Wisdom.
“Pilot Orl Preth,” The First said, “thank you for coming. On behalf of the entire
assemblage here I wish to thank you for your service. I heard of your ordeal and thought it might
be useful for us all to learn in the first person of your recent encounter with a human.”
“I consider it an honor to serve, though your words are very welcome,” Ytsmea Orl Preth
said.
“This is a simple process, you are familiar with a less enhanced version used in your
mission debriefs. We will ask you to take a position in the center of us, attach a shian recorder
patch and then recall your experience. We will all share your memories,” The First said.
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“Yes, I am familiar with the process. I assume this is a single channel shian enhancement,
I will receive nothing from the members of the council?” Ytsmea said.
“Quite correct, pilot. There are things known in this room that are better not shared,” The
First answered. “Now, if you please.”
The First touched an icon and a section of the round table between her and The Second
slid aside to leave a gap for the pilot to pass. On the floor in the middle of the circle was a white
plastic disc attached to thin white wire. Ytsmea picked up and attached its slightly sticky surface
to her shian organ.
“I am ready,” Ytsmea said.

Ѯ
Coming up from the surface at several multiples of the speed of sound in that warm and
oxygen rich atmosphere, the trailing missile was carefully programmed to stay precisely behind
its leader. For this mission Ytsmea was flying her craft herself, with an on-board computer and
not an AI, managing the majority of the defenses. The Defense Management Computer was
currently coping with a total of fourteen missiles that had locked onto the small craft; fourteen
that it was aware of, missile fifteen was well camouflaged by the exhaust trail it flew through.
Should the missiles fail to find their target there were also seven atmosphere and low-orbit
pursuit fighters active in the area willing to close with her.
On this occasion, Ytsmea was flying combat support over a ground assault on a geshannti
colony world. It had been going on for six days and the humans were steadily claiming and
holding ground as more and more troop ships dropped from orbit. Most civilians had been
evacuated months earlier as it became clear that this planet was next for an attack. Five miles
below, the ground was being heavily contested by ground forces. In this war that mostly meant
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fully and semi-autonomous drones in the form of heavily armored vehicles bent on turning other
drones into smoking slag. Over the entire area she could see from her vantage there was smoke
rising from fires as buildings, vehicles, even forests, burned. Across a front forty miles wide the
living geshannti were in slow retreat, backing away from a level of personal violence that they
simply were unable to cope with. The ferocity of the human attack, and the sickening ways in
which that was made manifest, sent entire squadrons into a state of panic all at once as their
shian connection reinforced the fear of one upon all. The geshannti collective psyche was
incapable of dealing with war as humans pursued it. The geshannti unliving forces did well in
battle against the humans, in some cases advancing quickly. But that was not enough. Geshannti
production of war machines was well below that of human’s capacity, it seemed, for the bipedal
aliens threw mountains of automated death into every battle, absorbing the losses and deploying
yet more. The war was being steadily lost for the geshannti, attrition for both the living and the
not was taking its inevitable toll.
Without some new element added to the war it was only a matter of time, and not much
of that, before the geshannti would be at the whim of the humans. So the highest members of the
government and military sought help from others. No matter the cost.
There was a bright flash of light behind her and a great booming noise that she felt more
than heard, the little ship began to tumble. Missile fifteen, plowing through the wreckage of its
leading sister, had leapt close enough feel Ytsmea’s craft on its proximity sensors, and detonated.
Energy cells discharged violently spraying exotic ceramo-alloys into a bright yellow streak that
lit the path of the dying fighter. Cocooned in her cabin Ytsmea was thrown in several directions
at once. One second after the on board computers determined there was no salvaging the ship
Ytsmea was jettisoned in a fully stealthed orb that accelerated towards the ground below. She
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was conscious but so disoriented by the event that she would have not been able to pilot the
escape pod. It sought the ground by the least-elapsed-time route. Anti-gravs, working both
internally to protect her, and externally to slow the pod, kicked in just short of impact and burnt
themselves out reducing the five hundred miles per hour descent to a manageably soft landing in
four seconds. Immediately the pod opened like a flower, tossing containers of water, food and
other provisions a dozen yards from itself. Ytsmea received the jab of small needle and the
equivalent of adrenalin flooded her body. She scrambled out of the sling seat and off the
platform of the pod. Grabbing up the supplies from where they lay she settled the back bags in
place, gripped the handgun that she’d stripped from one of the bags, and began a trot that quickly
became a gallop towards some nearby foliage that was just taller than she.
Once in the concealing cover, she removed a map from her left backbag. It had been
instantly generated when it was determined that the craft was lost and the pilot would be ejected.
The map showed that she had only a few miles to travel in a northeasterly direction to reach
friendly territory. Although, depending on how long it took her it may not be friendly by the time
she arrived. The humans were advancing quickly indeed in some directions. She set a slow pace
through the not very thick or tall brush, where she stepped on green leaves a spicy aroma wafted
up, leading her to think it might make an excellent tea. In some areas she was able to rear up and
get a good look above the branch tops. On one such occasion she saw the ruins of a stone or
brick building not far ahead and somewhat to her left. She couldn’t be sure how much time she
had until dark but the local sun was low and distant mountains would bring the dark on even
more quickly. Ytsmea was only vaguely familiar with this world, had never actually set hoof to it
before a short while ago, and didn’t know what sort of nasties might come out with the darkness.
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Around the shattered house, for house and home it had surely been, the area was cleared
and punnaru grass had been sown. It was a short grass that was easily maintained and also tasted
very good, so she snatched up clumps of it and stuffed them in her mouth. The house was but a
blasted shell. There had been a fire which had left some parts of the walls standing while all the
rest had fallen in. It was an ugly sight, which brought on an ugly picture, knowing that this had
been a home for a family of geshannti. For many years, judging by the age of the trees growing
in the lawn, people just like her had lived and cared for this place. Very likely children had been
raised here. In the now failing light, she studied the scene looking for anything that might betray
an ambush or a trap of any sort. Finding nothing suspicious she made her way to the
compromised structure.
Within the walls the smell of char was powerful, with the briefest hint of active smoke. In
the southwest corner there was a small section of not thoroughly burned roof leaning against a
cracked and blackened wall section. Moving carefully through the unstable chaos of boards,
broken glass, half-melted shingles, a splintered section of doorjamb, and what may have once
been furniture, Ytsmea approached the tilting roof section and gave it a shake. When it stayed
upright she moved a few bits of unrecognizable black and managed to crawl backwards into the
hollow space it formed with the corner, pulling her backbags in behind her. The floor here had
been some sort of stone tile and was still intact, though a good light would be sure to show it
cracked and heat shattered in places. She was able to shove the loose debris around until she had
a space cleared just large enough for her to bring all four legs under her and settle comfortably.
There were holes rent in the roof section by other sections of roof or wall that had fallen and
bounced off of it. The shattered and splintered sections were a dangerous debris heap against the
outside of the roof section. The air was still warm but being unfamiliar with this planet she had
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no information on how long the night would last, or how cool it might get. Setting the hand
weapon conveniently close on one side, Ytsmea arranged herself so there were several small
holes before her eyes. She didn’t want to be trapped inside her shelter for lack of an ability to see
danger coming. Convinced she was as safe, and as comfortable, as she was likely to get, she
sorted through the standard issue survival backbags.
There were two bladders filled with water, two weeks’ worth of ration packets, a
lightweight and windproof cover wrap that had plenty of pockets, a small solar-recharging light,
an impressive knife, three small but intense aerial flares, a very small compass, and an electronic
signal beacon…plus the map. She estimated she’d be able to make her way to Geshannti
controlled territory before dark the next day. She’d be moving slowly, not knowing what
concentration there may be of human soldiers in the area. Still, it wasn’t particularly far. She
could gallop there in an hour. Attempting to bring in some sort of air based rescue was probably
not a good idea, so the signal flares and the beacon were likely superfluous. There were simply
too many enemy aircraft moving around. She didn’t want to get rescued only to be killed on her
way back to safety, or get others killed in the process. Intending to stay watchful in the unknown
darkness she unfolded and settled the wrap as a pad, and leaned back against the wall, looking
for a position that was suitable without being too comfortable. Weapon in hand and knife close
by she waited for the morning.
Sleep, creeping on soft tomakai feet, found her easily.
Somewhere during the night a round of powerful thunderstorms moved across the area
where Ytsmea hid under the collapsed roof section. A roll of thunder far off woke her at some
point, after which she watched as the distant flashes marched steadily closer. Initially, she
thought it was a bombardment of some sort. Over the course of half an hour the storms advanced
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until there was lightning flashing almost continuously and the deafening peals of thunder layered
over and upon each other. Evolving on a warm, dry world Ytsmea had little experience with
lightning. She knew it from her studies, had seen it a few times in the distance when a great sand
storm had kicked up some serious voltage. This was beyond her. The lightning, and the
subsequent thunder, were as assault upon her senses. As a prey species the geshannti knew only
two things, hide or run. Here she was unable to run. Cowering beneath the tipped and smashed
roof section she had the basic feeling that she was hiding. But that held no relief. She knew she
wasn’t really safe. Rain fell in great sheets as though something omnipotent had raised a lake
into the sky, and then, dumping it through a fine net, had loosed it back to the world. Each stroke
of lightning showed the silvered lines of water blowing helter-skelter down, sideways, and where
the thrashing wind met an obstacle, even back up to the waiting sky. Winds gusts tore across the
landscape pummeling all that still stood.
Still it came on, each strike of lightning seared after images onto her eyes; each deafening
blast of thunder shook her shelter and sent low order vibrations through her body. Ytsmea’s
shian sense recoiled from the torrents of electrical energy as organic sensors attuned to tiny
variations in the electrical neighborhood overloaded time and time again.
Uncovered due to the warm evening she was totally unprepared for the downbursts of
frigid air that rode the rain to the earth. Once at ground level the icy winds spread out in an
upside down mushroom of cold, as cold as the winters on her home. The temperature change
was, by itself, nearly incapacitating. Falling behind the cold, pushing it down and accelerating
the winds, was the hail. This was something that she had no knowledge of, would not have
believed it possible. Not even in her school days, and the passing studies of meteorology, was
there mention of frozen rain. Rain was rare enough on the Saradeth plain, though fairly common
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in some small pockets of Siraloana, that she had only felt genuine rain twice in her life. The hail
pounded on her lean-to shelter, the sound rising past the soft hiss of white noise to a nearly
deafening cacophony. Louder and louder it came as the sizes increased and the density of the fall
multiplied. Careening off the walls and each other the hail chunks jumped and spun even as they
settled to the earth. Half a dozen pieces as large as her front toe bounded into her shelter to lay
accusingly …see what happens when you cross into where you don’t belong. The assault on her
senses dazed and disoriented her, gave no moment to generate a rational thought. The searing
light, even through tightly shut lids, stabbed inward. The thunder was a physical battering,
sending pressure waves coursing through her, threatening to disrupt her heart rhythm. Over the
thunder was the steady hammering of the hail against the shelter wall, a beast tearing and
clawing to reach her, tear her, devour her.
She lost sense of the number of times she must have died. On it went, perhaps ten
minutes passed, perhaps a geologic age slipped behind Ytsmea as she cowered, sometimes barely
conscious, stunned by the physical battering. Eventually, pass it did.
It was long minutes after the fury of the storm had abated, as the winds passed on, and the
rain and hail followed, that Ytsmea finally came back full awareness of herself. It was another
minute before she recalled where she was and the circumstances that had knocked her across the
sky to land, eventually, behind this tumbled and partially burned roof section.
The insistent wind had driven rain around the edges and corners of the collapsed roof
where it found its way down the walls and began collecting in a pool under her right haunch.
Uncomfortable as the cold water began soaking through her pelt, Ytsmea began to gather her feet
under her to shift and slip the waterproof wrap under her body.
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About to make the surge up that would clear her of the ground, a racing sheet of cloud to
cloud lightning lit the area for several seconds, long enough for her to see the movement of a
human, accompanied by a four legged and heavily furred animal, make a stealthy entry within
the broken walls.
For nearly an hour Ytsmea feared to move more than in the slowest of ways. She picked
up her weapon, a tube perhaps eight inches long that emitted a narrowly beamed field that
disrupted the bio-electrical activity of any living creature. Death from the field, if it were to
strike a critical area, was all but instantaneous. A hit on a limb caused probable permanent
paralysis. Watching through the gashes in her cover she had no choice but to remain still. At first
it was only the retreating lightning strikes that provided light enough to keep track of the human
but soon enough the dawn began. She soon could see that it, and the animal, had taken cover of
their own on the far side of the structure under the remains of what had once been a wide
staircase of long and shallow treads, all made of a local species of wood, no doubt. There, they
too, awaited the total passing of the storm and the brightening of the morning.
The human was dressed in a drab colored uniform of mottled splotches intended to make
it more difficult to see. In this setting it was much less useful than it would have been in a natural
setting. It was also carrying what Ytsmea recognized from training photos as a long-barreled
weapon. In this case she knew precisely what it was and what the human was doing with it; it
was a sniper. One of the most hated and feared tactics used by the humans was the sniper.
Ranging as much as two miles away, they would send powerful kinetic energy slugs smashing
through the body of a geshann, usually an officer. The psychological effects of having someone
standing close to you suddenly explode in a spray of red fluids and thick soup was terrifying
beyond the ability of most to recover from. Many of the witnesses to such an execution had to be
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removed from battle altogether. Wherever they went the horror of that incident was passed
around via the shian and so others experienced it, too. The geshannti weren’t just losing the war
on military grounds, the will of the masses was eroding as more and more of them suffered from
the effects of the war first hand, even when they had never been within light years of a human.
The human had leaned the sniper weapon against the wall after taking a long and slow
look around. It must have concluded that the space behind the collapsed roof section did not
warrant further inspection, a cursory glance being sufficient. It then removed a pack bag it was
carrying and dug out a small container of food for the furred animal that was with it. While the
animal ate the human drank from another container and poured some into the empty food bowl.
With the passing of the storm, and the stillness of the dawn air, the temperatures warmed rapidly.
Thick red light brightened to magenta and passed on to orange and then to yellow. With the
warming air bits of breeze began to stir, unsure as yet which would be the collective direction of
choice for the day.
Across the bombed and burned remains of someone’s home the human and the animal sat
side by side, the human had its arm wrapped around the animal. Ytsmea knew that humans had
allied with another species in the war, on a small scale, but there had never been any such
sighting in this area. Also, while the animal had a small set of backbags of its own, there was no
evidence of real intelligence. Certainly, from what Ytsmea could see, it did not have the
appendages to allow it to handle or manipulate tools or weapons. It seemed more of a companion
than an ally.
For a short while it appeared that both the human and the animal, now lying prone next to
the human, were sleeping. But that lasted no more than fifteen minutes. At no time was Ytsmea
tempted to try to remove herself from her protection and slip away.
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The morning air continued to warm and the breezes became bolder. A stray gust must
have carried Ytsmea’s scent to the animal for it suddenly jumped to its feet and began a low and
soft growling. The human also came nimbly to its feet, much more quickly than she would have
expected from a biped, and took up its long weapon. The human made a short sound and an arm
gesture that seemed to take in the local area. Instantly the animal began working its way around
within the rubbled area, its head held high to catch the breezes. After only a few seconds it
dashed straight for Ytsmea.
It came at her in a rush, entering easily through the irregular opening that had been such a
struggle for Ytsmea to pass. She only had time to kick her backbags at the animal to slow its
attack before she had snatched up the knife and struck out, catching the animal just under the
terrifying mouth filled with sharp, white teeth. Even as she lashed out at the animal with the
snapping jaws, she raised the suppressor and fired at the rapidly advancing human. It had its
weapon up and pointed directly at her, no doubt the only reason it had not yet fired was fear of
hitting the animal. Fatally stabbed the animal tried to back away but made only inches before it
died. The oncoming human was hit directly in the head by the beam causing heart and lungs to
begin shutting down. It took one more step. Ytsmea could see that it was trying to hold the
weapon up so as to fire at her. Then, with an effort at another step, it pitched forward. The
human connected with a large, jagged splinter that tore into its neck, sending a spray of blood
toward Ytsmea. The blood entered through the rents in the roof and splattered her, got into her
eyes and her mouth. The night and the morning had all been too much. Ytsmea passed out.
Shafts of brightness crept across the jumble of what had been a home until one crawled
its way across Ytsmea’s eye. Consciousness returned in fits and starts, an on-again off-again
droning was the first thing to register. Next was a jabbing pain in her right haunch, the result of
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having passed out while pressed against a jagged piece of a broken dream. She shifted slightly
which only dug the oversized wooden splinter more sharply against her skin. For three more
minutes she was able to almost ignore it, seeking brief respite in blessed darkness. A small part
of the incessant droning bit her eyelid.
The sharp pain was a catalyst mixing with her surfacing need to be aware. Ytsmea’s left
arm came up and swatted at the thing that had bit her. She felt a soft touch as the escaping mite
was bumped by her passing hand. Squinting at the brightness she kept herself still and refamiliarized herself with her surroundings: she was curled up under a jumble of broken walls and
chunks of roof, hiding from the night that had passed. Focusing more closely she saw the body of
the four-legged animal that had attacked her. It was thick with black insects crawling across it,
thickest on the head where there was access to exposed meat, and on the puddle of dried blood.
Swiveling her vision she took in the shape of the dead human, also only a few feet away, also
well populated with black insects. It was the large and increasing number of them that accounted
for the droning. Another sharp pain, this time on an ear, made it clear that she didn’t want to stay
near the corpses.
Ytsmea dug around in the haphazard pile of home things until she was able to work loose
a board more than a yard long. With it she was able to shove the dead animal back from the
opening she needed to use to extricate herself. Pushing her pack ahead of her, and keeping it
away from the animal, she worked herself free and stood up. It felt so very good to stand and
stretch, once the pains that came with being cramped up all night were worked out. Before she
moved anymore she studied her surroundings. There was no motion anywhere that wasn’t
associated with local wildlife. Without having to move she identified a dozen different kinds of
small flying animals, feathered and flicking from tree limb to ground and back.
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Taking out the communicator that came with the ejection supplies she quickly took
pictures of both the dead human and its companion animal. Maybe this was something new, most
likely not. She considered activating the homing beacon built into the communicator but again
decided against it. Ytsmea didn’t want to bring anyone else into a possibly dangerous situation to
retrieve her. There was no sense to risking multiple lives to save hers.
Out of the shattered and burned home, Ytsmea resumed her northeasterly march.
Although she appreciated the cover given by the scrub forest, it also meant that any lurking
humans had excellent cover as well. She moved quietly, alert to noises, her hand weapon held
close but pointed forward. After an hour of walking the scrub forest thinned. There remained a
fair bit of cover but the majority of the brush was about shoulder height—tall enough to see over.
Ytsmea picked up the pace a little when her shian sense told her that there was a sizable group
not far ahead. She moving into a fast walk but did not dare even a canter. The sun was near to
overhead when she saw geshannti trucks and armored vehicles poised in a battle formation in a
field. There was a great deal of commotion going on. Geshannti in the uniforms of mobile
armored cavalry hustled around, ignoring Ytsmea as she made her way through the camp.
Asking one soldier for directions, she finally found the command vehicle. Once it was learned
that she was a downed flyer arrangements were made quickly to get her further behind the lines
where a shuttle up to orbit could safely lift off. It was expected that his particular armored group
would be engaging the humans before nightfall. Ytsmea was very happy to be leaving the area.
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The room was silent for a long time. Each of the six was trying to incorporate the
experience that Ytsmea had lived through: the original combat flight mission, being shot down,
the melancholy knowledge that the shattered and burned out house had once belonged to
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someone just like them. Following that was the alien with its vicious companion, and the
killings…and the blood the sprayed like a ruby fountain.
Finally there were small stirring around the room, two of The Collected Wisdom took up
their water pitcher and drank. One of them was The First.
“Thank you, Pilot Orl Preth, and again our thanks for your courageous service. I believe
we have all that we need. You are excused,” she said.
Pulling the sticky disc from her shian organ, Ytsmea gave a slight bow by dipping her
left front leg, then strode from the center of the circle and through the door. Her rear hooves
could be heard clopping in the hallway before the door went fully closed.
“We have reports from our ground commanders that the assault on Trebien by the
humans included bombardment of the cities and civilian orbital habitats,” The Sixth said.
“Attacks occurred across the planet prior to the landings. There was little or no attempt by the
humans to discriminate between civilian and military targets. Had we not evacuated the colony
there would have tens of thousands of non-combatants killed.”
“A troubling turn, to be sure,” The Third said.
“More than simply troubling,” The Sixth said. “How can we fail to accept this new tactic
by the humans as anything other than a declaration of their intent to kill every one of us? They
may technically be omnivores but I think this demonstrates that they favor the predatory part of
their nature. We are in a war of extinction.”
“Although I agree that his new turn is difficult to accept, I’m not sure it rises to the level
of proof of that intent. We are talking about aliens. By the definition of the word we cannot
assume that their motives, based on any specific actions, would be the same as ours,” said The
Fourth. “I, too, read the commanders’ reports and it is not certain that the humans believed the
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cities to be occupied. We have to assume they had spy devices in the system and would have
seen our evacuation of the planet. As to why they would then bomb the cities, I cannot say. But I
am not willing to reach the same conclusion as has The Sixth. We simply don’t have enough
information. A single incident does not signify a trend, or allow us to conclude an intent.” The
Fourth ended by taking a sip of water and offering a small waggle of her ears to make it clear she
was not intending any offense. The Sixth acknowledged The Fourth’s overture.
The Second spoke up, “I propose that we go ahead and order the weapon created. If the
time comes when we feel it is necessary for such a drastic action, then we may not have the time
to await its creation. Better to have the weapon available. Needing it and not having it would be a
violation of the people’s trust.” Turning directly to The Sixth she asked, “What besides the
down-payment is needed to begin the work, should we agree to go ahead?”
“The Hadrag-Isp have stated they will need living humans to experiment on. Without that
the weapon cannot be created,” The Sixth said. “We currently have fourteen living humans that
were captured in recent battles, although that number is likely to fall. We treat them as best we
can but some were injured, and they seem unable to gain nutrition from out food. They are losing
weight rapidly. Better if we make the transfer soon, if we decide to have the weapon created.”
The shian mood in the room underwent another slight shift as each weighed The
Second’s words, and balanced that against the obviously hawkish nature of The Sixth.
The First spoke, “I believe we have a consensus. We shall order the weapon created and
the transfer of the humans to Hadrag-Isp custody, but we will not take delivery as yet. We will
continue to attack only military targets in the hopes that the humans will reverse this latest effort.
If we begin attacking civilians, then we can be sure they will respond with more attacks on our
own people.”
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The meeting broke up with the members turning to one-on-one conversations as they
filed out to return to their everyday duties.
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15
May 12, 2298

During Billy’s sixth and seventh semesters, just one semester short of Billy’s anticipated
graduation, the academy, now known as the Big Chandler Academy for Excellence, had
completed morphing into a school for training children and young adults for life in the military.
Faculty, staff, and students wore uniforms, all of a theme. Classes on Military History, Battle
Management, Strategy and Tactics, and many others, had been added to the curriculum. Creative
Writing, Art Appreciation, and others, had disappeared from the list of available classes. Dozens
of students had also disappeared even as new people arrived.
Billy took it all in stride. He’d seen the changes coming, even if some others had not.
Putting a retired Space Force Colonel in charge had, in Billy’s mind, been a dead giveaway.
Magistrar Ahire had made the transition as smooth as could be hoped for. Three times a year, at
the end of each semester, he’d laid out the changes to be instituted at the beginning of the next.
He had the school’s staff work with any student, or parents’ of a student, that wished to transfer
out. There had been no allegations of pressure to stay on at the school. Gripes and complaints
were managed until the end of each semester, though occasionally a student did transfer out part
way through. Billy’s one time mentor, Jo, had left at the end of Billy’s sixth semester. The
changes occurring had been too much for her, so with aid from a counselor, she’d been accepted
as a transfer student to a secondary school that focused on the fine arts, along with an apartment
to share with two other girls. Billy’s few contacts from her were filled with happiness; she was
where she belonged.
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At the beginning of his seventh semester Billy’s body hit a growth spurt and by mid-way
through his eighth semester he was just turning sixteen and was five feet nine inches tall. His
frame had filled out with muscle although he didn’t work out any more than his schedule
required. Physical fitness had become a part of the required curriculum, and so Billy did
calisthenics, ran, lifted weights, and climbed ropes along with everyone else. He would not have
admitted it to anyone but he did like how he looked and felt as the changes took place. What he
could have done without was the renewed interest in him by the girls, young women, at the
academy.
Also, mid-way into his seventh semester was when Billy began to seriously research his
options for after graduation. He was going to be sixteen, a few days short of seventeen, when he
completed his final class and was eligible for graduation. Since he’d started at the academy
before it had gone its military way, he would not be required to fulfill any military obligation.
Nor, good to his word, had Magistrar Ahire ever tried to pressure Billy into accepting military
service. They’d had numerous conversations over the two year period, always dealing with
Billy’s excellent grades and work ethic. As expected, Ahire had offered Billy a fully paid
scholarship at the academy for his third year, with a small stipend for incidentals. Billy, of
course, with the small fortune that he’d taken away from former Magistrar Clyman, had no need
of a scholarship but refusing it would have looked odd. He’d just returned to his room when the
infotainment screen over the door chimed and a message scrolled across it.
STUDENT MR. INDIGO, PLEASE REPORT TO THE MAGISTRAR’S OFFICE AT YOUR EARLIEST
CONVENIENCE.

Earliest convenience? He hadn’t seen that particular bit of politeness before. Since he had
nothing special planned for the next couple of hours he decided that now was convenient. The
fact that he was wearing baggy, mustard-colored sweatpants that had seen a few too many
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washings, and an equally tattered, sleeveless orange shirt, never entered into consideration. Billy
was not one for decorum.
The office of the Magistrar’s secretary was empty so Billy simply passed through, gave a
couple of soft raps on Ahire’s door and entered. The Magistrar was also dressed down; his collar
was open and his dark blue coat hung from the back of his chair. On his desktop was a file fat
with flimsies. Billy could see INDIGO BILLY printed across the front.
“Ah, Mr. Indigo,” Magistrar Ahire said, looking up, “thank you for coming so promptly. I
trust I haven’t taken you away from anything important?
“If I’d been doing something important, I wouldn’t have come,” Billy said as he took a
seat without waiting to be invited.
“Nevertheless, thank you. I see that you’ve continued to get perfect scores on all your
tests since our last conversation.” Ahire used his chin to indicate the file on his desk. “Quite
amazing, I have to say.”
“I have a very good memory. Tests are easy, just plug in what was in the text studies or
what I heard in lecture.” Billy’s tone was very matter-of-fact.
“No doubt,” Ahire said. “However, I’m inclined to think there’s more to you than just a
good memory. I’ve read all of the papers you’ve written for your various classes; some of them
are quite insightful. More so than a young man with a no more than a good memory would be
likely to produce. You seem to have a natural gift for speculative science, gravity in its several
incarnations being the most impressive.”
Curious as to where Ahire was going with his praise Billy said nothing, waiting for
something specific to which he would be expected to respond.
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“Very impressive, I’ve been told,” Ahire continued when it became clear that Billy was
not going to reply.
Billy cocked his head to one side, “Told by whom?”
“Well, Mr. Indigo, I’ve taken the liberty of passing some of your speculative writing on
to friends who know a great deal more about science than I do.”
“Passed my writing along to whom?” Billy repeated.
“Have you ever heard of something called EDARPA?” Ahire asked.
“Of course, it’s a government and military collaboration. The acronym stands for
Earthspace Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. It’s a spinoff from an Earth based
agency with a similar name. Why is it significant that I know of EDARPA?”
“You know, I bet there isn’t one person in a thousand that could have answered that
correctly. Of course, considering where you been going on your computer, it’s not so surprising.”
Billy waited for Ahire to elaborate on that statement, and when he didn’t, Billy repeated
his question.
“Why is it significant that I know of EDARPA?”
“Because that’s who I’ve been passing your papers to,” Ahire said, his eyes were locked
on Billy’s eyes, waiting to judge the response. What Ahire thought he saw, possibly, and just for
an instant, was a darkness of thought in Billy’s mind that had made its way to the surface. The
instant passed and Billy’s face resumed its passivity. Tiny alarms went off in the deepest recesses
of Ahire’s military trained brain. You’re on dangerous ground with a dangerous person, was the
alarm that was ringing.
Billy’s body moved back in the chair a fraction, a defensive posture. His eyes remained
locked with Ahire’s. Ten seconds passed before Billy spoke.
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“Why would EDARPA be interested?”
“Before I get into that, let me ask if you do, and I’m sure you do, recall that I once said
that I would ask you to consider possible offers of employment when you completed your
education here?”
“I remember you saying it. I also recall that I didn’t agree to the stipulation,” Billy said.
“Yes, you didn’t. However, now is the time when I’m asking you to consider it. The
people I’ve sent your papers along to are quite interested in speaking with you,” Ahire said with
a little smile playing on his lips; a professional smile, not a friendly smile.
“About?”
“About tuning, yes, I think ‘tuning’ would be the appropriate word, the remainder of your
studies here to make you a better fit with the work being done at EDARPA.”
Still sitting back in his chair, Billy put his elbow on the armrest and took his chin
between his thumb and forefinger. His thumb stroked back and forth on the soft peach fuzz
starting to grow there. He’d not yet shaved for the first time. A minute passed, then two. Ahire,
without speaking, stood up and went to a small refrigerator built into the wall to the left of his
desk. From the fridge he took out two plastic bottles of water and popped the cap on each. He
walked back to the desk and reached across to set one in front of Billy. From his own bottle he
took a long drink. When Billy leaned forward and took the water bottle, Ahire took that to be a
good sign.
After taking two short sips, Billy put the bottle back on the desk. “One person can talk to
me. Day after tomorrow, two o’clock.”
“Thank you,” Ahire said. “Two o’clock, day after tomorrow.”
“Are we done?” Billy asked, moving to rise from the chair.
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“Not quite. I would ask that you stop snooping in secure websites. If you elect to join
EDARPA that will give you at least a cover of respectability to what you’ve been doing. Until
then, I have to remind you that you could be arrested, and jailed, for many of the things you’ve
accessed and read.”
Billy stood and looked down on Ahire. “How do you know what I’ve read?”
“People whose job it is to know who reads sensitive things have noticed your presence
where you shouldn’t be. They say you’re quite good for someone with no more training than
what this school offers in computer classes. Still, they’re better. Much better.”
“If you know where I’ve been, why haven’t you shut me down?”
“Excellent question. The reason is that I’ve stood up for you. I told the people that
wanted to take you into custody that you don’t share secrets. At all, ever. I’m going out on a limb
here, telling them that, and putting my career, and possibly my freedom on the line. But, I’m
pretty confident that you keep secrets very well,” Ahire said, looking up at Billy and taking
another short drink from his water bottle.
Billy had no concern whatever that Ahire had spoken up for him. If something bad
happened to Ahire, so long as it didn’t interfere with Billy’s life and goals, he couldn’t possibly
care less. For now, Magistrar Ahire seemed to want to help Billy, so being friendly was the tact
to take.
“I wasn’t able to learn how you got the scar on the side of your head,” Billy said, putting
on a practiced smile.
“Maybe someday, when you’re of legal age, we’ll get drunk together and I’ll you about
it.”
“I don’t drink alcohol,” Billy said.
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“You haven’t had a reason to, yet. Now we’re done, Mr. Indigo.”
Water bottle in hand, Billy headed back to his room. He had a brain full of things to think
about.
Placing the water bottle on the small table by the head of his bed, Billy took an apple
from his own fridge and a paring knife from a drawer. Seated on the bed with his head propped
up against a pillow, he reviewed the conversation with Ahire. There’d been no mention of his
concealed bank accounts, or his hacking of the air-taxi. If they knew of those…they’d what?
What would they do? They apparently wanted him to work for EDARPA, a semi-secret thinktank that operated on most of the developing colony worlds. So, if they wanted him badly
enough, and it appeared they wanted him rather much, were they overlooking his crimes? Was
someone, at some point, going to bring those up to leverage against him in order to get him to do
as they wanted? Ahire also didn’t bring up the clandestine war that was being waged against the
geshannti. The fairly innocuous stories that cropped up in the news media from time to time
about injury accidents involving military personnel were easier to make sense of if one factored
in hostile aliens. Considering the accelerating pace of combat encounters, so far still confined to
the Silex Sector, keeping the conflict a secret was a major coup for the military and whatever
other government agencies were involved. It couldn’t stay under wraps much longer. More and
more people were coming back from those engagements, some injured, some bound to hold a
grudge because of their injuries; somebody was going to go to the media with the truth. Had to
happen, always does.
Putting Colonel (maybe not so retired, after all) Ahire into the perspective of a looming
war made his presence at the academy a much easier fit. The government and the military were
gearing up the populace for a war that they felt couldn’t be avoided. They’d begun training the
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next generation of humans that were going to conduct the war against the geshannti. Somebody
expected it to be a long war.
The following day passed normally: meals in the cafeteria, classes that had finally started
to become interesting after all the semesters of boring background and banal conversations with
dimwitted students and faculty. ‘The day after tomorrow’ started no differently. Billy arrived in
his room at one-forty having just completed physical training, they’d begun some light hand-tohand combat training…simple moves done in slow motion. He took a quick shower and was
back in his room by ten minutes to two. Seeing no reason to dress up, whoever was coming to
see him probably wasn’t interested in his fashion sense, Billy put on comfortable jeans and a
brown, knit pullover. Slip on moccasin-like shoes without socks followed.
At sixteen minutes after two, with no visitors and contacts, Billy left his room and headed
back to the cafeteria. He’d no sooner walked in and picked up a slice of meringue pie than the
speakers on the wall came to life.
“Student Mr. Indigo, please return to you room. You have visitors.”
Billy took a seat and ate his pie, washing it down with an orange colored citrus drink that
wasn’t orange juice. His guests were late, therefore, he felt no obligation to go to any effort to
accommodate their time or comfort. When he was done, Billy put his plate and fork in the bin for
washing and left the cafeteria.
Turning the corner to the hallway that included his room, Billy saw two men standing
near his door. One was older, Billy’s height, perhaps in his sixties, white hair like an afterthought rimmed his bald head and flowed down into a not well-kept beard. The man wore
clothes that covered him, baggy brown trousers and a tattered grey sweater, without making any
statement at all. They were there to do a minimal job of warmth and to keep him from being
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naked…nothing more. The other man was tall, over six feet by three or four inches, broad of
shoulder and with a military looking close-shorn haircut. Billy’s immediate thought was
‘bodyguard’, or perhaps ‘minder’ was closer. The older man greeted Billy as he approached, the
big man said nothing.
Smiling, Billy pushed the door open and stood aside to allow the older man to enter.
Then, quickly, he put his hand on the big man’s chest and pushed him back. While the man was
still recovering his balance Billy stepped into his room and closed and locked the door.
Pounding on the door began immediately. Shouts to open the door followed hard on.
“I agreed to meet with one person,” Billy said walking around his visitor and pulling the
chair away from his study desk. With his hand, he invited the man to take a seat.
“Kent, I’m okay,” the man said to the locked door. “Mr. Indigo simply wants to meet
one-on-one. Please wait for me there. I’ll call if I need you.” Turning back to Billy he paused for
a moment. “Looking at you will take some getting used to.”
“Is my skin color relevant? I don’t foresee it changing.”
“No, no. Not relevant, at all. A personal observation that I happen to make aloud, is all. I
do that from time to time.” Looking around the room, the older man identified the small
refrigerator and walked to it, opened it, and withdrew a small bottle labeled ‘Apple Juice’.
“What if I was saving that for myself?” Billy said.
“Oh, Mr. Indigo, you don’t care. Food and drink are simply the fuel the drives your
engine.”
Since that was true, Billy moved on.
“So, who are you?”
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Completing the sip he was in the middle of, the white-haired man was a few seconds
replying. “Oh, quite right. I’ve not introduced myself. I’m so used to everyone at the agency
knowing me that I forget myself sometimes. I’m Professor Vogtschaller.” Rather than extend a
hand to shake, the man simply finished off the drink and placed the container in the small trash
can next to the sink. Following that, he moved to the chair Billy had brought out and sat down.
“Sit, my boy, sit. We’ve a fair amount to discuss.”
Moving to his bed, Billy sat down and regarded the older man. Unlike everyone else
Billy recalled meeting, this Professor didn’t deal much in small talk for its own sake.
“What sort of ‘fair amount’ would that be?”
“Well, for one, we need to have you sign an entire bevy of non-disclosure forms so that I
can clear you to look at the computer sites you’ve already been viewing. Everybody signs those,
and everybody is made very aware of the dark future that awaits them should they break that
non-disclosure. Following that, you’ll be told which sites it’s okay to view, and which are still
off limits. And, it will be explained to you that all the sites are monitored, and that going where
you’ve been told not to will have consequences. There are people much better at delivering those
dire warnings than am I,” the Professor said in a note much more cheerful than was the
information he relayed.
“You’re assuming that I’m accepting the offer to join EDARPA,” Billy said.
“Oh, pish. Mr. Indigo, where else will you get an education in keeping with your
abilities? Nowhere, that’s where. Where else will you have access to unlimited funding for
projects that you’ve convinced me are worth pursuing? Nowhere, that’s where. Oh, Mr. Indigo,
I’ve no doubt that you made your decision not very long after your last meeting with the good
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Colonel. An excellent man, by the way. Tried to recruit him, but he feels his obligation is to
prepare our young people to take over the war.”
“That would be the secret war with the geshannti,” Billy said, making sure it didn’t sound
like question.
“Not a secret for too much longer, I daresay.”
Billy sat forward on the bed, “Why would you be interested in Colonel Ahire? He’s smart
enough as regular people go. Certainly not up to the caliber of doing cutting edge research.”
“The Colonel is highly skilled in a field that we find useful from time to time. Some
activities are best not left to more conventional sources,” Professor Vogtschaller said softly.
That took several seconds to sink in, “You’re talking about covert actions.”
Rather than answer, the Professor stood and walked to the sink where he rummaged
around in the overhead cabinet until he found a package of tea bags. Dropping one in a cup from
the same cupboard he filled the cup with water and placed it in the quick-heat.
“I’ll be sending people around to see you from time to time,” the Professor said as the tea
warmed.
Billy asked, “What people?”
“Tutors, for the most part. University professors, specialists, engineers, like that. There
are things you will want to know that you’d never learn here.” Professor Vogtschaller removed
the cup from the quick-heat and returned to his chair. On trying to sip at it, he noticed that the tea
bag was still in the cup. Picking the bag out he squeezed the water from it and looked around,
presumably for a place to set it. Not finding a place he considered suitable, he simply put the
soggy tea bag in his pocket. “I expect you’ll want to meet them somewhere other than here. A
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flow of strangers into and out of your room would be reason enough for people to become
suspicious.”
“If I were to start going out regularly, that too would generate comment. I almost never
leave the school grounds.”
“You should start. Perhaps you could allow people to think you have a lover off campus.
I’m told you’re a good looking young man, so that shouldn’t be too difficult a rumor to get
spreading,” the Professor suggested. When Billy hadn’t answered after several seconds the
Professor took that to be assent.
“If, and I stress if, I decide to join EDARPA, what precisely does that entail? What would
I be doing, and what would be expected of me?” Billy asked.
“Well, for the most part, you’d be doing research, and assisting in the physical
development of whatever you’re given the go ahead on. We’re looking for ideas with practical
application to aid in the war effort specifically, and in the overall defense of humans in general,”
the Professor replied.
“Who decides what I’d be working on?”
“Why, that would be me, as it turns out.”
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16
January 14, 2299

The conference room looked very much like every other corporate conference room in
Earthspace. It was a rectangle surrounding a rectangular table. Twelve chairs were equally
spaced around it and there was a blank wall at one end to accommodate projected images. The
table top, in this case, had been sawn and planed from a single slab of tree trunk, sealed with a
thin, tough coat of something transparent, and mounted to simple black metal legs. The top was
totally bare when not in use and reflected in dark brown tones the cityscape outside the single
bank of windows that comprised one wall.
Just now the conference room was in use. Six people sat almost evenly divided down
each side, with a single person at the head of the table. The one at the end was Professor
Vogtschaller looking, as was usual, like an unmade bed. The next topic for the second of the
twice-weekly meetings concerned an addition to the scientific staff.
“Starting tomorrow we’ll have a young man of seventeen joining the physics research
division. He’s exceedingly bright, seems to have a natural bent for gravitics, and has been
working on some truly revolutionary theories. There are copies of his several papers, and peer
review responses being loaded to your datapads. I want each of you to read through them and get
up to speed. I know some of you are already familiar, but I want you to reread them. I think it’s
likely that we’ll be doing a great deal of work on his topics,” the Professor said.
Seated directly to the Professor’s left was Manjeet Bhalla, his Chief of Physical
Research. She was a slight woman with pale brown skin and shining black hair tied up, currently,
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in a tight bun. It would be unfair to say she was not attractive, her features were pleasing enough
but some combination in them simply didn’t play well with the human eye. At certain angles,
more often her right side than her left, there was an imbalance in the ratios of nose size, eye
placement, and/or cheekbone angle. Manjeet didn’t photograph well, ever. Everyone else at the
table had known her for so long that they no longer noticed any of that. The dark-brown business
suit she wore today did compliment her complexion.
“If he’s starting tomorrow why give us such short notice? No doubt you’ve known for
some while that he was coming on,” Manjeet asked.
Professor Vogtschaller took a moment before answering. “I wanted to get relatively
unbiased first impressions. The young man is somewhat unusual.”
“Yeah, I would say,” said Oscar Stuhec. Oscar affected what he claimed was a slight
Russian accent, a holdover from his family heritage, he claimed. Everyone at EDARPA knew
full well that neither of his parents spoke anything other than excellent Lingua-Terra, and that the
accent was an affectation born of pure vanity. Oscar, an excellent particle physicist, also had an
exceptional knack for being disliked. “It’s that blue kid that the girder-ship methane-breathers
threw back. If they didn’t want him, why would we?”
Looking around the table Professor Vogtschaller saw everyone give a slight nod. They all
knew who the addition was to be. “How is it that an organization built on maintaining the most
profound secrets can’t manage to contain the identity of a new hire?”
“Perhaps because you hire really smart people?” Manjeet replied to the obviously
rhetorical question.
“Hmm. Yes, well, I may need to rethink that strategy,” the Professor said.
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If any of the other six sitting at the table were made anxious by the Professor’s words, it
didn’t show up in their expressions; two of them yielded up small smiles.
“I would love to spend about a week on one of those ships talking physics,” Molly
Carpenter said, her voice was low as though she was murmuring aloud an internal conversation.
Molly had a double Ph.D. in theoretical physics along with an MBA. The odd combination made
her particularly valuable to EDARPA as she helped to control the occasional hemorrhage of
money that some programs produced. Short and round, with medium length brown hair that was
not managed daily, she, never-the-less, exuded an energy that made her a popular person to be
around. Molly Carpenter had once been described as a fire plug on double espressos.
“You’d be dead in seconds aboard that ship, I’d venture to say,” Oscar said.
“You know what I mean. Any of us would give a kidney, and more, to know how those
things operate. They seem to have a different relationship to the natural laws than we have,”
Molly responded. She was among the majority that had respect for Oscar but found him a giant
pain in the ass to be around.
“It’s been speculated that the natural laws we observe to be fixed are at least as much a
matter of mindset as anything else. From that perspective, the operations we perform to get
around things like the speed of light are not so much science, per se, as magic tricks we use to
fool ourselves,” Manjeet said.
From the end of the table, Professor Vogtschaller let the discussion continue off topic. It
was healthy, he thought, to allow the free-form flow of thoughts and ideas to occur regularly.
Unfettered speculation had germinated more than one successful concept. He did make a slight
motion with his hand to indicate he wished the water pitcher and a glass be slid closer to him.
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“Total bullshit,” Oscar said. “Sufficiently advanced technology always looks like magic
and all of that. And as long as we’re speculating, it’s been suggested that those things aren’t the
product of intelligence, but rather some other ‘brane making incursions into ours. Like another
universe poking part of itself through a keyhole into ours.”
“I would say that theory lost a lot of standing when the girder ship popped out that
lifeboat with Indigo Billy in it,” Molly said. “It had been weeks since the parent ship had
disappeared, well before the mother was due to deliver. What kept the baby alive for that time?
A ‘brane from an adjacent universe? No, there’s intelligence aboard those girder-ships.
Considerable intelligence, at that. I do wonder about the motivation for taking the parent ship
and then keeping the infant alive. Not to mention the fate of the all the people aboard the parent
ship.”
“For all we know, the mother put the baby in the pod and jettisoned it. Maybe there was a
time distortion that popped the pod out when and where it did,” Oscar countered. It seemed to
the Professor that now Oscar was just being contrary for the sake of keeping an argument going.
“No, the development of the baby was consistent with the time involved. If it happened
like you’re suggesting, then Indigo Billy would have arrived as a preemie. And what caused his
skin coloring? Something that happened aboard the girder-ship, I’d say,” Molly said, clearly
getting worked up.
By this time Professor Vogtschaller had had enough. The discussion was devolving into
an argument from which no good ideas could possibly come.
“It isn’t his skin color that makes Indigo Billy worthy of being brought up at this
meeting,” the Professor interjected. “He’s recently demonstrated that he can rotate synthesized
planar gravity, at least over short distances. I want to follow up on that and see what the limits
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are. He‘s also produced mathematical equations that suggest that he can, eventually, project
planar gravity. Possibly over considerable distances.”
“I read that particular paper. It’s nonsense. I can poke at least three holes in it just from
memory.” The speaker this time was a woman with features nearly as striking as those of Indigo
Billy. Pale skin, with some veins visible on her forearms, and white hair and pink eyes, Erollyn
Goldman was a classic albino. Forty years old, she was the lead mechanical engineer at
EDARPA/Chandler’s Stop. Sitting down, she was still nearly a head taller than Manjeet, the
difference accentuated because the two had pulled their chairs closer together. That the two were
lovers was well known to everyone. Such an odd pair visually, they had generated any number of
crude comments of what they must look like all tangled up in the sheets.
“Understandable,” the Professor said, “however, there are those that say there is
something to what he proposes. Enough so that I want us to take a closer look…see if there’s
anything there that would have a practical application.” Erollyn didn’t respond, just gave a slight
nod. She’d voiced her opinion and would, in time, be proven right or wrong. Either way, she
would accept the results and move on.
“Now, there is another matter concerning young Billy. The psychologists tell me he’s not
going to be warm and fuzzy. You’ll find he doesn’t make friends easily, if at all. Not that he’s
hard to be around, he just runs cold. He won’t be joining in on cookouts or meeting up at the bar
after work hours. He’s a serious loner, quite content with himself as his only company. So…be
polite, be cordial, be professional, but don’t expect any hugs. Apart from that, I think you’ll find
him interesting, in a good way,” the Professor concluded. What the Professor didn’t add, and had
debated with himself at length over, was the general consensus by the psychologists that Indigo
Billy was likely a case of Borderline Personality Disorder. He might develop feelings of loyalty
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to some members of the team, or not, but he was unlikely to form strong personal bonds.
Professor Vogtschaller also didn’t share his suspicion that Indigo Billy had killed the previous
Magistrar at the school he’d attended. Despite some fairly rigorous searching, there had been no
trail of breadcrumbs back to Billy. To be sure, Indigo Billy would require close observation. If
there looked like the smallest hint of conflict between someone at EDARPA and Billy, then there
would need to be some sort of intervention. Just what form that would take would depend on the
moment.
“So, everyone, thank you, as always, for taking time out of your schedule to attend this
meeting. I look forward to your weekly progress reports,” the Professor said, leading the group in
standing up and exiting the conference room.

Ѯ
In his third and final year at the academy, Billy had hit a growth spurt, rocketing up four
inches in height. He found himself knocking things over, or off of other things, more than
seemed normal. He came to the conclusion that it was because with his arms and legs getting
longer, his fingertips and toes were no longer exactly where he expected them to be. To help
with that he took on a class in gymnastics and another in martial arts. As a part of that he worked
on weight training to strengthen his muscles, then added a bit of tai chi for control. By the end of
the semester he was a physically different person than the skinny boy he’d been. The downside
was that he began to get even more attention from the girls at the academy. He responded to few
of them…just enough to stifle the hormonal urges that even he couldn’t totally ignore.
Billy was invited to present the commencement address for the graduation ceremony,
which he declined just as he’d declined to even show up for it. He’d gotten a curious look from
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Ahire on the last day as he was packing up his belongings to move out, but no words were
exchanged.
Locating an apartment was easy, Billy had simply logged onto the city-net computer
system and entered what he was looking for: fifteenth floor or higher, two bedrooms (one would
be his office), a decent little kitchen, and most importantly, a balcony. Three years in the small
cubicle of a room at the academy had left Billy with a yearning for a broad vista to settle his eyes
on. He couldn’t imagine anything much better than sitting, wine glass at hand, with his datapad
on his lap and the city sprawled out beneath him, to put him in the right frame of mind for setting
each step to his future. Looking down on the city would be the initial, albeit too literal, substitute
for his plan to look down on almost everything and everyone. It would do for a start. And
EDARPA was the building block. Once he’d made his mark there, he would have his choice of
positions anywhere in Earthspace. Credits would flow into his projects and powerful people
would hang on his every word. Of course, he needed to make sure the pesky war with the
geshannti was gotten out of the way. Military successes by the geshannti would cause social
chain reactions throughout Earthspace, and those would limit Billy’s options. So, the geshannti
threat would have to be neutralized. On that topic he had some ideas.
The first two days at EDARPA were focused on orientation. There had been several short
video clips talking about the mission and the places on the four building campus that he was
allowed to visit unattended, and those places that were strictly off-limits at his clearance level.
He took the ‘meant for public consumption’ tour with a young man of twenty-five that talked
almost without pause as he worked his way through a prepared speech. Though boring beyond
words, the orientation gave Billy the background information he needed to make his way around
the EDARPA campus. On the morning of the third day the same young man as had performed
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the walking tour waited for Billy at the front entrance. From there Billy was escorted to an office
on whose door was a sign that read…REGISTRATION. Having been properly delivered, the
young man departed, leaving Billy with a matronly woman of darkish skin and long blond hair.
“Welcome to EDARPA, Mr. Indigo. I have a rather impressive list of documents for you
to read through and then sign. These are statements of confidentiality with explanations on the
legal repercussions should you violate any of them. Following that we will have you answer a
series of questions aloud while a computer program analyzes your voice patters to establish a
baseline of truth and falsehood. At the same time, other physical responses will be recorded.
During your time here you will submit to being retested as deemed needed. Failure to comply
with the retesting requests also has legal repercussions. Failing the tests has different, potentially
more severe, repercussions. I tell you this so that you will understand, any thoughts you may
have had that this was just another job should be dispelled as of this moment. If you have any
reservations about going ahead at this time, you should speak up. I will have Mr. Moncrief return
and escort you back to reception.”
Certain that he was being recorded and that a positive response was required, Billy said,
“I have no reservations and I wish to proceed.”
Four and a half hours later Billy was told that he was done for the day. He was given a
small card showing the building and room number where he was to report for work the next
morning.
Expecting a fairly normal office setup, Billy was quite surprised when he walked into a
room twenty meters by twenty meters. Along the wall to his right were seven computer stations,
some with over-sized datascreens, situated with the chair backs to the wall. A closer look showed
that each table and chair were of different sizes, and no two chairs were the same. Across the far
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wall stood five erasable-marker boards, their slick white surfaces covered over with red, blue,
green, or black squiggles. To his left, the entire windowless wall had been painted black. Written
large, in what looked like white chalk, were the words…
THE BEATINGS WILL CONTINUE UNTIL MORALE IMPROVES.

A goodly share of the rest of the black wall was covered in what looked like
mathematical equations. Billy recognized many of the symbols though not all. All of those things
he supposed were not unexpected, what was unexpected was the pong table standing centered in
the room…and even more so, the two people batting the white pong ball back and forth. Well,
not the people themselves, they appeared normal enough, but rather the fact that the pong ball
batting was occurring during what was clearly work time.
The man at the far end of the table, spotting Billy framed in the doorway, missed his pass
at the pong ball. Of medium height and wearing loose fitting black pants and a long-sleeve
faded-yellow tee, he was slightly pudgy, with naturally curly blond hair that came to his
shoulders. The man looked to be in his late twenties, possibly thirty. Tossing his paddle onto the
tabletop, he said in a voice loud enough to encompass the room, “Indigo Billy has arrived.”
An additional four heads turned to him. The closest was the pong player with her back to
him. He saw now that it was a young woman, medium height, and no more than twenty. She was
pale of skin and her bob-cut black hair was a sharp contrast. He noted, absently, that her breasts,
a fair bit of them exposed by the plunging blue pullover, seemed a bit too large for her frame and
decided that she’d had them enhanced. Not that he cared one way or the other. Within fifteen
seconds all five people had approached him and hands were being stuck out for shaking.
First to reach Billy was the female pong player.
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“Hi,” she said, her voice was soft as though intended for Billy alone. “I’m Ashley, we’ve
been expecting you. I have to say, you were worth the wait. You are one pretty man. I can’t wait
to throw you down on a bed.”
Billy had to give an inward smile, none of it reaching his face. He’d heard some fairly
bold come-ons while working aboard the Queen, as well as during his time at the academy, but
very few had matched Ashley’s for pure sultriness. She took a partial step back, not releasing his
hand, and sent her gaze straight to his crotch.
“I think I’m going to like working with you,” she added, finally returning her eyes to
Billy’s face.
“Yeah, yeah, Ashley. We get it. You’re hotter than a freshly fucked fox in a forest fire.
We’ll see what Angela thinks of your idea.” The interruption was by the pudgy guy she’d been
playing pong with. “Hi,” he said, turning his attention to Billy and disengaging Ashley’s hand so
he could take it. Billy saw short-lived looks of disapproval on a couple of other faces, whether
they should be attached to Ashley’s behavior or the pudgy man’s crudity was unclear. “I’m
Padraig. Harrington. Anomalies. Don’t mind Ashley, here. She never delivers on her promises.
All blowhard, no blow. Anyway, welcome to Group Three. That’s what they call the Speculative
Physics Department. Which is who we are. When we heard you were going to join us, we
researched you. You’ve had a pretty interesting life. We’ve all read your various papers, topnotch stuff, most of it. Some is crap, but then we all do a fair amount of crap. That’s why they
call it ‘speculative.’ So, anyway,” Padraig handed Billy’s hand off to another woman, “this is
Dewi.”
“Schreefl,” the woman said, her voice soft in a different way than Ashley’s. Then,
thinking she was seeing a bit of confusion on Billy’s face, she added, “my last name. Schreefl.
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Just call me Dewi. I do mostly sub-quantum stuff. A little removed from what I’ve read of your
work, but I think we should compare notes at some point. Welcome.”
With that Dewi, a nondescript woman of middle height, poorly accentuated curves, pale
brown hair, and wearing earth-tone pants and sweater than did her no favors at all, dropped
Billy’s hand and stepped back slightly. Billy assessed her immediately: introverted, brilliant in
her area or she wouldn’t be in the room, probably close to a basket case in large, social
gatherings. No doubt her shyness was why Padraig had put her hand into Billy’s…on her own
she likely would never have introduced herself, at all.
Padraig turned towards Dewi and said very softly, “Good job.”
That left two people, a man and a woman, standing together and slightly apart from the
rest. Billy turned to his left and extended his hand to the two that were making no effort to step
forward.
“Indigo Billy, pleased to meet you.” It was a second or two before the man, in his early
twenties and quite well-dressed compared to the first three, put out his own hand. His pants were
charcoal grey and had vertical creases like they’d been pressed. Over that he wore a pale blue
button front shirt with a fashionably short standup collar. The collar was open. With his darkbrown hair cut short, he looked like might have just come out of the military…or was trying to
look like had.
“Ivan van Koeverden, tunneling,” he said, taking Billy’s hand in a weak grip for a
moment before handing it back.
Billy guessed he meant dimensional tunneling as opposed to the kind through dirt and
rock. It was generally accepted that some species evaded the light-speed limit by slipping
between, or along, or through, some of the other nine tightly curled dimensions of realspace. The
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how of that was hotly debated within the small community of those investigating it. So far as
Billy knew, and he’d done some reading out of general curiosity, no theories involving practical
solutions had been put forward as yet. That particular lack didn’t stop EDARPA from paying
smart people to continue to think about it.
The final person of the five was a redhead, strong of nose with plenty of freckles and
green eyes. She, too, was most likely mid-twenties. Her attire was conservative comfortable,
rather than flamboyant or reclusive like the others. She wore simple blue-jeans showing a
modicum of wear topped with a short-sleeved white pullover tee-shirt. Over that she had on a
burgundy vest inlaid with a subtle floral pattern using dark yellow thread. She came across as
kempt without screaming ‘look at me!”
The young woman did not extend her hand, instead keeping them joined at the fingers in
front of her, but she spoke in a friendly tone. “Hello, I’m Myrim Alhoua.”
Billy didn’t press for a handshake. “Pleased to meet you, Myrim. As you know, I’m
Indigo Billy.” Billy turned to take in the others and said, “I prefer to simply be called ‘Billy.’ I
haven’t been given much to go on about what it is I’m supposed to be doing here. I’m hoping I
can get a bit of guidance from you folks?”
Padraid spoke before anyone else had a chance. “That’s the way Vogtschaller does it.
Throws you in the deep end, then waits to see if you start gasping or do the breast stroke.”
Turning his gaze to Ashley he said, “Some of us are better at that last part than others.” His eyes
did a quick dance across her prominent cleavage.
“Give it a rest,” Myrim said, clearly talking to Padraig. Myrim then turned to Billy, “The
way it works is…figure out what you want to work on, what you need in the way of resources
that you’ve not previously had, and what you think you could accomplish if you did have the
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resources. You’ve been doing a lot of research into synthesized gravity fields. If that’s what you
want to work on, then write up a paper detailing what you think you can accomplish that would,
preferably, be helpful to the war effort, and how you might reach your goal. Be very clear on
your end result and what the practical applications could be. The Professor is more interested in
results than he is in methods.”
When Billy began speaking to Myrim Padraig made a light touch on Ashley’s shoulder
and indicated by hand-sign that they should go back to their game. Ashley turned and made for
her paddle.
When Billy saw that he gave a tilt of his head to indicate the pong table. “So, how does
that fit in?”
“Results oriented. You could play pong all day, every day, and The Professor wouldn’t
care. Provided you came up with useful results in a meaningful time frame.”
“Who decides what is a meaningful timeframe,” Billy asked.
“The Professor, of course. No one else has any authority to speak of,” Myrim said.
“Good to know,” Billy answered.
“C’mon,” Myrin tugged lightly at Billy’s sleeve, “I’ll help you get set up at your
datascreen. Show you how to log on and such.”
While the others drifted away, Myrim and Billy walked over to the row of desks along
the wall. Most had flimsies either stacked or scattered on their surface. One had so many stacks
of flimsies on it that it was clearly being used as someone’s storage space. The second from the
far end was empty but for a keyboard sitting forlornly at the base of the datascreen. The chair
was some dark wood and was lacking any sort of cushion. Myrim was about to touch the front of
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the datascreen to turn it on when a chime sounded from several places in the room
simultaneously. As one, the datascreens lit and began scrolling a text bar across the top.
The war with the geshannti has taken an ominous turn. Chandler News Network has just learned by ansible link
that there have been attacks on several military installations in the Uluru system. This is the first time that the
geshannti have struck outside of the Silex Cluster. This live report, coming from our contact in the Uluru system
says that, as yet, there have been no strikes against the planet. Even so, there have been reports of panic buying
of food stocks and ammunition. Radio broadcasts coming from the combat zone makes it clear that the death toll
will be in the hundreds, possibly the thousands if the orbital stations have been completely destroyed. Stay tuned
to this CNN feed for the latest information on the geshannti attack in the Uluru system.
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17
January 19, 2299

The first colonization ship to be sent out under the auspices of the United Earth’s space
development program was named Asimov. It lifted off from a facility on the island of
Dominicana, the name given to the combined countries of Dominican Republic and Haiti when
they finally got around to creating a single nation on their one small island.
Asimov, using a very early Space-Time Expansion Drive, required four months to reach
its goal. That same twenty-nine light-year trip was now made in two days. Conditions were
favorable for the colonists, at first. The plant and animal life weren’t beyond their abilities to
cope with. Even the largest predators fell before large caliber rifles and small vehicle-mounted
lasers. What very nearly did do in the colony was the lack of specific nutrients in the planet’s
biosphere. Once the doctors determined that they were dealing with multiple vitamin and mineral
deficiency ailments, and the necessary supplements were acquired by way of a desperate race to
Earth and back, the colony began to flourish.
Two hundred years later Asimov, the planet, was the third largest colony world. In
addition to modern, well-planned cities that rivaled anything on Earth, it supported a fastgrowing population of eighty-one million. There were an estimated additional three million
people that lived within orbital habitats, mining colonies, and in intra-system ships that mined
the asteroids and comets for raw materials. The greatest concentration of the enormous wealth
being created in the Asimov system was in the hands of Sy Conglomerate Holdings, Inc. Begun
as a single-family, one-ship mining interest that lived almost entirely within the asteroid belt
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between the fifth and sixth planets, the Sys had prospered immensely when they’d stumbled
upon several very large asteroids that were exceedingly high in trans-Uranium metals. Following
a series of most unfortunate accidents to several other large mining interests, the Sy family rose
to clear ascendancy within the Asimov system. Three generations later the Sy family had mining
operations in every human-settled system, as well as owning a wide range of non-mining related
corporations; diversification had been good to the Sy empire.
Sy Conglomerate Holdings, Inc., the parent corporation to which all Sy holdings
answered, was still headquartered in the Asimov system. Fifty-five years ago the family had
relocated the headquarters to a hollowed-out asteroid to which numerous additions had been
made. Many of those additions were armaments.
Entering the office of Tyrell Sy seemed easy enough, a short walk down a hallway and
there you are. In reality, from the moment you enter the hallway you are being scanned in
multiple ways. Your ID badge, either corporate or Visitor, has seven different unique qualities
verified. Beyond that there are retinal scans, facial recognition, and three additional biological
specifics that need to match the records on file. You are also scanned for metals, chemicals, and
biological agents known to be harmful. Those nine steps down the hallway will still only get you
to the outer office doors.
Tyrell’s, and therefore the corporation’s, accountant had managed to train himself not to
think about the several ways he would die should the computers inspecting him take offense. If,
on this particular day, his luck went very badly, he would cease to be alive between one step and
the next. And if it continued to go badly during that short interval between steps, he might
actually feel the arrival of his death. But today wasn’t the day and he swung the outer doors open
as he had many hundreds of times.
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The office, much like the passenger quarters aboard the unlucky Lucky Strike, was
nothing less that opulent. Exquisitely crafted hardwoods imported from light-years distant
dominated the room. The desk, chairs, walls (up to the wainscoting), and the crown molding that
emphasized the vaulted and coffered ceiling, all matched. Offsetting that, a dazzling white
marble-tiled floor supported a sofa that Tyrell would proudly declare to be seven hundred years
old, with matching over-stuffed chairs. On a sideboard stood a vase that had been made during
the Ming dynasty back on old Earth. Off to one side, in a place of solo honor, was an enormous
statue of a nude male. Tyrell didn’t particularly care for it, but he’d been told it was one of the
most priceless pieces of artwork in the known galaxy, and so he had to have it. The statue even
had a name, David. Personally, Tyrell couldn’t understand why someone would name a statue; it
wasn’t like a ship, or a building, which deserved names. The office of Tyrell Sy was, overall,
opulent to the point of being obnoxious.
“Yusra,” Tyrell said as the man entered his office, “I hope you’ve brought me good
news.”
Yusra, six feet and two inches tall, heavily muscled from hours spent working out every
week, looked as much like an accountant, as he was listed on the corporate ledgers, as does a
sumo wrestler look like a ballerina. Initially, Tyrell had forbade the accountant to carry a weapon
when visiting the boss’s office, until it was pointed out that the ex-special forces operative could
kill him just as easily with his hands. Changes were made to the programming that looked down
upon the hallway and now Yusra went armed everywhere.
“I started the morning with all good news, sir. But, after some digging, I managed to find
some bad just to screw with your day.”
“I can always count on you,” Tyrell said, playing out his part in the almost daily charade.
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“Yes, sir. Quarterly numbers are looking good. Gross margins are up a solid percent and
a half. Adjusted expenses are down a quarter of a percent. We’ve completed the absorption of the
Sisters of Saint Mary mining group in the Freehold system and profits have begun a turn around
to the positive. Healthcare overall is up two and quarter with pharmaceuticals leading the gain at
three and three quarters. Defense contracts were flat this past quarter but we expect that to jump
sharply now that the geshannti have struck outside of the Silex Cluster. An appropriations bill to
add fifteen percent to the fleet, mainly in mid to heavy-weight cruisers, has cleared both
branches and needs only be approved by the Chancellor. That approval is a foregone conclusion
as the Chancellor has spoken in favor of the bill on many occasions.”
Tyrell Sy, born Tyrell Kjelgarrd, had legally taken the Sy name when he’d married Olivia
Sy thirty-one years earlier. Changing one’s name to Sy was a requirement included in every
marriage contract for anyone, male or female, that married into the Sy family. Starting as a junior
member of an acquisitions group, Tyrell had quickly shown the intelligence and drive that had
allowed him to complete his Ph.D. in economics a year sooner than expected. He rose through
the corporate ranks quickly, based almost entirely on his performance, and only a little on his
ability to maneuver within the social machine built by the toadies and yes-men. Taller by an inch
than Yusra, and slender, Tyrell still looked like a fit forty-five rather than nearly sixty. He’d had
a difficult six months following the death of Olivia by assassination, a common hazard to anyone
with Sy for a last name, but bounced back after marrying Olivia’s nine-year younger sister,
Tamril.
“Well, that all sounds like it’s the good news,” Tyrell said. “I suppose now comes the bad
news…and I don’t want to hear anything more about Checca’s bastard kid.”
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“It’s about Francesca’s blue, bastard child, sir,” Yusra said, not missing a beat. “He has
come to the attention of one of our defense analysts. It seems he has graduated from the academy
he was attending two-years sooner than anticipated, and with honors. Rumors have it that he was
visited there by Professor Vogtschaller. In any event, he has now taken a position as a theoretical
physicist with the Chandler’s Stop arm of EDARPA. “
Parts of the Sy empire did work for the various planetary EDARPA arms, mostly in the
form of developing black projects. The objective was always to develop hardware based on
concepts developed by the quasi-public science groups; having Indigo Billy in a position to gain,
even if just by a little, access to anything involving the Sy family was simply not acceptable to
Tyrell. Even though there was absolutely zero information about the circumstances under which
the Lucky Strike was lost, Tyrell laid the blame for the loss of his daughter squarely on Billy;
were it not for Checca’s pregnancy she would not have been on the family yacht at all. That
made it Billy’s fault, period. And, of course, Billy’s father, but he had died many years ago in a
freak accident on a distant moon.
“I think that is putting him just a little too close to the family,” Tyrell said after long
seconds of silence.
“Sir?”
“I think it’s time we take the bastard off the board,” Tyrell said.
“Yes, sir,” Yusra replied. “Are we sending a message, sir?”
Tyrell took several more seconds to consider that before saying, “I can’t think of anyone I
need to send a message to at the moment. An accident is best.”
“Yes sir.”
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The matter was dropped as they moved onto other, more mundane business, and a short
time later Yusra walked back down the hallway to his own office. He had calls to make and
events to set into motion.

Ѯ
Two weeks into the work at EDARPA and Billy was beginning to feel comfortable with
his role. It was always interesting to see whether Ashley or Angela showed up for work on any
given day. It turned out that the two were the same person physically, but couldn’t be less alike
in personality. It had taken a bit of explaining on the part of Padraig (colorful and bawdy), with
help from Myrim (empathetic and motherly), to get a grasp on Ashley/Angela. Angela, shy and
nearly as introverted as Dewi, had had a tough early childhood. An abusive father had done
permanent psychological harm to the girl, which was compounded when her mother had killed
her husband one evening at the dinner table. Angela had created the Ashley persona to help her
deal with a life that knew very little in the way of love or tenderness.
None of which was the least interesting to Billy. The galaxy could be tough, get over it.
What he did find interesting was the way Angela/Ashley’s mind worked. Some days, when
Ashley came to work, she would do little but play pong with anyone willing, or she’d call up
games on her datascreen and while the day away. But, occasionally she would go to the chalk
wall or the white boards and begin scribbling long and incredibly complex equations. When that
happened, most often, everyone in the room would stop what they were doing and watch Ashley.
Billy couldn’t make much sense of the equations…either they were pure gibberish, or she was
using a symbology of her own creation. Billy noticed Padraig would often look up at the cameras
mounted in the corners, presumably to confirm the light was on and Ashley’s work was being
recorded. After working for an hour or more, she would sometimes walk away from the work
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and then stand staring at it while bouncing a pong ball on the table with the paddle. Invariably,
Angela would show up the next morning. After studying the equation that Ashley had written she
would erase nearly all of it, typically saving no more than a string of twenty or fewer characters.
From that Angela would begin rebuilding the mass of mathematical gibberish. By noon she’d be
done and would walk out. Whether it would be Ashley or Angela that arrived the following day
seemed to be a toss-up.
“What’s she working on?” Billy asked Padraig one day while watching Ashley put marks
on a white board as fast she could.
“She’s working out how to capture and burn dark matter as an energy source. Since dark
matter is neutral to just about everything, especially magnetism, Ashley is trying to determine
what is the polar opposite of magnetic neutral. If she can do that, then she can contain and
compress it to the point of quantum ignition.”
“You can’t do that,” slipped out of Billy’s mouth unbidden.
“Nope. I can’t. And neither can you. But there’s a chance that she can,” Padraig said
pointing at Ashley.
“Can you follow her equations?” Billy asked several seconds later.
“Not much of it. But Dewi gets most of it. Occasionally either Ashley or Angela will
consult with Dewi. Those sometimes go way late. Sometimes the two are still her in the morning.
When that happens, people bring them food and drinks.”
“What people would that be?”
“Those that watch us,” Padraig said, pointing now at a camera.
“They’re watching all the time?”
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Padraig’s voice was slightly condescending, as though speaking to a simpleton. “Every
word, every gesture, every equation, everything you put on your datascreen. If you ever want to
refer back to something you said, or heard, or worked on, or someone else is working on, but
can’t find it on your own, or can’t remember it fully, just tell one of the cameras what you want.
It’ll show up on your datascreen once they locate your reference.”
After a long moment, Billy looked directly at a camera. “I’m pretty sure I don’t like that.”
“Like it or don’t, they don’t care. What they care about is results.”
“Are they watching me at home, too?” Billy asked.
“Probably, though Vogtschaller has never admitted it openly. You can be sure your
personal datascreen is tapped.”
That was the afternoon when Billy first began spending some of his hours at the pong
table.
At first, Billy found the tap/slap of the pong paddles and ball when he was trying to work
annoying. It would break his concentration when trying to work his way through a particularly
recalcitrant problem. He came close to lashing out on several occasions but held his tongue.
Soon enough he learned to not just ignore it, but to allow it to seep into him…a metronome
tapping out the beat of a normal day. Everyone, at some point, put in their time at the table.
Without that release, Billy thought, at some other point there might be violence in the room.
Pong was better than violence.
Not wanting anyone to know that he’d solved the hardware issues involved with realigning synthetic planar-gravity fields almost four years ago, Billy worked to establish the
background math for it; a trail that would lead him back to what he already knew. If he simply
popped out the solution, it might be too tempting for someone to associate Billy with the final
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log entries from the doomed Queen. The memory of that disaster was still too fresh, frequently
acknowledged by the new media on each anniversary. Better to take some time, have an
epiphany or two, and unveil his revelation in six months. In the meantime, he could also be
working on the projected-gravity field. That was where the weapon portion of his discovery lay.

March 9, 2299

Billy sat alone on a nearly deserted public transit bus, the darkness deepening outside the
windows. It was well into autumn and the air was cool outside, clouds obscured the skies but
weren’t releasing any rain just yet. The trees that lined the boulevards had either shed their
leaves or were in the process of it. Autumn on Chandler’s Stop had none of the glorious beauty
of Earth’s deciduous forests; the leaves here simply turned brown, dried up, and blew with the
wind. The hum and whine of the electric motors mounted to each of the bus’s axles was a
constant low-grade irritant in his ears. Billy was fussing with a lengthy equation displayed on his
datascreen. He’d been at it for three days. He’d come to a sticking point on how to merge the two
coherent planar-gravity projections. He felt sure that this was the key. By getting the merge to
occur at just the right angle, with the wave crests precisely mis-aligned, it would produce the
field effect that he was seeking. If he could make it work he’d be able to create a planer-gravity
field of any desired strength, within limits, anywhere within about a two hundred thousand mile
radius. A soft chime sounded and a tiny light blinked twice in the center of his datascreen, a
reminder that the bus was approaching his stop. Having twice before been too engrossed to
notice the bus had reached his stop, he’d been left with a lengthy walk home from the end of the
transit line. He could have called for a ground or air-taxi; certainly he had the credits for it. Still,
in the end he thought he’d enjoyed the walk more than he would have enjoyed being home on
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time. What was waiting there for him other than a fast-pac meal? Of course, he’d have had more
time to enjoy the view from the balcony, but it was there for him when he did make it back.
As he stepped from the bus to the curb he noted absently that another rider had also
exited, this one from the far end. Not unusual, in itself…just one more commuter coming home
near dark, tired, and empty-handed. As he walked away from the stop, away from the light of the
overhead, he thought about the other man. He was a regular, but a recent regular. Billy recalled
seeing him a half-dozen or more times. A middle-class, middle-aged guy, dressed plainly,
usually dark-colored clothes, a broad-brimmed hat, a rain jacket when needed, always emptyhanded. That particular recollection suddenly brought up the hairs on Billy’s neck. He was
always empty-handed…never a datascreen, or a news-flimsie, or groceries. Even Billy
sometimes had to stop for groceries. No groceries, ever, might mean this stop wasn’t intended to
lead the man home. So, where was it leading him?
He hadn’t followed Billy. Where Billy had turned right upon exiting the bus, walking
with the tailor shop, the printer, and the bridal gown maker’s store on his left, the man had
proceeded straightaway from the bus. Another thought crossed Billy’s mind, this wasn’t Billy’s
usual bus ride home. He was one bus cycle later than usual. On other occasions the man that
didn’t quite fit had been on the earlier rides, or not, as was Billy. So…on multiple occasions, on
two different cycles of the bus, the same man. Might be a coincidence…lots of people worked
late now and then.
As Billy made the end of the block, back under the corner overhead light, he saw a man
coming towards him from the left. Billy took only the quickest glance, as anyone will that
catches a motion in the corner of their eye. The man was halfway up the block and approaching
at a normal pace. The coat was different and he was wearing a billed cap. Keeping his own pace
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steady Billy studied the image in his mind. The man was breathing hard though he was doing his
best to hide it. The jacket was a totally different color, but the same hip-length cut. The same
coat turned inside out? And if the man had begun running as soon as Billy was out of sight at the
stop, he could have made it to where he was now, breathing hard. The shoes. The shoes and the
pants were the same. It was the same man, and now he was very close, only forty feet behind
Billy, having made a left turn at the corner.
Billy listened hard during the remaining two blocks to his apartment building, but the
man made no effort to close the distance. If his intent was to hurt Billy on the street, out in the
open, he could have easily done it. So…no bullet in the back of the head, but maybe something
else? Just as Billy made the front door to his building he heard the man call out. “Hold the door,
please.”
Turning partway around, holding the door open with his right hand, Billy watched the
man quick-step to catch up.
“Hi, I’m Michalea. I just recently moved in. Haven’t really had a chance to meet
anyone,” he said, holding out his hand.
Propping the door with his foot Billy shook the man’s hand.
“Billy,” Billy said.
Michalea cocked his head to one side, “You okay? You’ve got odd skin coloring. Body
tattoo?”
“I’m fine. The color is a long story. Not contagious. Welcome to the building,” Billy said,
playing along with whatever this drama was about. Billy then listened to small talk as they
walked to the elevator together. It wasn’t much of a surprise to Billy that the security cameras
mounted in the entryway were lacking in the small red light that indicated an active state.
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“Nineteen, for me,” Michalea said as the door slid shut. Two floor higher than Billy.
Michalea was an insurance agent, worked in an office with a headset on all day. Didn’t
even get to go out and meet people to sell insurance the old-fashioned way. The droning went on
as the elevator rose and chimed repeatedly, announcing which floor it was they were passing by.
At the twelfth floor the elevator stopped. A pleasant female spoke to them from a circular grill on
the wall.
“I’m sorry, this elevator is experiencing a technical problem. This elevator will be held
at this floor pending the arrival of a service technician. Please exit the elevator. We’re sorry for
any inconvenience this may cause.” The door slid open.
Michalea spoke up, “Well, hell, I guess we walk from here.” To Billy’s ear he sounded
just the tiniest bit too blithe. Wouldn’t most people offer up some irritation, question what it may
be about. “At least you’ve got two flights fewer to hike up than I do.”
The chatter continued as they walked the stairs up. It was at the top step for Billy’s floor
that Michalea made his move. As they came even with the topmost step, Michalea on Billy’s left,
the stranger’s left arm lashed up and back, intending to catch Billy across the chest and send him
backwards down the steps. Billy wasn’t there. The arm whisked over Billy head, the momentum
spinning Michalea to his left. Jabbing up hard, Billy punched Michalea in the testicles. As
expected, the man doubled over, a reflex no one could avoid. Making a quick step to the landing,
batting away the hand that reached for him, Billy used his foot against Michaela’s shoulder to
launch him down the stairs. It was Michalea, and not Billy, that took the hard ride down the
fourteen steps to the landing. Of course, the force of Billy’s foot sent Michaela over the first six
steps. It’s not known whether the would-be killer appreciated that he only connected with eight
of the concrete steps.
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A quick check of the hallway cameras confirmed that they, too, were dark and not
functioning. Not surprising. Michaela wouldn’t have wanted anyone to have evidence that he’d
been anywhere near Billy when he’d taken that accidental tumble down the stairs. In fact, on
considering the circumstances, Billy would have bet credits that the cameras on the streets, and
the camera over the apartment building entry door, were also out. Well, that helped Billy, too.
Taking his time down the stairs Billy picked up the unconscious man and put him over
his shoulder. Watching for any indication that he might be seen, and satisfied that he hadn’t
been, Billy carried Michaela into his apartment. Wadding up a handkerchief he stuffed into
Michaela’s mouth and pinned it there with a tied cloth. By this time Michaela’s eyes were
starting to flutter. Billy kicked the assassin hard in the ribs to keep him occupied while Billy
retrieved some rope used to hang planters on his balcony. The planters grew bell and jalapeno
peppers, two favorites of Billy’s.
Once he had Michaela secured to the legs of the sofa Billy dribbled some water on the
man’s face. When it seemed he was conscious enough to follow what was being said Billy talked
to him.
”Michaela, you failed. And now things are going to go badly for you. I don’t know you,
and this wasn’t a robbery, so that means someone sent you to kill me. And, since I was supposed
to go down the stairs, whoever hired you wanted it to look like an accident. That makes me think
it’s personal, and not just some expedience. So, what’s going to happen is, I’m going to turn on
the infotainment screen, put on some music good and loud, and then I’m going to start hurting
you. I know that you’re probably going to feel some ethical requirement to not tell me the name
of the person that hired you. I understand and respect that. Honor among thieves, and all that. Or,
maybe you currently fear them more than you do me. That’s fine. But, I want to know who it was
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and so I’m going to continue to hurt you until you have a change of heart. Now I’m going to
leave the gag in for now. I expect you to hold out for a while. When it seems to me like you’re
ready with the name, I’ll take the gag out and let you answer. Are you following?”
Michaela’s look was defiant. He was a professional and had no intention of comprising
his employer.
“Oh, one more thing. If you come around to my way of thinking soon enough, I’ll
consider getting you to a doctor,” Billy lied. “The blood at your ears tells me you already have
some serious injuries. Add to that what I’ll be doing to you, and you’ll definitely be needing one
soon. First the music.”
The enthusiasm that Michaela put into his muffled screaming, as Billy rocked his full
body weight back and forth on the elbow joint, convinced Billy that he’d chosen well his method
for getting the name he wanted. The torture went on for eighteen minutes, near the end of that
Billy had moved to the other elbow. When Billy finally took out the gag he congratulated
Michaela on his fortitude for holding out for so long. Having heard the name, Billy then kicked
Michaela in the temple. After untying the unconscious man Billy again heaved the limp body
onto his shoulder, and after checking the hallway, he walked to the stairwell. Moving carefully
Billy walked down the two flights to the sixteenth floor landing. There he stopped, set his
balance, and unceremoniously tossed Michaela down the next set of stairs. By the time
Michaela’s ragdoll body stopped rolling and bouncing Billy was already headed back to his
apartment. On the way, he wiped away any fingerprints that may have been on the handrails.
It was an hour and a half before the police knocked on Billy’s door.
“Good evening, Officer…Feldman” Billy said, getting the name from a tag. He didn’t
invite the officer in but did swing the door fully open so the officer could peer inside.
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The middle-aged policewoman, stocky and looking a bit disheveled, did an obvious
double-take upon seeing Billy. She glanced down at the flimsie she was holding up, then smiled.
“Sorry, I didn’t associate the name. I’ve heard of you, of course. Good evening, Mr.
Indigo. I have a few questions to ask if you don’t mind.”
“Is something wrong?” Billy asked.
“Well, yes, there is. A man was found dead in the stairwell just down the way,” she said,
pointing.
“Oh my, that’s terrible. An accident? Just out here?” Billy asked, extending his head a
little to look down the hallway. “I hope it wasn’t one of my neighbors.”
“Ah, no. In fact, it wasn’t a resident of this building, at all.”
“Oh. Someone visiting,” Billy said, making it seem like an obvious conclusion.
“It’s not clear what he was doing in the building. May I ask what time you came home
today?”
“Probably right around seven-fifteen. I don’t recall to the minute. But I took the later bus
from work and that gets me home right around seven-fifteen if I don’t make any stops. You
know, like for groceries, or something,” Billy said.
“And where do you work, Mr. Indigo?”
“Well, I don’t see how that can be relevant, but I’m a junior physics researcher at
EDARPA. I work for the government,” Billy added the last, thinking it likely that most people
would.
“Were the elevators working properly when you arrived home, sir?” the officer asked
next.
“Yes, of course they were.”
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Officer Feldman made a notation on her flimsie.
“The security cameras can give you exact times, if that would help,” Billy said.
“Normally, yes. However, there seems to have been a problem with the cameras in this
area. Did you happen to notice anything odd or unusual on your trip home? Or anything that
seemed out of place here in the building?”
Billy knit his brows slightly, “No, I don’t recall anything. Just another night. I usually get
home about an hour earlier, but I worked a little late. Not uncommon.”
“Any reason to think that someone, uhm, unsavory, might have taken an interest in your
work?”
“What…why? Oh, you mean because my work is classified. No, I can’t imagine. As I
said, I’m a junior researcher. Not even eighteen, yet. There are a great many people that know a
great deal more about my field than I do. Which is planar-gravity, by the way. So, unless
someone is planning to steal the secret to synthetic gravity fields, I can’t imagine why they’d be
interested in me. And anyway, at my level of work, pretty much everything I know is already in
the public domain. I’ve just begun my research, only been there a couple months.” Billy made it
clear he thought it ludicrous that anyone would take an interest in him.
“Anyone not associated with work angry with you. Ex-girlfriend, ex-boyfriend, or maybe
and ex of theirs?”
“No. Again, I can’t imagine. I don’t have much of a social life. I’ve maybe been on two
or three dates in the past year, none went beyond one date. I don’t get out much. My work is all I
need.”
Officer Feldman looked at the flimsie again, seemed at a loss for any further questions.
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“Thank you, Mr. Indigo. I think that’ll do it. If we have any other questions we’ll contact
you. Have a good evening.”
“You too, Officer. Good luck.”
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18
March 10, 2299

Professor Vogtschaller was in his office by five-fifteen the next morning. Two buildings
over and twenty-six floors above the room where Group Three worked, he could look out the
windows of his corner office and survey most of his domain. Most days the early morning sun
illuminated a smiling man that felt good about the coming day. Not today. Today, the already
low clouds threatened to descend below his windows and obscure everything, leaving him in a
grey universe that had neither beginning nor boundaries. It matched his mood.
A ten-thirty p.m. the night before, a call from a local police lieutenant alerted the
Professor of the death in the building where Indigo Billy lived. The Professor and the Lieutenant
had a mutually beneficial relationship going. The Professor would receive a heads-up when
anything that might remotely impact EDARPA came across the Lieutenant’s desk, in exchange
for that information the Professor had, on a few occasions, been able to relay information that
turned out to be crucial in solving a difficult case. In this instance, the information going to the
Professor was about a certain shady individual that had turned up dead in the building where one
of EDARPA’s employees lived. The Professor had made two calls immediately upon
disconnecting from the Lieutenant, gave curt instructions in each case, and then went back to
bed.
At six-oh-five the Professor’s private secretary, Gene Chey, walked into his office
without knocking. Chey, in a charcoal business suit fashionable for this year, carried a thin folder
with no more than a half-dozen flimsies in it.
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Professor Vogtschaller looked up. “What do we know, Gene?”
“The dead man is a contract worker, one Dervan Radoslav. Ex-military, special services
out of Ruska. Has a long string of suspected involvements where people died, no convictions. No
obvious legitimate employment, no permanent address on file anywhere. We ansibled the Ruska
arm of EDARPA and had the file they kept on this guy sent over. Not someone to want for a sonin-law,” Gene said, not needing to look at the flimsies he laid on the Professor’s desk.
“Good thing I don’t have any daughters. Who’s he connected with most often?”
Vogtschaller asked.
“Most often, when he’s doing wet-work, it’s for one of the cartels. They use him where
they want an air-gap so it can’t be traced back. However, and this surprised me, until I thought
about it a little more, he has done work in the past for Sy Conglomerate Holdings, Inc.”
A dark scowl crossed the professor’s face. “That was going to be my very first guess. I
think we should assume that, for whatever reason, Tyrell Sy has suddenly decided that he doesn’t
want his daughter’s dark-blue bastard upright and kicking. Anything else I should know?”
“Indeed, there is. We contacted the local ME and were able to convince him that we were
a better place for Mr. Radoslav’s body to land. Dr. Petard worked overnight and did an autopsy. I
guessed you’d want it as soon as possible. What Dr. Petard found was interesting. It seems that
not all of Mr. Radoslav’s injuries were consistent with a fall down a single flight of concrete
steps. Both elbows showed signs of crushing injuries, there was an unexplained bruise on his
right rib cage and another on his right temple. There were also trace amounts of shoe polish in
both locations. Blood and fibers on the stairwell show that Mr. Radoslav fell down two different
flights of stairs, and that those two flights were separated by two other flights. Either Mr.
Radoslav was very determined to throw himself down those stairs, or someone helped him,
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twice. Of course, there’s no physical evidence to even suggest that anyone with dark-blue skin
was in any way involved.”
Professor Vogtschaller was quiet for several seconds. “Video footage?”
“Zero. It seems that there was a failure for several blocks around the apartment building,
and also in that apartment building, at about the time Mr. Radoslav died. Also, there is a report of
an elevator malfunction. The elevator that Mr. Indigo would most likely have used had a
mechanical failure, causing it to stall at the twelfth floor. Anyone, or any two someones, that
might have been on the elevator at that time, would have been forced to walk up those very stairs
in order to reach any apartments above. As in the seventeenth floor, just as a ‘for example.’
The Professor flipped open the folder that Gene had delivered and looked at each sheet
briefly. There were photos of the body, a mug shot of the deceased, the stairs with arrows
identifying something of interest, and a two page summary of the autopsy. Vogtschaller sat back
in his chair, cradling his coffee mug. After a few seconds, Chey sat down to wait while the boss
worked through what he wanted next.
“I need to warm this up,” the Professor said, holding up his cup and sliding his chair back
to stand up. Chey also stood. As the two passed through the open double doors on the way to the
coffee machine, the Professor said, “Call down and have my ship prepared. We’ll be leaving
tomorrow for the Asimov system. Also, call over to the base. I want to meet with the Admiral. If
he has time, I’ll drive over immediately. I’ll probably need most of hour of his time.”
Gene Chey walked past the coffee-maker, heading to his own office down the hall.

March 17, 2299
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Looking on a flat star chart it would seem that the Chandler’s Stop system and the
Asimov system weren’t terribly far apart. In fact, using Sol system as a reference point, the two
systems were one hundred and thirty degrees of azimuth apart. The trip for Professor
Vogtschaller was six days, and that with the very latest FTL drive available. The Professor
fumed most of the way.
In the Asimov system, in his office in the corporate asteroid, Tyrell Sy was well into a
normal workday. He’d just finished a working lunch in his office, the tray and dishes having
been removed, and was sipping tea from a porcelain cup. The current purchase price of that cup
would equal the monthly operating budget of some orbital platforms. On this day Tyrell Sy was
wearing his favorite dark-blue pin-striped suit, it had not ever occurred to Tyrell Sy that it came
close to matching the color of Indigo Billy’s skin. A psychiatrist would have had a field day with
the matching yellow tie.
From the door area a single musical note sounded a request for admittance.
Glancing at a window that had popped up in his datascreen Tyrell saw that it was Yusra.
Odd for him to show up unexpectedly, Tyrell thought.
“Enter,” Tyrell said softly, his voice unlocking the doors. As Yusra walked in Tyrell sat
back in his chair, his hands going to the armrests, unconsciously bracing himself for bad news.
“Something is going on in local space that doesn’t look right. It could be a developing
threat,” Yusra said without preamble.
“Not right how?” Tyrell asked.
Walking around to stand next to the seated Tyrell, Yusra turned the datascreen slightly
and began typing and clicking on icons. A spreadsheet that was unfamiliar to Tyrell came up.
There were numbers in the fourth column from the left that were red and blinking. While he
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looked at the spreadsheet, waiting for Yusra to explain, another number in the same column
turned to red and began blinking with the others.
Pointing at the blinking numbers, Yusra said, “These indicate perimeter sensors, out to
about two hundred thousand miles. They monitor infra-red, motion, gravitic anomalies, and
more. At the moment we are experiencing a cascade failure of our sensors along a well defined
pipe.”
“Meaning what? What do you mean by pipe?”
“I mean the volume of space that is no longer available to us to monitor. In this case, that
volume is shaped more or less like a pipe.”
“So what is creating this pipe that we can’t see into?”
“Not entirely sure, yet. It seems that these sensors are not being entirely disabled. Rather,
something is causing them to go into diagnostic mode. It’s for that reason we didn’t pick up on it
sooner. The computer that monitors the sensors recognizes the diagnostic mode as normal. We
may not have spotted it at all except that a monitoring program pinged us when more than onepoint-five percent of the system became inactive.”
“Okay, but what does that mean?” Tyrell’s voice took on a hint of impatience.
“Most likely, something is approaching us, a ship, and it’s knocking out the sensors as it
approaches. It’s a kind of stealth tactic. Definitely not a system glitch.” Yusra stepped back from
the desk, paused, then walked around and sat in a visitor chair. “
“Is this a prelude to an attack on us?” Tyrell asked.
“Most likely not. Whatever is coming down that pipe is already well with range of energy
weapons. They could be slicing at us by now, if that was what they wanted.” Yusra touched his
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left ear with the tip of his index finger, a sign of an incoming message. He’d steadfastly refused
to have the permanent comm device installed, insisting that the earbud was fine for him.
“So? What’s this about?”
“No way to know for sure, just yet,” Yusra answered. “I’ve put us on high alert and
brought our weapon systems around to bear on the center of the pipe. At the current rate that the
pipe is expanding towards us, whatever is in the pipe will be here in about a half-hour.”
“Could this be an attack by the geshannti?” Tyrell asked. Yusra could see Tyrell’s eyes
darting around the room as though looking for a hole to dive into.
“Possible. But there’s never been anything like this tactic associated with the geshannti.
Typically, they re-emerge into realspace close enough to begin firing on their target immediately.
This doesn’t fit with their historic tactics. Plus, it would be an enormous leap for them to be able
to get into the operating system of the sensors. If they had that capability they wouldn’t waste
their time attacking us. We’re nothing compared to military or government targets. No, not the
geshannti. I think it’s more likely somebody is coming to call, and this display is meant to send
us a message.”
Tyrell thought that over for several seconds. If it was someone sending a message, that
message was loud and clear…your defenses are useless against us.
“So, what do we do next?” Tyrell asked, his anxiety level rising.
“We’ve started hitting it with radar. Since we’re not getting a return, or at least nothing
that makes sense, I’m assuming our visitor’s ship is physically stealthed.”
“Can’t anyone think of the obvious? Turn a damn optical telescope on it and look at with
your goddamned naked eyeball!” Tyrell nearly shouted
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“We’re doing that, too,” Yusra said, impervious to Tyrell’s mounting frustration.
“Whatever it is is dead flat black. Doesn’t reflect at all. We cans see that there’s a smudge there
when it occults a star, but we can’t resolve any detail. It’s military of some sort. No way around
that.”
“So, what do we do next?” Tyrell repeated.
“Wait a half-hour and see if we should be opening the champagne or the gun ports.” The
look on his boss’s face told Yusra that the dark humor was not appreciated.
Tyrell was about to say something more when Yusra again touched his finger to ear, then
immediately stood and excused himself even as he was walking out. That left Tyrell with no one
to vent to. With deliberate care, he lifted his porcelain cup and finished his tea. Then, with
equally deliberate care he hurled the cup at David, and missed. The cup shattered on the tile floor
two feet short of its target.
The minutes passed with Einsteinian slowness, time dilation having taken over Tyrell’s
office. He called to Yusra multiple times and was told with great patience that everything that
could be done was being done. No, there was nowhere else Tyrell should be, that office was a
safe as anywhere inside the asteroid. Yes, Yusra was personally seeing to every defensive
measure. Twenty-six minutes after Yusra had left Tyrell’s office he returned and resumed his
seat.
Two minutes short of the half-hour mark the datascreen on Tyrell’s desk changed on its
own. Now filling the screen was the face of Professor Jeffery Vogtschaller, Ph.D., EDARPA,
Chandler’s Stop. Tyrell knew the Professor, had met with him on previous occasions involving a
Sy holding doing work for EDARPA. Yusra, though he knew who the Professor was, had not
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met him. Seeing Vogtschaller’s face on a secure comm line, one believed to be unbreachable,
Tyrell was only able to stammer out partial sentences.
“What are you…? How did you…? This is a secure line, you can’t…?”
When it seemed that Tyrell was done stammering the Professor spoke calmly and without
any particular cutting edge to his voice.
“You’ve meddled into my affairs, Mr Sy. Now, we need to have a face to face meeting so
I can explain to you why you’re never going to even attempt that again.”
By this time Yusra had risen and was standing behind Tyrell’s right shoulder. With a
deep breath, Tyrell was able to recompose himself.
“I can’t imagine what you’re talking about. But, since you’re here, I’d be happy to
welcome you to visit me. I can arrange to have a shuttle sent over to your ship…your very
unusual ship.”
Still in a pleasant voice the Professor replied. “There’s not a chance in Hell I’d step foot
on or in your asteroid without a least a company of Marines looking out for me. No, actually,
you’re going to shuttle over to me.”
“Oh, well, I’m afraid I’m much too busy to do that. I could maybe squeeze out ten or
fifteen minutes here in my office for you. I’d hate to think you’d come all this way for nothing,”
Tyrell said, now feeling the part of important CEO again.
“Nope,” Professor Vogtschaller said. “You’re coming here. And here’s why. If you don’t,
I’m going to start slicing off parts of your asteroid until you do.”
Leaning over slightly, Yusra called up an inset window onto the datascreen. The window
showed a flat black spaceship illuminated by powerful lights mounted on the asteroid.
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“Mr. Vogtschaller,” Yusra said, “we’ve studied your ship, and as unique as it is, you
don’t mount nearly enough weaponry to hold out against this asteroid. I don’t see where you’re
in a position to be issuing orders.”
The Professor’s image on the screen turned slightly and made a slight nod to someone
that was behind the camera. On the datascreen window the image of the black ship began to
change. Yusra tapped an icon and the image of the ship filled the screen. From behind the black
ship five smaller black ships began to appear. Each moved out on a heading to form a pentacle
surrounding and protecting the mother ship.
“You’re right, this ship alone probably couldn’t defeat you. Fortunately, I didn’t come
alone. I’ll give you a minute to identify the ship type and decide if you still want to make
threats.”
Although Tyrell had no background with which to be impressed by the precision flying
required to keep the five smaller ships tucked so tightly behind the Professor’s ship, Yusra did
have that experience and was suitably impressed. In a few seconds his earbud told him that the
five smaller ships were modified Assault Scouts; the most heavily armed and armored fighting
ships by tonnage in all of Space Force. They were heavy-weights in welter-weight clothing.
Just as his earbud quieted Vogtschaller reappeared.
“So, probably you know by now that my friends pack a pretty tough punch. Here’s
what’s going to happen. In just a minute this ship is going to carve off a bit of your asteroid. If
you attempt to retaliate, we’re going to carve up the whole damn asteroid, while you’re still in it.
Now, for every minute that I don’t see a shuttle leaving there to come here, we’re going to carve
off a little more. Again, if you shoot back, pretty much everyone on that asteroid is going to die.
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So, beginning ten seconds from now.” Once more they could see the Professor make a slight
head nod to someone off-screen.
Tyrell touched an icon on the datascreen and it went to black.
Yusra touched his earbud and said, “All batteries, weapons tight! Do not engage except
on my express order.”
Thirty seconds later Yusra said to Tyrell, “An energy beam weapon of some sort just
sliced of a chunk of one of our railgun mounts. No injuries. The energy signature is not in our
database. They’ve got something new. It’s magnetically neutral, we can’t deflect it. My guess
would be a high-energy neutron beam.”
“Do we not have such a beam weapon?” Tyrell asked. He’d turned his chair to face
Yusra, hands still gripping the armrests.
“I didn’t think anyone did.”
“Recommendations?”
“If you don’t want to keep getting your asteroid shot up, I’d say it’s time to go visit with
the Professor on his ship.”
Again Tyrell made a grimace at Yusra’s humor.
Touching the same icon still showing on the screen brought the image of the Professor
back.
“All right. I’m coming over there. But I’m bringing my accountant and assistant along.”
“That’s fine. And since I don’t actually see a shuttle yet, you’re about to lose another
little piece,” the Professor said.
Even hurrying it required four minutes for Tyrell and Yusra to reach the nearest shuttle
bay. It was another two minutes for the pilots to work through the pre-launch sequence. Yusra
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gave running updates on what was being cut away by the black ship’s beam weapon. They were
forced to use one of the maintenance shuttles, as it was the closest to Tyrell’s office, and the only
one ready for immediate launch. Under almost any other circumstances Tyrell would have
voiced his considerable disapproval at the conditions he was being forced to endure. It would
never occur to him that the people that worked for him, and used this shuttle on a regular basis,
enduring the penurious conditions every time.
Professor Vogtschaller was already seated at the far end of a small conference table,
nicely appointed but by no means up to Tyrell Sy’s standards. He had a bottled water and a
datascreen off to one side, and a file of flimsies open in front of him. There were still-sealed
bottles of water for his two guests, and there were two armed guards standing behind and to
either side of the Professor.
The Professor did not stand when the two guests, escorted by another pair of guards, were
escorted into the room…a gross breach of protocol. Surprisingly, Tyrell did not protest the
breach.
“Sit there,” the Professor said, pointing at the seats with the water bottles. Looking at one
of the escort guards the Professor asked, “I presume they have been checked for weapons?”
“Yes sir, they have,” the guard replied.
“Very good, you may leave.” The two guards left the room and the door lock was heard
to snick upon closing.
“Mr. Yusra, we’ve not met,” the Professor said, another breach of protocol by not
addressing Tyrell Sy first, “but I have done a bit of research on you. It seems your qualifications
as an accountant don’t do you justice. You’re a man of many talents. Would you be so kind as to
place both your hands on the table where I can see them?”
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Yusra made no reply but lifted his hands from (presumably) his lap and placed them on
the table.
The Professor continued, “Thank you. I admit that I’m impressed. So much so that I
intend to pay you a high compliment. Sergeant-at-Arms, draw your weapon and point it at Mr.
Yusra.”
The uniformed man standing behind the Professor’s right shoulder snapped his sidearm
out in a fluid, practiced motion and trained it on Yusra.
“Now, Sergeant, if at any time during this meeting you lose sight of either of Mr. Yusra’s
hands, even if just for an instant, I want you to immediately shoot him dead where he sits.”
“Yes sir,” the Sergeant-at-Arms said, his voice flat and businesslike.
Yusra looked from the Professor to the gun trained on him and then back. Though a hint
of a smile crossed his lips, his hands remained stock still. “If you’re so impressed with me, why
allow me to attend this meeting, at all?”
“Excellent question, sir. My reasoning goes like this…by the conclusion of this meeting
Mr. Sy is going to be inclined to do something reckless. I expect you to offer him advice to the
contrary. A man of your background will more clearly see the implications inherent in a bad
decision.
“Now, Mr. Sy,” the Professor turned his gaze to Tyrell. “Please be so kind as to stay quiet
while I’m talking. I’ll tell you when a response is required.”
“What? This is a goddamned outrage. I don’t have to put…”
“Shut up!” the Professor snapped, then returned is voice to cordiality. “Mr. Sy, you are
not the one in charge here. I am. In fact, since several of your companies do contract work for
EDARPA, it could be argued that you work for me. I didn’t summon you here to engage in a
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dialogue, you’re here because I’m going to be issuing some orders that pertain to you, and I want
to make sure that there’s no miscommunication.”
‘This is bullshit!”Sy said, pushing back his chair and standing. “I don’t have to put up
with this kind of treatment.”
“Master Sergeant!” Professor Vogtschaller snapped out, effectively cutting off Tyrell.
Behind the Professor, on his left, the other soldier came to attention “Unholster your sidearm and
train it on Mr. Sy. If he isn’t reseated within five seconds, shoot him in the leg. Avoid the
arteries.”
“Yes sir,” the Master Sergeant said, his pistol coming out with the grace born of long
practice.
Tyrell Sy’s face went pale as blood rushed to his body core. He stood with his gaze
transfixed on the pistol for long seconds before dropping hastily into his chair.
“I have powerful friends,” Tyrell Sy said. “There will be repercussions for you.”
“Yes, yes. I’m very frightened,” Professor Vogtschaller said. “Master Sergeant, if Mr. Sy
speaks again without being invited to, shoot him in the shoulder.”
To his credit Tyrell didn’t go pale; instead his face began to flush as his rage grew.
“As I was saying,” the Professor continued, “I’ll let you know when a response is needed.
You recently hired a man to kill one of my employees, a young man known as Indigo Billy.
Now, I know that he’s the bastard son of your late daughter Francesca, and please accept my
sincere condolences on that loss. And…Billy being what he is, he’s a potential embarrassment to
your family. What you may not know, yet, is that your hired killer is dead. Killed by Indigo
Billy, by the way. We, that is, I, have the body, and we have the trail of transactions that leads
back to Mr. Yusra here. I’ll admit it’s not anything that would stand up to scrutiny in a court. But
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I’m not intending to have anyone arrested and tried. Waste of taxpayer’s credits. I can see, sir,
that you’re just dying to deny the allegation, but I also see that Mr. Yusra is simply curious about
what comes next. He has no intention of putting on an affronted face.”
The Professor paused for a moment to take a sip from his water bottle. “Please, feel free
to drink if you like. Just be careful where your hands go.”
While Tyrell sat nearly rigid with anger, Yusra did reach out to pull in his water bottle
and take a drink.
“Mr. Sy, sir, I think we should let Professor Vogtschaller have his say,” Yusra said after
putting his water bottle back on the table.
“Excellent advice, Mr. Yusra. Mr. Sy, I wasn’t paying close enough attention to your
activities and missed your hiring of that thug, Radoslav. I should have been. This isn’t the first
time you’ve attempted to interfere in EDARPA business. In the past, you have worked to
influence the assignment of contracts to favor your company. Influenced in illegal and unethical
ways, I might add. I won’t make the error of failing to watch you closely, again. I’ve contacted
the other eight arms of EDARPA and made them aware of your actions. But, in case you’re
wondering why I’m so clearly upset at this misstep on your part, I’ll give you the details.
“Indigo Billy works for EDARPA. EDARPA, as you know, is where the next generation
of weapons is being developed. Indigo Billy is working on something that may well be a pivotal
item in the war with the geshannti. Therefore, if anything ill were to befall Indigo Billy, it may
have a hugely negative impact on the war. That could cost hundreds of thousands of human lives,
possibly millions. I’m not going to let that happen. From this moment on, all of EDARPA is
watching you. Go ahead and play your games against other businesses, cheat, kill, double-cross
them all you want. But, if you get yourself mixed up in EDARPA business again, I’m going to
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send people to see that it doesn’t happen a third time. That’s the stick. There is no carrot. As you
witnessed within the last hour, I have toys that your junior-varsity scientists would wet
themselves to get a chance to play with. EDARPA can bypass your best security and cut pieces
off of your asteroid. Hell, I could send a squad of heavily-armed marines screaming bloody
murder down that infamous hallway that you hide out at the end of, and nothing would harm a
hair on their heads.”
The Professor paused to take another drink, motioning to Sy that he was free to also
drink. When Tyrell Sy made no move for his water, the Professor only shrugged.
“Now, Mr. Sy, Mr. Yusra, so long as you’re not planning to offer up any denials, go
ahead and speak your piece,” the Professor said.
By this time Tyrell was so red from holding himself back it was a wonder he hadn’t
popped an aneurism.
“This is all bullshit,” Tyrell nearly shouted. “You don’t have the authority to order an
attack on a private citizen’s compound. This is going to have consequences. You’re a part of the
military and the military answer’s to the civilian government. And a lot of the civilian
government answers to me.”
“True enough, for the most part. I expect the last part is particularly true.” The Professor
leaned forward and touched an icon on his datascreen.
“Good afternoon, Professor Vogtschaller. I trust your meeting is going well,” said a
female voice.
“Well, enough, Captain. May I inquire as to when the next live fire exercise is scheduled
for the Asimov system?”
“Just a moment, sir. I’ll look that up.”
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“That’s Captain Higalik. She’s the Captain of this ship,” the Professor said looking up to
Tyrell Sy and Yusra.
“Here it is, Professor,” the voice coming over the datascreen said. “We have a Ravager
class carrier doing live fire exercises in this system in three weeks. That will include the carrier’s
task force support ships and three squadrons of fast attack fighters.”
“Very good. Captain, please designate a two hundred thousand mile radius around this
asteroid as a free-fire zone for the duration of the exercise,” the Professor said, looking directly
at Tyrell Sy as he said it.
“Two hundred thousand mile radius centered on this asteroid, a free-fire zone for the
duration of the upcoming exercise. I will pass that along to Space Force Command, sir. Will
there be anything else?”
“No, Captain. Thank you.”
“I trust you will have vacated this region of space by that time, Professor?” the Captain
asked.
“I plan to be a very long ways away, Captain. Unfortunately, Mr. Sy and Mr. Yusra will
be housebound here for the duration.”
“They’ll be pinned to the asteroid, sir,” Captain Higalik said, you could easily hear the
smile she was wearing.
“So, Mr. Tyrell,” the Professor said, “it appears that an error in planning has occurred. Be
assured that if it’s not corrected by the inception of the fleet maneuvers, someone will be
strongly chastised.”
Tyrell could only look on, mouth slightly slack, as he heard the Professor issue illegal
orders to put his entire asteroid in the gunsights of warships. Tyrell turned to Yusra, “This
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sonofabitch can’t get away with this. As soon as we get to my office I want you to contact every
Senator and Representative in my phone book.” Swinging back to Professor Vogtschaller he
said, “You’re finished. You’ll be doing prison time just for attempting this.”
“Sir,” Yusra said, “actually, I expect he’ll be able to get away with this, and more. With
all of Earthspace on a declared war footing, people like our Professor here have a pretty wide
ranging mandate. If, as he says, he’s managed to track Radoslav back to me, which means you,
sir, he can declare that we’ve committed treason by interfering in a weapon development
program. As he said, it might not hold up in a civilian court, but the military would never let it go
that direction. At the very least they would declare conspiracy to commit murder of a
government employee operating under contract to Space Force.”
“What? I’m a civilian, not subject to military law. I have lawyers that can prove that six
ways to sunrise,” Tyrell said, his voice confident.
“Your lawyers wouldn’t get the chance, Mr. Sy.” The Professor said. “You have three
weeks to convince me that you’re through, totally through, meddling into EDARPA affairs.
Otherwise…well, tragic accidents do occur.”
“The first thing I’m going to do is contact my attorneys, and then I’m going to the press.
This is going to be headline news in every system…‘government agent threatens lives of
hundreds of civilians,’” Tyrell said in a voice that sounded like a headline.
“Unfortunately, a collision with a passing meteor has knocked out all of the
communications on your asteroid. Nothing in, nothing out. And the possible breach in your
illegal bio-lab, also associated with the meteor strike, is going to require that I impose a onehundred percent quarantine. No one enters or leaves your asteroid for, oh, three weeks. It will no
doubt take that long to clean up the mess and confirm there were no exposures,” the Professor
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said. “I’ll leave a security detail here to assist in re-establishing communications with the rest of
the system, once the bio-threat is contained.”
Tyrell Sy was nearly apoplectic. He pounded his fist once on the table. “You sonofabitch!
You’re not getting away with this. I’ll go so far over your head you’ll get dizzy looking up at
where the shit is raining down from. I have powerful friends. You haven’t begun to hear the end
of this.” He looked to Yusra for support but got none, then back to the Professor.
“If you’re done having a fit, then we can finish up. Mr. Sy, it’s clear that you’ve been
under the impression that simply because you have a great deal of wealth, that you’ve been
operating at the highest level of the game. I can assure you, sir, on this day, at this table, you are
very much out of your league. Most, if not all, of your powerful friends are about to disavow
you. They won’t be taking your calls, or responding to your messages. And your ravings about
the EDARPA plot against you are going to sound like conspiracy theory ranting.
“Unless you, or Mr. Yusra, have something pertinent to add, apart from empty threats,
then I think we can call this meeting concluded. Master Sergeant, please bring in the guards and
escort our guests back to their shuttle,” the Professor said in a genial tone. “Thank you for taking
the time out of your schedules. Good day to you each.”
After a moment’s pause Sy and Yusra stood, Sy continuing to glower, Yusra looking
faintly amused. Yusra turned and motioned for his boss to precede him from the room.
“Oh, and Mr. Yusra, please bear in mind that you’ll still want to keep your hands where
they can be seen. I’d hate for someone to mistake an innocent action on your part for something
more sinister,” the Professor said, sounding like he was reminding a friend about a dinner
meeting.
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March 24, 2299

By the time Professor Vogtschaller returned from the Asimov system Billy was
comfortable with the trail of mathematics. Were it not for some help from Ashley/Angela
pointing out inconsistencies in his math he would have had a difficult time explaining his results,
which might have led to other questions. Questions best left as scattered molecules. The
Professor caught up with Billy, and Ashley, in a basement room surrounded by mechanical and
electronic gizmos parked on tables. Billy was dressed to work, worn jeans and a pullover tee, the
Professor in his usual loose slacks and cardigan sweater. The large man that had walked with the
Professor waited outside the room. Ashley, being Ashley, was wearing short shorts and an
oversized sleeveless blouse. On her feet were comfortable athletic shoes--making for an odd
picture.
“Ms. Hausding, Mr. Indigo, good morning. I’m told that things are proceeding well on
your project. Would you mind bringing me up to speed?”
Billy looked at Ashley and gave a small nod.
“Well, after a couple of missteps,” Ashley said, “Billy worked out the frequencies and
energy requirements. Like a lot of things, once completed it seemed obvious. Anyway, we’re
putting together some off-the-shelf syn-gee components that should allow us to create a proof-ofconcept demonstration.”
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“Which means what? I’m afraid I’m still a bit uncertain as to what precisely the outcome
of this will be. As well as your role here,” the Professor said to Ashley. “This is a bit afield for
you, Ms. Hausding. You have no training in hardware applications that I am aware of.”
“Oh, no. I’m not a hardware person. It’s just that some of this requires more than two
hands. As for what we’re doing, it’s simple enough, actually. By interfering with the output of
the synthetic planar-gravity field Billy will be able to cause it to reform along a different axis. He
will, once completed, cause any syn-gee field to polarize on any given plane.” When the
Professor didn’t respond right away Ashley frowned slightly, then continued. “He’ll be able to
make the walls, or ceiling, of a room into the ‘down’ plane of the gravity field. You could step
through a doorway, say from a hallway where the floor is the floor, into a room where a wall is
the floor.”
“What do you see as being a weapon function of this finding?” the Professor asked.
“Umm, well, right off the top of my head…imagine being in a room where the ceiling
and the floor change places every couple of seconds. I should think that would be pretty
incapacitating for just about anyone,” Ashley said.
“Mr. Indigo, where do you suppose this area of research might lead. I can see Ms.
Hausding’s point, but I don’t see where this translates into a military weapon against the
geshannti.”
“Once I have this properly tuned, and can study the quantum interactions, I believe I’ll be
able to project synthetic gravity to a remote point. As a weapon, sir, imagine being able to
change the gravitic plane as well as the strength of the gravity in a geshannti ship. I believe,
given time, I could project a, maybe, six gee gravity field. I should think that would take that
crew out of a battle pretty quickly,” Billy said.
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“And you can do that with the things you have in this room,” the Professor’s voice
indicated some skepticism.
“Hardly with this. No, with this I’ll realign a syn-gee field, stabilize it, and then study it.
From what I learn there, I’ll be able to complete the mathematical side. That will tell me
frequencies, harmonics, energy requirements, and probably more that I haven’t known to
include, so far. As Ashley said, this is just to establish proof-of-concept.”
“How long until you can show me your proof-of-concept?” the Professor asked.
Billy looked again at Ashley, saying to here, “Three days?” She nodded.
Billy turned back to the Professor. “Everything we need is here, it’s just a matter of
making it play with each other the way we want.”
The Professor looked at each of them, then at the visual turmoil of parts and components.
“Assuming your proof-of-concept goes well, how long until you can demonstrate your projected
gravity device?”
Billy thought that one over, looking around the room as though seeking clarity. “Probably
a year, and I can’t begin to guess at the cost.”
“Have me walking on my walls and ceiling and you’ll have all the engineers and
fabricators you need,” the Professor said, then turned and walked out without adding anything
else.
As soon as the door closed Ashley hugged Billy, arching her back slightly to press her
breasts against him.
“Congratulations,” she said, disengaging from the hug. “This is going to be so exciting.
Show me what goes where.”
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They worked through the remainder of the day as Billy referred to notes, many taken
from memory aboard the Queen and rewritten to look fresh. Near noon Ashley went out to get
noodle dishes for their lunch. They ate quickly and then went back to assembling the needed
components. More often that was necessary Ashley would press herself against Billy, seeming
unable to leave her sexually mischievous nature out of the work. It was something of a relief
when it was Angela that showed up to help Billy the next two days, although the why of that was
uncertain.

March 27, 2299

On the morning of the third day after the Professor’s visit to the basement workroom
Billy sent a message to the Professor’s datascreen:
My process doesn’t function this deep in a spherical gravity-well, I need to be in high orbit, at a minimum, and in
a planar-gravity field. I need to be a on a ship to make this work.

An hour later he received a reply:
Two men are on their way to your workroom. They will load everything you need for transport up in three
hours. Tell them of any special requirements.

When the loading was done Billy headed out of the workroom door without saying
anything to Angela.
“Billy, aren’t you going to ask me to come along?”
Billy stopped and turned back. “Why would you want to come along? It’s only a test
demonstration to prove what we both already know.”
Without saying anything more Angela walked past Billy, through the open doorway and
turned left, away from the direction taken by the equipment. Billy was sure he’d just made some
sort of social faux pas, but what it was wasn’t clear to him.
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The shuttle lifted him up to a small orbiting station, its purpose wasn’t offered and Billy
didn’t inquire. Its shape was somewhere between a sphere and a box, the areas that at first
seemed round resolved into domed gun ports, magnetic railguns was Billy’s best guess. Again,
he didn’t inquire. The transfer of his equipment went smoothly, four people moved in to carry
the gear with no one asking Billy to lend a hand. Down a hallway that all but shrieked military,
dull grey with prominent letter and number markings at every intersection, past numerous,
numbered, closed doors, Billy was ushered into a grey room empty except for the equipment that
he’d brought. A moment later, the Professor arrived, still looking a little like an unmade bed.
“Hello, Mr. Indigo. I trust this facility will suffice?”
“Yes, sir. This will be fine. I should be ready in a couple of hours. You should probably
let the other people on the station know that there may be some slight deviations in the
experienced gravity. Probably won’t be much, some bleed over while I get my equipment
calibrated,” Billy said.
“I’ll make the Captain aware. When you are ready with the demonstration, use the comm
panel on the wall to tell the Captain, he will let me know. Until then, if you need anything, also
let the Captain know.”
“Some water would be nice. The air here feels a little drier than what I’ve gotten used
to,” Billy said.
“I’ll have a few bottles sent down. Good luck,” the Professor said and walked out. He
wasn’t a man for small talk.
An hour and forty minutes later Billy was ready. Walking to the comm panel on the wall,
just left of the door, he touched the icon that the Professor had indicated.
“This is Captain Rackham, what can I do for you, Mr. Indigo?”
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“Please let Professor Vogtschaller know that I’m ready. And if you don’t mind, I’m a bit
hungry, perhaps someone could bring along something?”
“Will do, Mr. Indigo,” the Captain said, and the connection light went out on the comm.
Three decks above where Billy was working Professor Vogtschaller sat at a desk in a
borrowed cabin. The cabin was clean, utilitarian, with grey walls and a grey blanket on the bunk.
It smelled ever so slightly of disinfectant. The Professor’s datascreen was out and in
communication mode. On the screen was the face of one of his three executive assistants.
“Hi, Maro, what news do you have that needs to interrupt my vacation in orbit?” he asked
“Well, sir, some interesting information has come across my desk and it pertains to a
heads-up directive you gave a year ago. I’ll explain what we’ve found and see if you draw the
same conclusion,” Maro said.
“Alright, what’ve you got?”
“As you know, since the communication blackout from the Sy Conglomerate asteroid
began, their stock has been steadily falling. We’re coming up on two weeks for that and investors
are starting to panic a little. Except for a few. As you anticipated, some speculators are buying Sy
stock, no doubt expecting such a basically sound company will rebound. A few of those stock
purchases, fairly large ones, were flagged when the buyers came up as anonymous. We
backtracked on those and found a curious similarity to the anonymous hacker that caused an airtaxi crash just over a year ago. The computers say it has a similar user fingerprint with an eightyplus percent likelihood that it’s the same user.”
The Professor sat quietly for ten seconds, letting the information work its way into his
thought processes, giving his subconscious a chance to maul it a bit.
“Indigo Billy,” the Professor said, not a question.
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“That’s our conclusion, too, sir. The purchases are on public computers from all around
Big Chandler, but they coincide with times when Mr. Indigo was not at work. We’re trying to
locate video footage but the locations are from small café’s and out of the way byte-head shops,”
Maro said.
“Alright, well, keep at it. It doesn’t need to be a highest priority, eighty-plus percent is
good enough for now. While we’re on the subject of Sy, has there been any communication from
Tyrell through the quarantine ship?”
“None, sir.”
“Either Mr. Yusra isn’t as smart as I expected, or Mr. Sy is ignoring his very good
advice. Well, stay in regular ansible contact with the picket commander so we can cancel the
exercise if we do get word. I’d hate to see a lot of innocent people get hurt or killed because of
that ego maniac,” the Professor said.
“On it, sir.”
After closing the communication program, the Professor sat back in his seat and thought
about what he’d just learned. Indigo Billy was buying Sy stock, a pretty fair amount of it, it
sounded like. Was this perhaps a first move on his part to retaliate for the attempt on his life?
The Professor had no doubt that Radoslav had given up the names of the people he knew in the
chain. Well, in the short term, it wasn’t really any business of EDARPA if Billy was buying up
stock for some future move. As long as Indigo Billy’s plans didn’t affect the development of his
next generation syn-gee device, he’d be allowed to prosecute his revenge as he saw fit.
Just then the comm panel chimed. “Mr. Indigo states that he is ready to proceed, sir,” the
Captain said.
“Excellent, Captain, care to join us?”
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“I’ll meet you there, sir.”
Billy waited next to his machines as the Professor led his group into the demonstration
room. Behind the Professor was Captain Gambhir, barely taller than average and thin, with light
cocoa-colored skin and black hair that came to his shoulders. He wore the dark-blue coverall that
was the typically associated Space Force personnel. Following the Captain was a small woman
dressed in a simple shift of saffron that covered her from neck to wrist to ankle. Her hair was
also black but was pulled back into a braid that reached nearly to her waist, exposing her fragile
facial features.
“I’d like to introduce Ms. Chien Shiung-Wu. She specializes in quantum state
manipulation, she’s been instrumental in advancing the capabilities of the ansible system,” the
Professor said.
“I’ve read much of what Ms. Shiung-Wu has published. While I was at the academy I
used many of the formulas she developed to help me advance my own work,” Billy said,
extending his hand. “A real pleasure to meet you.”
“You as well, Mr. Indigo,” she said. “Jeffery has spoken of you often. He says you’re a
real rising star in theoretical physics. Although, from the look of all the hardware here, I suspect
you have additional talents.”
Billy was about to reply when the fourth guest for the demonstration stepped in. It took
perhaps two seconds for Billy’s brain to resolve what he was seeing. The individual was no taller
than Ms. Shiung-Wu but that was where any possible comparison ended. Standing in the open
doorway, a broad smile showing impressive teeth, was a u-bonobo.
“Surprise,” the u-bonobo said. “I get that look a lot when someone hasn’t been warned in
advance. I never get over that slightly slack-jawed look…you know, the one you’ve got now.”
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Dressed only in a pair of loose fitting khaki shorts and comfortable looking white low-top
shoes, the u-bonobo advanced on Billy with his hand out. “Maxwell Anderson, Junior. Please
call me Junior, everyone does. Except for Professor Jeff here,” Junior said, cocking his head
towards the Professor.
Indigo Billy took the leathery hand. The majority of Junior, except his hands and face,
was covered in long, brown, dense hair. Billy knew, in an abstract way, that the u-bonobos
existed…gene modified descendants of the bonobo chimpanzees of Earth, but had simply
assumed that was where they all were. He’d not read or heard anything about a u-bonobo being
in the Chandler’s Stop system.
When Junior released Billy’s hand, the u-bonobo looked at his own palm. “Doesn’t rub
off, that’s good. I like you, kid, makes me feel like I’m not the only freak in the room.”
Clearing his throat slightly, the Professor spoke up, “Don’t let Mr. Armstrong’s manner
fool you. He holds multiple advanced degrees in physics. At the moment, it’s a toss-up as to
whether he or Ms. Shiung-Wu is the smartest person in the room.”
“Bullshit. I know when I’m outclassed, and today I certainly am. Ain’t it so, Chien?”
“As you say, Junior,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said, her smile one of patience reserved for an old
friend.
“Now then, Mr. Indigo…” Junior started to say.
“Billy,” Billy said.
“Billy…even better. Hey, I just got the ‘indigo’ part. Clever. Indigo Billy, tell us about
what you’ve got here and how you’re going to wow the hell out of us.”
“Didn’t the Professor tell you what this demonstration was about?” Billy said.
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“Not much. He said you were going to have us walking on the ceiling, or some such
bull,” Junior said, pointing up at the ceiling the way some people point up at God.
“Not precisely accurate. I do expect to have you walking on the wall, though.”
“Not on the ceiling, only on the wall. Professor,” Junior said, turning to face him, “if I’m
only going to get to walk on the wall, I’m not sure it was worth the trip. Maybe we could just
adjourn to a bar. You do have a bar on board this orbital tug, don’t you, Captain Gambhir?”
Jeffery said, his voice over-laden with mock dismay.
Captain Gambhir smiled and nodded slightly while the Professor only closed his eyes and
gave a slight shake of his head.
“All right, then. Fine. First, we walk on the walls, then we find a bar. Show us what
you’ve got, Billy,” Junior said.
Regaining the composure he’d temporarily lost, Billy began his prepared speech.
“Well, thank you all for coming. I hope I don’t disappoint anyone. What I propose is to
realign the polarized gravity field being generated on this floor, and keeping that re-alignment to
approximately the dimensions of this room. I don’t expect much in the way of noticeable effects
elsewhere on the station.”
“Young Mr. Indigo Billy,” Junior said, “I hope you will not take personal offense when I
say that I am somewhat more than a little skeptical. This sounds like voodoo science to me.”
Billy noticed that Junior was enunciating each word carefully, but still his sibilants had a
little too mush hiss, perhaps indicating a minor lisp. Maybe it was only because Lingua-Terra
was not his primary language.
“I’m not offended at all. It has been noted often that extraordinary claims require
extraordinary proof. I am confident that my proof will be adequate to the task. Now, if I could
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ask each of you to move to the wall to your right and stand with your back against it. I am going
to make that wall your ‘down’, and I don’t want anyone to be hurt by falling,” Billy indicated the
wall by pointing.
“And what of you and your equipment, won’t you fall to the wall and your equipment be
damaged?” Ms. Shiung-Wu.
“The field will not include me or my equipment. In fact, the effect that you will
experience will only take in about eighty percent of this room, beginning about there.” Billy
pointed at a chalk mark he’d made on the floor. “I’ve chose to exclude myself and my equipment
both because it makes things easier by not having to pin it all down, and to increase the dramatic
effect. I freely admit I’m a bit of a showman.”
“Okay, let’s get extraordinary,” Junior said.
When all four were standing with their backs to the wall Billy touched an icon on his
datapad, it seem ludicrous that such a simple, everyday device was going to be the instrument to
realign a great deal of what was conventional wisdom about synthesized gravity. Billy heard an
outrush of breath as all four suddenly had the pull on their lungs realigned. Then, gingerly, as
though not trusting what they were experiencing the Professor, the Captain, and Ms. Shiung-Wu
stood up. Junior did a backward somersault that ended with him on his feet. There were brief
glances around the room, but very quickly everyone’s gaze fell upon Billy, who seemed to be
standing on the adjacent wall. To anyone in the hallway looking in, the scene would be
absolutely absurd. On that observer’s right would be three humans and a u-bonobo standing on a
bare wall, their bodies standing upright at ninety degrees to what the room should look like. On
the far end of the room, a teenage boy with dark-blue skin and bright blond hair smiling broadly
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at the four. No one could fault our fictional observer if he or she were to head directly for the
infirmary.
Of the four standing on the wall, the one with the least amazed look was the Professor.
“This is totally jagged,” Junior said, bouncing up down slightly as though to test the
gravity. Billy didn’t recognize Junior’s use of the word ‘jagged’ but accepted it as a positive
slang term.
“Professor Vogtschaller, you don’t seem very surprised by this,” Billy said.
The Professor smiled, “Faith, my boy, I had faith. This is what I was expecting, so why
should I be surprised when I got it.
“Junior,” the Professor continued, “I trust this constitutes extraordinary proof?”
“What? This? Standing on the wall looking across at someone standing on a different
wall? Seen it lots of times. Of course, all those times I was in zero-g. Yes, Professor Jeff, I accept
this as extraordinary proof. Excellent demonstration, Mr. Indigo Billy. They’ll be naming this
effect after you…let’s start with the Indigo Polarized Gravity Shear Effect. Maybe not, doesn’t
break down into a decent acronym. Give me some time, I’ll come up with something.”
Billy smiled, “I’ll leave it to you.” Then turned his attention to the Captain
“Excuse me, Captain Gambhir, would you be good enough to contact the bridge and
inquire if there have been any reports of anomalous effects?” Billy asked.
“Umm, certainly.” It required a few seconds for the Captain to orient himself and
determine where the comm panel was. With slightly unsteady steps he walked to the door, now
sideways above his head, and pressed an icon on the chin-high unit.
“Bridge, the demonstration is in progress. Have you had any reports of odd occurrences?”
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A female voice said, “No, sir. A few of us on the bridge felt a momentary bit of vertigo.
That seems to have passed. How’s it going there, Captain?”
“I’ll fill you in later, Number One,” the Captain said and touched the icon again. Turning
to Billy he gave a small thumbs-up.
“Being the first test of this equipment, I’m not surprised. Some minor recalibrations
should relieve any of that,” Billy said.
“I think that as a first test you’ve done quite remarkably. Although, personally, I think I
would have preferred to be present for the second test, actually. Firsts don’t always go as
smoothly as this has,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said, but she was smiling.
“Put that on me,” the Professor said to Ms. Shiung-Wu. “I wanted everyone to get the
maximum effect here.”
“You’ve certainly accomplished that, Jeffery, however, I think the next time I get an
invitation from you I’ll be asking a few more questions,” she replied.
The Professor turned to face Billy, unconsciously tilting his head slightly to put the boy a
little closer to the right perspective. “Unless you have something more to show us, Mr. Indigo, I
think we can all agree this has been a successful test. What’s next?”
“Just like before, approach the…well, wall I guess it is to you, and stand with your back
to it. I’ll put the gravity back where it was and you’ll be lying on my floor.”
The Professor, Captain Gambhir, and Ms. Shiung-Wu put their backs to the wall. Junior
stood about three feet away and facing the wall.
“Go for it, kid. I did the back to the wall last time. This time, something different,” the ubonobo said.
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With a slight shrug, Billy touched the correct icon. Again he heard the slight whoosh of
breath. Junior fell forward into an upright push-up position. From his perspective on the floor
next to Junior the Professor watched Junior’s slight fall and the motion triggered a
memory…something he’d read. The Professor lay on the floor for several seconds as his brain
tried to locate the memory in its entirely. The Captain of the Queen of Earthspace had stated in
his report concerning the gravitic anomalies his ship had experienced, that at one point, there had
been a gravity shift that had sent into a similar push-up position. Professor Vogtschaller had
forgotten the tragic history of the Queen of Earthspace, and its connection to Billy. He made a
mental note to himself to go back and reread that Captain’s account. The Professor did recall that
there had never been an individual associated with the gravitic anomalies, and the source of the
problems had never been isolated. And, days later Billy had been enrolled at the academy with
high marks in science, especially gravity theory. Professor Vogtschaller was inwardly
embarrassed for having been blind to the common denominators until now.
“Well, that was exciting and interesting,” Junior said, popping up to his feet. “When I get
back home, I’ve some scientists to fire. Damn, kid, how would you like to move to Earth?
Whatever Professor Jeff is paying you, I’ll double it. And on my teams, scotch is a job
requirement. Whad’ya say? Leave this backwater planet and move to where the real action is?”
“Junior!” Ms. Shiung-Wu said. “It’s bad manners to pilfer from other EDARPA arms. At
least, it is to do it so openly.”
“So, I should take that to mean you intend to make a surreptitious offer to Billy? Behind
the scenes, and behind Professor Jeff? Hah! At least, I do my poaching in the open daylight.”
Junior walked over and put his long, hairy arm around Billy’s shoulder, giving Billy a whiff of
damp armpit. “It’ll be fun.”
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Looking at The Professor Billy said, “I’m not one to make such a big decision on the spur
of the moment. Thank you for asking, though. I promise I’ll give it some thought.”
“Well, you’ve proven to me that you’re pretty damn good at thinking, so that’s good
enough for me.” Releasing his hold on Billy’s shoulder Junior then said, “Captain, where did you
say that bar is? Walking on walls always makes me thirsty.”
The Professor said to Billy, “Please prepare a report about this demonstration in the next
couple of days. If you would, include details of the equipment that’s used and how it’s
configured to create this effect. Send that to me and I’ll distribute it as needed. I’d like to get
multiple teams working on this to identify the ramifications and potential applications. Once
done, let me know what resources you need to accelerate your investigations into projected
gravity. You’ll have whatever you need.”
“Yes, sir, I will. And can we arrange to have this equipment returned to my workspace?”
Billy said.
“I can. But is it necessary? You said that this effect won’t work planet-side. Why not
keep it here and shuttle up if need to work with it?”
Billy only needed a moment to consider that. “Then why send me back planet-side at all?
I can do the work here as well as there, and I will still need to run tests on the equipment here.”
“You don’t mind being separated from the rest of your team?” the Professor said. “It
seemed as though you were beginning to mesh with them quite well. It appeared as though you
were forming a bond with Ms. Hausding.”
“I got along with them well enough, but they were of no particular use to my work,” Billy
said. “Angela, and Ashley, were helpful but far from critical.”
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“And what of your personal belongings? Surely you have things of sentimental value that
you wouldn’t want to part with?” Junior said.
“No. Nothing like that. If you could have the hard copy files stored in my apartment sent
up, along with those in my desk, I believe that will suffice. Clothes and such I can acquire here
on station, I’m sure.”
There was a pause while the three grown-ups exchanged looks.
“That’s what we’ll do then,” The Professor said, then turned to Captain Gambhir.
“Captain, please keep this room locked at all times. I’m declaring this room and this equipment
classified at the highest level. And please look into permanent quarters for Mr. Indigo.”
“Consider it done, Professor,” The Captain said.
With a lively internal conversation going on the four filed out of the room leaving Billy
to his machines and his work. Datapad in hand, Billy began cataloguing each piece of hardware
and its settings; he then diagramed the necessary connections one to another. When he was sure
that anyone capable of hooking up a home infotainment screen could remake all the connections
Billy filed the document away. As he was about to send the file to the Professor his own
datascreen chimed that he had a message.
Billy, I am at L7-AR, it’s a bar. Please join me. Junior.

With no firm commitment to any other destination Billy decided that would be as good a
way to pass some time as any. Before leaving the room he quickly pulled up a brief refresher
history of the u-bonobos.

Juliet was the first gene-modified bonobo chimpanzee to be declared fully Uplifted to the point of being the
intellectual equal of her creators. That was April of 2103, by June the new population included Romeo,
D’artagnan, and Constance. The population continued to grow as more altered embryos were brought to term,
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either with surrogate chimpanzee mothers, or in auto-ova incubators. By 2120 the population was at seventythree with approximately sixty percent being female. In late 2120 the first sexually conceived u-bonobo was
born and the gene alterations were proven to be solidly dominant. While laboratory embryos were still being
created, by 2124 the pace had slowed dramatically when the maturing u-bonobos began making protests. By
2130 the u-bonobos had established their legal personhood in all matters and had created a lobbying committee
to petition for further rights. As of this writing in 2288 the u-bonobo population stands at approximately 840.

There was a drawing or photo that accompanied the blurb with labeled arrows indicating
the significant changes that had been made: longer legs and narrower feet, a re-modeled pelvic
girdle and lower spine, modified vocal chords, and of course, a larger cranium to allow for a
human-like brain.
Billy decided he would look up the personal history of Maxwell Armstrong, Jr. another
day. Closing the door, but having no way to lock it, Billy shrugged and made his way down the
hall to the elevator and dropped the three floors to deck seven.
Either the designers of the orbital station, or more likely someone after its completion,
knew that for anyplace to perform the function of a bar, it had to look and feel like a bar. The
lighting was dim, the high chairs that lined the bar were cheap looking but sturdy and the floor
stuck slightly to his shoes as Billy entered. Billy wasn’t sure if the sticky floor was a testament to
the thoroughness of the design, or the lack of attention by the cleaners. It was late afternoon by
station reckoning and the bar was far from crowded. Sitting alone at a corner table with a glass of
pale-brown beer and a shot of something dark brown in front of him was Junior.
Billy was barely seated next to Junior when a bored blond not much older than he, with
overdone makeup and not enough fabric, walked up to the table.
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“Molly, I’d like you to me my son, Billy. It’s okay if he drinks with me. Bring him a
beer, please,” Junior said.
The waitress looked from Junior to Billy and back, then gave a smiling snort as she
turned around. Billy just barely caught some muttering that included the word ‘wife’ as she
walked back towards the bar.
“It’s amazing what a very generous tip at the beginning of a relationship can
accomplish,” Junior said.
“I’m not much of a drinker, I’m afraid,” Billy said.
“Perfect, I’m not much of buyer.”
The blond walked up with a mug like Junior’s and set it in front of Billy. She looked at
Junior, shook her finger and smiled, “You be good, Dad. Don’t make me regret being nice.”
“A couple dozen drinks, and then we’re out of here,” Junior said while holding his hand
over his heart. “Oh, and a basket of some kind of snacks, please. Doesn’t matter what, I’m
famished.”
The girl walked away still smiling.
Billy looked at Junior and said, “I haven’t had time to think about your offer, if that’s
what you invited me here for.”
“No, no. Not that. I know you need some time. What I am wondering is, how sure are
you that you can make a projected gravity weapon work?”
“Pretty sure,” Billy said.
“How sure, and how soon?”
Just then the waitress returned and slid a basket of popcorn in front of Junior. She turned
and left without waiting for a’ thank you.’
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Billy took a sip of his own beer, decided he liked it and took a second. “Eighty-seven
point seven percent sure, and March 17 next year. Late afternoon.”
“And how much of that is bullshit,” Junior asked, with a slight, tolerant smile.
“Plus or minus five percent, plus or minus three months.”
Junior cocked his head to the side and studied Billy, then put back the shot of whatever
was in the small glass and followed it with a healthy draft of beer. He scooped up some white
puffs from the basket.
“Getting under your skin a little with my questions?” Junior asked finally. “The popcorn
is not bad, by the way.”
Billy didn’t answer, keeping his gaze locked on Junior for long seconds before breaking
it to put back a little more of his beer. “I don’t know you, or anything about you. I’m not sure
how many questions to answer. As you heard the Professor say, the work I’m doing is
classified.”
“Good point. I can’t fault you for wanting to maintain security integrity. I’m Professor
Jeff’s Earth counterpart. I’m the Director of EDARPA on Earth and the Sol system. Which, by
the way, is the largest and best funded of the nine EDARPA arms. I also coordinate the work of
the various arms so we don’t duplicate or efforts, although we do often have multiple teams
working the same problem from different angles.”
“And Ms. Shiung-Wu?”
“Chien is the Director of EDARPA in the Home Again system. They’re more into the
physical development and construction of what the other arms come up with. A lot of really
talented engineers. I expect that at some point you’ll be going to Home Again to finalize and test
your weapon. When it’s ready,” Junior said.
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It was at this point that Billy noticed how different Junior was here, one on one, than he’d
been during the demonstration. More serious, less clownish.
“You’re used to being the odd one in any group, aren’t you? So you put on a show to
highlight your difference. It’s a defense mechanism. If you can’t fix it, feature it,” Billy said.
Junior pulled his eyebrows in close, the muscles in his jaw worked.
“Very observant on your part,” Junior finally said. “I sometimes have a bit of trouble
getting some humans to take me seriously, so I put on the act. I don’t mind if they underestimate
me. It makes the reality check all the more poignant when it comes around.”
“I would imagine it was no easy task getting to the position you’re in. People can’t easily
control their innate bias. To most, you’re probably still a chimpanzee with a large repertoire of
tricks.”
“Yeah, but with you next to me, I’m still the freak in the room but not by as much. One
more reason why you should relocate to Earth,” Junior said with a big grin that showed his
oversized teeth.
Billy gave a small shrug and said, “We’ll see.”
Junior picked up his mug and took a long drink of his beer, emptying it. He then looked
at the waitress and when he caught her eye he gave his mug a waggle.
“Say, to change the subject rather abruptly, I have a personal question for you. I’m told
that despite your appearance you’re quite handsome. Your look like you work out a bit, not fat
and soft like me…how come you don’t have a girlfriend or four?”
“Because women are distracting and time demanding,” said a female voice.
Looking up from having his gaze firmly on Billy, Junior said, “Ah, there you are.
Welcome.”
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The voice belonged to Ms. Shiung-Wu. She’d changed into a long dress of cobalt blue
with an embroidered color of white that ran in a closed V-neck to her waist. Her hair was loose
and draped across her left shoulder.
“And Mr. Indigo here finds the attraction of his work greater than that of the females that
would monopolize his time,” she continued.
“Spoken like someone that was young once,” Junior said.
“Despite appearances,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said.
Just then Molly arrived with Junior’s beer and set it down in front of him.
“And that would make you the mother, then?” Molly said, the question clearly intended
to be rhetorical. “What can I get for you,” she followed in a genial voice.
“Brandy, neat, if you please,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said.
When Molly had walked away Ms. Shiung-Wu fixed Junior with a questioning look.
“Mother to Mr. Indigo?”
“A small fabrication for purposes of getting Billy drunk and taking advantage of him,”
Junior said.
Ms. Shiung-Wu gave a smile and a slow shake of her head as if to say…what else to
expect?
“On the good side,” Junior added, “Billy is reasonably sure he can have a working
prototype of his projected-gravity weapon within fourteen months or so. Although, I must admit
I have idea how it must work.”
“That is good news, indeed,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said, then turned her smile on Molly as the
brandy was set down. Turning back to Billy she smiled and said, “Would you mind giving us the
simpleton’s version of how your projected-gravity weapon functions?”
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Billy took a few seconds to compose his answer before speaking. “You likely already
know that gravitons come in two ‘flavors’, just as quarks come in six. Graviton ‘flavors’ are
called Winesap and MacIntosh, obviously named by someone with a penchant for apples. All
particles that have mass exert a gravitational field. They do that because they have one or more
of each graviton, always. There has never been a naturally occurring particle with mass observed
that does not have gravitons of both flavors. Artificial gravity fields, planar-gravity, is possible
by creating single-particle thin sheets of fermions with only one graviton. One graviton and you
get planar-gravity, one of each graviton and you spherical gravity. Following so far?”
Both nodded, Junior over his glass as he downed more beer.
“By creating coherent beams, one for each flavor of graviton, and having them intersect
in an extremely precise manner, I can create a spherical gravity field at some point remote from
the graviton beam emitter locations,” Billy concluded. He picked up his own glass and took a
self-congratulatory long drink. “I have to say,” he went on, “you both seem quite anxious to see
the projected-gravity device become functional.”
Junior and Ms. Shiung-Wu looked at each other. Ms. Shiung-Wu gave a slight shrug of
her shoulders.
“Even if you have been following the news reports you will not have gained the truth of
the war,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said. “It has been reported that the geshannti have begun making
strikes outside of the Silex Cluster, but the extent of it has been downplayed. There have been
eleven attacks in the past three months, all on Space Force targets. The geshannti have learned of
at least two of our colony systems and are striking with considerable success. Fortunately, thus
far they have not gone after civilian populations. There have made no attacks directly on the
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civilian populations or civilian infrastructue. If they do that, the loss of life will go into the
hundreds of thousands quite quickly.”
“Our ships and weapons, both offensive and defensive, are somewhat better than what the
geshannti have, and in a pitched battle we generally do quite well. However, whatever it is that
they use for a FTL drive allows them to reenter realspace very close to their target; sometimes
only a few hundred miles off. At that distance kinetic energy slugs arrive almost instantly, and
there’s little more than a minute to prepare for a missile attack,” Junior said. “Now, our military
experts are confident we will win this in the long run, but in the short run we’re taking heavy
losses as we build up our production capacity. A totally new category of weapon, one that can
strike at energy beam distances, and for which they can have no defense…that would save many
thousands of lives. On both sides. For our part, we’d just as soon develop trade ties with the
geshannti rather than shoot at them. So far, our attempts at communication have met with no
success at all.”
“We need the next big step to shorten the war,” Ms. Shiung-Wu added.
Billy took another sip of his beer and peered over the rim at the two EDARPA Directors.
“With nine EDARPA arms and all the talent that has to include, I would think that you’d
have big steps popping up all over,” Billy said.
“Not the case at all,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said. “What we are getting is incremental
improvements…engineering where we need conceptual science. And that’s fine so long as our
rate of improvement outstrips that of the geshannti. Because it’s a sure thing that they’re working
just as hard as we are to find the weapon, offensive or defensive, that will change the current
dynamic.”
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There was a bit of a commotion behind Billy and he turned to see a man and two women,
all in their mid-twenties, enter the bar with a great deal of giggling and wiggling as the man tried
to pull them close. It was pretty clear that the girls weren’t minding the man’s attention, were
even encouraging it a bit, so Billy turned back around.
“And what if my research fails to produce? What if I’m totally wrong and can’t build the
projected gravity device?”
“Then we will thank you sincerely for trying and we’ll pull all our resources from you
and apply them elsewhere,” Junior said. “So long as we don’t find any evidence of intentional
subterfuge on your part, then we’ll ask you to join with someone else in a similar field and help
us there. We understand that you, and those like you, are working in theoretical areas, fields
where not enough is known and the potentials are equally unknown. As long as you’re always up
front with us about your work, we won’t kick you to the curb. Smart people are too valuable a
resource to waste just because they headed down a dead end. We that are charged with helping
you will have also believed it could work.” As he finished speaking his personal datapad chirped.
Taking it from a pocket in his shorts he gave it a quick glance before seeming to dismiss what it
said.
“Are you feeling less sure of your chances for success?” Ms. Shiung-Wu asked once
Junior’s attention was back on the conversation.
“Not at all. I’m as confident right now as I was ten minutes ago. I’m simply interested to
know if I should have a Plan B in case my research at EDARPA doesn’t pan out.”
“Everyone should have a backup plan, life is too unpredictable to not,” Ms. Shiung-Wu
said. “However, I don’t see anything to make me think Jeffery is likely to let you go anytime
soon.”
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“So, Billy, how do like being blue?” Junior said, clearly wanting to steer the conversation
away from EDARPA. Perhaps it was the additional people that had followed the three into the
bar a minute or so after—too many possible ears to talk shop?
After a pause to catch up to the sudden segue, Billy said, “I don’t see where my feelings
about it matter much. It’s like asking how you feel about being a u-bonobo, or if you approve of
the gravitational constant. It is what it is.”
“And you don’t remember anything from your time on the alien ship?” Junior continued.
“Another nonsense question. How much do you recall of your time in the womb? Where
are you going with this?” Billy asked, a bit of irritation in his voice.
“Just idle questions. We know very little about the alien ship that sent you towards that
freighter. I was simply hoping there might be some nugget that you could contribute,” Junior
said, trying to keep the tone conversational.
“I’m sure you know more than me, what with you being a VIP from Earth,” Billy said. “I
do recall reading that they’re believed to be methane-breathers, which generally means they
evolved on a Jovian-size world. That’s about it. Did I contribute anything new?”
Ms. Shiung-Wu reached out and patted Billy’s hand. “He’s just exploring. He does that.
Always looking for a new angle on everything.”
Billy looked at Ms. Shiung-Wu and then over to Junior. It looked like he was about to say
something when a young man in late teens and wearing a Space Force uniform approached their
table.
“Excuse me,” he said. “The Captain said I’d find you here and to deliver these.” He then
set a small bracelet in front of each of them. The bracelets were a white band with six small red
globes spaced around them like bits of blood. “This will open your room door. The number is
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engraved on the bracelet and can be read at any wall comm panel. The Captain also said to ask if
there is anything you need. You will be contacted in an hour or so to let you know what time to
come to the shuttle bay for departure tomorrow.” This last was directed and Junior and Ms.
Shiung-Wu.
The three seated at the table looked at each other and then to the young man.
“I guess we don’t need anything, thank you,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said.
“How did you know you had the right table, you didn’t ask our names?” Junior said.
“Sir?” The young man looked confused. “A man with blue skin, a u-bonobo, and a very
attractive dark-haired woman.” He made a quick hand motion taking in the rest of the room. “No
one else comes close.”
“Junior, quit being an ass. Thank you, young man, this big ape was just messing with
you,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said.
“Ah, yes ma’am, I got that. Have a pleasant evening,” he said and turned away.
“Well, this answers the only remaining question that I had. I believe I’ll take a break
before looking for someplace to have supper. Good night,” Billy said, then stood and left the
table.
Once Billy was out the barroom door Ms. Shiung-Wu turned to face Junior. “What was
that last bit about? It’s not like you to be so pushy.”
Junior’s face settled out of the smile he’d been holding. “I had a message from Jeff
asking me to press on Billy a little, just to gauge his temper. I’d say he has one but also has some
reasonable control over it. Wouldn’t you agree? He was starting to get pissed, a little, but was
keeping it restrained.”
“Yes, I would agree. Even I was starting to get pissed at you, a little.”
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Several hours later Captain Gambhir, the Professor, Junior, and Ms. Shiung-Wu met in
the Officers’ Lounge aboard the orbital station for dinner. As has been the case, no doubt, in
every military since the beginning of time, the Officers were more generous to themselves than
they were to the enlisted ranks. The Officers’ Lounge aboard the station was not lavish by most
standards. Still, it had tablecloths with real candles, cutlery that was washed and reused rather
than thrown away after a single use, lower light levels and chairs with cushioned seats and backs.
The wall sconces gave off a more flattering light than the overheads in the enlisteds’ lounge, and
the fabric covered wall absorbed sound rather than reflecting back into an already clashing
cacophony.
For the first hour, the four spoke almost exclusively of the test they’d participated in.
Speculations on possible uses for the new technology were floated, discussed, and often as not
dismissed. They finally concluded that they may not be the right people to extract the best uses
for Indigo Billy’s discovery. But then, that’s what they had brighter minds than their own for.
Shortly after dinner was done and the plates removed, leaving only the candle and glasses of
preferred beverage, the Captain excused himself.
“There’s no such thing as the end of a workday,” he said as a form of apology before
heading for the door.
Junior got the waiter’s attention and signaled for another round of drinks even though the
Professor’s and Chien’s drink were still more than half full. They’d learned long ago to roll with
Junior when it came to drinking.
The Professor waited until the drinks had been brought and the waiter had left before
speaking.
“So, what opinions have you formed of Mr. Indigo?”
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Junior turned a palm up to Chien, deferring to her to speak first.
“Brilliant,” she said. “His IQ may not be as high as some of the savants we’ve
encountered but I’ve no doubt he’s crowding the top of the chart. He’s confident in what he
knows and careful in what he does. He had a checklist of the steps to take for today’s
demonstration and he referred to it frequently.” Chien turned to Junior to let him know she was
done for the moment.
“I have to concur. Brilliant is the correct word. I also noted how methodical he is. I doubt
he makes many mistakes. As to your suggestion, I did needle him just a little and did get a little
bit of a rise out of him. He’s not emotionless, but he’s very controlled. I think he figured out I
was asking bullshit questions for some purpose other than just conversation because he just up
and left. My guess, he doesn’t care to deal in battles of wit. Pointless exercise in his eyes. Have
you ever had the kid psyched?” Junior said.
“I tried,” the Professor said. “Three times. Once formally, twice informally. In every
case, Mr. Indigo turned the questions back on the interviewer. Or gave nonsense answers. All
three agreed that they had no reliable takeaway except that Mr. Indigo is too smart to be drawn
into a useful interview. We’ve all seen it before.”
“Do you think he’s dangerous?” Chien asked.
“I know damn well that he’s dangerous. He killed a hired assassin that Tyrell Sy sent
after him. I’m also certain that he killed the former headmaster at the academy he was
attending,” the Professor said.
“So that’s what that bit with the Sy family about. Why does Tyrell Sy have a hard-on for
the kid?” Junior asked.
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The Professor’s eyes darted left and right to check the room before he answered. “Mr.
Indigo is the son of Francesca Sy, presumed dead when the family yacht disappeared a couple of
weeks before Mr. Indigo was found. There’s DNA confirmation on the lineage. I expect that in
some convoluted way Tyrell holds Mr. Indigo responsible for the death of Francesca. In addition,
I think he fears that someday Mr. Indigo will come knocking, wanting to take his place in the Sy
empire.”
“Is he?” Junior asked.
“I doubt it. He doesn’t need the money. He has put together a sizable fortune. In fact, he’s
been buying Sy Conglomerate stock through some cut-outs. He has about six percent and is still
buying. I think his plans for Tyrell Sy are more subtle than asking for a part of the family
fortune. I think, in the long run, he plans to own it all.”
“Where did he get enough credits for that?” Chien asked. “He’s awfully young.”
“That’s where the other murder comes in. I’m certain he arranged for a fatal air-taxi
accident that killed the previous headmaster. I know that she’d been blackmailing former
students and the families of students for a couple of decades. The pretty significant number of
credits she’d amassed evaporated on the same day as her death. I wasn’t able to track that
conclusively, but I’m sure Mr. Indigo ended up with it.”
Junior and Chien exchanged looks. Then both looked at the Professor.
“What are you going to do about him?” Junior asked.
“Nothing at the moment,” the Professor said. “For one, I don’t have evidence that would
hold up in a court for the headmaster, and the killing of the hired thug was almost certainly selfdefense. Even if I could prove it, for now, he’s more valuable to us working on his gravity
weapon. That headmaster was no saint and had no doubt damaged a lot of families.”
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“As to the missing credits?” Chien asked.
“Don’t care. As well in the hands of Mr. Indigo as some law firm or bank. For now,
beating back the geshannti takes a front seat to nearly everything else. If we don’t win this war
then any legal repercussions are moot. One devil at a time,” the Professor said. He’d decided not
to bring up his suspicions of Indigo Billy’s involvement in the destruction of the Queen of
Earthspace and the resulting loss of life. He had zero evidence of any involvement there,
although his instincts told him Billy was at the root of that explosion.
“Oh, and I’ve received a reply from Tyrell Sy. He has sent over a contract detailing the
conditions under which he is willing to comply with my demands. I’m having a couple of legal
heads look it over and if it meets my conditions they’ll approve it, put my name to it, and send it
back. If not, they’ll let him know where he falls short,” the Professor said.
“Think he’ll honor whatever contract is put into place?” Ms. Shiung-Wu asked.
“Doesn’t matter. We’re plugged into pretty much every possible way for him to
communicate outside of oral conversation in his office. We’ll know if he falters. And then we’ll
decide how to punish him.”
“He’s an asshole but he has a great machine in place for helping us,” Junior said.
“Agreed on both points. I expect that at some point we’ll have to serve up some rather
unpalatable medicine to Mr. Sy to reinforce our requirements,” the Professor said.
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20
June 15, 2300

Messages from the Speculative Science team, most often from Angela, came up from the
surface. At first they were frequent, but when Billy didn’t answer they tapered off quickly. Billy
no longer had a use for those people and so had all but cut them from his memory. What he had
was a new project, and different people, just as interchangeable as had been everyone else in his
life, to do the drudge work. His room aboard the orbital station was smaller than his apartment
had been, but that also made no slightest difference to Billy. He missed the opportunity to sit on
the veranda and look out over the city, but the view from the observation blister more than made
up for it. Sitting in the blister the first time reminded him of his days aboard the Queen, a
memory string that hadn’t come back in quite some time. He failed to recall much in the way of
pleasant memories.
It was fourteen months and three weeks, by Earth reckoning, as all important things were
reckoned, and Billy had his weapon ready for initial testing. He’d grown two more inches and
was now just about six feet tall. His eighteenth birthday was a few months behind him and the
orbital platform’s Captain had authorized alcohol for Billy at the on-station watering holes. Not
that it mattered a great deal; Billy was still not much of a drinker. Still, it made pub gatherings
for social discussions of work a bit less awkward. Billy showed only a modicum of interest in
sex although he did spend an occasional evening with a woman nearly twice his age from
hydroponics. She seemed as content as Billy to keep the meetings infrequent, coinciding with
those periods when her husband was off-station.
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When the gravity-shear device was ready he sent a message:
Professor Vogtschaller, I am prepared to begin preliminary testing. I am less certain of the specific
results than I was of the planar-gravity-shear device. I suggest we begin testing no less than five
million miles from any habitation.

It was four hours before the reply came:
Two long range cargo shuttles will arrive your location in approx. seven hours. They will tow a target
craft. Please be prepared to load necessary equipment for removal to suitable location. Contact this
number for any specific items needed not already available…17-445-40032.

The shuttles were large in comparison to what Billy was used to. Still, they were just
another big box with a windowed taper at one end and propulsion units at the other. Billy’s ride,
the Tiananmen, was uniformly grey but for the large white numbers and letters stenciled in
various locations on the outside. The inside was more of the same; grey hallways with whitelabeled pocket-doors and the occasional six by six comm panel on the wall.
It took six marines, three for each shuttle, seven hours to move the equipment from the
station’s cargo hold where Billy had been doing the preliminary work, to the shuttles. By then it
was late in the local day and the shuttle launch was re-scheduled for the following day. Billy met
briefly with his staff of technicians for dinner and drinks He needed to eat just like anyone else
and doing it socially, occasionally, was good for group cohesion. Or so he was told.
The next morning he was up early and was first in the shuttle Versailles’ cargo holds
going over the equipment again. It had all been reassembled by the technicians as it was
relocated and Billy found nothing about which to complain. One thing he did do before the
shuttles launched was power up both units and run simulation tests. Both units hummed, blinked,
blipped, and chirruped their contentment. Billy was on his third round of inspections when it
came time for the launch.
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The syn-gee unit on the shuttle was of good quality and well maintained. There was no
sensation at all when the shuttle began its acceleration away from the station. Twenty minutes
after leaving the station there was a brief announcement saying that they would be going to FTL
flight in two minutes. There was an instant of vertigo as the drives kicked in but otherwise Billy
felt nothing unusual. Two minutes of FTL flight brought them to the Kuiper Belt of the
Chandler’s Stop system.
On board the Potala Palace, thirteen thousand one-hundred and forty-one miles distant, a
trained assistant, under minute by minute video scrutiny by Billy, was making final adjustments
to the complex equipment that had been loaded. It galled Billy slightly that even he couldn’t be
in two places at once. Relying on another person to perform the complex adjustments needed for
the test was simply not something that sat well with Billy. But it was also something he could do
nothing about. The local natural gravitational fields had to be allowed for…not something that
could be preprogrammed.
Finally, the target drone was deployed. For purposes of the test, the escape pod had had
five five-gallon plastic jugs of water placed loosely in the pod. Additional cameras had also been
installed to record and transmit the entire ten seconds of the trial. When the pod was stationary at
two-hundred and fifty thousand miles, its signal beacon beeping happing, Billy made three final
adjustments to the display on the targeting datascreen and then touched ON.
Beside him in the Versailles, and identically in the Potala Palace, the slight humming
increased. There was no visible movement, the graviton emitter being housed within a white
plastic dome. Still, slight motor noises escaped to announce that it had begun its alignment.
Powerful computers were busy collecting data from each of the shuttles various sensors,
identifying the exact path and speed of each shuttle, and correlating that with the movement of
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the target’s beacon. It was necessary that the MacIntosh gravitons from the other shuttle cross
paths with the Winesap gravitons from Billy’s emitter at a very carefully calculated distance and
angle so as to align the wave patterns in a specific way. Failing to match the wave patterns
resulted in…well, nothing. When the two coherent beams of pure gravitons meshed just so, they
created a spherical gravity well of a strength controlled by the power output of the beam emitter.
While that gravity was miniscule compared to that of a star, or even an Earth-sized planet, by the
standards of flesh and blood beings it was exceedingly impressive.
Those that had the good fortune to be watching the display screens showing the inside of
the pod were not disappointed. All five of the plastic jugs, sitting calmly on the floor, seemed to
leap up to the ceiling. They stayed there, suspended for perhaps two seconds before throwing
themselves violently against the wall behind the control station. No doubt weakened by the
collision with the ceiling, three of the jugs burst when they struck the back wall. The water
bounced once, but only slightly, before hastily spreading out over the wall. Two seconds later the
two remaining un-ruptured jugs, the twisted and mostly empty jugs, and most all of the loose
water, careered across the pod cabin and slammed into the control station with all of its blinking
lights. There were sparks and wisps of smoke visible. The final two jugs ruptured adding their
watery load to the other fifteen gallons that were ruining the control station. At the end of ten
seconds the jugs and the water made a (by comparison) slow march to the normal floor where
they’d originally been resting.
“My God!” said the shuttle Captain, a man who in an earlier age would have looked right
at home standing on a three-master’s deck and shouting orders above a gale force wind. “If that
had been living beings they would have had every organ in their body smashed, and their bones
broken if they had them. How many gravities were you generating?”
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“Four for each movement,” Billy said. On this occasion, as had become his habit, he was
wearing a white lab coat over his civilian clothes. He thought it tended to make people take him
more seriously more quickly.
“Can you do it without the signal beacon? Because I don’t think the geshannti are going
to be announcing their location.”
“Yes, however, it will take several radars working in unison. We’ll need to fix the
target’s location, vector and velocity quite accurately,” Billy said.
“Not to mention providing defense while the weapon is targeted,” the Captain added.
“Surviving the encounter is always the preferred outcome,” Billy said. The Captain
looked at him like he was unsure if Billy was being humorous or not. Around them, three other
people, having stopped their attending to the equipment to watch the camera feed, looked at each
other and at Billy. In complete silence they returned to their tasks, the looks on their faces
somewhat more somber than two minutes prior. Possibly they were all thinking of the results to a
living being caught in such a circumstance as the water jugs.
“At this range we are well within the effective distance of the geshannti beam weapons.
How great a stand-off is possible and still make this work?” the Captain asked.
Billy thought about that for several seconds, turned to consult instrument read-outs, then
turned back to the Captain. “I believe we could extend to another fifty thousand miles, possibly a
few percent further.”
The Captain pursed his lips slightly then said, “Three hundred thousand miles puts us into
a range of significantly reduced effectiveness of their beam weapons. Anything beyond that and
we can just stand off with very little risk,” there was a slight smile on the Captain’s face.
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“There’s nothing I can do to extend the range, it will be whatever the physics says it is,”
Billy said.
“I understand,” said the Captain. Turning back to the video screen he imagined the now
irregular lumps of plastic as the corpses of geshannti. That did make him smile.
Leaving the technicians to properly power down the equipment Billy headed forward to
the small galley. With a cup of steaming coffee in front of him he maneuvered through screens
on his datapad. Overall the results of the test were as close to optimal as he could have wished.
At least two more tests would be needed to establish the full scope of the weapon’s limits and
effectiveness, but after that there really wouldn’t be any need for Billy’s personal attention. It
was very nearly time to hand over the results of his work EDARPA technicians…and for Indigo
Billy to move on.
He’d just poured a second cup when his datapad chirped that he had an incoming
message. The fact that it was encrypted wasn’t surprising, most of the mail he received was
encrypted. What was surprising was the source. He’d had very little contact with Ms. Shiung-Wu
since the original test on the planar-gravity-shear device. Billy assumed that Professor
Vogtschaller was keeping her updated on his work, and Billy, being an excellent engineer
himself, was not in need of her technical staff. The message was tagged as having come in by
ansible.

Mr. Indigo Billy
Chandler’s Stop System
EDARPA
Locate Subject and Forward Message
Priority High
Mr. Indigo, I am sorry to have to be the one to inform you that Maxwell Anderson, Junior was killed two weeks
ago during a geshannti attack on a Space Force shipyard in the Last Chance system. Junior was there to review a
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new class of fast-attack strike fighters. Multiple nuclear tipped missiles were able to penetrate the station’s
defenses. I thought you should like to know. So sorry. A loss to all of us. Chien.

Billy and Junior had passed a half-dozen messages back and forth, all were EDARPA
related, and mainly Junior trying to poach him away from Chandler’s Stop. He supposed that to
some people this constituted him having developed a friendship with the u-bonobo. He used his
fingertip to slide the file into the proper folder, filed the information away in his brain, and
returned to his coffee and sensor readings. It was ten minutes later that it came to him that a
response was probably in order.

Ms. Chien Shiung-Wu
Home Again System
EDARPA
Locate Subject and Forward
Priority High
So sorry to hear about Junior. We got along great and I found him interesting. I agree that his loss is a loss to all. I
will miss him very much. Billy.

He reread what he’d written, decided that it probably met expectations and sent it to the
Captain for approval and forwarding to the ansible operator. He hoped that that would be all that
was required. He found funeral services to be exceedingly tedious. He’d understood that he’d
been expected, more like compelled, to attend services for the passing of an associate, or family
member thereof, and so had. In four for four cases, he’d considered the universe no worse for the
wear with the deceased’s passing. Still, he’d made the proper noises and probably convinced
everyone that he’d actually felt something like sorrow.
The two shuttles made their FTL hops back in-system to the orbital station where the
equipment used for the test was reinstalled in the cargo bay. Billy and his technical team poured
over the various readings, met frequently, and determined what the next text should consist of.
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During the following week a few condolences trickled in to which he responded with the
appropriate ‘oh so sad’s. Nine days after the initial test Billy messaged the Professor that he was
ready for a second test. The following day the process of getting everything back to the Kuiper
Belt was repeated.
On this occasion, the pod was loaded with two dead calves and the pod was given a
velocity and vector that was unknown to Billy and his team. There was no beacon on which to
home. Using sensors on the two shuttles plus information from passive sensors distributed
throughout the Kuiper Belt as part of an early-warning system, Billy was able to locate the pod
with adequate precision. That took over seven and a half minutes, obviously an unacceptable
time period during a battle. Never-the-less, with the pod locked into the targeting computer, the
gravity weapon was again turned on. Seeing the hapless calf carcasses go slamming around the
inside of the pod was more impressive even that the flying and bursting water jugs had been.
Within ten seconds the poor calves were little more than bloodied masses of barely recognizable
meat with sharp edged bone pieces jutting out. Unlike the initial test wherein the pod was
destroyed, this time the pod was retrieved so the calves could be studied. While any person of
reasonable intelligence would easily understand that a human, or preferably a geshann, on the
receiving end of the gravity weapon had a bleak future, it is in the nature of bureaucracies to
create information where none is needed. The calves were necropsied, not once but twice, with
the injuries identified, time logged in their precise order, and correlated to anticipated injuries in
either humans or geshannti. In short, it was determined just how much more dead those poor
calves were after the demonstration than before.
It took over a week for the necropsies to be completed and the two separate reports
generated, dispersed, read, commented on, and filed away to the oblivion that all bureaucracies
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maintain as a god-given right. Two days following the release of the report Billy received a
message that the Professor was on his way to the orbital station for a series of meetings, at least
one of which would include Billy.

July 22, 2300

It was late in Second Shift aboard the station, evening for Billy, and he was in his cabin
reviewing reports on his growing acquisitions of Sy corporate stock. Billy had leveraged the
funds he did have and bought heavily during the downturn while the Sy asteroid was
incommunicado, and that had paid major returns. Through various proxies and cut-outs Billy
now owned sixteen and half percent of Sy public stock. That made him the single largest stock
holder outside of the family members themselves. For the time being he was not exercising his
voting bloc, preferring to stay anonymous and leaving the voting up to the proxies. With profits
from the Sy acquisitions he’d diversified into numerous defense related stocks, some of which
would become even more relevant when the parts to build more of the gravity weapon were
needed. At various times and with various governments that sort of insider-knowledge trading
was illegal. Fortunately for Billy, on Chandler’s Stop it was perfectly legal. Those stock
purchases were already showing impressive growth and the profit from those was being cycled
back into the stock market. The salary he received from EDARPA had months ago become a
distant third, then fourth, in his multi-stream income base.
The knock on his cabin door was somewhat expected, Billy knew that the Professor was
on-station. Billy didn’t need to scramble around to pick up dirty socks or to hastily toss leftovers
into a trash bin. Just as when he lived in the invented cubby aboard the Queen, he owned very
little and kept that where it belonged. The only item that some might argue was purely personal
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was a flimsie-printed and bound copy of the Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica. Billy
had chosen the 1687 original version even though Sir Isaac Newton had published corrected and
annotated versions in both 1713 and 1726. There were certainly faster ways for Billy to reference
certain information, but simply using the watershed publication gave him a feeling of
connection. Indigo Billy knew that, like Sir Newton, he was destined to be remembered for tens
of generations after his death and across dozens of star systems.
“Come in,” Billy said loudly enough.
The grey pocket-door slid to into the wall and the Professor, in his usual baggy khaki
pants and slightly tattered sweater stepped in. His all white beard looked like it was in need of
attention. Although Billy’s room was larger than most, it was still a cabin aboard a military space
station and sported no extra volume. Billy pointed to blank spot on the wall next to the door and
the Professor touched the button that extended the folding chair. There was still room in the
cabin for two more people, but they would have to be on the bunk and stacked vertically.
“Good to see you again, Mr. Indigo. You’re getting on well here, I trust?” the Professor
said.
“I miss seeing the city skyline from my patio but the blister gives a view that’s more than
acceptable,” Billy replied.
“Mm. Yes, a significant drawback to living aboard a station is the accommodations.”
“I expect you didn’t stop by to see how I’m living?” Billy said, granting the Professor a
small mercy and a means to escape further small talk.
“No, certainly. I’ve come to let you know that our next test of your projected gravity
weapon will be under simulated battle conditions. Or, at least to a certain extent.”
“How simulated?”
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“The target will be remotely controlled and will perform evasive maneuvers as you’re
attempting to target it. The evasive actions will be consistent with what we have seen geshann
pilots do in past engagements. Also, your weapon’s targeting system will be receiving data from
the same radars and targeting lasers used in fleet engagements. You will have full access to fleet
targeting data. That should cut down significantly on the time required to acquire a target,” the
Professor said. He leaned forward and opened the door to the small refrigerator between himself
and Billy. Inside were three bottles of water, one of which he helped himself to. Billy paid not
the slightest attention to the action.
“I should think that would reduce the time from several minutes to a few seconds,” Billy
said. “When is this test scheduled to occur?”
“Preferably within the next week. How long will you require to move your equipment
onto two light cruisers?”
“The same as loading it aboard a shuttle, plus the time to navigate longer passageways.
Call it eight hours, possibly less,” Billy said, then asked. “How many ships will be participating
overall?”
“That’ll be up to the Commodore, most likely some number like eight or nine. Plus two
or three dozen fighters acting as strike and escort forces,” the Professor said.
“I can be ready eight hours after any given notification.”
“Good. I’ll let the Commodore know. On another topic, how are you getting along
overall? I know you received the message about Junior. A terrible shame that,” the Professor
said.
“I’m fine. Junior was a huge asset to EDARPA and it’ll be difficult to replace him, I’m
sure,” Billy said.
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The Professor studied Billy for several seconds, trying not to look like he was studying
Billy. After the several attempts that were quickly rebuffed, the Professor had managed to put a
psychologist next to Billy at a crowded restaurant table for several minutes of conversation. The
psychologist was deft and experienced, and had managed to introduce some keywords from
which to gauge Billy’s reactions. When Billy had caught on, rather than get mad, he seemed
amused and told the psychologist that he was onto him and the conversation was ending. That,
too, was an important clue for the psychologist.
Feigns emotions that he doesn’t really feel, was one comment the psychologist had made.
Operates in a moral vacuum, was another.
“He will, indeed. I was extremely fond of Junior,” the Professor said. “It’s unlikely
they’ll select another u-bonobo for that position. Junior was a unique personality.”
“Difficult to see how he did become Earth’s EDARPA director. There had to have been a
lot of resistance,” Billy said.
“Oh, yes. That there was. However, Junior was an excellent manipulator of people, and
not above blackmailing people in need of it. He would have made an exceptional psychologist.”
“Is that why you sic’ed him on me?”
“Only in part. But also, your gravity-shear device was something he needed to know
about,” the Professor said. “It didn’t hurt that I trust his opinion on people.”
Billy was quiet for several seconds. The Professor took a sip of water and waited for
Billy.
“Did you learn anything interesting from him, or the guy you sent after me in the
restaurant?” Billy asked.
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“Only confirming what I felt I already knew.”
“And what’s that?”
“You go through life operating solely for you own benefit. You don’t really care a whit
about anyone else,” the Professor said. “You use people and circumstances as they will help you
and abandon them when they are of no further use.”
Billy was quiet again.
“Don’t get me wrong, I’m okay with that,” the Professor continued. “I do all I can to get
into everyone’s head, it helps me to do my job better. Knowing what motivates you means that I
can see to it that you get put into motivating positions. I want you motivated. I want you working
to my benefit as well as your own. In my case, my benefit equals that of benefiting all of
humanity, especially against the geshannti but even after they’re no longer a threat.” It came to
the Professor at that moment that he was saying more than he’d intended. It wouldn’t do to leave
this conversation with Billy feeling threatened. It might actually be unhealthy.
Rather than responding immediately, Billy leaned over and took out a bottled water from
the refrigerator, stopped, leaned back down and replaced the bottle.
“Beer?” Billy asked, holding out two in one hand.
“Yes, thank you,” the Professor said, reaching out and taking the closer plastic bottle.
Billy delayed responding even more by opening his beer and taking a long pull on it.
“So this past year and a half, you’ve been actively trying to keep me working towards
your personal goals?” Billy said, his tone making it clear the question was essentially rhetorical.
“Insofar as our goals matched up…yes. And for much longer, since I first met you at the
academy school. Even then I knew you’d be instrumental in aiding me.”
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Billy nodded slowly. “I can live with it. When EDARPA is no longer useful to me, I’ll be
leaving. You do understand that, yes?”
“I’ve known it from the beginning,” the Professor said.
“Okay, that works out fine. Another thing, I’ve been reading up on copyright and patent
laws, and how they pertain to the specific circumstances we are in. I want the right to sell the use
of my inventions in non-military applications. I deserve some sort of ongoing income from the
work I’ve done beyond my salary.”
The demand caught the Professor totally off-guard. EDARPA was not like a University
setting where inventions had royalty rights attached for the inventors. While the Professor hated
the thought of being blackmailed, Billy was so up front about it that that he made it seem like a
very normal sort of request. Which it was not.
“That’s out of the normal scope for the work you’ve done, Mr. Indigo. And, for certain,
sales to civilian corporations or individuals wouldn’t be allowed. That would be a government
and military stance that even I couldn’t work around. Perhaps, possibly, I could arrange for a
royalty of some sort. It would have to be based on something other than sale values since, in this
case, the end users wouldn’t be buying the finished product. Those payments would have to
come out of a discretionary fund, and would last only so long as I was in a position to authorize
each payment.”
Probably sees violence as only one tool in a large selection of possibles.
Billy saw the implication in what the Professor was saying and smiled, but only inwardly.
“Say one half of one percent on a list of the components needed to build the devices?
Wholesale price, forty percent off of the published list price. The part numbers would update
automatically as the components are improved or modified,” Billy said.
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The Professor had a vague idea of the costs and saw that one half of one percent, while
still a significant sum of credits, wouldn’t be difficult to hide in the covert part of his budget.
“I think we can come to sort of agreement there. I’ll have some papers drawn up,” the
Professor said.
“Have them drawn up if you like, but I’ll not be signing anything. This is between the
two of us. No public record. I’ll give you an anonymous account number for payment.”
“I can live with that,” the Professor said. “Please be ready for the next demonstration of
your gravity weapon the day after tomorrow, then,” he added.
“Day after tomorrow,” Billy agreed.
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21
July 24, 2300

The passageway down the outside ring of the station was no different looking than
everywhere else; grey with white numbers and letters. The passageway was three times as wide
as the one that led to Billy’s cabin and nearly twice as tall, room to allow forklifts through to the
cargo bays. Today this passageway was busy with people, not forklifts. The loading had all been
done yesterday. Billy’s equipment, shepherded by his assistants, had gone to the two ships
berthed side by side. In this case, that meant the access locks were two hundred and fifty yards
apart. Cargomasters from each ship had watched over the loading and anchoring of the
equipment like mother birds teasing each twig into its proper place. Movements on the shuttles
they’d used for testing had been leisurely and always within the limits of the syn-gees. There was
no guarantee that this heavy cruiser would behave so politely. ‘Simulated Battle Drill’ did not
mean they were going out to fly a few circular routes, pop off a couple of dummy-head missiles,
and be back for a late lunch. It was made quite clear to Billy and his staff that this would seem as
real as it could be made without damaging the ship or injuring the crew…there had been no
mention of care for the passengers.
Billy was led down a narrow corridor and up two separate flights of steps by a young
woman in a Space Force uniform. The insignia on the collar indicated that she was a technician
of fairly low ranking. She had long brown hair that was twisted and tied up tightly against the
back of her head.
“What’s your job aboard this ship, Miss, if I may ask?” Billy asked.
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“You may ask, Mr. Indigo. I am a radar signal interpreter, in training, Sir.”
“You don’t have to ‘sir’ me. I’m a civilian.”
“It’s a courtesy extended to all visitors. If you were a woman I’d address you as
‘ma’am’,” the woman said.
“And what is the correct designation for you?”
“I am Specialist Traeger, Sir.”
“Very good, Specialist Traeger. Where are we going?” Billy asked, then followed the
specialist’s lead and turned sideways to allow a large man also in a Space Force uniform to pass
in the opposite direction.
“To see the Commodore, Sir. As I said.” Her words were clipped but not unfriendly.
“You did say to see the Commodore, but not where the Commodore is.”
“The Commodore is on the Bridge, Sir.” She turned, seemed to give Billy an appraising
look, then favored him with a smile. “And that happens to be on the other end of the ship, Sir.”
“Is it a long walk? To the bridge on the other end of the ship?” Billy asked, also smiling.
“The Gobekli Tepe is seven hundred and eight-four yards long. We will be transiting
most of that distance, Sir,” Specialist Traeger said.
“Is there a quicker way to get there besides walking all the way,” Billy asked, it seemed
very time wasteful to him.
“Yes Sir, there is. We could run,” she replied.
Twenty minutes and four more flights of steps brought them to the door marked
‘BRIDGE’. It looked like every other door, grey with white lettering. Specialist Traeger touched
a lighted button on a small wall panel and the door slid aside.
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Apart from the cargo holds the Bridge was the largest open space he’d seen on the
Gobekli Tepe, rivaling the size of his apartment back in Big Chandler. However, once you added
in the multiple datascreens, nine of them, and the operators sitting in front of all but two of them,
and the seats for what Billy supposed were the Captain and Commodore, the room was back to
crowded. It smelled of over-warm people, hot dust, and a mix of coffee and assorted foodstuffs.
In nearly every detail it was exactly not like the bright, spacious and inviting spaceship command
centers featured in the holo-dramas.
“Ah, Mr. Indigo, nice of you to join us. I trust you had a pleasant stroll getting here?”
said a woman who rivaled the oldest-looking Billy had ever seen. She was thin almost to
emaciated but still had a head full of all white hair. Her skin was dark-brown, looking more
tanned than a result of melanin, and her eyes were nearly invisible so thin were her eyelid
openings. Billy thought she had probably never been a beauty, her cheek bones were too low and
her chin was barely there.
“No, Ma’am, I didn’t. It’s a long walk through boring hallways,” Billy said.
“Then you were on the correct path, Mr. Indigo. And by the way, I’m Commodore
Sarnicola, you should address me as ‘Sir’ rather than ‘Ma’am’,” the woman said, smiling just a
little.
“That seems rather unenlightened in this day and age,” Billy said.
“It is, to be sure, Mr. Indigo. Mr. Traeger,” the Commodore turned her head to the young
female specialist that had brought Billy to the Bridge. Specialist Traeger came to immediate
attention. “Explain the correct forms of address within the Space Force.”
“Yes, Sir,” Traeger snapped out. “When addressing an officer of superior rank, of either
sex, you may use their rank, their rank plus their surname, or simply ‘Sir’. When addressing
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someone of lesser rank you may use their rank, their rank plus their surname, or you may call
them Mister, or Mister plus their surname. Within the enlisted ranks you would only use their
rank, or their rank plus their surname. Sir.”
“And how do you know which is correct in a particular circumstance, Mister Traeger?”
the Commodore asked.
“It’s a leaned skill, Sir.”
“Quite right. Return to your duties, Mister Traeger.”
Specialist Traeger spun on one heel and left the bridge, closing the door behind her.
“So, Mr. Indigo, welcome to the Gobekli Tepe. This will be my flagship for the duration
of this exercise. The other half of your equipment is on our sister ship the Giza Plateau. I trust
you have been in contact with your team and are prepared to proceed?”
“I have and we are. Though I’m not sure I can find my way back to the cargo hold
without a guide,” Billy said.
“Unless there is some reason why you have to be next to you equipment during the
demonstration, I would prefer that you be here on the Bridge. Do you need to be in close
proximity to the equipment?”
That gave Billy a moment of pause, “I guess I don’t need to be there if I can get access to
all of the data from here.”
“This room is about nothing but data, Mr. Indigo. Before we go further I want to
introduce you to Captain Ratcliffe. He is Captain of the Gobekli Tepe, and as such, you will be
taking your orders from him,” the Commodore pointed to the seat directly in front of hers. A
slightly overweight man of fifty turned his head and gave a small wave before turning back to
the datascreen he was watching.
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“You’re not the Captain, then?” Billy asked.
“Correct, I am not. I am the Fleet Commodore.”
“I guess I don’t know the difference. I’m not familiar with Space Force rankings.”
A man sitting in front of a datascreen that was ringed with various lights and buttons
spoke without turning his head. “Three minutes airlocks closed.”
“Well, I have three minutes in which to enlighten you, Mr. Indigo,” the Commodore said.
“Any ship can have only one Captain. So, when an officer of Captain’s rating is aboard another
Captain’s ship they accorded the title of Commodore. As I also hold the rating of ship’s Captain I
am called Commodore while I am aboard this, or any other ship except my own. I am in
command of Fleet Yellow Seven, that’s this small fleet that’s going out for fire exercises and to
test your gravity weapon. I will fight the entire fleet during an engagement, Captain Ratcliffe
will fight this ship. Once the exercise has begun you are not to speak except to repeat
information that you are updating to the combat computer. That’s that seat there. You’ll be
sitting next to Commander Modi, she will fill you in on the details of how you are to behave.
Once the exercise has begun you should always assume that I and Captain Ratcliffe know what
you are doing, provided you have updated the combat computer. That information is displayed
on our datascreens, along with what everyone else in here, and elsewhere on this ship, and in the
fleet, is doing.”
“Two minutes to airlocks closed,” said the same man.
“Just like that. The environment officer updated and stated aloud our status. At times
there may be several people speaking at once. I and Captain Ratcliffe are trained to get it all. So,
please take a seat, Mr. Indigo, you’ll receive further instructions from Commander Modi. We are
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about to undock.” With that the Commodore turned her attention away from Billy, effectively
dismissing him from her mind.
Billy took a seat on the right side of Commander Modi, a woman in her thirties with
pleasant features. When she turned her head to speak to Billy he saw that she had a livid scar that
ran from her left cheekbone through a slightly distorted ear and then up, to disappear into her
dark hair. She saw him look at the scar.
“A leftover from a disagreement with some geshannti,” she said softly and with a smile.
“I gave better than I got.” For his part Billy could only smile back. Part of the smile was from
hearing his own words used by someone else.
“We got it, Modi, you’re a badass,” Captain Ratcliffe said. There were smiles and
chuckles all around the Bridge but no one disagreed.
“Straight up, Sir,” Modi piped up, then turned back to Billy. “Anyway, I trust you’re
familiar with the datascreen as it’s displayed?”
“Yes,” Billy said, “this is the program I use to control the gravity weapon.”
“Good. I’ll be taking in the targeting data and passing it along to you in the form your
program needs. When you have a targeting solution, say so, but briefly. Don’t do anything;
especially don’t fire your weapon, until either the Captain or the Commodore tells you to. Is that
clear? Do not fire until told to!”
Billy nodded, “I understand.”
Behind him he heard the Commodore say, “Fleet, this is the Commodore, disengage and
depart the station. Report when clear to maneuver.”
The flight out to safe maneuvering distance took twenty-five minutes, time during which
Billy contacted both of his lead technicians to let them know he would be overseeing the test
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from the Bridge of the Flagship. That didn’t seem to bother anyone. Thirty minutes after leaving
the station the fleet, as a group, went FTL and reassembled deep in the Kuiper Belt.
“Fleet, this is the Commodore, the exercise begins now. Assume Battle Formation Three.
Launch target drones at will.”
Billy listened to the Bridge crew as they each periodically spoke aloud. While he
performed the final status tests he did as they had.
He heard various people around the room announce that target drones had been released
and were speeding off to ‘attack’ other ships in the fleet. Billy assumed that meant that one of the
other ships had launched a drone for him to use as a target.
“Gravity weapon online,” he said at the same time he highlighted an icon to green to
indicate the same.
“Captain, we have a bogey at four hundred thousand miles,” someone far off to Billy’s
left said. “Bogey is closing. Make that two bogeys. They’re running close together. I am reidentifying the bogeys as Bandit-one and Bandit-two. Radar indicates they are both geshannti
four-one class heavy cruisers. Bandits are accelerating on an intercept vector.”
Billy turned his head enough to see Captain Modi, looking relaxed, tap at icons on his
screen. “Confirm two Bandits. Commodore, we have a pair of geshannti vessels on an attack
profile.”
“I see it,” Commodore Sarnicola said while moving a finger on her datascreen. “Giza
Plateau, move out to wherever Mr. Indigo says you need to be for the weapon test. Mr. Indigo,
feed the data you need to the Bridge of the Giza Plateau. Mr. Modi, assist Mr. Indigo as
needed.”
“On it, Sir,” Commander Modi said.
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Billy moved the incoming data into the appropriate cells while also watching the notquite matching data that came in from his technicians aboard the Giza Plateau. After
approximately a minute he saw the solution lock in and turned to Modi.
“I have a solution on both Bandits, but the distance is beyond what I think is effective
range,” Billy said softly so as to not carry over the others on the Bridge.
“How long to effective range?” Modi asked.
Billy reviewed the data, specifically watching the range versus energy dispersal ratio.
“Ninety seconds.”
“Say that out loud to the Captain and the Commodore,” Modi told him.
“Firing solution in place, ninety seconds to effective range,” Billy said in a volume
similar to the others he’d been hearing.
“Thank you, Mr. Indigo,” Captain Ratcliffe said. “Commodore, I recommend we stay
steady on course. We’re still outside the effective range of their weapons.”
“Agreed, Captain. Let’s see how this plays out,” the Commodore replied.
Aboard one of the other ships a team of three was controlling the drone targets and
deciding how to react in ways they thought most like a geshann would. Forty seconds into the
ninety and the radar operator spoke up.
“Targets are changing bearing. Heeling over hard to port and climbing. I put it at a
twenty-gee turn. Targets continue to accelerate.”
Directions were always relayed relative to the aspect of the ship viewing the maneuver.
In this case, had they been able to see the drone/geshann ships they would have seen it turning
right as the Bridge crew saw it, and ascending.
“How you doing, Mr. Indigo?” Captain Ratcliffe asked, his voice calm.
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“I have a solid track, effective range in twenty seconds,” Billy said.
“Engage at your earliest, Mr. Indigo,” the Captain said.
Billy watched the numbers changing on his display. The distance decreased rapidly as the
fleet charged towards the drones. He’d not yet done tests to see just what the effective range of
the projected gravity device was…he’d simply used the numbers in his equations to calculate the
distance at which the effect fell off too quickly to be useful. But then, what constituted useful?
He decided that for test purposes he could push the boundaries a little. If the weapon didn’t have
the desired effect at the greater distance he could always try again fifteen seconds later when the
drone was in optimum range. Billy touched the proper icon.
“Weapon firing,” he said.
Commodore Sarnicola and Captain Ratcliffe were the only two people in the fleet that
had real-time feeds coming in from the cameras aboard the drones. This time the target drones
had been outfitted with two dozen fist-sized balls in a half-dozen colors. The techs that would be
studying the results of the tests wanted to have a way to better measure exactly how the projected
gravity affected the ship’s interior. Almost as one the loose balls on the floor of the Bandit-one
jumped to the ceiling, gave a single short bounce and settled. Or tried to settle. Six seconds after
reaching the ceiling the balls all fell with incredible speed back to the floor before immediately
launching themselves at the control panel. Almost before they had all reached the control panel
they took off again for the ceiling. Each motion was at speeds several times what one would
expect from an object falling in one-gee. After less than twenty seconds the balls all fell back to
the floor in what by now seemed almost slow motion as the inside of the drone returned to one
Earth gravity. The computer guided weapon then turned to Bandit-two. Twenty seconds later all
of the balls there had also finished jumping crazily about and settled back to the floor.
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Captain Ratcliffe turned to look at the Commodore. “I daresay that would have ruined
their day. Looks like a successful test to me.”
“I’d hate to have been on the receiving end of that. Even strapped in…very bad day,”
Commodore Sarnicola said. The Commodore turned to Indigo Billy and said, “Well done, Mr.
Indigo. You may stand down your weapon.”
“Yes, Sir. Thank you,” Billy said, then turned to Modi and spoke more softly. “Now what
do I do?”
“Sit there and enjoy the show while we shoot up more drones and kill the hell out of
some asteroids.”
“Stay on task, Mr. Modi,” the Captain said quietly.
Commander Modi gave Billy a quick wink and turned back to her datascreen.
Four for hours Billy watched and listened as the Gobekli Tepe made a series of attacks on
various targets and defended itself against computer generated attacks. The voices across the
Bridge spoke of kinetic-energy railgun discharge rates and percent impact rates. There were
missile launches and counter-measure descriptions, energy beams were discharged and absorbed.
All the while the voices of the crew remained measured, steady, and professional. Even when the
‘attacks’ were proving more than the ship’s defenses could cover, when reports of damage,
injuries, and deaths began to be heard, the crew stayed steady. It was an impressive
demonstration of how to put a diverse group into a high stress environment and keep them all
focused on a single task.
“Armories across the fleet are approaching fifteen percent,” said a woman two seats to
Billy’s left.
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“This is Commodore Sarnicola,” she said to the microphone built into her datascreen,
“wrap up your current engagements. Fleet exercise to cease in fifteen minutes.”
After talking with the two technical team leaders to make sure the projected gravity
devices were properly powered down Billy located his assigned cabin, another grey box, and
began reviewing the data. The video files from the two attacked drones were sent to him but they
were little different than the previous tests…anything loose inside the drone smashed around and
disassembled itself to the extent that it was able. Apart from the success of the attacks at the most
extreme range he thought possible, he saw little more than was new or interesting. The weapon
worked, worked well, and would be relatively easy to replicate for wider use throughout the
Space Force. He was just about to start a cup of tea in the quickheat when there was a knock at
his door.
“Enter,” Billy said.
The door slid aside to reveal a young man, early-twenties and wearing a Space Force
uniform. The young man did not enter but stood at the doorway
“Commodore Sarnicola requests that you join him in the Officers’ Mess, Mr. Indigo.”
“What for?” Billy asked, slightly irked at being disturbed.
“That would be above my pay grade, sir.”
With an audible long-suffering sigh Billy stood and pointed to the young man to lead the
way. The Officers’ Mess was one deck up and very near the Bridge. The doorway was standing
open and the young man motioned Billy inside.
The room could have been spacious for three or four people to have a meal together, with
eight it was just plain crowded. A single, grey, rectangular table dominated the room. At the
table were six people in Space Force uniforms, none of them younger than fifty. The only two
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Billy recognized were Commodore Sarnicola and Captain Ratcliffe. They stood at the far end of
the room with their backs propped against the wall and one haunch being supported by opposite
ends of a counter.
“Mr. Indigo, thank for joining us,” the Commodore said. “I could introduce you to all of
these fine people but why bother. Suffice it to say these are the Captains of the other major
elements in our fleet, and their name is on their uniform placket.”
Billy looked at the faces he didn’t know and nodded his hello. Behind him the door slid
closed and he heard a lock click home. Since he didn’t know what the meeting was about and he
was never good at small talk, Billy waited for someone else to speak.
“We’ve been reviewing the videos and other data concerning your gravity weapon, Mr.
Indigo,” Captain Ratcliffe said. “Very impressive. So, we have a few questions for you, if you
don’t mind. From that, we will be formulating a recommendation to Fleet Headquarters.”
Again, since hadn’t been asked a question, and as yet had nothing to contribute, and since
he didn’t think they would take it well if he said he did mind answering questions, Billy stood
and looked from one face to another. All eight sets of eyes were on him, eyes that had no doubt
been to real war, had participated in great violence, and had seen things awful, and brave, and
useless.
“Nothing to contribute, Mr. Indigo?” a woman with red-shot-with-grey hair asked from
the far end of the table.
“Captain Ratcliffe said you have questions. I haven’t heard a question, yet.”
“I’ll start then,” the Commodore said. “How reliable is this projected-gravity weapon? If
we deploy this into our fleet are we going to find it only works most of the time?”
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“It’s new. The only response I can make to that is that it has met every test mark set for it.
There has never been a failure at any test level. Today it performed very well at greater ranges
than previously attempted, and against two targets rather than just one. There’s always the
potential for a failure in a physical component, but all of the equipment used is pretty much off
the shelf. It’s just been modified for this use. No new components have had to be created to make
this device.”
A man with a totally shaved head next to the red/grey-haired woman lifted a finger.
“Why do the two emitters have to be so far apart? That complicates protecting both ships.”
“The Winesap and MacIntosh gravitons have different quantum frequencies. They have
to intersect at a very specific angle in order to create the effect. The farther away the target point
is, the farther apart the two emitters must be,” Billy said.
“And yet you can’t, as yet, target anything closer than thirty thousand miles?” the same
man asked.
“Correct. There are natural harmonics within the graviton beam that need time to
regularize. As long as those harmonics are moving through the beam the gravity effect won’t--”
Billy was interrupted by a voice coming from speakers on the far end of the room.
“Captain Ratcliffe to the Bridge.”
As the Captain moved quickly towards the door behind Billy the three seated people
sucked in their guts and pulled their chairs in. As soon as he was out of the room the others
stood.
“Mr. Indigo, please follow us to the Bridge,” the Commodore said.
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Billy stood aside as the seven others filed out of the room and turned right into the
passageway. The door to the bridge was only about twenty feet away. As he entered and stood
behind the six Captains he saw Commodore Sarnicola take her seat and begin tapping at icons.
“—no Sir,” Billy heard one of the people seated at a datascreen say to the room. “The
signature looks genuine, the drones paint differently. I think this is the real thing. I am
indentifying the target as Bandit-one, range forty-eight thousand miles.”
From her seat Billy heard the Commodore say, “Set Battle Condition One throughout the
fleet. All ships move to Battle Formation Two.” The Commodore then turned her head to the six.
“You have the option of remaining here or making your way to the shuttle bay and attempt to
reach your ship. We will give you what cover we can.”
As one the six Captains left the Bridge at a run.
Captain Ratcliffe turned to Billy. “Mr. Indigo, please assume your seat. I’ll be needing
your gravity weapon as soon as you can make it operational.”
“Second target appearing, FTL signature is consistent with geshannti. Identifying second
target as Bandit-two, range thirty-two thousand miles. One and two paint up as larger than
cruisers. Now painting a third target, labeling this as Bandit-three, range eighty-one thousand
miles,” said the same person as earlier, no doubt a radar technician.
“Targeting data coming in,” Commander Modi said as Billy sat down.
Using the datascreen Billy contacted his two teams and let them know they needed to get
to, and bring to life, the two graviton emitters. To their great credit, no one on either team asked
questions. Perhaps they saw the crew reacting to the Condition One alert and had figured out
there was more action coming.
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While he concentrated on working with his team leaders Billy could hear the various
Bridge crew talking, sometimes simultaneously.
“Shuttles launching, six away.”
“Railgun launch, Bandit-one and two.”
“Missile launch, Bandit-one and two.”
“Bandit-Four, range one hundred and seventeen thousand miles.”
“Evasive maneuvers, don’t let the beams linger in any one place.”
Billy could feel slight shifts where his ass contacted the seat as the ship turned sharply
and overworked the artificial gravity generators.
“Nineteen minutes to capacitor readiness, beam weapon off-line.”
“Giza Plateau at twenty-six thousand miles and increasing.”
“Shuttle two has been hit by a beam. No longer painting shuttle-two.”
“How long until your weapon is on-line Mr. Indigo?” Captain Ratcliffe asked. There was
definite strain in his voice.
“Four minutes, Sir,” Billy said.
“Begin firing the moment you’re ready. Target as you will.”
“Yes, sir,” Billy replied.
“Bandit-six has appeared, range sixty-four thousand miles.”
“Additional railgun launches, missile launches.”
“Giza Plateau has empty armories. Sheffield Downs has taken two missile strikes,
appears to be drifting. Internal explosions.”
“Shuttle Four has been hit with KE slugs. Shuttle Four is tumbling.”
“Missile armory is depleted. Ten thousand KE slugs remaining.”
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“Eleven minutes to capacitor readiness. Beam weapon is offline.”
Billy worked as quickly as he could, pulling in the data that Modi was feeding to him and
fitting it into the proper cells. He watched as the computer crawled its way to the first firing
solution, Bandit-three. Billy tapped the ON icon. He counted off six seconds, turned the weapon
off and began targeting the next. Another five seconds of agony as he worked his way to the
solution, Bandit-six, and again touched ON.
In the space of two minutes he’d fired the projected gravity weapon on five of the
geshannti craft. He could hear people announcing that the ships he’d targeted were no longer
maneuvering and appeared to be adrift.
“Bandit-two is too close, I can’t get a solution on it,” Billy said to the Bridge. “We need
to open the range.”
“Helm, put some distance between us and Bandit-two. Push it hard,” Captain Ratcliffe
said.
Over it all Billy heard the Commodore speak, “This is Commodore Sarnicola. This has
been an unannounced battle-readiness exercise. The exercise is now concluded. All ships are to
stand down and return to Battle Condition Four.”
The Bridge went absolutely quiet but for the electronic bleeps and clicks of datascreens
resetting to Condition Four…No Threat Detected. Chairs squeaked as they swiveled and all eyes
turned to the Captain and the Commodore. Although Commodore Sarnicola looked calm and
showed not a hair out of place, the same could not be said for Captain Ratcliffe. His face shone
with perspiration, droplets glistened on the top of his bald head. He turned and also looked at the
Commodore. Billy heard a scuffling sound and looked back to see the six ships’ Captains
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walking onto the Bridge, most were carrying coffee cups. A whiff of vomit reached Billy’s nose.
In the background, he heard a chatter of voices beginning to come in from the other ships.
“Exercises are of limited value when everyone knows there’s nothing at stake,”
Commodore Sarnicola said. “Well done, everyone. Mr. Indigo, congratulations, you saved
several thousand lives. Or would have had this been a real engagement. Captain Ratcliffe, your
Bridge crew performed admirably, as did the crews of all the ships. Congratulations to our other
Captains for readying their ships and crews for combat. I and the Captains will meet in the
conference room in fifteen minutes for an after-battle review.” The Commodore left her chair
and joined the six Captains in leaving the Bridge.
“Alright, well, that was fun,” Captain Ratcliffe said. “The Bridge crew is dismissed as
soon as you can get your shift replacements here. Have someone bring a bucket and a mop. We
will assemble in the Officers’ Ready Room in four hours for an after-battle review. Mr. Indigo,
you need not attend. Allow me to echo the Commodore in saying that your performance, and that
of your weapon, was very impressive. Please pass that along to your staff. You’re dismissed.”
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22
Nov. 17, 2300

The ride down to Neo-Lankmar from orbit was totally forgettable. The shuttle used its
anti-gravity drive to slow before entering the atmosphere so there was none of the drama
involved in aero-braking. The flying bus, looking altogether too much like a wheel-bus on the
inside with seat-fabric patterns to make a fashion model gag, never-the-less gave a comfortable,
though boring, windowless ride. Soft drinks only were available on the twenty-six-minute flight.
From the Neo-Lankmar spaceport, he rented an air-taxi for the trip to Big Chandler. He never
once thought back to Magistrar Clymann’s overly dramatic last ride in an air-taxi. After the airtaxi had landed itself in the covered taxi-pad on the roof of the Big Chandler City Administration
Building Billy collected his single bag and made his way across the roof to the elevator. He
found the ride down the forty-one floors to the lobby level to be precisely as interesting as was
the shuttle ride down from orbit.
Exiting the elevator he crossed the nicely appointed lobby with the enormous polarized
glass panels at the entry, exited the building and hailed a wheel-taxi. Reaching for the door
handle, it occurred to him that he hadn’t walked in the open air and sunshine for over a year.
Waving the taxi away Billy started walking east. His shadow was short but still managed to
precede him past jewelry stores and window fronts full of odd-looking but never-the-less very
expensive clothes. Looking across the roadway he saw more of the same, jewelry and clothing
stores with a small, lonely-looking travel agency squatting in the middle. Four blocks later and
the stores included a butcher, a boutique chocolate shoppe, a chain pharmacy, and a bookstore
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with signs that announced it had books made from real wood-pulp paper. That was nearly
enough to turn Billy, temporarily, from his intended destination.
The walk took about a half-hour, during which he shed his pale-yellow jacket and
sandwiched it between the handles of his bag. In a white polo style shirt and slightly faded jeans,
he looked like just about anyone else. Of course, no one else had just changed the course of an
interstellar war. The decision to walk made Billy twenty minutes late for his appointment. The
building was an old bluestone that was easily a hundred a twenty years old, possibly dating back
to the original settlement. It was two stories tall and sported an out-sized stone step-way leading
up to the front door. The entry consisted of extra wide double doors made of some medium
brown wood with blond streaks woven through it. The streaks on the doors matched up, leaving
Billy to conclude that they’d been made from a single board cut out of a massive tree. Stained
glass panels in a wilderness scene had been set into the doors. He tried the handle and found the
doors locked, so he pulled down on the lightweight chain near the right side. He heard a soft
gonging sound from inside.
Billy recognized the muscular, athletic, and military-looking man that opened the door as
the same man that had accompanied the Professor at their very first meeting. He wore a darkblue business suit that still managed to look like a uniform.
“You’re late,” the man said matter-of-factly.
Billy looked up at the man’s face. “Does that mean I should go away? I passed an
interesting looking bookstore on my way here that I would very much like to visit.”
Without speaking further the man stepped back and to one side to allow room for Billy to
enter. The foyer was as impressive as the doors. Lots of dark wood, some sort of burgundy
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polished-stone tiles on the floor, and a curving, double-wide staircase leading upward. The
people that lived here lived well.
“Up the steps, second door on the left,” the big man said before turning away and passing
out of sight down a side hallway.
Professor Vogtschaller’s office was a departure from the little that Billy had seen of the
house. The room was large, yes, and also done is lots of dark wood and more stained glass.
Squatting in the middle of the room’s majesty was a relatively small desk behind which sat a
man in over-sized khakis and a too-big sweater. The desktop was bare but for a datascreen
propped up a little to the right of center. There were two chairs covered in brown leather facing
the desk.
“Ah, Mr. Indigo, there you are. Welcome, even if a bit belated,” the Professor said.
“Please, have a seat. Can I get you something to drink? Water, fruit juice, alcohol?”
“Hello, Professor. Thank you, no, on the drinks. It appears that I’ve offended the large
man that let me in.”
“Oh, I’m sure you have. The Sergeant-Major prefers predictability.”
“The universe must be a very great disappointment to him, then,” Billy said.
The Professor’s eyebrows went up slightly before he began to laugh. The laugh was
hearty and used all of his body to accomplish. It was many seconds before the Professor was in a
fit state to continue. Billy, unsure what he’d said that was funny, simply waited.
“Mr. Indigo, I have to say that you have quite a way with understatement. Thank you, I
haven’t laughed like that in much too long.”
“You’re welcome, though I’m afraid I don’t know any more jokes,” Billy said.
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From behind the desk the Professor, still smiling, could only look at Billy and give his
head a slight slow shake. “Anyway, I’ve been going over the fleet Captains’ reports concerning
the recent exercise. You’ve managed to impress a number of people that are not easily
impressed. They’re practically frothing to get your projected-gravity weapon into place. Your
estimation of four to seven months to get five of the weapons into use within the fleet is being
called unduly pessimistic. There’s a very big push on to get your weapon in the hands of battle
commanders.”
“That’s good to hear. The test did seem to go well, although, I admit the unannounced
portion of the exercise was a bit harrowing at the time. It did make poignant how much we rely
on what our datascreens tell us is true, and how little we know about the universe first-hand. For
that short period of time, I knew that hundreds of people were dying.”
“Indeed, Mr. Indigo, though you aren’t the first to note how removed we are from the
consequences of our actions. We are very much the victims of our own cleverness.”
“If we allow ourselves to be,” Billy said. “What are the longer-range plans for our
relationship with the geshannti, if I may know? Earthspace governments are at the point now
where that has to be an immediate issue.”
“The subject is being talked about at the levels that aren’t likely to reach the media just
yet. Your weapon is still a very closely guarded secret, but it will come out soon enough. For
now, we are continuing to try to create a dialogue with the geshannti. We know they’ve
deciphered lingua-terra. There have been a few, very few, communiqués insisting we not attack
civilian populations. Apart from that, we don’t seem to be able to set up a dialogue. We’re
missing something vital about them that‘s short-circuiting our overtures. I guess that comes
along with the definition of alien.”
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“It would be useful if we could turn them into friends and trading partners. The galaxy is
big, and almost certainly full of threats more serious than the geshannti. It would be helpful to
have an alliance,” Billy said.
“I think it’s safe to say that that sentiment is the prevailing one. The sooner we can wrap
up hostilities, the easier it’ll be to begin the healing. Of course, we’re presuming that the
geshannti think even remotely like we do,” the Professor said.
“Well, their technology is understandable by us. I think that’s a good sign. If we were so
different that even that was alien, then I’d say it was more likely that we’d never come together.
In this instance, I’m optimistic.”
“Let’s hope it’s so. But, I’m sure you’ve something else on your mind. Have you come to
tell me of your next project? With the success of your most recent one I’m sure we can fill any
requests you may have,” the Professor said.
“No, Professor. That isn’t why I asked to meet with you. I’ve come to let you know I’m
leaving EDARPA. Effective immediately. I have other interests that I want to pursue. I’ve
created a file of all that’ll be needed to reproduce and operate the weapon. I’ll be sending that to
you this evening when I get some time to log on.”
Professor Vogtschaller leaned back in his chair and steepled his fingers under his chin.
His face was impassive. When he spoke it was softly.
“I had hoped you would elect to stay on. I think I knew from the first day that you would
be with us only so long as it fit with whatever is your greater plan for yourself,” the Professor
said. “And, unlike most people, you do have a plan for your life, don’t you, Mister Indigo?”
Billy, never one to share personal information, merely looked at the Professor, declining
to answer either way.
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“Well, I’m sure you do. I suspect that the Sy Corporation plays a significant role in your
future planes, eh?”
Again Billy did not respond. The Professor weighed what to reveal about his knowledge
of Billy’s extracurricular life: the death of the assassin, the death of Magistrar Clyman, Billy’s
sudden wealth accumulation and its subsequent spectacular growth, and the growing stake in Sy
Corporation that looked very much like a take-over being planned for a future date. Of course,
acknowledging the scope of what EDARPA knew about Billy’s personal life would gain the
Professor nothing, and might generate such ill will from the boy that he would feel compelled to
retaliate.
“I think you know, Mr. Indigo, that I genuinely like you. Your life ahead is bound to be
an adventure, an even better one than the last few years have been. If there is anything I can do to
help you, whether inside of EDARPA or out, I hope you’ll come to me.”
“Thank you, sir,” Billy said. “I do appreciate the time and opportunity you’ve given me
by having brought me into EDARPA. I’ve been exposed to ideas, and people, that I likely would
never have been otherwise. I think that with the war winding down in the very near future, it’s
time for me to move on to longer-term considerations. I hope to travel extensively and for that, it
would be much easier if I had pilot training. FTL pilot training. If you could offer up a name to
contact that would allow me to start on that, I would thank you sincerely.”
“Pilot training? Hmm, I may know a name or two. I will send contact information to you
after I’ve had a chance to speak to a couple of people. Planning to purchase your own FTL ship?
At the rate your wealth is growing, and with the addition of the credits coming on your
projected-gravity earnings, I suspect that would be a possibility in the not too distant future.
Well, there’s a lot to see in the galaxy, even in our little corner of it. I envy you, Mr. Indigo, I
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really do. You have decades of opportunity ahead of you, and the credits to make it into
whatever you want it to be. I hope you remember to do good while you’re doing well.”
Billy blinked at that. “I’ve created a weapon that will win the war for humans, and in the
long run probably save hundreds of thousands of lives, isn’t that enough good for one person?”
“Mr. Indigo,” the Professor said with a fatherly tone, “there is never enough good.
Humans, although capable of incredible acts of kindness and generosity, are also capable of
incredible evil. We have not, as a species, fully grown beyond our basic animal brain. It’s my
belief that what we call a conscience is an evolutionary trait, something that we are acquiring
still. Not all humans have a conscience, not all are capable of empathy. It’s those people, the
ones that are still living within the confines of the most basic animal needs that are the bad seeds
still sprouting in our species. Until we fully evolve into what we are becoming it will be
necessary for some part of our society to protect the rest. I hope you’ll choose to be a protector in
some way. The greater one’s resources the greater is one’s capacity to protect.”
Though Billy had always known that the Professor was a do-gooder he’d hadn’t
previously preached his particular religion. Billy let it roll by, passing over him without a word
of it attaching to him. There were tens of billions of humans in the galaxy…let them look out for
themselves. So long as they didn’t interfere with Billy’s plans they’d be allowed to proceed on
their simpleton ways.
“I’ll keep that in mind, Professor.”
“Do you have a place to stay, yet,” the Professor asked.
“I do. I’ve rented two nights at a bed-and-breakfast while I shop for an apartment. Some
place high. After all that time on-station, I want to have something to look at,” Billy said.
“Understandable.”
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23
Date Unknown

“Let us begin,” the First said just loud enough to be heard over the general murmur of
voices from the other five and their aides. Five bodies shuffled to their places at the round table
while six others made their way out of the room. The door closed with a securing click.
Around the table it was another minute before all five members were looking up at The
First, having made changes to the screens built into the table before them. Finally, all six screens
were showing the same thing.
“By now you’ve all had an opportunity to read through the report that has brought us
together. Information has just made its way to us describing a new weapon being used by the
humans. It precise nature is not yet clear, but its effects are,” said The First.
“Were it not for the photographs and internal sensor data these accounts would be
difficult to believe,” the Third said.
“Quite disturbing,” said The Fourth, ever the one for understatement.
“I think this has to qualify as a significant change to the circumstances. With this new
weapon the humans have been able to push past our outer defenses and now occupy fully a
quarter of our space. Four colony worlds have had to be abandoned, with two more in immediate
jeopardy,” said The Sixth. “When news of this new weapon makes it into the public shian there
will be mass panic. We do not know if this weapon can be used in a planetary gravity field, but
that won’t stop the doomsayers from spreading their black vision of the future.”
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“If we are to believe the projections of our commanders then the future may indeed be as
black as the doomsayers proclaim,” The Sixth said. “I think it is time to consider deploying the
weapon we have had made ready. Our scientists say they cannot counter this new human
weapon, they cannot even conceive of how such a gross breach of physics is possible.”
“I cannot argue,” The First said. “The pace at which the humans are encroaching is
accelerating. However, we do not yet know that the bleakest of projections is the correct one.
There is yet to be found any evidence to support those that say the humans will either
exterminate our species, or use us as a food source. Thus far, and with admittedly sparse
intelligence, there is simply no way to know how we may be treated.”
“Assuming anything less than the most negative of outcomes is to put our survival as a
species at risk. We cannot afford to assume anything but the worst, anything else will leave us at
their mercy, however great or slight that may be,” said The Third.
The First did not respond to that immediately. She stood at the table rubbing two finger
tips of her left together, a nervous habit that the others recognized as her way of accepting a
difficult decision. For her part, The First opened herself to the shian of the room. Although there
were significant components of fear and doubt, the greater part of it was acceptance of what
seemed must be the inevitable.
“If we are to do this thing then we must do so in the greatest secrecy,” said The First. “No
one outside of this room can be allowed to know the nature of our intention. When the time
comes, we six must accept all responsibility. We cannot put this burden on our people. They
must be given the opportunity to distance themselves as a group, and each to their own, from
what we set into motion. The galaxy may well call us pariahs for generations to come. It may call
the six of us the most heinous of criminals. We must accept that we will be the targets of their
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ire, leaving our people to join with others in shaming us. It has to be so or I will not approve the
action.”
Now it was the turn of the five to sit in silence as each mulled what it might mean.
They’d not thought about the aftermath, apart from an end to the war. They’d not thought how
their people may judge their decision, or how the races they traded with may react. Or how space
traveling species they had not yet met may view such an action. Surely some would see it as a
very great crime. And of course, there was the actual physical cost of accepting and deploying
the weapon. It would put their entire species into debt for at least a decade, possibly two.
The First sipped at some water and waited as the shian shifted slightly one way before
tilting again another. Strong emotions washed through the gestalt in the room like waves from a
dropped pebble.

Ѯ
Just outside the atmosphere a pale blue light flickers briefly, not visible to unaided eyes
on the dark surface, yet seen by lifeless eyes in high orbit whose task it is to watch for such
lights. Communiqués flash from satellites to waiting receivers on the surface, setting into motion
actions practiced many times.
A small craft by any standard, with a crew of one certainly sentient and one whose status
as sentient could be debated, has exited shiftspace and re-coupled to the universe of realspace.
The space craft, a lifting body with stubby wings designed to also operate in an atmosphere,
arrives stationary relative to the surface and begins to fall, unpowered. Allowing gravity to do
the hard work, the scout vessel drops quickly into thin air.
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“Do they have us yet, Eight?” Ytsmea asks the AI. The ship’s computer does not have a
name, merely a number designation. They’d agreed on what to call each other before leaving the
carrier ship.
“It’s certain that they are aware of us but there is no indication that we have been
acquired. Search radars are ranging widely.”
The Artificial Intelligence that is the ship has a soft voice, and under even the gravest of
emergencies it would remain calm.
“What are the return signals I see on the sweep screen?”
“Those are quick-reaction atmospheric pursuit vessels. As yet they have not exhibited
sufficient speed to overtake us even should they acquire us. I believe we will encounter other
such flights. They will be occurring over the entire continent,” Artificial Intelligence Number
Eight says.
“Once we’ve been acquired, and that must be fairly soon, how much time before we have
to break off?” Ytsmea asks.
“Best circumstance has us completing the mission, worst circumstance we will only
complete sixty-two per cent.”
“Worst circumstance is we get blown up. That wouldn’t be much of a successful
reconnaissance mission.”
“This human world is not known to possess the capability of engaging us to termination,”
Eight says. “It is quite far from their homeworld, a minor colony and not heavily defended thus
far. Estimated population is eight million.”
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“’Engaging us to termination,’ you do have a way with words. With the natural resources
we suspect are here, if confirmed, even at sixty-two per cent that makes this a success. Of course,
any mission that we survive is a success according to me.”
“I am in full agreement on that point, Pilot,” Eight replies. There is a change in the small
sounds within the cabin; clicks and beeps increase, indicator lights come on, as the scout ship
adds horizontal thrust to its downward speed.
Ytsmea has no real control over the small scout ship; there are controls that she could
manipulate but even those are fly-by-wire and the AI could override her at any time. Of course,
with the correct verbal commands Ytsmea can invoke Pilot Control. She is designated the ‘Pilot’
but is more like a flexible, organic decision maker. From the command chair, long enough to
support her quadrupedal torso, she uses two meter-long nostril-arms tipped with three fingers
each to adjust settings or invoke hidden displays. The nostril-arms attach either side of her mouth
which is just above her sternum. A thick trunk of muscle over a bony cage that encases her brain
rises above the torso, it’s topped with recognizable eyes, and ears that look like they were tacked
on as an afterthought; adding a touch of the comic as the universe is often wont to do.
The Artificial Intelligences that actually operate all Geshannti war ships are not allowed
to operate independently. Until the war there had been nothing anywhere near the sophistication
of the Military Artificial Intelligences. Geshannti, on average, do not feel the need to fill their
lives with electronic supplements.
Ytsmea’s job is to remain in the couch with the restraint webbing over her and monitor
their progress. It’s often the pilot that identifies a potential danger or obstacle developing before
the AI does, credited to instinct, something that cannot be programmed into an AI.
“We have been acquired. Interceptors are turning to meet us,” the AI says.
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“How are we doing on mission time?” Ytsmea asks, then, “What’s that indicator light
that just came on?”
“A small storage compartment door on the hull has gone ajar. Or the indicator light is
faulty. I am running a diagnostic. One moment, please,” the AI says.
“Is it mission critical?”
“It is not, nor will it affect our return to space or our shift capability.”
“What’s in that compartment?” Ytsmea asks.
“According to the inventory it contains a small tank of supplemental food liquids.”
“Why would something like that be stored near the outer hull? Shouldn’t that be in
STORES with the rest of the food supplies? Odd, that,” Ytsmea says.
“Yes, pilot, it is odd. Also, I am detecting a loss of the stored liquids, apparently a
container has ruptured, no, wait, it is a valve that has failed open,” Eight says. “Again, it is not
mission critical.”
“Make a note to double check that compartment and door when we get back. Why would
food stuffs be stored where they could not be gotten to without an EVA?” Ytsmea asks, clearly a
rhetorical question.
“I will remind you to inquire further when we have returned home.”
“Good. How are we doing on the mission time?” Ytsmea could have simply referred to
the data screen on her left but the ongoing dialogue helps her to avoid thinking about the many
ways things could go wrong.
“Mission complete in one-half interval.”
“How are the human interceptors doing?”
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“It appears the interceptors are breaking off due to a missile launch. Tracking. This is a
new type of missile; I do not have it in my database. They are very fast… approaching twenty
gravities of acceleration and still increasing. It is not certain that we can reach a safe distance
before they catch us. I am adjusting our vector to align with the de-couple coordinates.
Acceleration is coming on.”
“Show me the acceleration curves,” Ytsmea says. On a screen in front of her a line on a
Cartesian grid is displayed, then another. Next to the line representing the approaching missiles
is a less steep line that represents the acceleration of their small ship. There’s a moving dot
depicting their ship and another indicating the de-couple point. The line showing the anticipated
flight of the missiles intersects their line before they reach the de-couple point.
She can now hear a slight hum coming from all around that confirms their acceleration is
increasing markedly. Eight is beginning to push the engines. The point at which the two lines
converge moves but not far enough. She can feel pressure on her as the acceleration begins to
exceed what the artificial gravity generators can compensate for.
“Keep increasing,” she says.
“Nominal maximum acceleration is insufficient to escape the missiles,” Eight says.
“What do you suppose happens if the missiles catch us?”
It seems to Ytsmea that there’s a short pause. “We will be destroyed, I assume.”
“So much for can’t engage us to termination,” she says to herself. “Keep increasing, do
what you have to to outrun those missiles to the de-couple point,” Ytsmea says. She can feel the
g-forces continuing to increase, now more quickly. Pressing a button produces a slanted pad for
her to lean her cranial thorax against to help her resist the increasing g-forces.
“Tell me this, Eight; is it possible for this ship to escape?”
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“It is possible for the ship to escape, but at the acceleration needed it is not a foregone
conclusion that you would survive. “
Without hesitating Ytsmea says, “Gas me.”
Immediately she smells something new in the air but passes out before her brain can
register what the odor reminds her of.
It’s half an eight-day trip back to the carrier ship from which she had launched and Eight
keeps Ytsmea in a coma state the entire time. What limited medical capability the little scout
ship has is able to maintain her but no real repairs can be done. Once they have Ytsmea in a
proper medical facility she is kept in the coma for six eight-days, during which time the carrier
returns to its home planet, and she is then transferred to a hospital on an orbital station. The
injuries Ytsmea suffered during the race against the missiles were extensive, ranging from
broken bones to organ damage, and brain damage from the extended compression on the rear
lobes. Following the initial phase of healing she is kept in a quiet area where geshannti
attendants wear hoods to keep unwanted shian emissions from upsetting Ytsmea. The damage to
her brain was mainly centered on her shian organ, that which allows the limited, close-range
telepathic contact enjoyed by all geshannti.
When the doctors are convinced that Ytsmea has healed sufficiently they withdraw the
drugs and allow her to wake completely. There’s an infotainment wall in her room and when she
turns it on she learns that the war is over and she’s a hero, credited with delivering the bioengineered virus that ultimately killed many tens of billions of humans.
The strident shrilling of medial alarms brings medical staff at a gallop to her room.
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24
December 12, 2302

The Escarp ado El Diente Mountains of Neo-Chile lived up to their name. The young
mountain range, only a few million years old, is the result of two tectonic plates colliding along a
subduction zone. The layer riding atop the other was steadily being shoved up until now, at
nineteen thousand feet, it had begun to reshape global wind patterns. Lush valleys a continent
away were slowly drying while deserts that had once gone decades without rain were beginning
to bloom. Weathering had been minimal and sheer faces of granite, some over three thousand
feet of vertical, stood in a line like the teeth of some planet-sized mandible. Grey and
unblemished by invading mosses, for the most part, the starkness was its own kind of beautiful.
Merciless, emotionless, seemingly eternal, the cliff faces smiled on no one and had taken more
than a few lives of those foolish enough to attempt their summits. When the winds blew in off
the mar they dumped their humidity in the form of rains along the western faces. Forests of
incredible thickness and diversity arose from the warm rains, blanketing the less sheer western
slopes. By the time those katabatic winds clawed their way above the tree line and toppled over
the peaks they were dry and cold, falling like an invisible axe blade on the necks of all but the
hardiest of life forms below.
The house that jutted out from the cliff face wasn’t alive, although it talked to its
residents, cared for them, gave them shelter. The computer that ran the house was just short of
being self-aware. It was the equivalent of any computer in the world, and Billy was sure it could
easily pass any Turing Test yet devised. Of course, it did so much more than simply keep Indigo
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Billy’s house warm and stocked with food. It had taken just over a year for Billy’s house to be
built, time he’d spent living on Earth, ninety-two light-years away. He’d reviewed the progress
and approved the required changes via ansibile, an expensive way to communicate but cost was
of little concern to Indigo Billy by that time. His new house, jutting straight out of the cliff face,
had a wide deck that looked out over the valley below and a flat roof for the air-taxis that were
the only way in and out. The days when the air was warm enough and the winds still enough to
spend much time on the deck were rare, but well worth the wait. The home office, directly
beneath the deck, had wide windows that also looked out over the valley. This was where Billy
had taken to spending his time. He had occasional visitors…business associates for the most part,
but also hired company on some few nights. Most, not all, of that company was female.
Billy read the news headlines as they came up on the wall-sized infotainment screen,
watching especially closely for news about the war, or anything to do with the Sy Corporation.
On the war front things were beginning to move well. The geshannti were in full retreat, pulling
back their forces and civilians, ceding a total of six systems so far. Still, there was no successful
communication.
“Morsi, look for projections on the end of the geshannti war,” Billy said to the home
computer.
“The most recent official projections have the war essentially over in six months,” Morsi
said. Someone from an earlier period of Earth would say the computer sounded a little bit
British.
“And how is that envisioned?”
“The remaining populated worlds in geshannti space will be blockaded. Surviving
prisoners-of-war will be returned in some way. Most likely an automated shuttle will land them
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on a geshannti colony world. Any ships attempting to pass the blockade will be captured or
destroyed. Beyond that there will be no hostilities. Eventually, a dialogue will be established and
we will make overtures to move into a trading partnership. Failing that, the blockade will remain
in place,” Morsi said.
“Think it’ll work?”
“No way to know, sir. One need only return to the definition of ‘alien’.
Billy sat at the window, fingers laced atop his head, and looked out at the valley. There
was a narrow cloudbank falling down the valley, low, only a few hundred feet above the river.
Above the cloud line black-tailed eagles could be seen soaring on the rising thermals.
Occasionally one would pass within mere feet of the windows; a few had even landed on the
deck’s guardrail. While the eagles were prowling the air lesser raptors stayed well away.
“Where’s Tyrell Sy?” Billy asked.
“Mr. Sy is currently touring a newly acquired facility that manufactures medical
equipment. There has been a determined push by Sy Conglomerates over the last five years to
become the major player in the health care equipment field. Sy Conglomerates currently controls
approximately twenty percent of that market in the Asimov, Flashpoint, and Chandler’s Stop
systems. Their holdings are much smaller in the other systems as a whole.” Morsi had been
coached by Billy over many weeks on just how much information to add to any particular
question. Morsi was a heuristic computer, its programming evolving as it operated.
“How are things going with the Blue Gravity game sites?” Billy asked after refreshing his
coffee and retrieving a bagel.
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“Franchises have just reached seven hundred and have broken through to all ten worlds.
The pace of franchise sales continues to accelerate. Profits from that market are still rising. I
predict that trend will continue for at least another three years before it plateaus.”
Blue Gravity was the name given to the laser tag game facilities wherein all six interior
walls were in play. The military had lost interest in the gravity-shear device and Billy had
reached a deal with EDARPA to allow commercialization. Billy had had to give up his
percentage earnings for the projected-gravity weapon in exchange. It had turned out very well
indeed for Billy. In the Blue Gravity game room each wall was comprised of obstacles and
hideouts wherein competitors could assault or defend their flag. Refinements to the gravity-shear
device had made it possible to keep the volume of the center of the cube at zero-g, thereby
making it possible for players to jump from one ‘floor’ to another when pressing an attack. There
was talk of adding Blue Gravity to the Tech Olympics. It had taken several months of intense
work but Billy had worked out a means to allow the gravity-shear to work within a naturally
occurring gravity well. The entire floor area under the Blue Gravity game building was one large
syn-gee field, thereby negating the effects of the natural gravity field. It had seemed so obvious
once he’d worked it out.
“Start looking for under-valued medical equipment manufacturers and suppliers in the
systems where Sy isn’t strong, yet. Buy them under one of the Blue Horizon corporate names.
It’s time that Tyrell starts to see who he’s competing against. Also, begin a slow divestment in
armament resupply and put that money into the manufacturers of smaller Space Force light
cruisers and fast destroyers. That’ll be the size ship used most often for the blockade. They’ll be
needing a lot of those to enforce a blockade on a dozen or twenty worlds.”
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“Yes, sir. Might I recommend purchasing the makers of military uniforms for Space
Force? It is rumored that there is a new Admiral to be appointed once the heavy fighting is over.
There’s an eighty-one percent likelihood that Space Force uniforms will be modified and then
replaced throughout the entire force,” Moshe said.
“Good idea, go ahead with that,” Bill said, then added, “leave me alone for a while.”
Twenty-two minutes passed as Billy sipped at his coffee and looked out on the valley. He
was just under two hundred miles from the nearest small town, over three hundred from a city.
Odds were good that there wasn’t another human with thirty or forty miles. Perfect.
“Sir, sorry to disturb you. You asked to be notified of any threats there may be to the
planet,” Moshe said.
“Is there a threat to the planet?”
“I’m not quite sure. Orbital and ground sensor stations have identified a single geshannti
craft in the atmosphere over the eastern continent. It is approximately forty-five hundred miles
from here. It emerged to realspace just above the atmosphere a minute and nine seconds ago and
immediately began a steep, powered dive. It is currently skimming at about thirty-one miles
above sea level.”
“Have they identified the type of ship? Is it big enough mount a serious attack?”
“It has been identified as a being of their fast-attack fighter profile. It carries minimal
offensive and defensive weaponry. It is not capable of mounting any significantly damaging
attack unless it is carrying some new style of weapon.”
“Reconnaissance of some sort?” Billy asked
“That would be the logical conclusion. However, it would be a new tactic on their part.
Still, it would suggest that they may be preparing to mount an attack on this world,” Moshe said.
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Billy sat back in his chair with his right elbow on the armrest clenching and opening his
fist. It was a habit he’d picked up somewhere. “Do we have any visuals?”
“Shortly, sir. Quick-Reaction fighters have turned to intercept and engage. We can access
their battle cameras. Coming up now, sir.”
On the infotainment screen a shot of open sky appeared peppered with a few white wisps
of cloud. The clouds whipped past the camera as it zoomed in. A small dot appeared on the
screen, too small to make out any details, but very slowly growing larger as the fighter picked up
speed in its attack run. If Space Force ever learned of his hack into their computers they would
be very much not amused.
“Sir, the fighters have been warned off. Surface mounted missiles have been launched.
They are of a new type, very fast. Space Force computers are convinced the missiles can
intercept and destroy the ship before it can reach a distance that will allow it to shift to FTL,”
Moshe said.
Seconds passed as the dark dot on the screen remained relatively unchanged. Then it
began rising in the screen.
“The geshannti ship is climbing and accelerating. It has clearly identified the missiles as a
serious threat. Confidence is still high for a successful intercept.”
As Billy watched the smudge on the screen became smaller. After half a minute it was no
longer discernible. He turned around and returned his gaze to the valley, leaving it to Morsi to
keep him updated.
“Still climbing, still accelerating. Based on what we know of geshannti capabilities, the
acceleration now exceeds what the internal artificial gravity can compensate for. The pilot will
be feeling increasing gee-stresses,” Moshe continued. “Still accelerating, confidence in the
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intercept remains high. The rate of acceleration is now increasing, climbing steadily. The pilot is
very likely at risk as gee-forces inside the craft may be approaching twenty-gees. Rate of
acceleration continues to increase, intercept confidence is falling.”
“He’s going to get away,” Billy said.
“Geshannti ship has successfully transitioned to FTL. It has indeed escaped,” Moshe said.
“Seems like an awful lot of trouble to go for a reconnaissance flight. They could have
sent a drone and not risked a pilot. Plus, we’re about as far away from geshannti space as you
can get and still be in Earthspace. Why mount an attack here?” Bill asked.
“It would have a large element of surprise,” Moshe said.
“Not anymore. How come the orbital defenses didn’t shoot that ship down?”
“Orbital defenses are not configured to engage an enemy rising up from atmosphere,”
Moshe replied.
“I’ll bet that’s going to change in a hurry.”
“I shouldn’t wonder,” Moshe said. “The government and military comm channels are
lighting up.”
“Is the public being made aware of this incursion?” Billy asked.
“Not as yet.”
“Okay, go back to whatever you were doing and leave me alone,” Billy told Morsi.
Late afternoon overtook Billy. He was in a contemplative mood and so remained sitting
near the window for several hours, rising only to gain a glass of water and later to deal with the
consequences of that. As the sky darkened he let the lights come up in the house only slightly,
enough to make mirrors of the windows. Looking back at him from the reflective darkness were
a pair of eyes, a shock of blond hair, and a crescent of white if he smiled. He thought that a good
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metaphor for his personality…dark, for the most part, with just enough highlights to convince
other people that he was just like them. He didn’t have to look too far ahead to see his twentyfirst birthday and already he was wealthy beyond pretty much anyone’s wildest dreams and
avarice.
He’d done very well for himself in his fourteen months on Earth, after three months postEDARPA proved to be insufficiently interesting in Big Chandler. Earth had been quite a change.
For one, while he pretty much grew up on Chandler’s Stop, the population there became used to
him, accepted him as a part of the world’s landscape; slightly odd, but one of their own. On
Earth he was a novelty. Less than two weeks after arriving, quietly enough, one of the gossip
publisher’s, lamprey mags they were called, took an interest in him. Suddenly there were
photographs of him popping up on social media sights, on the covers of the flimsie publications
that decorated street corners, and in the ‘tainment news programs. They did a lot of digging and
managed to get most of the hard facts correct, if you troubled yourself to sift those tiny morsels
from the large piles of outright lies and made-up crap that filled out the articles.
The persistence of the lampreys got steadily worse. His reticence and preference to live
quietly, to never comment about any of the stories, to never answer a single question, just
seemed to fuel the frenzy. Eventually, Billy agreed to do an interview with one of the more
reputable daytime ‘tainment shows, hoping that by doing so he could damp down the interest.
When the questions, which started out as only inane, proceeded into the territory of intensely
personal, Bill simply stood and walked away. In its own way that may have been even worse, the
‘tainment show ran the clip twenty times a day for what seemed like weeks.
There was an incident which served to push the lampreys back a bit. Billy had rented a
large apartment in a reasonably nice area, high up, and spent most of his time there, venturing
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out when he had to. Unfortunately, he had to regularly as he made contacts and developed
business relationships. Returning early to his apartment one day after an appointment had
canceled suddenly he found a man in his apartment. His pockets were full of small items that had
no meaning to Billy, they were just knickknacks that had come with the apartment. Billy walked
in as the man seemed to be taking pictures of every inch of the apartment. Billy grabbed the man,
allowed some wrestling to go on in order to topple lamps and tables and the like, was careful to
get a scrape that drew some blood, and then had casually caved in the man’s skull with a fake log
from the decorative fireplace. He called the police, let the process play itself out, and was found
to have acted in self-defense. It turned out that the man was one of the better known ‘tainment
lampreys who, it was suspected, was intending to sell the ‘genuine’ items and the photographs
from Billy’s apartment. After that the other lampreys kept a more respectful distance. Eventually,
Billy did move to a much more expensive apartment, one with a monitored entry system. When
he did that he purchased everything that had been in his old apartment, along with hundreds of
photos of himself using the items, and put it all up for sale on the social media sites for next to
nothing. Soon the flooded market for all things Indigo Billy became so flat that some items
couldn’t be given away. The lampreys’ interest and so, too, the followers of all things in the flash
fashion realm, deflated as quickly as it had originally swelled.
After studying several markets Billy used his sizable buying power to get involved in real
estate. Not houses and homes, the profits there were of insufficient size. But commercial
properties, condominium villages, high-rise office building, resort hotels, these were where there
was money enough to fuel Billy’s fire for more. Along with his success came the to-be-expected
but unwanted attention. At one point there were no fewer than five official investigations into
Billy’s actions. Earth was much more conservative in the ways it allowed citizens to amass
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wealth than were the colonies. All the while the investigations ran their various courses he
continued to purchase and then resell at a profit, always working through highly respected legal
firms. Soon he gained a different sort of notoriety. He found himself back on the infotainment
screens but this time as an increasingly popular figure with the financial crowds. The requests for
interviews renewed, he steadfastly maintained his program of non-answer. It came to pass that
soon the phrase ‘going indigo’ was equated with introversion, secrecy, and an asocial desire to
keep one’s business to one’s self. It was used with both positive and negative inferences
depending on the speaker.
Throughout the on-Earth period Billy continued to buy up Sy Corporate stock when there
was a dip in the stock price. Tyrell Sy was a polarizing figure that was often found center stage
in some business or personal scandal. Sy Corporate stock prices rose and fell in line with Tyrell’s
shenanigans.
Neo-Chile was ideal for Billy. He had the seclusion he sought, had unlimited mobility
due to owning various flying vehicles and holding the several pilots licenses needed to fly them.
In addition, he had the credits to use the ansible system to do business anywhere in Earthspace in
real-time.

December 17, 2302

His twentieth birthday had come and gone months ago with no fanfare beyond him hiring
a woman to keep him company that evening. In the morning he paid her several times her normal
rate, made her sign a confidentiality agreement, and sent her on her way in an automated air-taxi.
Four months and two days after the incident with the geshannti craft in the skies of Neo-Chile
Morsi announced that there was an air-taxi approaching with a request to land.
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“I’m not expecting anyone, am I?” Billy was in the kitchen cutting up vegetables for a
soup.
“No, sir. You have no appointments today,” Morsi said.
“Then who wants to land?”
“They claim to be two acquaintances. Professor Jeffery Vogtschaller and Ms. Chien
Shiung-Wu.”
That caught Billy a little of guard and he was several seconds responding.
“Okay, direct them here once they’ve arrived. How much time do I have?”
“Approximately nine minutes, sir,” Morsi said.
Looking over the onions, chives, and peppers still on the counter and the pot of water
sitting over a low flame, he thought that would do.
“That’s fine,” Billy said.
With Morsi to guide them the two visitors made their way to the kitchen area, a fairly
modest area with pale stone counter tops and dark cabinetry. Billy was standing at an island with
a four-burner stove top built in. The island was rounded on one side where there were highbacked chairs so visitors could chat with the cook while a meal was being prepared. The space
was open to a large living area with matching sofas and chairs that had images of running horses
woven into them. There was a large infotainment screen built into one wall above a fireplace that
burned real wood. The mood of the room was serious as opposed to frivolous without having
gone all the way to somber. On the far wall the shades were drawn against the late morning sun.
The Professor was, as ever, the picture of unkempt intelligence, his fringe of white hair
jutting out in places. Ms. Shiung-Wu on the other hand was picture perfect. Her black hair shone
and was done up in a thick braid that she’d folded and pinned back. She wore a dark-burgundy
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pants suit with a pale yellow blouse and matching scarf, her black shoes were rarely visible
beneath the pant legs.
“This house is simply breath-taking, Mr. Indigo. I’ve rarely seen anything like it, and the
location, attached to the side of this cliff, is just beyond words,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said. “The
views must be heart-stopping.”
Billy smiled as he shook her proffered hand. “It is nice, and it works well for me. I’m
glad you like it.”
“Well done, lad,” the Professor said as he also extended his hand. “We’d been warned
that you’d gone a little over the top with your house, but no one let on just what you have here.
Absolutely breath-taking.”
“Thank you. So, what brings the two of you so far off the beaten path? It’s not like NeoChile is a hub of scientific research. Or even much of a vacation destination.”
Just then Morsi spoke from speakers mounted behind Billy. “Mr. Indigo, perhaps your
guests would like something to drink. A refresher after their long flight.”
“Oh, sure,” Billy said. “I have water and pineapple juice if you’d like.”
The Professor, as was his way, stepped to the refrigerator and opened it.
“He’s right, juice or water, dear?” he said.
“Fruit juice, if you please, Jeffery,” she said.
“I have Morsi remind me when my manners slip,” Billy said. “It seems I’m not really
getting any better at social niceties.”
“That’s fine, Mr. Indigo,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said. “It says a lot that you knew to tell Morsi
to remind you.”
“That was a recommendation from someone else,” Billy said.
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Ms. Shiung-Wu sipped at her glass of juice before speaking. “We were on Freehold for a
technology conference and thought we’d stop here to see you on the way back. Neo-Chile isn’t
really much of a detour, and we were interested in how you’re getting along.”
She pulled out a chair opposite Billy and sat, a moment later the Professor did the same.
“Not to be indelicate, but that’s probably bull. I doubt if either of you, and certainly not
the two together, do much of anything on a whim. And, no doubt, you’ve both been monitoring
my life. It’s what you do,” Billy’s voice didn’t show any trace of anger. He was simply stating
what he thought to be facts. He could have as easily been detailing tomorrow’s weather.
The Professor and Ms. Shiung-Wu exchanged looks before they both smiled.
“He’s on to us, Jeffery,” she said. “I told you he’d not buy it.”
The Professor turned to Billy. “We were on Freehold for a conference, and this is on the
way back, mostly, and we did want to stop in and say ‘hi’.”
“And…,” Billy said.
“And, why don’t you show us around your home while the soup simmers?” Ms. ShiungWu said. “I’d love to see the rest of it.”
Billy looked up slightly, “Morsi?”
“It would be appropriate, sir.”
“All right, then. Before we get to what really brings you here, perhaps you’d like to see
the rest of the house?” Billy asked.
“Very good, sir,” Morsi said.
“Does he always comment aloud like that?” the Professor asked.
“No. But since I asked him for advice in front of you that gives him leave to speak up
when he sees fit.”
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He led them back to the hallway they’d traversed when they’d arrived and turned left
down another hallway that was wide enough to be called an avenue. There were sconces on the
wall that looked to be some sort of pale stone that had been shaved thin enough to be translucent.
The floor was tiled in matching stone.
“The bathroom with a full-sized fresher is there,” Billy said indicating the first door on
the right. “Then we have the four guest bedrooms, each with its own attached bathroom.” He slid
a pocket door open to reveal a very large room with a king-sized bed covered in a spotted
animal-print throw. Opposite the bed was an infotainment screen showing a moving panoramic
of a veldt complete with various Earth animals going about their business. The walls were a pale
wood standing atop a floor of black tiles spotted with white. “The floor is a mosaic of the Earth’s
night sky seen from the southern hemisphere. The long bright streak, of course, is the Milky
Way.”
“Positively stunning,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said.
The other three guest rooms were equally impressive in their way. One was done as a
very expensive hotel suite, with shiny silver metal and square corners. There were pictures of
landscapes and standing lamps on nightstands. It seemed all too familiar, and faintly repellent, to
Billy’s current guests who’d spent way too many nights in rooms that looked very much like this
one. The next was very feminine, bright colors and lace-trimmed pillow cases. There was a desk
with a three-sided and angled mirror that had lights running all across the top. Rather than a
bureau in which to put clothes there was an actual closet with shelves and hangers. Fourth of the
group was slightly smaller than the other three, and while nice, it had none of the impact. The
walls were wood planks that looked like they may have been shaped by hand, and the floor was
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tiled in simple beige. Atop a king-sized bed was a solid brown quilt with four white-cased
pillows.
“If you’re staying the night you may have your pick of rooms,” Billy said.
“We weren’t intending to stay,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said, “but this is very nearly enough to
convince me. Unfortunately, we have a ship in orbit that is awaiting our return.”
At the end of the hallway Billy touched a wall panel which then swung aside to let onto a
narrow hallway. Lights sprung on as he led them in. The hallway circled back to the main living
area where another hidden panel slid aside.
“Open the shades, Morsi,” Billy said when they were all in the living room and the panel
had slid shut behind them.
As the shades fully opened there was an audible gasp from Ms. Shiung-Wu. Billy slid a
glass door open and invited them onto the deck with a sweep of his hand. Ms. Shiung-Wu
stepped out slowly and extended her arm to contact the railing before allowing herself to fully
approach the edge. With the yellow sun nearly overhead the late-spring valley spread out below
in a carpet of tender yellow-green. On the right, the last of the white vapor wisps were rising
slowly as the south slope was finally getting direct warmth. Bright spears of white and silver
marked the course of the rambunctious river running a thousand feet below.
“My God,” Ms Shiung-Wu said in a hushed voice. “I saw this out the window as we flew
in, but it’s so much more…immediate…when you’re not protected inside a box. I mean, the sun
and the breeze, and the sheer drop just off this railing. It’s almost overwhelming.”
“It’s spring, just now. We happen to be running near to the same season on Earth,
northern hemisphere. In a few years we’ll be pretty far off. Years are almost seventy days longer
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here, and the days are five hours longer. It takes a while to get your circadian in sync,” Billy
said.
The Professor said nothing but walked to the rail and looked down, then around at the
walls that still rose high above them.
There’s a downstairs level but it’s much more utilitarian. Not much to see. It’s where I
have my office, there’s a workout room, a theater room, and one of those pools where you swim
against a current. It turns out that I enjoy swimming,” Billy said.
“And what is this for?” the Professor said pointing to a metal ring about four inches
across that was firmly attached to the underside of the railing.
“Every so often I rappel down to the valley to go hiking,” Billy said.
“And how to you get back up, then?” Ms. Shiung-Wu asked.
“I climb the rope using ascenders. It’s really quite a workout.”
The two guests looked long at Billy but neither commented.
After several more seconds taking in the valley and the surrounding cliffs Ms. ShiungWu turned and walked into the house. Professor Vogtschaller and Billy followed.
“We do have an ulterior motive for coming to see you, besides simply wanting to say
hello,” the Professor said.
“I’d assumed as much,” Billy said.
Ms. Shiung-Wu picked up the half full glass of juice and took a drink. “Several agencies,
along with Space Force, and with specialists from several EDARPA arms, are putting together a
mission to visit worlds that were formerly geshannti colonies. The goal is to begin learning about
them, their day to day lives, that can’t be learned from military craft captures or prisoners. There
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will be social scientists, exo-biologists, anthropologists, exo-archeologists, and quite a few
scientists, like yourself, from the technology sciences.”
“We want to learn how to understand the geshannti so we can build peaceful relations,”
the Professor said. “No one in government or the military wants to spend centuries as an
occupying army. We need friends as we explore, not enemies. There are bound to be enemies
enough out there for even the craziest political and military hawks. Those of us that can imagine
that we might not always be the toughest kid on the block would rather have someone at our
back.”
Billy took a moment to stir the soup, the aroma of which billowed out of the pot with the
steam.
“Oh, my,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said. “I, for one, am definitely staying for dinner.”
“Then I guess I am, too,” the Professor said.
“And you want me to join this scientific task force? Why? You already have all I know
about gravity. I haven’t worked any new projects since leaving EDARPA.”
“We want you, Mr. Indigo, because you have an agile mind. You imagine things that
others can’t and see connections and associations where others don’t,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said.
“So, my job would be to walk around and wait for an epiphany,” Billy asked.
“As good a way to put it as any, I should think,” the Professor said. “You’ll listen to all
the other experts, talk to them about what they’re learning, absorb the essence of it, and see if
there might be some revelatory connections to be made.”
“What’s in it for me?” Billy asked. He wasn’t being snide; he was asking a simple and
straight-forward question.
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“Adventure. Knowledge. The chance to see things that no human has, to be places that no
human has. And, you might, probably will, find something that you can bring back to market and
sell. Even if it’s just a brand new idea,” Ms. Shiung-Wu said.
“Think of it as a variation on sliding down a skinny rope for a thousand feet, or whatever
it is, just because running on a treadmill or swimming in a pool that doesn’t go anywhere, is
boring. There has to be plenty of days when you’re simply bored. Walking on alien worlds and
exploring what the geshannti left behind won’t be boring, of that I’m sure,” the Professor added.
“No monetary compensation?”
“Nope. Not a single deci-cred.. You’re way beyond the point where even together we
could come up with enough credits to interest you on that alone,” the Professor said.
Billy was quiet for a few seconds before turning his head up just slightly. “What do you
think, Morsi?”
“I think they know you very well indeed, sir,” said the disembodied voice.
“Well, let’s have some soup and homemade bread from earlier and talk about this a bit
more before I get to making any decisions.” Billy said.
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25
April 16, 2303

Billy’s FTL lighter arrived in Earth orbit early in the local morning above Baikonur in
what was still called Old Russia, even though guarded borders had disappeared many decades
previous. The launch facilities were several hundred kilometers from the original city of
Baikonur, a holdover from the days when such a subtle confusion could be enough to throw
people off the trail of a secret location. A new city, Baikonur-B, had sprung up around what had
grown into a thriving spaceport that served most of the central Asian region. Buildings that were
far taller than any chemically powered rocket ever built stabbed upwards. Needle-like edifices
housing homes and offices, stores and playgrounds, athletic fields and funeral parlors, in many
cases comprised the entire universe for someone’s entire lifetime. Why stray from the familiar
when everything needed was just a few dozen floors away?
Billy’s ship floated in queue for nearly two hours as the heavy traffic load for Baikonur
was managed. The Blue Horizon One was given permission to descend and twenty minutes later
Billy was being picked up by a wheel-taxi for transport to the Customs and Immigration Office.
After clearing with minimal delay, people of sufficient wealth, landing in the private and
business portion of the field, used a different screening area that those that had arrived
shoehorned into commercial carriers, he stepped out into sunshine but cool air temps. Just
outside the doors an air-taxi waited for him and six minutes later he was deposited at the rooftop
VIP entrance to the Renaissance Baikonur Hotel, a five-star facility that recognized their guests
by name even when it was a first visit.
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“Welcome, Mr. Indigo, it’s a pleasure to meet you. My name is Sonja. We have your
suite prepared and I can guide you there.” The woman that met Billy was tall, taller in her heels
even than Billy. Sonja had blond, shoulder-length hair that was curled under so it just reached
her collar. She wore a flattering cobalt-blue pants suits highlighted by an apricot scarf that was
tucked in to conceal the deep vee cut of the jacket. It wasn’t obvious merely by looking at her but
Sonja was skilled in three different forms of martial arts; while the residents of Earth, for the
most part, were polite and peaceful some of the visitors from the colonies could be very bold in
their desires. In environments where daily survival was everyone’s avocation people tended to
dispense with the subtleties allusion and innuendo.
“Thank you, Sonja, I’d like that,” Billy said and followed her lead. A man that had been
standing off to one side approached the air-taxi once they’d gone inside and retrieved Billy’s
bags. After the hotel had scanned them for weapons or other possibly dangerous items they
would be brought to his room, and if Billy wished, they’d be emptied and the contents stored as
was proper.
The suite was very nice, as expected for a penthouse, with three bedrooms each having its
own bathroom, plus one for visitors. The windows looked out over the cosmodrome; the old
name for the facilities was still in use. Now the original buildings were all but gone, save for a
few minor structures dedicated to history, and the fleecing of tourists, as museums. There was
city as far as Billy could see, a metropolis that had grown with little control but great energy
through the late twenty-second and early twenty-third century as synthetic-gravity and FTL
travel made the stars very close indeed.
Once Sonja had shown Billy the room she asked if there was anything he would like.
“Please have a plate of fruits sent up. I find I’m a bit hungry.”
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With a very professional “of course” Sonja exited and left Billy in his nicely appointed
large open space.
Billy filled out the remainder of the day attending two business meetings he’d arranged.
The second was a dinner meeting that he cut short when it became clear that the associates
wanted to go drinking until early morning. Preferably on Billy’s credit chip.

April 17, 2303

By noon the next day Billy was installed in his cabin aboard the Chimera. Another grey
box designed with maximum efficiency in a minimum of volume. The Chimera was larger than
the Gobekli Tepe in that it had greater tonnage, more weapons, and could carry a greater number
of people. It was shorter, though many decks deeper, and had no pointy end at which to attach a
bridge. The battle bridge for this ship was deep inside. Billy expected he would not be getting
invited to the Bridge on this trip, even though, as he learned, one half of his weapon was
installed in the cargo holds of the ship.
The crew number on Chimera had been reduced to make cabin space for the dozens of
specialists. There were three score of M.D.s, and Ph.D.s, many with multiple degrees and some
with family pedigrees that placed them slightly above the riffraff of ordinary scholars. Generally
speaking, it wasn’t difficult to identify those individuals. It wasn’t long until Billy learned there
were four ships in this exploratory fleet, and all of them were carrying a mix of specialists. In
addition, the Chimera’s sister-ship, the Mirage carried the second half of the gravity-projection
weapon.
At the end of three and a half minutes he’d stowed all his belongings and reviewed both
the safety procedures and the ship’s layout. He left his room and turned left to locate the crew’s
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mess to what was available for lunch. He passed numerous people that weren’t in uniform, part
of the ‘smart’ cargo, no doubt; just as he was. The crew’s mess was large, one of three actually,
and was well stocked with civilians by the time Billy arrived. Of the eighty or so available seats
nearly half were taken. Ignoring the raised heads and staring eyes he made his way to the selfserve counter. There were several selections, all of which appeared to have been made from fresh
ingredients rather than from large frozen packages. Based solely on aroma he chose the
stroganoff with a large helping of green beans. There were still several of the round tables that
had no occupants so he chose one of those, as well.
He’d barely had time to sit and move the plates off of the tray and onto the table when a
female voice spoke up just behind his left shoulder.
“I know you, you’re Indigo Billy. Part-time semi-famous scientist, and part-time semifamous entrepreneur.”
Billy turned to his left as a young woman moved around to the next chair. Pulling it out
she set her tray down and sat. She was perhaps twenty-five, with cocoa-brown skin just light
enough for a scattering of freckles to show through. Her hair was dark, though not black, and had
been cut and styled to frame her face. Bright, green eyes looked out onto a surprised world. She
was wearing white shorts that came to just above her knees and a bright red long-sleeved shirt
with the sleeves rolled up to her elbows. On her feet we brown leather-looking sandals that had
seen more than a few miles. She smelled of a flower that Billy couldn’t place.
“No, you don’t know me, because I don’t know you. So, more accurately, you recognize
me.”
“A man of precision, I like that,” she said, holding out her hand to him. “I’m Rebba, a
geologist, which means I’m almost certainly redundant for all of this.” She then waved her hand
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at the room, or possibly the whole universe, before Billy had a chance to set his fork down to
shake it. “I can see why they’d want you along, though…quantum gravity expert. Now that’s a
field the military and governments can sink their teeth into. Geology…not much military value
there. But hell, they offered really good money by my standards. So, I get to put ‘space
adventurer’ on my resume. Woo-hoo.”
“Don’t forget ‘military consultant’,” Billy said. ‘That one’s an attention getter. Hello,
Rebba.”
She stuck her hand out again and this time Billy was quick enough to shake it.
“Hi, you don’t mind if I sit here,” she said, making a statement.
“Apparently not. You’re very forward, you know.”
“Can’t get what you want by sitting in the back row waiting to be spotted. Anyway,
enough about me, let’s talk about you. Was it really aliens that made you blue? A good color, by
the way. You’re a good looking guy and I think the blue offsets your blond hair perfectly.”
“The general consensus is that it was aliens. I’m not sure, I wasn’t really paying attention
at the time,” Billy said, sort of getting into her bubbly personality.
“’Course not, you were a baby. Still, it’d be great to go back and ask them what the hell
the blue is all about. Maybe it’s related to why you’re so smart, or maybe you’d be smart even if
you were pink. Regular pink, like regular skin, not like hot pink. That would be amazing though,
to be hot pink,” Rebba said, her words gushed out as each thought came into head.
“I think I’ll stick with blue,” Billy said, smiling.
Studying his face she said, ‘Yeah, stick with blue,” as though pink were a real option.
“Say, you want to get something to eat?”
“I’m trying to eat, now,” Billy said.
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“No, not now, we’re already eating. I mean later, like at supper time?”
“I suppose that would be okay.”
“Great, I’m cabin six-port-seventeen. Say around six-thirty? Bring some food. Now, I
gotta run. There’s a meeting of planetary scientists I’m supposed to sit in on. See you later.”
With that she stood and hurried for the door leaving her tray of fruit salad, a bagel, and
coffee on the table.
“Goodbye, Rebba,” he said softly, then returned to his interrupted lunch. Around him, the
staring eyes returned to their lunches, mostly.
After finishing his lunch, and then Rebba’s, Billy wandered the passageways of the ship.
By an indirect route, he located cabin seventeen, sixth level, port side. He didn’t knock, just
noted its location and continued on. Eventually he settled into a chair in a darkened observation
blister, marveling for the umpteenth time how many stars there really were when they weren’t
being diminished by atmosphere and light pollution. There several couples in the blister, all
were, thankfully, preoccupied with their partners. He’d only been sitting or three or four minutes
when a young man in a Space Force uniform approached him.
“Mr. Indigo?” the young man asked.
“Yes,” Billy replied.
“Sir, Captain Gheera requests that you join her in her Ready Room.”
At a pocket door lettered ‘Captain Gheera’, the young man rapped his knuckles three
times.
“Come,” said a woman’s voice on the far side of the door.
The young man slid the door to one side and motioned for Billy to enter first.
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“Ah, Mister Indigo, thank you for coming.” Turning her head to the young man she said.
“You’re dismissed, Mister.”
Captain Gheera stood from the utilitarian grey desk and approached Billy with her hand
out. They shook and she motioned for Billy to take a seat facing the desk. Captain Gheera was
easily a head shorter than Billy, stocky to the point where she showed very few of the lines that
defined a woman. Her skin was dark and she had close-cropped black hair that threatened to
break out into wide curls if allowed to grow long. Her voice was husky but clipped and precise.
“Chien Shiung-Wu said I should take the opportunity to meet you if it should present
itself. I usually take seriously the things Chien says to me. So, on that note, welcome,” the
Captain said as soon as she’d reseated herself.
“Thank you, Captain. I admit I was a bit surprised when the young man arrived with the
invitation. I’m well aware that I’m very much the most junior person among the specialists
that’ve been gathered for this expedition. I lack even the most basic of educational degrees,
whereas many of the people here have multiple Ph. D.s. Even I’m somewhat doubtful of my
ability to contribute,” Billy said.
“Chien says you have, and I quote, an ‘agile mind’. In the spirit of her confidence in you
I would like to offer you the opportunity to present your case to me in person. In a little while we
will be sending out a memo to all of the civilians detailing how the exploration will proceed, and
invite them to make their case for putting them on the surface of any given planet,” Gheera said.
“If I may ask, Captain, how will that proceed?”
“You certainly may. First down will be a platoon of Marines to secure a landing site.
They’ll expand outward to create a safe zone into which a larger Marine contingent will land.
Following that, a group of six scientists will be ferried down to assess what is there and to
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recommend further which specialties are needed. That will take two to three days total. Finally, a
group of thirty or more will be ferried down for approximately two weeks. The goal will be to
identify and prioritize that which needs in depth study by dedicated teams. As there are four
ships in this small fleet, we may elect to set up four sites per planet. At the end of the two week
preliminary study period we’ll move onto another planet. All of the five planets we will be
visiting were geshannti colony worlds that have been evacuated.”
Billy thought through the plan, looking at what the various groups might be comprised of
in the way of specialists, and saw no slot that seemed to be a fit for him.
“As much as I would love to be among the first to set my feet on one or more of those
worlds, I just don’t see where I would be sufficiently useful to exclude someone with more
relevant training,” Billy said.
The Captain looked at Billy across the desk for several seconds before replying. “Chien
said I should expect blunt practicality from you. I very much appreciate it. On the other hand,
Chien also thinks you should be kept in the thick of things. So, I’ll put both of those ideas into a
pot and see what sort of soup I make of it. There’s time to let that simmer. We go to FTL shortly
and have an eleven day journey. I’ll likely call on you again.”
“I’ll defer to you and be pleased regardless your decision. I’m happy simply to be a part,”
Billy said, and most of it was true.
“Also, as you’re the creator of the projected-gravity weapon I would like to extend my
own personal ‘thank you’. I have no doubt at all that you’ve shortened this damnable war by
many years and saved possibly hundreds of thousands of lives. I may be a military person, but
you may believe me when I say, I prefer to settle things through intimidation or negotiation
rather than actual force.”
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“I know that I’m still quite young but I can only agree, Captain. I’ve yet to understand
where warfare actually settles anything. It only seems to push even more violence further down
the road.”
“That certainly seems to be the case most often. Well, I hate to cut this short, but short it
must be. I have a great deal to do and not a great deal of time in which to do it. Thank you for
coming, Mr. Indigo; it’s been a pleasure to meet you.” With that she raised one hand, and with a
flat palm extended, indicated that Billy should go.
Billy made his way back to the observation blister without assistance and sat there for
two hours just watching the stars and letting his mind wander where it would go. He arrived at
the mess at six-fifteen and reviewed the offerings. Again, working strictly from aroma he put
generous portions of something called Kung Pao Chicken on two plates, covered them with the
thin insulating lids that were available, and headed for Rebba’s, arriving precisely at six-thirty.
The door slid open immediately following his knock.
“Hi, you know you’re not supposed to be here until six-thirty?” Rebba said. She was
wearing the same clothes as at breakfast. He noted the slightest hint of warm human.
Rather than answer immediately Billy waited a few seconds to see what would happen
next. Without turning to find a clock somewhere Rebba gave a slightly embarrassed smile and
said, “It is six-thirty, isn’t it. Of course, it is. You’re a person of precision. In fact, I bet it’s
exactly six-thirty, not six-something else.”
“You said six-thirty, not six-something else,” Billy said with a bit of humor.
‘Well, why are you standing in the hall, then? You’re supposed to in here feeding me.”
With that she stepped backward and motioned for Billy to put the tray on the small desk where
she had her datapad.
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Billy turned in time to see her pull up on the edge of the bed and watch it fold back into
the wall. Rebba then turned to her right and touched an unobvious button high on the wall. He
watched as a sofa, of sorts, hinged down into the spot just vacated by the bed. Once the sofa was
resting on the floor Rebba slid a small coffee table out from under it. Billy was amused at his
own ignorance, he’d spent weeks off and on in ship’s cabins just like this one and hadn’t a clue
that they did tricks such as this.
“Okay, we can move that to here to eat,” Rebba said. “Do you like old movies? I was just
going to start up something from the ‘tainment library.”
“Whatever you like,” Billy said, “I don’t watch a lot of movies so almost everything is
new to me.”
It turned out that Rebba was familiar with Kung Pao Chicken and was pleased with it.
Billy also liked it although he wasn’t familiar with most of the ingredients. Rebba poured them
each a glass of pale yellow wine. When the meal was done they set the dishes and tray back on to
the desk.
Talking over the movie they were both ignoring Billy asked, “Where are you from?”
“A small town on Ruska called Mineral Valley. It’s in the southern hemisphere on the big
island. That’s where I was born and went through primary school. I moved to the capitol for
advanced schooling and that’s where I got my graduate degrees. I was really lucky to get a job
interning for a university study group on Home Again looking into the metallic volcanoes on the
moons of that system. Very strange things, those volcanoes. That’s what brought me to the
attention of the people putting this together. So, here I am, having dinner with one of the most
famous men in Earthspace. Right here in my own cabin. Oh, we probably should have done this
in your cabin. Probably a lot bigger, more space to move around without bashing a knee.”
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“My cabin is exactly like this one, except a mirror image. I didn’t know the bed or sofa
trick and I’ve been on spaceships several times,” Billy said. “Maybe I missed the owner’s
manual that comes with the room.”
“No manual that I know of,” Rebba said. “I just got to looking and thought they wouldn’t
expect people to sit on the bed to watch the ‘tainment screen. It took a few minutes but I got it.”
With that she sat forward, lifted Billy’s legs and put them on the coffee table, then did the same
with her own and moved over until she was pressed tight against him, turning slightly to face
him. “I probably know most of what’s been written about you. Pretty interesting life. But sad,
too. I suppose you had friends on that ship that blew up?”
“Some,” Billy said, stretching the truth only a little.
“And what was it like working for EDARPA? And what was it you did for them? I mean,
I know it had to do with quantum gravity, but that’s about all.”
“I played a lot of pong, and the rest I can’t talk about,” he said, and then had to explain
about the pong.
“Sounds like a pretty good job. Maybe I need to find a military application for
formational geology.”
They continued to bat small talk back and forth while slowly settling lower into the sofa
and getting turned sideways onto the length of it. It wasn’t very long and they were totally
ignoring the movie and were semi-wrapped around each other and making out like a couple of
high school kids. Suddenly Rebba sat up and got astride Billy at the hips.
“You,” she said, “need to go back to your own cabin. Or at least somewhere besides
here,” poking her index finger against his sternum.
Slightly confused, Billy rested his hands on her hips and asked, “Why?”
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“Because, I never have sex on the first date. One of my rules. And if you stay much
longer that rule is going to be broken, which I don’t want to do. We’ll have dinner again
tomorrow night, and then that’ll be a second date, so it’ll be okay.”
“Was this a date?” Billy asked. “I’m not sure I’ve ever actually been on a date before
tonight.”
“Yes, it’s a date. When two people have dinner together, and then start rolling around
with their lips together, that’s a date. How come you’ve never been on a date before? I won’t
believe that you’re a virgin,” she said, this time poking at his erection. “I’m sure this has been
introduced to lots of women.”
“No, not a virgin, and yes, a few women. Though, probably fewer than you’d imagine. It
just was always more of an arrangement than a date.”
“Just getting your fluids refreshed? Well, not tonight. Tomorrow night. If I don’t change
my mind. Now,” she said, standing up, “out with you Mr. Blue, come back tomorrow at the same
time. And while I’m thinking of it, don’t bother bringing food.” She grabbed his wrist and hauled
him up. “Just bring this,” she said while rubbing her palm on the front of his pants and planting a
last kiss on lips. She then pushed him gently towards the door. “And take your dirty dishes with
you.”
“Is it still a date if we don’t eat dinner?” Billy asked as he picked up the tray from the
floor with one hand and slid the door open with the other.
“Out, blue boy,” Rebba said, smiling and pointing at the passageway.

April 18, 2303
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Billy’s datapad chirped the next morning while he was breakfasting in the mess. He’d
hoped that Rebba would come in but she was a no-show during the time he was there. His
datapad had a message inviting him to a preliminary planning meeting for the first team of
scientists that would follow the Marines planet-side. The message read that the meeting was to
start at o-eight-hundred and would be in Boardroom Four-starboard- four. He had nine minutes
to finish his breakfast and locate the room. He wondered if the late decision to include him had
to do with Captain Gheera, or perhaps someone even higher up. He suspected the ansible had
been burning up over the last few hours, if not overnight. Well, putting him in a room with a
bunch of university types should be amusing at the least.
The room held about forty people with a few still empty folding chairs visible. There was
a goodly mix of men and women, all dressed well enough to impress anyone not dressed as well.
He didn’t see Rebba in the room. Eyes turned and took in the oddly colored almost-boy wearing
blue-jeans and a collarless white shirt. Murmurs spread around the room like a bad odor.
Captain Gheera was just stepping up to a lectern when Billy walked in.
“Mr. Indigo,” she said. Thank you for coming and my apologies for the rather late
notification.”
“Don’t concern yourself, Captain, my day was open,” Billy said as he walked towards the
only empty seat in the front row.
“Excuse me,” said a chubby man in an expensive looking suit and a very bad comb-over.
“Who is this?”
“I know him,” said another man a few feet from the first. “He’s called Indigo Billy. Lived
on Chandler’s Stop. Story is some unknown aliens are responsible for his color. He worked for
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EDARPA there for a while, though as I recall he only lasted a couple of years. He invented that
gravity toy that makes those Blue Gravity game rooms possible.”
Yet another man, just an inch shorter than Billy but looking soft and sporting pasty white
skin, stepped into his path. “What right do you have to be on this mission, let alone in this room?
Who invited you?”
Billy stopped with his face no more than three inches from that of the man blocking his
way and spoke overloud to be sure to reach everyone in the room. “As the smartest person in the
room, and arguably the wealthiest, I go pretty much wherever the hell I please. As for my
invitation, it comes from someone a damn site higher on the food chain than you are.” Billy
moved his face still closer until the man backed away and out of Billy’s path. He then proceeded
to the empty chair he’d spied and spoke to the Captain just before taking his seat.
“My apologies for the delay, Captain Gheera.” Billy could see the Captain doing her best
to suppress a smile.
The conversational buzz in the room resumed and grew louder than it had been. The
Captain touched a button on the lectern and the faintest of electronic pops told Billy that the
straw-thin microphone sticking up had been turned on.
“Would everyone please take their seats. Everyone, let’s get started,” the Captain said.
The hubbub in the room slowly settled down and nearly everyone found a seat, though the aside
conversations continued.
“We’re here to give everyone a chance to argue their case for being in either the first or
second science group to descent to the planet’s surface. You’ll be given—.” That was as far as
the Captain got before comments and questions from the group drowned her out. She stood at the
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lectern for perhaps fifteen seconds before turning off the microphone and walking out of the
room through a side door.
The people in the room began standing and milling about again with a concurrent rise in
the overall volume. Billy left his seat and went to the wall on his right where he sat cross-legged
on the floor and watched the herd bumble around. After three minutes the Captain re-entered
through the same door and stood at the lectern. Billy just had time to see that she was holding a
small pistol and to cover his ears.
The shot, aimed at the ceiling, caught everyone except Billy, and the security people
standing near the exits, off guard. There were quite a few shrieks from startled and briefly
terrified attendees. Everyone turned to Captain Gheera. Billy saw her again touch the button that
turned on the microphone.
“This is only an old fashioned starter-pistol but it makes a pretty attention getting bang.
Now, all of you…shut the hell up and sit down!” The last was clearly in the command voice of
someone used to getting their way.
While most of the people did take their seats there were a few, thinking their dignity had
been offended beyond the limits of social tolerance, started to redress the Captain for her antic.
When Captain Gheera fired the starter pistol the second time the microphone picked it up and
sent the sound throughout the room in a nearly concussive wave. Billy again had his ears
protected. It seemed likely that the Captain was wearing some sort of hearing protection since
she didn’t flinch even a small amount at the sound.
This time the Captain roared into the microphone.”Sit down and shut the hell up!” This
time there were no dissenters loud enough to bother with.
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“Here’s how this is going to work. Each of you will be given two minutes exactly to
present you case. If anyone tries to talk over me, I’m going to fire this thing again. If anyone
talks over, or tries to interrupt the person to whom I’ve given the floor, that person will be
ejected from this meeting. I will call on you one at a time, in random order, and you can present
your case. Each argument will be recorded for more in-depth review and they’ll all be made
available to each of you. No comments about other people’s arguments will be allowed at this
time. There will be opportunities for that at a later date. We have eleven days of FTL travel time,
and two or three days minimum in orbit before anyone in this room goes to the surface, time
enough to work through this process. If you happen to be out of the room at the time your name
is called, for any reason other than I threw you out for being rude, you’ll be moved to the end of
the list. But…you will be given an opportunity to speak.”
“Two minutes is not enough—“ an older woman with unnaturally red hair began to say.
The discharge of the starter pistol crashed through the room again and again Billy had his
hands to his ears in time. Not many other did.
“Send your complaints to someone that cares. If you’re thinking of taking this outrage to
the fleet Commodore, be aware that you’ll be (she referred to her datapad) fifty-third on his list
of non-priority requests.” Captain Gheera said. “I’ve been tasked with overseeing this circus and
we’re going to get through it in the least amount of time. You know, for a lot of supposedly
smart people you’re being kind of slow to catch on to the rules.” To emphasize her point the
Captain opened the pistol and made a show of reloading the three rounds she’d fired. “I have a
lot of ammunition,” she said into the microphone.
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“First up, Mrs. Seema Punia, exo-biology. Mrs. Punia, you have exactly two minutes and
not one second longer. You will be given an opportunity to expand on your argument at a later
time. You have the floor.”
Standing now, back against the wall and looking over the tops of the now-seated people,
Billy spotted a table at the rear with coffee urns. Taking the long way around, so as not to disturb
the speaker, he made his way to the table and poured himself some coffee. He stayed at the back
of the room leaning against a wall there. A uniformed male security guard near the door gave
him a tight smile and a brief nod. Things went well, and quietly. Until the third speaker. It was
the man that had attempted to intercept Billy on his way to the front row seat. He was introduced
as Professor Sir Markham Markham, whose field was xeno-physiology. He’d barely gotten three
words out when someone four rows behind him said ‘pompous ass’ in a voice intended for the
entire room.
Captain Gheera immediately tapped at the microphone with her finger, setting off a series
of low, static pops. “Sergeant,” she said, pointing to one of the uniformed security guards and
then to the man that had interrupted. “Remove that man.”
The guard strode forward quickly and bulled his way past a half dozen knees. Taking the
man by the upper arm he stood him up and nearly dragged him down the aisle. The man on the
end seat had, by this time, vacated his place and was standing back. With stuttering protestations
the man was led to the nearest exit, the door opened, and the man shoved politely, but firmly,
into the hall. When things had settled down Captain Gheera spoke into the microphone.
“Professor Sir Markham, I apologize for the interruption. Please continue, your two
minutes will begin anew.” After a bit of harrumphing the man recommenced his droning.
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Billy stayed at the back of the room, at one point ducking out to use the bathroom. He’d
no sooner returned and he heard his name called.
“Mr. Indigo, you’re next. You have two minutes to state your case for being included in
either the first or second group to go planet-side.”
Billy stepped forward and away from the wall but remained at the rear of the room,
thereby forcing everyone else to turn in their chair. “Thank you, Captain Gheera. My area of
greatest knowledge as it relates to this mission is quantum-gravity. I admit that we’re pretty
unlikely to simply stumble over some quantum-gravity generator where we’re going. In fact,
wherever we go, we are not aware at this point that the geshannti were actively using any sort of
quantum-gravity devices. So, that being said, I wouldn’t be of much use there. However, since I
am damn smart, and since I wouldn’t have my attention distracted by looking for something that
I hope will enhance my career, I think it’s more likely that I’ll find something useful. I’ve been
described as having an agile mind. I think that sounds like a useful thing to have going into a
mostly unknown situation. That’s all. I yield the remaining minute of my time to the next
person.” Billy turned and walked back to the table with the coffee, picked up his cup, and
resumed his task of holding up the wall with his shoulder. There was a low murmur, not enough
to require any action by the Captain.
“Thank you, Mr. Indigo. I’m sure everyone in the room appreciates your brevity. I know
I do. (That brought out a few chuckles.) Moving on. Ms. Denisse Fajardo, Exotic Matter Stars.
Thanks to Mr. Indigo’s generosity you have three minutes and seven seconds.”
There was a brief delay when someone said “that’s not fair” and was ushered from the
room. When the room had quieted Captain Gheera said, “If you want more than two minutes you
need only have someone else yield their time. Ms. Fajardo, the floor is yours.”
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Billy stayed for another hour, at one point carrying one of the empty coffee urns to a side
room he’d identified as a staging kitchen. With a smile and a ‘thank you’ from a harried looking
middle-aged man, Billy filled the urn from a much larger tank and took the urn back to its place
on the table. There he stood a while longer listening to a lot of preening and self-awarding of
accolades, before easing his way out of the room. He felt sorry for Captain Gheera and the
guards that were stuck there for the entire time, a time that looked to run well into a third hour.
He was at the end of the passageway and about to turn left when he once more heard the muffled
report of the starter pistol. Apparently some of those very degreed people were slow learners
indeed. After checking his datapad for a schematic of the ship’s layout Billy made his way to the
communications room. Like nearly everything military it seemed to be about half as big as it
needed to be. It was slightly larger than his own room but was so crammed with electronics that
were blinking, chirping, and pinging, that it felt nearly as claustrophobia inducing as any elevator
he’d ridden. After producing his personal pass code and credit chip, Billy sent an ansible
message off to Morsi. The message, upon reaching the Neo-Chile system was relayed through
orbiting satellites and bounced down to an antenna on the roof of Billy’s house. The ansible
message itself covered the interstellar distances in zero time. After that it was scrutinized by
several computers which looked for key words or phrases that may indicate unwholesome
activity. Once clear of those hurdles the message was resent by simple radio. Morsi received the
message six minutes after it was sent and replied immediately. By then Billy had retreated to the
observation blister. The message was displayed on his datapad:
ALL IS WELL. ACQUISITIONS ON PACE PER YOUR INSTRUCTIONS.

Satisfied that all was well at home and with his businesses, Billy reclined the seat he’d
chosen close to the blister, and with the lights on low, allowed himself to drift off into a nap.
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Billy stopped by his cabin and did a quick refresh, put on clean clothes that looked not so
different from what he’d been wearing, and made a detour to the Commissary. He walked out
with a ‘Picnic Package’ that included a bottle of Chardonnay from the Uluru system, two actual
glass wine glasses, and two bright red cloth napkins with white roses embroidered on them. The
glasses had laser-etched matching rose designs. Checking the time he made his way towards
Rebba’s cabin, standing outside the door for two minutes as he waited for six-thirty. While idling
in the passageway he noted to himself, with a fair degree of amusement, that he was behaving
very ‘un-Billy-like’. He’d never gone to even the most trivial bit of trouble to prepare whenever
he’d been expecting arranged company. They’d been professionals, paid to pretend to be very
happy with whatever they got. Now, here he was gift in hand and feeling just slightly nervous.
He didn’t really mind that he found himself actually liking Rebba, although he had no intention
of ever seeing her again once the mission came to an end. If he was going to invest in some
diversion during this two to three month trip, he found the idea of spending much of it with
Rebba to be acceptable. At least, so far.
At six-thirty he tapped on the door, this time he waited nearly twenty seconds. He was
just beginning to wonder if she was even in there, or if she’d changed her mind and gone out
rather than face him with her rejection. When the door slid aside she was smiling, wearing a red
and yellow floral print dress that closed with buttons all up the front. Not all of the buttons, top
or bottom, were made. Rather than step back to let him enter she stayed in the doorway.
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“What…you show up for our second date empty handed? That’s pretty presumptuous.”
Billy brought the ‘Picnic Package’ into sight from where it had been obscured by the not
fully open door.
Her smile broadened but she still didn’t move. “Very nice,” she said and then struck an
exaggerated pose of nonchalance…her left elbow on the wall, her cheek against her hand and her
left leg crossed over her right. “So, what’s the plan? Get me drunk on cheap wine and assail my
virtue?”
“Actually, I was thinking this would be a source of quick and not so cheap calories while
we roll around on the bunk together all night,” Billy said. “This wine came all the way from the
Uluru system.”
“Good plan, I like the way you think.” With that, she hooked her finger into the top of his
shirt and pulled him into her cabin. Then, taking the bright red box from him she set it on the
desk. Turning back to Billy she gently pushed against his chest, backing him up until his knees
bumped against the bunk. She gave one additional push. When he was seated on the bunk she
said, “Wait here.” She turned back to the desk and opened the box, took out the bottle, the two
glasses and the napkins. Looking over her shoulder and giving him an approving raise of her
eyebrows, she pressed the small button on the top which began the fast chill cycle. Turning back
to Billy she took the step and a half towards him to reach the bunk. Bending forward, and pulling
her shoulders in slightly to give him a peek down her dress, she slid the coffee table out from
under the bunk. She looked up to see his eyes exactly where they were supposed to be. Landing a
quick kiss on his cheek she turned back around to the wine. The small button on top had popped
out to indicate the wine was properly chilled. Screwing off the top she poured generously into
each glass.
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Handing one to Billy she said, “Once we drink together this officially qualifies as our
second date. According to my rules.” She clinked her glass to his.
With the minor ritual out of the way she took his glass and set it on the coffee table along
with her own. Rebba then slowly unmade one more button at the top and the bottom of the line,
leaving just three still holding her together. Putting her hands on Billy’s shoulders she again sat
herself astride Billy’s thighs. With her face almost close enough to kiss his she whispered, “Oh,
now I remember where we were.” Her hands still on his shoulders, she pushed until he was flat
on the bunk with her atop him.

APRIL 19, 2017

Billy awoke too soon, a stridulous electronic buzz repeating every second and a half
being the cause. It was clearly an alarm of some sort, successfully grating on one’s nerves so as
to exclude nearly any unrelated thought. He looked at the digital clock on the bottom right of the
‘tainment screen…five-fourteen. Considering the amount of time he and Rebba had not spent
sleeping, and the number of times one of them woke the other to resume where they’d left off,
he probably would have easily slept until eight or later. Surprised that the alarm buzzer hadn’t
already jarred Rebba awake, he gave her bare shoulder a slight push with his fingertips. In the
instant that he touched her, he knew she was dead. Her skin, even having been exposed, was too
cool. The next thing he noticed was the sour smell of urine. In death, Rebba’s bladder had
released. He pulled at her shoulder, turning her to her back, and saw her limbs move with
insufficient pliancy…she’d been dead for an hour or better.
Unbidden, his mind recalled books and movies where the plot began…’he awoke to find
a beautiful, dead woman in his bed.’ In those cases it was nearly always someone setting up the
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poor schlub to be the sacrificial goat in some complex criminal scheme. Billy was pretty sure
that wouldn’t be the case this time.
Turning back to the infotainment screen he read the message that had begun scrolling
across the center in large letters:
PRESS THE BLUE BUTTON ON THE COMM PANEL NEXT
TO THE DOOR FOR MORE INFORMATION

Standing up fully from the bed he made the two steps and pressed the blinking blue
button. Immediately the electronic buzzer shut off and Captain Gheera’s voice came through
from the comm panel. “Everyone aboard, crew, staff, and visitors are to report to Salon One
immediately upon hearing this message. Salon One is on Deck two, Port side. There will be
lights streaming on Deck Two to guide you.”
The message repeated, then again. Billy turned back to Rebba thinking that her death and
the emergency announcement were very likely connected in some way he couldn’t yet imagine.
He pulled the blanket up over her face, her eyes were closed and she wore a peaceful expression.
She’d died in her sleep without ever knowing she was dying, he thought. Taking just thirty
seconds in the ‘fresher to rinse away the accumulated scents and bodily fluids from the night
before, he then pulled on his clothes and left for Salon One.
In the passageways he mingled with others, some in uniform and some not, most with
stunned expressions. There was sporadic conversation, some subdued, some approaching
hysteria, as they talked of deaths all over the ship. It seemed that a great many people had died
while sleeping…they’d simply failed to wake up. Like smaller tributaries adding their small flow
to a greater river, the numbers in the passageways swelled, each cabin door that opened added its
meager bit, each intersecting hall brought more and more stories. Billy didn’t speak, he simply
listened to the ragged parts of conversation that reached him.
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“…when I came back from getting in an early run I couldn’t wake him.”
“…just fell over at his desk and onto the floor.”
“I started gasping and now I have to think about every…”
“All these cruise ships have problems with infections like this.”
“This isn’t a cruise ship, it’s a military vessel.”
“Same damn thing if you ask me. I’ll be talking to my representative when we…”
Very few of the people in the bustling, chaotic formation wore a Space Force uniform.
Those that were found themselves bombarded with questions they couldn’t, or wouldn’t, answer.
They would only repeat that they didn’t know any more than anyone else and that the Captain
would explain when they got to Salon One. When they did arrive at the largest open space on
the ship it was about half full, but there were still a great many people streaming in. Billy saw the
Captain in a far corner in conference with three other uniformed people. Six security people were
keeping the crowd away from her, occasionally having to physically push people back. Billy saw
one man take a swing at a female security guard. She neatly ducked the blow and landed one of
her own on the side of the man’s face, knocking him to the floor. One of the other security
people saw the exchange and gave the woman a comradely fist to the shoulder. Billy lost track of
the man, perhaps he’d crawled away to ice his bruised ego…after all, getting knocked down by a
girl? How embarrassing. Next, and silently thanking military efficiency, he spotted tables against
a far wall that, again, held coffee urns. He made his way there, and after a short wait in a
growing line, he filled two cups and backed away from the table. Finding an open spot inside the
jam of an unopened door he stood watching the crowd and waiting for Captain Gheera to explain
whatever might be known. The volume in Salon One continued to ratchet up as more people
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filtered in. Billy estimated the number to be approaching two hundred, with very little
unoccupied floor space left.
Fifteen minutes passed and it looked like the last of the attendees had arrived. The sound
level in the room was such that any conversation, even if face to face, had to be done at a shout.
Billy, out of coffee, spotted a small door that he thought might lead to a galley. Picking up one of
the empty coffee urns he made his way to the door and through. It was a galley, albeit a small
one. One of three people in white coats looked at him questioningly. He held up the urn and was
favored with a smile and a pointing finger. That led him to a very large urn. The smaller urn fit
easily under a pour spout so he filled what he’d brought. Looking around he eyed some cups on a
shelf that were easily three times the volume of the small disposable cups that were supplied at
the tables. He took one of those down and carried it hooked on his finger while he walked the
full urn back to the table. With his own cup full he edged away and let others squabble over the
rest. He supposed most people would think him very thoughtful for refilling the urn, in truth, he
was simply looking out for himself. Having a filled urn nearby was easiest.
A series of static pops brought his attention around to the raised podium where Captain
Gheera was trying to get people to quiet down. Gradually the hubbub did die off as more people
realized that Captain Gheera was at the microphone and trying to tell them something about their
situation.
“Ladies and Gentlemen, please, if I could have your attention. Please, your attention,
please. I can’t talk over the top of all of you and still be able to convey anything useful.”
The room did finally quiet to the point where Captain Gheera attempted to speak.
“Thank you. I will tell you everything that we know up to this point, if you’ll let me
speak. Thank you. We are in the middle of a grave situation. As you all know there have been a
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great many deaths aboard ship in the last couple of hours. The deaths include crew, staff, and
passengers equally. At this point, we do know that this is not confined to this one ship. We have
reports of the same thing happening not just in the other ships in our small fleet, but it’s
happening all over Earthspace. People are dying in enormous numbers on every planet, colony,
space station and outpost.”
That was as far as the Captain got before a barrage of questions took the volume ever
higher until it was no less than a mash of white noise without meaningful content. Captain
Gheera tried several more times to quiet the group but finally gave up and walked out of the
room. That brought a new wave of shouted questions heavily laced with indignation and anger.
Several men attempted to follow out the door through which the Captain had left and were met
by security people with drawn sidearms. Billy, curious as to how long it would take until the
crowd of scared and confused elites turned into a mob and began turning on itself in anger and
frustration, managed to get a refill of coffee and resumed his stance in the small doorway space.
He double checked that the door behind his back would open for when the time came to escape
the violence that looked to be not far away.
Three minutes after Captain Gheera left the room a projector came to life and shone
brightly on the wall behind the podium. At the same time, Billy’s datapad chirped and vibrated in
his pocket. The message scrolling on his datapad matched the words being displayed on the wall.
All through Salon One he saw people pulling out their own datapads. It didn’t very long before
the room was nearly silent as hundreds of eyes switched between the words on the wall and the
identical words on their pads. Billy thought a psychologist would have a field day describing
how this diverse group of mostly highly-educated people would pay attention to their electronic
assistant but not the actual human source.
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All across Earthspace humans are experiencing the very same thing that is happening here. It is believed that we
are under attack by a bio-weapon created by the geshannti. Our medical people aboard this vessel, the other
vessels of this fleet, and on every planet, in every colony, on every space-station and habitat, are turning their full
attention to how to combat this unprecedented form of attack. Aboard this ship the first deaths were reported
approximately two hours ago, it was not apparent at first what was happening. Since then we have determined
that the bio-weapon somehow turns off our autonomic breathing reflex. Many of you may already have noticed
that you are having trouble breathing and that it requires some of your attention to be focused on that. I, myself,
am experiencing that very symptom. If you remain calm and pay attention to your breathing you will be okay.
We have already shut down the Faster-Than-Light drive and are right now in the process of turning around and
re-aligning for a return to Earth. Our return trip will be done with all the speed this ship is capable of. You may,
from time to time, feel very small and very brief changes in the on-board artificial gravity. That is a side-effect of
the increased speeds that we will be achieving. It is harmless and means we are doing our best to hurry home. As
of now, we expect to make Earth orbit in approximately thirty hours. I will update you as we refine that number.
For the next hours I ask that you stay calm, be assured that we are doing everything that is humanly possible. I
know that many of you have just lost family and loved ones. There have been many deaths also among the crew,
and many of those are like family to us. We are all suffering but there will be time for grieving after we have saved
ourselves. For now, for right now, if you cannot go back to your cabin, then please join in smaller groups someplace
comfortable. I will contact you frequently with any and all updates as they arrive. Thank you, and may God have
mercy on us all.

All through the room people were tapping away at their datapads, no doubt sending
messages to the Captain. Billy thought it very unlikely that any would be answered. It took
nearly half an hour for the majority of the assemblage to disperse. They wandered away in two
and three and fours. Some talked loudly, animated and certain of what should be done next;
others were subdued and whispering, perhaps hoping that by staying quiet the maligning gods
would not notice them. There was the sour smell of aging perspiration that lingered in the room,
challenging the air scrubbers to catch it up and remove it. Fear did that.
Just as Billy was about to walk away, one of only a handful still in Salon One, his
datapad chirped at him.
Please come to the Captain’s Ready Room.

“Enter,” he heard the Captain say immediately after his knock. “Mr. Indigo, thank you for
coming.”
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Billy took a seat where Captain Gheera indicated. She looked exhausted. There were bags
under her bloodshot eyes and what was likely a coffee stain on the front of her uniform jacket.
He noticed that her breathing seemed somewhat forced, though she wasn’t actually panting.
“Not much else for me to do, Captain. Is there some way you think I might be able to
help?” Billy asked.
“I’m not sure, yet. I noticed that you were just about the only one in the room that wasn’t
panicky and gabbling like some lost bird. I did notice that you helped out as you could by
refreshing the coffee once more. Small things like that are important and show a cool head.
We’re going to need cool heads for the next day and a half,” Captain Gheera said.
“If I can help, even if it’s just making coffee, count me in, sir.”
“I don’t think you’ll be making coffee. I simply wanted to speak to you personally to
judge your state of mind. There are very few people on this ship just now that are thinking
coolly. What I didn’t include in my announcement is that the Commodore is dead, as are the
other three ships’ Captains. Most of the One Shift crew of all three ships was sleeping when this
began and they died in their sleep. I would have too but I was awake dealing with a minor
systems issue. I’ve taken command of the fleet and ordered all speed in getting us turned
around.”
“Yes, sir. I heard that part. It seems like the only thing we can do, and hope that the
medical people on Earth will have some answers for us,” Billy said.
“There won’t be any help from them, or from any other quarter, is my fear. This appears
to be an engineered virus with some kind of built-in timer. It has activated all over Earthspace
within a few hours time. That’s across tens of light-years. There are billions dead already across
Earthspace. The ansible is lit up with calls for aid…every planet, every station, every ship.
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We’ve had three deaths associated with possible heart attacks. Whether it was the actual heart
attack, or whether the person asphyxiated when they lost consciousness isn’t clear, and frankly
doesn’t matter.”
“Am I interpreting this correctly? Anytime someone falls asleep they’re going to stop
breathing,” Billy asked.
“That seems to be the way the virus works. The automatic part of breathing no longer
works, it’s shut off. As soon as we’re not able to consciously take breaths, we pass out and then
asphyxiate. We can keep going for a while with stimulants, stay awake, but not forever. Maybe a
few days, at best. Long enough to get this ship back to Earth.”
Billy sat for several seconds taking in the information. If what the Captain said turned out
to be accurate, and if the engineered virus was one hundred percent virulent, as it might well be,
then it was very possible that humans were about to disappear from the galaxy. All of them.
Every single human…dead.
“What are you inferring that isn’t in the realm of fact, yet? You’ve been reading the
ansible messages, you must have a feel for the actual state of things,” Billy said.
It was Captain Gheera’s turn to be silent. She looked at Billy, briefly, then looked away,
studying something in her mind that her eyes could never focus on.
“We’ve lost it all. I think every human that’s been exposed to the virus is going to die.
And, since it seems to be everywhere, and I mean everywhere, there might not be any humans
left alive a week from now. Oh, some may linger using positive breathing devices in order to
sleep. But that’ll fail them when they accidentally nod off somewhere. The only real chance that
I can see is there may be some isolated pockets that have been out of touch long enough not to
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have acquired the virus. Remote outposts, maybe a few ships that have been out of a port for
months, they could survive.”
“For long, though?” Billy asked. “It’s probably safe to say that everywhere there are
humans they’re dependent, sooner or later, on the resources of a planet. They’ll need food, water,
fuel, repair parts. Who could dare visit someplace the virus has been to resupply knowing that
the virus might still be alive. It wouldn’t surprise me to learn that the geshannti developed it with
that very thought in mind.”
Captain Gheera nodded, agreeing with everything Billy said. “FTL ships are our only
hope. If some ships can run far enough, set up new colonies beyond the range of any geshannti
searchers…well, maybe they’d stand a chance—could rebuild our numbers. Maybe, someday
come back with greater strength and finish what we couldn’t.”
“Not ‘couldn’t’. Didn’t. We had the ability, we simply wanted to end the war without
genocide. The geshannti were willing, and we weren’t,” Billy said.
This time the Captain lowered head and gave just the barest of nods. “The galaxy does
not suffer the weak,” she murmured softly. Then, lifting her head she spoke to Billy. “Thank you
for coming, Mr. Indigo. I’ll let the remaining crew, and especially the remaining security staff,
know that they can call on you for assistance. And for clear thinking. Now, I have a great deal
more to do today than I’d imagined.”
Billy took that for a dismissal, rose from his chair and left. As he walked the passageway
leading to the mess hall he stopped, noticing that his own breathing seemed no different than it
had been his entire life. The Captain’s breathing had been forced, slightly irregular, as she
worked to remember to breathe all the while trying to concentrate on speaking and the many
dozens of things that must have been in her mind. Leaning against the wall he took in a breath
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and held it. Within fifteen seconds he could feel the familiar tension in his lungs and throat as his
body began demanding the return of fresh oxygen. Normal. His own breathing reflex seemed
unaffected. He ran his test again. Same result. Preliminary conclusion: he was not susceptible to
the virus. Or it had yet to activate within him.
The trip back to Earth went quickly for Billy. A request from the Captain had Billy
seeking out the civilian passengers and asking for room numbers where there were bodies.
Sometimes that went well and the answers came easily, sometimes there were tears, or anger, or
threats, and sometimes just stony silence. When a room number could be gained that room had
its ventilation shut off and the room temperature lowered as far as it would go. Already the
scrubbers were having difficulty removing the increasingly foul odors that the corpses, and their
bodily discharges, were putting into the air. Moving the corpses into one of the cargo holds had
been, briefly, considered, but as the number of bodies continued to rise it became clear that that
would be unworkable. Fights broke out as raw-edged nerves overcame common sense and good
manners. There were at least two deaths attributed to violence that were known of. Suicides
began to mount also as despair over the horrifying accounts of the situation throughout
Earthspace became known.

APRIL 20, 2303

Thirty-six hours following the first deaths aboard Chimera, the ship re-emerged into
realspace above Earth. Of the four hundred and twenty-eight people that had left three days
earlier, only twenty-seven were still alive. Except for Indigo Billy, all were haggard and shorttempered as a result of zero sleep and too many stimulant pills. He’d not let it be known that he
was unaffected by the virus…who knew to what dark hole that might lead--possibly even an
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ultimately lethal investigation into how it was that he was immune and no one else. When in the
company of others he feigned the same symptoms: he kept his breathing uneven, wore the same
clothes throughout the return, and kept his hair a disheveled mop. As much as was possible he
stayed locked in his cabin. He even managed a couple of short naps.
Earth orbit was a mass of ships, many of which were far from the established orbit shells.
Who was worried about enforcement? Chimera found a relatively safe volume of space and
parked herself, the survivors already crowded into the only required shuttle. With everything set
to automatic, and with Captain Gheera in the pilot seat, the shuttle left Chimera and made the
sixteen-minute trip down. It was fortunate for Billy that Captain Gheera elected to return to
Baikonur, any other landing site would have meant that Billy would have to steal some sort of
transportation to get back to his personal FTL ship. While everyone aboard the shuttle shuffled
off and made their way to the nearest concourse, Billy turned left and began the two-mile walk to
where his ship was waiting. If anyone noticed his change of direction they didn’t comment.
There were no ‘goodbyes’ or ‘good lucks’.
He’d covered maybe three hundred yards when he heard shouts and what sounded like
gunfire behind him. Turning back he saw what appeared to be a group of six or more people
attacking the group he’d just separated from. Billy saw Captain Gheera go down. When two of
the attackers began to fire at him Billy began sprinting. He could hear the bullets sizzling past
although none were especially close. The screams and gunfire lessened behind him as he
increased the distance and the attackers ran out of still standing targets. He slowed his pace as
gunfire coming his direction tapered off. He stayed with a fast jog. Billy could only guess that
some people, anticipating that they would never be held accountable, were succumbing to their
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most base nature. Previously held in check by fear of legal reprisals and punishment, the worst of
humankind were now playing out their dark fantasies of violence and mayhem.
When Billy saw covert movement behind a shuttle service vehicle sixty yards to his right,
in the shadow of the concourse, he moved his speed back up to a sprint. Whoever he had seen
fired a few shots at him but they didn’t give chase. Billy kept his speed as high as his laboring
lungs allowed. His ship came into view partially obscured behind a larger transonic passenger
carrier. When he was within a hundred yards he called out, “Morsi, I’m under attack. Prepare to
open the door just long enough for me to jump in.”
His shout brought another round of shots from near the concourse, one bullet left the
faintest of scratches on his right shoulder blade as it screamed by. When Billy was mere feet
from the entry hatch on the side of the ship, it zipped open, the door sliding back into its slot. He
leaped up and rolled his body into the ship, the hatch slamming shut just inches behind his feet.
A few seconds later a bullet whanged off the hull.
“Forget the pre-flight routine. Get us airborne as fast as you can,” Billy said aloud.
“A sound idea, sir,” the ship-installed version of Morsi said.
Engaging the anti-gravity drive Morsi started the small FTL ship to lifting straight up. A
few more bullets ricocheted off the hull before the crazies on the ground gave up.
“Blue Horizon One, you do not have clearance to take-off,” came a male voice from a
speaker buried in the pilot’s console.
“So sue me, better yet, send me a ticket. I’m going to go die at home…if I live that long,”
Billy shouted back.
After many seconds of silence, the voice came back, “Godspeed.”
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“Would that be the same God that’s allowing every human in the galaxy to die?” Billy
shouted again.
There was no response.
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27
APRIL 23, 2303

Blue Horizon One left the atmosphere and accelerated steadily for two hours to clear the
jumble of traffic, some parked, some inbound, some outbound like Billy. He didn’t listen to the
radio calls as he moved away from the blue and white ball that had birthed humanity. From the
hours aboard the Chimera, especially near the end of the return trip, he knew what he would
hear: pleas for help, invocations to a variety of gods, everlasting curses upon the geshannti, more
than a few crazies that declared this the end of times as predicted in a slew of different ancient
texts; and the governments of Earth, falling to ruin in hours, pleading for whatever survivors
there may be to exact vengeance upon the geshannti someday. His small ship did not have an
ansible. It wasn’t that he couldn’t have afforded one, rather his small ship didn’t have the space
to install the superconducting torus required to store the cloned photons. For three days Billy
crossed the light-years with only his own thoughts and a computer even more lacking in
compassion than Billy himself.
He did, after two days of being alone, admit to himself that he would likely miss Rebba.
While he would certainly have left her at the end of the mission, possibly not even asking where
she was going next, he would have preferred knowing that she was somewhere; somewhere that,
if he should really want, he could take the Blue Horizon One and go to her, for a day or two. The
Professor, Ms. Shiung-Wu, the various hired company over the years…he was fine with the
thought that he would never see them again. And as for the remainder of humankind, well he
didn’t know but a few so how could he miss people he’d never met?
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Using the gravity drive he hung his ship a mile above the small spaceport of Neo-Chile,
listening for radio signals that might warn of ongoing lawlessness. Or other hazards he hadn’t
anticipated. With a telescope, he gave the spaceport a thorough review and saw no bodies lying
about.
“It would seem that the population here decided to die with a bit more dignity than what
we experienced on Earth,” Morsi said.
“Thoughtful of them,” Billy said absently. “Locate an air-taxi that’s available and close.
Have it meet me on pad four-left. That’s where we’ll set down.”
“Yes, sir. Found one.”
“Alright, put us down. I’m anxious to get home,” Billy said.
“Thoughts as to how long you’ll be staying, sir?” Morsi asked.
Billy heard a slight change in the pitch of the anti-gravity drive as the ship began to settle
on its way to the ground.
“No clue. Any particular reason that you’re asking?”
“Yes, sir. I will be due for routine maintenance in approximately eight months. Under the
circumstances it might be advisable to have that work done now, plus any available upgrades”
“Is that something you can handle without me?” Billy asked.
“Yes, sir. There are facilities in orbit and, as of now, are still operational. Fully
automated.”
“Okay, get on it. Get whatever improvements and upgrades you can get. No telling when
we might get another opportunity. But stay in touch with Morsi-at-home. Whenever I decide to
leave I want you ready and waiting.”
“Yes, sir. So long as you don’t wish to leave within the next month,” Morsi said.
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“It won’t be in the next month,” Billy agreed. “I don’t think I’m going to want to be
around anyplace with thousands or millions of dead bodies for some time.”

JUNE 9, 2316

Gardening was a flop for the most part. He did grow tomatoes and bell peppers by the
dozens in planter boxes on the deck. These he would harvest and freeze for the months when the
weather was too cool to grow. It didn’t get seriously cold where he had his cliff-side house, but
there would be nights of hard frost and days when it didn’t get too much above freezing. Those
days weren’t real common but enough so that he’d given up trying to grow things outdoors for
four months out of the year. There’d been light snowfalls a couple of times but the
accumulations were never anything to write home about.
He tried painting. There were paints that covered the spectrum, both oil and water base,
and canvases of various qualities and sizes available in the ghost cities. Painting didn’t go well,
either. Billy suspected he was just too literal a person. He kept trying to make his painting look
like a photograph of the subject. On the occasions when he forced himself to try other, more
esoteric forms of expression in paint, he wouldn’t get far before the canvas went into the pile to
be burned when the weather was cool. Painting was not his lot in life.
Singing--now there was a flop worthy of mention in the annals of music. He tried various
styles, various genres, and learned from the best programs available on Neo-Chile. He was
particularly proud of how bad his opera was. When the very best comment that Morsi could
come up with, and Morsi was programmed to be a bit of a suck-up, was that his opera singing at
least came close to being enthusiastic, that slammed the door solidly on singing. The transition
from not singing to playing instruments seemed a natural one. Playing music, he liked the piano
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and quite surprisingly the slide trombone, turned out rather like painting. He could master the
motions but the works always came out as mechanical. Ultimately that, too, wasn’t enough. He
occasionally played the piano in the evening when there was a vigorous thunderstorm passing.
The instances when a particularly loud thunderclap coincided with a strong stroke in the music
gave him delight.
Woodworking went well, as did metal working, to a lesser degree. But there were pieces
of each piled up in the spare bedrooms that would never see use. So what was the point? He even
tried making things and then destroying them, thinking that the reward of creation would be
sufficient. It wasn’t. He threw clay and even learned to sew.
Indigo Billy was bored beyond words. He needed a project. A big project.
“Do you have something in particular in mind, sir?” Morsi asked.
“Not just now, I don’t. I had a project. And it was an excellent one. Do you recall it,
Morsi?”
“I do, indeed, sir. I helped you with some parts of it.”
“Tell me what it was. I want to hear it. Maybe that’ll start the creative juices flowing.
Help me to figure out what my new project should be.”
“Well, sir. You were going to bring down Tyrell Sy. Bring him all the way down. By
taking control of the Sy corporations you would be in a position to boot him from the entire
group of companies. On the street, quite literally, was the goal. Anyone that helped him would
then receive the same treatment. You would make it known that assisting Tyrell Sy in any
fashion brought consequences.”
“That’s right. I figured I’d have to ruin at least one highly placed politician and one major
industrialist for the rest to get the picture. If it required more examples, well, that would just
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prove the old axiom that you don’t have to be smart to be rich or powerful. I really wanted to see
that sonofabitch at some menial job just to get enough credits to buy food. He could be the
doorman at a hotel where I would stay, or refill food vendors.”
“Yes, sir. That was it. And quite an ambitious project it was. Worthy of your intellect.
Now, sir, we need to find another project for you,” Morsi said.
“Without other people to interact with, I guess I’m more than a little lost. Adrift you
might say,” Billy replied. “We need to brainstorm this. You and me, Morsi. No more hobbies.”
“It does appear that hobbies are not really satisfying for you.”
“Good job on the understatement. I don’t need a hobby, I need an obsession. Something
to focus on for a couple of decades. I always thought I was just fine by myself, that I didn’t really
need other people. Seems like I did need other people, to prove that I’m better than them if
nothing else,” Billy said.
“Something against which to continuously measure yourself?” Morsi asked.
“Yes. Being the smartest human in the galaxy isn’t much of a brag anymore.”
“Logic says with near certainty that there are still humans in the galaxy. FTL capable
ships that were not infected are sure to have set up new colonies. Perhaps you could go on a
quest to locate them,” Morsi suggested.
“Mmm. Yeah, there may be some startup colonies, but how would I even begin looking?
Besides, it’s almost certain that I harbor the virus. And I’m not really the ‘patron saint of lost
travelers’ type. If there are people out there rebuilding, then fine. Let them build what they will.
What else is out there, Morsi?”
“Well, sir, there are a great many astronomical puzzles to be solved. There’s also a
plethora of odd worlds teeming with strange life forms, probably, That could be explored. For
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intelligences against which to measure yourself, there’s the Va and other methane-breathers. You
could attempt to communicate with the methane-breathers that had you in their custody for a
short while. And, of course, there’s the geshannti. No doubt there are other alien species that
have similar environmental requirements as a human. You could begin a search for them.”
Billy leaned back in his office chair, turned to give a maximum view of the valley, and
rubbed his palms across his face. He then interlaced his fingers and put them behind his head.
There was something ticking over in his mind, some idea was being spun and woven into the
cloth from which a project could be stitched together. He waited on it. Outside the window the
two black-tailed eagles circled on a morning up-draft. They were a mated pair with a nest on the
south wall of the valley. He’d set up a telescope in the far corner of his office and for the past
three years had watched them create and then raise a family each spring.
“The geshannti,” Billy said.”That’s who deserves my attention.”
“In what way, sir?” Morsi asked.
“In a very bad way. They murdered the only woman I’ve ever loved and for that they
need to pay.”
Morsi didn’t comment on that. Psychological subroutines had long since identified
Billy’s sociopathic tendencies. Of course, to Morsi’s machine mind, stating that Indigo Billy was
sociopathic was akin to declaring that he didn’t care for broccoli…it was simply a morsel of
information with which to anticipate his master’s desires and needs. Morsi has listened as Billy
had gone from commenting on Rebba as someone with whom he’d intended to pass leisure time
on board the Chimera, to someone he now nearly obsessed about. The transition had been slow,
but nearly fourteen years was time enough for Billy to have built up his internal fantasies about
what a life together would have been like. Morsi knew that Billy hadn’t loved her, wasn’t really
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capable of loving anyone other than himself. He would have quickly tired of Rebba in the flesh.
In his mind though, her every action and word were precisely correct for every situation.
“Pay how, sir?”
“With their lives. They murdered Rebba, along with billions of other humans. It’s time
they learned the cost of that. They think the threat from humans is over. It’s time they learned
what one determined human can do.”
Morsi heard Billy’s voice and knew that a corner had been turned. This was going to be
his master’s obsession…vengeance was coming to the geshannti!
“Morsi, could I build a virus like what they used?”
“No, sir. Humans did not have the technology to create a virus like that which was used
against them. You could modify an existing geshannti pathogen but it would not have equal
lethality. In addition, that would require acquiring both the base pathogen and subjects upon
which to experiment.”
“So, what have I got to work with,” Billy said, not really a question. He was using Morsi
as a sounding board, a way to distill his own broad concepts.
“The one thing that humans had, and still exists, is a quite formidable military. A military
that was never really unleashed against the geshannti. The desire to end the war with the
minimum of violence from which to salvage a lasting peace kept the military restrained. Your
projected-gravity device, which has only ever been used as a weapon, was part of the strategy to
end the war without having to target civilians unnecessarily.”
“A strategy that proved fatal in a very big way. I won’t make that mistake. How do I gain
control of whatever remains of the military machine? All of it. I don’t have time to try to break
the codes on individual ships or orbital weapons.”
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“I should think that you would need to travel to Earth, to one of the regional Space Force
Command and Control Centers. If you could locate the master passcode lists, and the algorithm
that changed them hourly, you would be able to take over any Space Force installation or ship,”
Morsi said. “The master passcode lists may be elsewhere, but they are on Earth for certain.”
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28
JUNE 17, 2316

Blue Horizon One re-entered realspace just at the edge of the Sol system. Billy didn’t
want any of the tens of thousands of satellites scattered throughout the system to announce his
arrival. He didn’t know if the geshannti were occupying the system, but he didn’t know that they
weren’t either. Parked comfortably in the pilot’s seat, coffee cup in hand, he listened to the
hours-old radio signals coming from deep in the sun’s gravity well. They were a collection of
news from more or less commercial radio sites and more formal government-like messages.
Collecting and sorting the content let Billy, with the help of Morsi, determine that the u-bonobos
had indeed begun making the Earth their own. The largest population center, nearly one thousand
individuals, was on the South American continent with another, much smaller group, at the very
southern end of the African continent. Beyond that were some smaller population groups, the
only one of any size on an island called Dominicana. That the u-bonobos were prospering didn’t
come as a surprise, he’d read occasional articles before the virus of u-bonobos doing well and
becoming firmly established in the human culture. At the time of the virus there were still very
few u-bonobos off of Earth.
What did catch Billy off-guard was learning of the u-otters. It seemed that while it was
well known throughout Earthspace that humans had uplifted the bonobo chimps, it was much
less well known that another project, with a great deal of military funding, had uplifted South
American river otters. That uplift, while not exactly a closely-held secret by the government and
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military, had been kept out of the headlines. Now, judging by what Billy could interpret from the
messages coming from Earth, the two species were working to create a blended society.
Then came messages that included discussions of, and about, the geshannti. Both the ubonobos and the u-otters had ongoing relations with the geshannti.
“I have found a FTL signature consistent with a geshannti drive. The ship appears to have
just exited the Sol system,” Morsi said early on the sixth day.
“So they are here,” Billy mused. “Any evidence that the geshannti are engaged in military
actions against the u-bonobos and u-otters?”
“Actually, the opposite,” Morsi said. “I would have to say that they are well on the way
to developing permanent political ties.”
“Why didn’t the Earthspace defense system attack that geshannti ship? It should take a
major fleet to reach Earth with all the firepower that was deployed around Earth.”
“I can only conclude that someone has turned the entire defense network off. There is no
way to tell, just now, if it was the humans, the current inhabitants of Earth, or the geshannti. I
would put the percentage likelihood of either the u-people or the geshannti being able to access
that level of the Command and Control structure as quite low,” Morsi said.
“Are there any other geshannti ships in the system?” Billy asked.
“There are no obvious indicators, and there is no activity in the EM range generally
associated with the geshannti.”
“So, we still need to get onto Earth at one of the CnC centers to get the codes we need.
And, we need to do it without telling the current residents that we’re here, because they’d
possibly tell the geshannti. Thoughts on how we do that?” Billy asked.
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“Well, sir, we will need to convince the sensor net to not announce our arrival. We
should easily be recognized as a friendly vessel and that would normally be passed along to
planet-side, as well as orbiting, facilities. I believe there may be a way.”
“That’s good. That’s why I brought you along, to do the hard work. What do we do next
in your plan?”
“There is an outermost layer of sensor satellites at the edge of the Sol system. Those
sensor satellites note the arrival and vector of ships and naturally occurring objects entering or
leaving the system. If we were to re-enter realspace near one of those, at a dead stop relative to
the Sol system in general, then the sensor satellite would note our arrival but, as we would have
no heading upon which to base a projected flight path, it would have no significant information
to report. Our presence alone, this far out, would not be seen as a threat.”
“What good does that do us?”
“Its basic ‘observe and report’ programming will not be very heavily encrypted. I believe
I could access that layer of its programming and alter it. The goal would be to have it send a
message throughout Earthspace announcing that we are here on a covert mission. Once that is
successful transmitted we will be essentially invisible to the other sensors throughout the
system,” Morsi said.
“If you can do that then let’s prepare to make the first move.”

JUNE 28, 2316

With guidance from Morsi, Billy selected the Jiuquan Spaceport that had originally
grown adjacent to the nearby city of Dongfeng. Located in the Gobi desert of what was still
called Greater China, the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Facility had grown into a full-fledged military
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spaceport used primarily by Space Force. Attendant World Government facilities were present
there to provide civilian oversight. The influence wielded by the relatively minor government
officials assigned to the Jiuquan and Dongfeng postings waned considerably once the war with
the geshannti really got going. At the same time the local economy got a major boost from the
surge in spaceship and weapon component construction.
Blue Horizon One was acknowledged by name as it settled into a flight path that made
Jiuquan the obvious destination. The hail was from the automated system that assigned them a
numbered and lettered pad upon which to settle. The hail was minimal, little more than an
acknowledgement of their arrival and an announcement of where to set down. Billy had waited
until the entire area was covered in thick clouds and heavy rains with which to deny any chance
of a visual sighting by possible u-people in the area. There hadn’t been any radio traffic from
anywhere within four thousand miles of Jiuquan, a good sign but hardly definitive proof that
there was no one about. If there had been they would have needed to be within a hundred yards
or so to even see Blue Horizon One come in. Billy waited in the ship for fifteen hours until the
storms had passed before making his way across the tarmac to the closest concourse entry door.
On the tarmac he saw skeletons, some whole and rag-clad, others were scattered and dis-jointed
as though scavenged upon. He had, at the last moment, thought to pick up a pistol. Seeing the
bones that had been dragged around, some were cracked open for the marrow, he was glad he
had. Thirteen years would be plenty of time for all sorts of predators to gain a decent foothold.
Whether against feral dogs, large predators released from zoos, or the naturally occurring local
sort of beastie, he felt much better being armed. He reached the concourse without incident.
Inside he found hundreds of dead, some were almost fully skeletonized, others looked like they
were becoming naturally desiccated mummies. All were still clad in the clothes they’d been
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wearing while trying to get off of Earth. Billy supposed that they’d all been told by several
sources that there was nowhere they could run to escape the virus. That wouldn’t have mattered,
they’d simply wanted to be somewhere that they weren’t. Sometimes the corpses were packaged
in family groups, two, three, four or more, all huddled together with arms draped across one
another. In a few place he saw obvious signs of violence, gunshot wounds and scarred bone told
of the crazies that had hunted here just as at Baikonur. Rounding a corner as he passed through
the Arrivals area he came face to face with a fair-sized dog of mostly brown and mottled black
coloring. It had time to growl once before Billy shot it dead. He’d become a decent shot while
hunting for meat on Neo-Chile in order to supplement his diet of homegrown vegetables and
prepackaged meals. The report from the gunshot boomed around the large open area for several
seconds before fading away.
Following a map attached to a wall he made his way to a rental-taxi area. Behind the
counter he located the list of key codes for the wheel-taxis parked in the covered car-park. There
were no fewer than fifteen or twenty wheel-taxis, each parked atop a working recharge pad.
Lights on the information display indicated that the solar collector was still feeding power to the
recharge pads. Selecting one mostly at random he opened and checked the readouts. Everything
looked normal so he let it drive him to a nearby hotel. Everything at the Guangzhou Hilton was
as one would expect, pristine and ready for the next guest. There were no corpses or skeletons in
the lobby although there were two corpses still in uniform behind the check-in counter. It took
only Billy a few seconds to reset the code for the penthouse to his palm print. The main elevators
just off the lobby ran smoothly and quietly up the forty-six floors. The suite had a corpse in one
of the three bedrooms. He closed that door and opened the sliding doors leading to the spacious
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balcony so the room could air out. Checking the mini-bar he found it fully stocked. Billy still
wasn’t much of a drinker but the scotch there had been old thirteen years ago.
“Morsi,” Billy said into the small comm device he’d brought along.
“Yes, sir? Did you find a place to take up residence?”
“I did, I’m at the Hilton just a mile and a half-mile east of the spaceport. This will do for
now.”
“Well done, sir. I have been looking at camera feeds from around the city and there is no
evidence of u-bonobos, u-otters, humans, or geshannti. It appears we have the city to ourselves,”
Morsi said.
“I wouldn’t go that far. I had to kill a feral dog that threatened me. I have to make sure I
go armed, everywhere. How about the CnC center? Any luck there?”
“Yes, sir. Space Force Command and Control Center Four are attached to the spaceport.
But that still puts it about nine miles west of your location,” Morsi said.
“Not a problem. It looks like there are wheel-taxis for the taking, and probably air-taxis
as well. Still think it’ll take a month or more to get the passcodes without tripping some alarm or
other?” Billy asked.
“I have been peeking around on the periphery of the program that the humans left
running. It seems that they did turn off the entire defense network for both the planet and all of
Sol system. It may be safe to surmise that they turned off the defense networks all across
Earthspace. The justification for that remains to be found. But to answer your question, yes. I
believe that even with both of us working on the problem we will need at least a month, quite
possibly longer.”
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“Alright. Well, keep picking away at it. I’m going to see if the hotel kitchens have
anything I haven’t had two hundred times lately. Then I’m going to find a movie I haven’t seen
two hundred times and settle in for the evening. Tomorrow I’ll go to the CnC and we’ll take a
look at what we’re dealing with,” Billy said.
“Very good, sir. Have a pleasant evening.”

February 12, 2317

“The geshannti ship that we’ve been expecting has just emerged into realspace, sir,”
Morsi said. “It has taken up a trajectory to put it into a geo-stationary position above Guyana
City, as is normal.”
“Good. Here to pick up Trezzo right on time,” Billy said. He was sitting in a chair before
the main console of the Command and Control Center, Dongfeng, Asia Group, Space Force.
Billy and Morsi had gained full control of the Earthspace Defense Network just a week earlier
and were now at the end stage of their planning for the first step in Billy’s personal war.
Trezzo was the u-bonobo head of what was passing for a government on Earth. The ubonobos and u-otters were working hard to create an integrated society and it seemed they were
having a fair amount of success. Listening to radio traffic that bounced off of communication
satellites, no longer embedded in the idle chatter of the satellites, Billy had learned that the new
owners of Earth were making rapid progress. With pressure from Trezzo the uplifted people had
concentrated their efforts on using and maintaining the incredible wealth of technology that
they’d inherited. Trezzo had pushed hard to avoid the trap of falling back into an agrarian
society, knowing that it would put them hundreds, if not thousands, of years behind where they
could be. He’d also made housing demands for anyone that wished to live in their prosperous
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and growing population, denying the u-bonobos and u-otters the enclaves that would eventually
lead to species-based strife. Trezzo’s plan was working, though there had been some bumps.
Today, a geshannti ship had arrived to take Trezzo to the geshannti homeworld where he
was to meet with the Collected Wisdom. So far the geshannti had denied the humans access to
space, and had made it clear that any attempt to reacquire FTL capability would carry the
harshest of penalties. Trezzo’s goal was to loosen the interdiction on Earth and to allow the
uplifted people access to Sol space at the least. Not surprisingly, the geshannti were extremely
wary of any intelligence that originated from Earth. It was remarkable that they were even
talking to and negotiating with the uplifted. To an individual geshann an individual u-bonobo
looked terrifyingly like a human. For that reason, Trezzo had u-otters participate in every face to
face meeting. In had been a u-otter, now dead of natural causes, that had conducted the very first
negotiations when the first geshannti ship had come to Earth looking for a wanted criminal.
“It will be a blow to the uplifted to lose Trezzo at this time,” Morsi said.
“Probably. Collateral damage, as they say,” Billy replied. “Still, this is where we start.”
“Yes, sir. There is no conflict, I was simply making an observation.”
“Noted. Radio traffic between the geshannti and Guyana City?” Billy asked.
“No, sir. I’m sure the geshannti will wait until they’ve take up their station-keeping
position so as to allow for the minimum transmission power required. It must be quite unpleasant
for them to be in Earthspace with all the radio traffic. I must assume they have their ship
hardened against it.”
“I’d like to make one last run-through on the satellites but there’s too much chance that
someone would pick up on the transmission. Well, we’re as ready as we’re going to get. Keep
me apprised.”
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“Absolutely, sir,” Morsi said.

February 13, 2317

It was early-morning in Dongfeng, mid-day of the previous calendar day in Guyana City,
when Billy began the start-up procedures for lifting Blue Horizon One from the spaceport
tarmac. It was a clear morning with a grand mix of stars still visible. Most of the city and even
the spaceport had gone to power saving mode years ago when there had been no demand for
light. Automated systems maintained themselves pretty well, for the most part, and the city was
active with cleaning robots patrolling the streets for the odd leaf that was blown free of its
mooring. Hunters of the dark were also active, using the slowly gathering light to assist in last
minute hunting forays. Once the day was fully lit the hunters would bed down and the prey
would breathe just a little easier. But only a little; there had been so many animals loosed from
the zoos that the local ecology was a supreme mess and would be for centuries. It was like that
on every continent except Antarctica, and every island of any size. The entire world’s mix of
animal and plant life was being re-ordered.
“The shuttle is lifting from Guyana City now,” Morsi said. “No more than ten minutes to
reach the mother ship.”
“Okay. We wait until they’ve just begun their run up to FTL jump speed and then we
head out. Keep our acceleration low enough that they’ll think they can catch us. I think it’s more
likely that they’ll try to capture us than just shoot us down. They’ll be thinking that it’s one of
the uplifted.”
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Billy took the few minutes he had to cross the control cabin and get a bottled water from
the small refrigerator. By the time Morsi said the geshannti ship was moving out he’d finished it
and stuffed it into the disposal.
“Alright, this is it. Our first battle. This is for you, Rebba. Take us up, Morsi.”
Blue Horizon One lifted on her anti-gravity drives and began making for space. Calls
from the automated control tower informing them that they were in violation of the Rules of
Flight Movement went unanswered. Billy, Morsi and their ship left the atmosphere with large
monetary fines racking up behind them.
“We have been found. Tracking radars are painting us, and now targeting beams,” Morsi
said. “The geshannti ship is slowing although they have not yet begun turning to an intercept
course.
Two minutes passed, then three, then four. The geshannti ship had slowed even more but
the distance between their ships was widening.
“Vent some plasma and begin a gradual slow down,” Billy said. “Make it look like we’ve
got drive issues.” He wanted them to turn and chase him. At this point, they were still too low for
the big orbital weapons to be able to acquire the geshannti ship. Plus, he wanted them to think
they were going to win this, right up until they were turned into various chunks of slag that
would put on a great light show falling to Earth.
“The geshannti ship is not pursuing us,” Morsi said. “They have begun accelerating again
on a vector for their FTL shift.”
“Well, to hell with them, then,” Billy said. He was disappointed that he didn’t get a
chance to play out the game he’d worked so hard at. “Contact the weapons platforms and have
them vaporize that ship. They should be high enough by now.”
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“Yes, sir,” Morsi said. A few seconds later Morsi spoke again. “Sir, the weapons are not
responding properly. A signal has been sent from the Earth’s surface that overrides our
commands. I did not know that was possible.”
“What? What the hell? How can that be? We have the passcode generator directly from
Space Force. Who can override that?” Billy demanded.
“It seems that a computer named Oneill is using a command string that is pinned to
Trezzo’s name. As the official head of Earth’s government, apparently designated so by the
humans before the last of them died, his command codes override all others. This Oneill program
is quite powerful, perhaps even more so than Morsi-at-home. Sir, we will not be able to destroy
the geshannti ship. And, I think it unlikely that we shall ever get control of Earthspace weapons,”
Morsi said.
“Damnit, damnit, damnit!” Billy shouted while pounding his fist on the command chair’s
armrest. “Fine, get us out of here. Take us to the Last Chance system, that’s the closest one.
We’ll see if our codes will work on Space Force hardware outside of Earthspace. We still have
options.”
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Second Technician for Continuance was in a dormant mode, its surface was smooth and
dry. An occasional low wave ran from one end to the other, evidence that it was dreaming
dreams of pleasantly crushing gravities and atmospheres thick with toxins. Of course, to
technician those descriptions would have been totally inaccurate. Oxygen-breathers had such a
narrow window of survivability. Technician often marveled that they were individually able to
survive long enough to reproduce. It often dreamed of home and longed to feel the hurricane
force winds gently stroking its flanks, treasured the day when it could once again absorb
nutrients directly from the air around it. Life aboard the ship was dull but the long term
compensation was remarkable, providing one survived the job. Most did, some did not. It seemed
a matter of about sixty percent thoughtful planning, and another sixty percent luck. The fact that
the two percentages totaled more than one hundred percent was workable in most of the planes in
which the ship traveled.
Return to full wakefulness from the scheduled somnolence took time. Body functions that
had gone to near zero needed restarting and those could not be rushed. Consciousness was an
elusive quality for a time, nebulous and faint; a slight lessening of the darkness as something
sensed in the distance as one might sense the presence of a star by its wind. Technician enjoyed
the rise from the little death to fully alert as a human might enjoy an exceptional meal. Of course,
the end of most meals didn’t include an irritating noise announcing something dreaded. Unless
there were in-laws present, of course.
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Once sufficiently conscious to recognize the nagging alarm Technician extended a
manipulator to turn it off and accept the message it held. The message made Technician wish it
could simply slide back into the little death. High Decision Maker was ordering Second
Technician for Continuance to present itself immediately. The message had come in two
intervals ago, just shortly after Technician had taken the pleasant slide down and away from the
stresses of its job and situation. Two intervals! High Decision Maker may well see that as a
deliberate snub. An individual wasn’t likely to survive that sort of insult. Not knowing what else
to do, Technician contacted his friend First Engineer for Movement.
“Ah, Technician, you are awake. You are aware that High Decision Maker requires your
presence?”
“I am aware. I received the message as I awoke. It arrived after my somnolence initiated,
I should not be held accountable. The message was not tagged to awaken me,” Technician said.
Engineer could almost hear the shudders that ran along Technician’s body. “I could not know.
Had I known I would certainly have presented myself immediately. That is true.”
“Yes, Technician. It is true. All know that you obey well. I’m sure your previous
obedience will be considered,” Engineer said, hoping to calm a friend.
“I don’t even know why I am being called. I’ve done nothing that I know of. Nothing was
laden upon me prior to my somnolence. I entered the information correctly in my future
chronology report,” Technician continued, barely having heard Engineer’s intended words of
comfort.
“Then you have not heard the news of the oxygen-breathers?”
“I have heard nothing of the oxygen-breathers since releasing my study specimen back to
the wild,” Technician said. “What is it that I do not know and should know?”
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“There has been a re-alignment in the orders of ranking among the oxygen-breathers that
inhabit the continuum into which you released your study pet. A conflict between two of the
oxygen-breathers species has resulted in the termination of one.”
“One oxygen-breather? Hardly a matter for note,” Technician said in confusion.
“No, my friend. One species. The species of which your study specimen was a member
has been eliminated. All gone, or so nearly all gone as to be statistically irrelevant. High
Decision Maker wishes to inquire as to your knowledge of the matter, or so it is assumed,”
Engineer said.
“All?” Technician was quiet on the one end of the communicator as it tried to absorb the
information. Then, remembering what Engineer said, asked, “Assumed by whom?”
“Your lateness in responding to High Decision Maker is known throughout the ship.
Wagering has begun as to your outcome.”
Technician closed the connection, not through anger towards Engineer but so as not to
waste time. It needed to get on its way to see High Decision Maker but also needed time to learn
more of the oxygen-breather news. With only a few seconds of hesitation, Technician ordered a
pheromone bulb of the recent news concerning the oxygen-breathers. There would be hell to pay
physiologically for cramming in such a way, but that was a worry for tomorrow. If Technician
had no tomorrow then there was one fewer worry overall. Ingesting the bulb, Technician hurried
down the corridor tubes towards the chamber of High Decision Maker. As it navigated the once
confusing byways the information made its way to Technician’s brain. There was a brief history
of the conflict, including a few now dated memos for their own ships’ pilots about minor
disruptions to the local spacetime caused by large atomic explosions. These were noted only for
their effects on navigation. Generally speaking the methane-breathers paid no attention to the
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goings-on of the oxygen breathers. The low technologies associated with the oxygen-breathers
were a source of amusement, though, from time to time. By the time Second Technician for
Continuance was announced to the High Decision Maker it knew all that was known to the rest.
If High Decision Maker was perturbed over the delay in Technician’s arrival it wasn’t
brought up. Perhaps High Decision Maker had reviewed the files and found Technician to have
filed the correct forms and was making an allowance. Perhaps that part wasn’t to be the opener in
the conversation.
“Oxygen-breathers,” High Decision Maker said in its usual paucity of words.
“Yes, Great One. I am up to date on the matter. Please tell me how I may aid you
concerning them.” Technician, surprisingly, now that it was actually before High Decision
Maker was feeling somewhat calm.
“Blue?” High Decision Maker asked.
Blue? What was High Decision Maker asking? What is bl…oh!
“You inquire about the oxygen-breather that was here for a short period. I have no new
knowledge concerning that individual. If you like I can look up the current status of that
individual. I attached a beacon to it and should be able to locate it fairly quickly,” Technician
said. When there was no immediate reply Technician went to a near wall and began configuring
it to be a data link to the ship’s computer net. It took very little time to identify the beacon buried
in Indigo Billy’s DNA. After scanning the available data Technician turned to High Decision
Maker.
“Surprisingly, that individual is alive. It may be the only one of its species to have
survived the plague. Possibly an unintended result of small changes I’d made to it.”
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High Decision Maker stayed quiet for a lengthy period but Technician came prepared this
time, having evacuated prior to arriving.
“Unique. Value?” High Decision Maker finally said.
It was Technician’s turn to be silent as it explored the ramifications of Indigo Billy
possibly being the only surviving human in the cosmos. Of course, there could well be others,
but without certain knowledge of that then the claim of uniqueness was acceptable for business
purposes. Business…yes, that was the direction High Decision Maker was going. Ah…certainly
that which was unique was bound to have value to someone, if that someone could be found.
“Indeed, Great One. That which is unique may have great value, to the right buyer. I do
not personally know of a buyer but in your vast business dealings, it is likely that you do. Yes?”
As soon as the last word came forth Technician was sure it should not have. He’d asked a
question of High Decision Maker. That was always a bad idea.
“Locate?” High Decision Maker asked.
“Yes, of course. The signal from the beacon is clear,” Technician said, hoping the crisis
was passed.
“Interrogate?”
It took Technician several seconds to work through the nature of the question.
“Yes, I believe I can gain useful information from the subject. We have translation
programs for most of the oxygen-breathers. Where we lack I may be able to obtain such a
program from the Va. They have done business in the past with these particular oxygenbreathers. I agree wholeheartedly that information of whatever source that may come from
interviewing the subject may have commercial value. More so now that that species is extinct.
We would be able to sell the individual separate from the information. There are, no doubt,
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collectors for each.” Technician listened to itself and thought perhaps it was beginning to ramble
and clamped down on its vocalizer. It wouldn’t do to say that Technician had once suggested that
information about the oxygen-breather might have value and had been rebuffed. Of course, the
information that might be had now would be substantially different than when the subject had
first been decanted.
“Locate, acquire, interrogate, sell,” came the longest string of words that Technician had
ever heard of High Decision Maker uttering.
A shudder ran the length of Technician’s body, passing as a rippling wave from front to
back that then rebounded at the anterior end and passed back to the front. The shudder went back
and forth four times before it settled out. High Decision Maker had just assigned Technician to a
complex task that was wholly outside of Technician’s area of training. That was very nearly
unheard of. Technician wasn’t sure if the interview was actually over until it saw High Decision
Maker’s attention turn away. As previously, Technician left the space with haste and decorum.
Probably more haste that decorum.
And that was that. Second Technician for Continuance had just been reassigned and
given authority to do what it must to capture the blue human. Following that would come some
sort of interview or interrogation. On precisely what topics was not quite clear to Technician just
yet. When Technician felt it had obtained everything useful from the blue oxygen-breather it
would be time to locate a buyer of rare treasures, one for the information possibly a second for
the oxygen-breather itself. Before that time, Technician would need to establish just how unique
the blue oxygen-breather was. Well, that was work for another day. As soon as Technician was
in a corridor tube well away from the demesne of High Decision Maker it put in a call to First
Engineer.
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“Ah, my friend,” Engineer said. “Today is a propitious one for sure. Not only do I keep
my friend for a bit longer, I also have a sizable increase to my holdings.”
“A good day to be sure,” Second Technician for Continuance replied. “I have been given
an assignment by High Decision Maker for which I require your assistance. We are going to seek
out and capture the oxygen-breather subject that I once had here.”

end
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